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1.1 NX Nastran 1.0 Overview
This section presents a short overview of the most significant features introduced 
in NX Nastran 1.0. 

Chapter 1, Introduction.  Gives an overview of new features in NX Nastran 1.0.

Chapter 2, Design Optimization.  Design Sensitivity and Optimization was first 
introduced in Version 66 of MSC.Nastran ® (MSC.Nastran is a registered 
trademark of MSC.Software Corporation).  For NX Nastran 1.0, major 
enhancements in optimization include:

• Complex Eigenvalue Sensitivities.  Complex Eigenvalue analysis has 
been a traditional tool for analysis of the stability of structures.  Some 
typical applications include brake and landing gear stability analyses.  
The goal is a design that yields complex eigenvalues with all the real 
parts being negative, which often becomes a trial-and-error process.  The 
availability of complex eigenvalue sensitivity and optimization now 
automates this process.  See “Complex Eigenvalue Sensitivities” on 
page 14 for further details.

• Discrete Variable Optimization.  Mathematical Programming (MP) has 
long been used in the field of optimization to yield continuous design 
variables.  However, the design variables generated by the optimizer 
may not be practical from the manufacturer’s standpoint.  For example, 
it would be difficult to manufacture a plate with a thickness of .03758452 
in.  With discrete variable optimization, the user can now specify design 
variables—e.g., .032 and .040 gauges—that are also practical to 
manufacture.  See “Discrete Variable Optimization” on page 21 for 
further details.

• Dynamic Response Optimization Enhancements.  The synthesized 
response method—where the user can write any response quantity by 
using the equation feature in NX Nastran—has been available since 
MSC.Nastran Version 66.  Although general in nature, it can be a 
cumbersome task and error-prone if it involves a lengthy equation; for 
example, calculating the root sum square (RSS) of a response quantity 
over 1500 frequency steps.  Starting in this release, you can now bypass 
the need to specify these lengthy equations for some of the more 
commonly used relationships—e.g., SUM, AVG, SSQ, RSS, MAX, and 
MIN.  See “Dynamic Response Optimization Enhancements” on 
page 29 for further details.
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• Fully Stressed Design.  The intent of this capability is to resize the element 
properties—under at least one of the applied loading conditions—in a way 
that leads to a design in which each design variable creates an element at its 
limit value.  See “Fully Stressed Design” on page 36 for further details.

• Random Analysis Responses. Dynamicists have long used random analysis 
as part of the standard dynamic analysis.  This release extends this feature by 
supporting the use of RMS quantities (displacement, velocity, and 
acceleration) produced from this type of analysis with design sensitivity and 
optimization.  See “Random Analysis Responses” on page 42 for further 
details.

• Support for FREQ3, FREQ4, and FREQ5 Entries. FREQ3, FREQ4, and 
FREQ5 entries were supported in previous versions of MSC.Nastran, but 
these frequencies remained constant during each design cycle even though 
the frequencies of the model might have changed. Updated frequencies are 
now used in each design cycle when FREQ3, FREQ4, and FREQ5 entries are 
present.  Improvements have been made in the sensitivity calculations for the 
modal frequency response due to the inclusion of the extra terms associated 
with the variation of the natural frequencies with respect to the design 
variables.  See “Support for FREQ3, FREQ4, and FREQ5 Entries” on page 51 
for further details.

Chapter 3, Dynamics.  Many user-requested features related to dynamic analysis have 
been implemented in this release.  These features are summarized below:

• Simplified Static Loading Data in Dynamic Analysis.  The 
LOADSET/LSEQ combination is no longer required to apply static loads in 
dynamic analysis.  The DAREA fields on the TLOADi and RLOADi entries 
can now point directly to the static loading (e.g., force, pload4, etc.)  See 
“Simplified Static Loading Data in Dynamic Analysis” on page 56 for 
further details.

• Improvements to DAREA Bulk Data Usage.  Previously, the only way to 
apply dynamic loadings to the upstream superelements was through the use 
of the LOADSET/LSEQ combination.  The upstream superelement loadings 
can now point directly to the DAREA entries.  The DAREA entries are 
converted to equivalent static load entries (e.g., FORCE.)  With this 
conversion, the combination of LOADSET/LSEQ is no longer required to add 
residual vectors in a modal solution.  Only the addition of the 
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PARAM,RESVEC,YES is required to add residual vectors to a dynamic 
solution.  The DAREA entry can also be used to apply static loads in SOL 
101.  See “Improvements to DAREA Bulk Data Usage” on page 58 for 
further details.

• OMODES Case Control Command.  The OMODES Case Control 
command can be used to request output of selective modes in Solutions 
103, 105, 107, 110, 111, 112, and 200.  See “OMODES Case Control 
Command” on page 60 for further details.

• Direct Enforced Motion in Dynamic Analysis.  Previously, simulation 
of enforced motion in dynamic analysis was accomplished either by the 
large mass approach or the Lagrange Multipliers technique.  While both 
methods are theoretically valid, they are cumbersome in practice.  The 
large mass method very often leads to computational and numerical 
problems due to round-off errors and pseudo rigid body modes, while 
the use of the Lagrange Multiplier technique requires either a version-
specific DMAP alter or the user has to add terms directly into matrices.  
An improved method of specifying enforced motion has been 
implemented that permits direct specification of displacements, 
velocities, or accelerations via SPC/SPC1/SPCD data, thus eliminating 
the need for large mass or Lagrange Multipliers.  See “Direct Enforced 
Motion in Dynamic Analysis” on page 62 for further details.

• Modal Effective Mass Computation.  Modal approach is a common tool 
used by dynamicists in solving large dynamic problems.  The quality of 
the modal solution depends on the number of modes retained and 
whether those retained modes can capture the dynamic response of 
interest.  The modal effective mass is a common tool used in accessing the 
quality of the modal solution.  The proportion of the total mass that each 
mode can represent is known as its modal effective mass.  The closer the 
summation of the total modal effective mass is to the total mass of the 
structure, the better the quality of the modal solution.  Previously, you 
could obtain the modal effective mass by using the effmass.vxx sssalter.  
Starting in this release, the modal effective mass can be obtained by using 
the MEFFMASS Case Control request.  See “Modal Effective Mass 
Computation” on page 73 for further details. 

• p-Element Dynamics.  Starting this release, the shell and beam p-
elements are supported for these dynamic solution sequences:  SOLs 107, 
108, 109, 110, 111, and 112.  With this addition, the solid, shell, and beam 
p-elements are now supported in SOLs 101, 103, 107, 108, 109, 110,111, 
and 112.  See “p-Element Dynamics” on page 76 for further details.
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• Eigenvalue Method Enhancements.  Starting this release, any model using 
the Lanczos method with less than 20 degrees-of-freedom will automatically 
switch to the Householder method.  Furthermore, the Householder method 
now uses the more robust QL iteration method, rather than the QR iteration 
method.  See “Eigenvalue Method Enhancement” on page 80 for further 
details.

• Acoustic Source Modification. The DAREA scaling on the ACSRCE entry 
has been changed. See “Acoustic Source Modification” on page 84 for 
further details.

• Massless Mechanism Identification and Control. This capability provides a 
mean of identifying and constrain massless mechanism for eigensolutions.

Chapter 4, Elements and Loads.  This chapter describes new enhancements as related 
to elements and loads.  It covers the following topics:

• Element Summary Output.  The new element summary output request 
generates a table of properties for the selected elements.  These properties 
include element-id, material-id, length (or thickness), area, volume, structural 
mass, non-structural mass, total mass, and weight.  See “Element Summary 
Output” on page 90 for further details.

• PCOMP Enhancements.  Two new options—MEM (membrane only) and 
BEND (bending only)—are now available for the LAM field on the PCOMP 
entry.  The MEM option neglects the stacking sequence effects because they 
are only present in the bending terms.  This is frequently a good 
approximation for aircraft structures where membrane effects typically 
dominate the response in wing skins.  The concern with stacking sequence in 
a preliminary design may preclude the development of alternate high quality 
candidate designs.  See “PCOMP Enhancements” on page 91 for further 
details.

• RBE3 Element Modeling Guidelines.  There are no design changes to the 
RBE3 element in this release.  The changes were made in MSC.Nastran 
Version 70.7 and have been further documented here due to customer 
feedback.  In general, the 456 degrees-of-freedom of the independent grid 
points (Ci field) should not be included in the RBE3 unless they are required 
to remove rigid body motion (e.g., all grid points are colinear.)  If these 
rotational degrees-of-freedom are included in the Ci field, then the results 
may change if different sets of units are used.  There is no restriction with the 
rotational degrees-of-freedom for the dependent grid point (REFGRID).  See 
“RBE3 Element Modeling Guidelines” on page 95 for further details.
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• Symmetric Integration for p-Element Tetrahedral Elements.  A 
symmetrical integration—mapping directly to a tetrahedral space—has 
been added to the tetrahedral p-Element.  Previously, an unsymmetrical 
mapping—mapping of tetrahedral to a hexahedron space—was used.  
See “Symmetric Integration for p-Element Tetrahedral Elements” on 
page 97 for further details.

• CWELD Connector Element.  A new connector element (CWELD) has 
been introduced to simulate spot welds, seam welds, bolts, screws, etc.  
Three modeling options are available—patch-to-patch, point-to-patch, 
and point-to-point.  See “CWELD Connector Element” on page 98 for 
further details.

• Element Geometry Checks.  The element geometry checks (e.g., taper, 
skew, warp, etc.) can now be controlled by the GEOMCHECK Executive 
Control statement.  See “Element Geometry Checks” on page 110 for 
further details.

• Shell Normal Default.  Based on positive customer feedback, shell 
normals are now generated automatically with the default for 
PARAM,SNORM set to 20.  See “Shell Normal Default” on page 117 for 
further details.

• Shell Element Force, Stress, and Strain Output in the Material 
Coordinate System.  The element forces, stresses, and strains for the 
following shell elements—CQUAD4, CTRIA3, CQUAD8, and CTRIA6—
can now be generated in a user-defined material coordinate system.  This 
is controlled by PARAM,OMID,YES and by defining a theta or MCID 
field on the associated element connectivity entry.  See “Shell Element 
Force, Stress, and Strain Output in the Material Coordinate System” on 
page 119 for further details.

• Closed-hat Section.  A new close-hat section has been added to the 
PBARL and PBEAML beam library.  See “Closed-hat Section” on 
page 123 for further details.

• GMLOAD Enhancements.  Distributed moments can now be applied to 
the shell and beam p-elements.  In addition, an option (CID=-1) has been 
added to the CID field of the GMLOAD entry.  A CID=-1 will specify a 
coordinate system based on the associated FEEDGE or FEFACE 
definition.  See “GMLOAD Enhancements” on page 124 for further 
details.

• Multiple DMIG Input.  Multiple DMIG matrices of the same type are 
now supported (e.g., K2GG=K1,K2,K3).
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• Multiple Transfer Functions (TF) Input.  Multiple transfer functions can 
now be applied in the same run (e.g., TFL=1,3,4).

Chapter 5, Aerodynamic Enhancements.  This chapter describes new enhancements to 
Aerodynamic analysis and they are summarized as follow:

• Nonlinear aeroelastic trim.

• Integrated loads monitor points for the aerodynamic and structural meshes.

• Trim solutions about a reference controller state.

• Stability derivative output about the reference controller state.

• Stability derivative output for clamped aircraft models.

• Full vehicle coefficients at trim in both body and wind axes.

• Input of WKK, W2GJ and FA2J correction factors by DMIK and DMIJ.

• The Constant Pressure Method (CPM) for steady and unsteady supersonic 
aerodynamics.

• Improved accuracy in the Ritz vectors for aeroelasticity.

See “Aeroelasticity Enhancements” on page 129 for further details.

Chapter 6, Nonlinear Analysis.  This chapter describes new enhancements related to 
nonlinear analysis and covers the following topics:

• Grid Point Force Balance and Element Strain Energy in Nonlinear Static 
Analysis. Starting this release, grid point force balance and element strain 
energy can now be requested for Solution 106.  See “Grid Point Force Balance 
and Element Strain Energy in Nonlinear Static Analysis” on page 170 for 
further details.

• Nonlinear Convergence Tolerance Revisions.  The default for the nonlinear 
convergence tolerances have been modified to improve run times for most 
large nonlinear static analyses without any appreciable sacrifice in accuracy.  
These new defaults are set automatically based on the model properties.  See 
“Nonlinear Convergence Tolerance Revisions” on page 176 for further 
details.
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• Nonlinear Buckling Analysis. Prior to MSC.Nastran Version 70.7, the 
only way to perform nonlinear buckling analysis was to use a cold start 
nonlinear static analysis followed by a restart buckling analysis.  Starting 
in MSC.Nastran Version 70.7, nonlinear buckling analysis could be 
performed in a single run.  This feature, however, was not documented 
in the MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 Release Guide.  See “Nonlinear 
Buckling Analysis” on page 182 for further details.

• Quadratic Tetrahedron Element for Nonlinear Analysis.  Previoulsy, 
only the lower order solid elements support nonlinear analysis.  NX 
Nastran now supports both material and geometric nonlinear analysis 
for the 10-noded tetrahedron.  See “Quadratic Tetrahedron Element for 
Nonlinear Analysis” on page 186 for further details.

• Enhancements to Prestressed Normal Mode Analysis. Prestressed 
normal mode analysis in nonlinear static analysis (SOL 106) has been 
improved this release. See “Enhancements to Prestressed Normal Mode 
Analysis” on page 189 for further details.

Chapter 7, Model Checkout and Evaluation Tools.  This chapter summarizes 
various model checkout and evaluation tools—including many that have been 
requested by the users.  It covers the following topics:

• Weight Checks.  The model weight information can now be obtained at 
various stages of the analysis (e.g., g-set, a-set, etc.)  This feature is 
activated with the WEIGHTCHECK Case Control command.  See 
“Weight Checks” on page 196 for further details.

• Grounding Checks.  The grounding check identifies unintentional 
constraints and ill-conditioning in the stiffness matrix.  This check is 
intended to replace the checka.vxx SSSalter and is activated by the 
GROUNDCHECK Case Control command.  See “Grounding Checks” on 
page 198 for further details.

• Grid Point Kinetic Energy.  In this release, you can now request the 
kinetic energy at a set of grid points in SOL 103 with the GPKE Case 
Control command.  See “Grid Point Kinetic Energy” on page 201 for 
further details.

• Element Strain Energy Enhancements.  The element strain energy is 
now supported in frequency response analysis and can be obtained using 
the usual ESE Case Control command.  See “Element Strain Energy 
Enhancements” on page 203 for further details.
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• Element Kinetic Energy.  Element kinetic energy can now be requested in 
SOLs 103, 108, and 111 using the EKE Case Control command.  See “Element 
Kinetic Energy” on page 206 for further details.

• Element Energy Loss.  Element Energy Loss (element damping energy) can 
now be requested in SOLs 103, 108, ad 111 using the EDE Case Control 
command.  See “Element Energy Loss” on page 209 for further details.

Chapter 8, Parallel Numeric Enhancements.  As users analyze larger and larger 
models, the requirement for a reduction in elapsed time becomes more of an issue.  
Two additional geometric domain decomposition methods—Geometric Domain 
Parallel Lanczos (GDMODES) and Parallel Automatic Component Modes Synthesis 
(PACMS)—are introduced in this release. This chapter is organized as follows:

• Introduction.  This section provides an overview of the available distributed 
parallel methods.  See “Introduction” on page 214 for further details.

• Geometric Domain Decomposition.  This section describes the details 
regarding the geometric domain decomposition methods.  See “Geometric 
Domain Decomposition” on page 217 for further details.

• Geometric Domain Parallel Lanczos (GDMODES).  This section describes 
the details regarding the Geometric Domain Parallel Lanczos method.  See 
“Geometric Domain Parallel Lanczos Eigensolution Technique 
(GDMODES)” on page 220 for further details.

• Parallel Automatic Component Modes Synthesis (PACMS).  This section 
describes the details regarding the Parallel Automatic Component Modes 
Synthesis (PACMS) method.  See “Parallel Automated Component Modal 
Synthesis (PACMS)” on page 222 for further details.

• User Interface for the DMP Methods.  This section describes the user 
interface for all five DMP methods.  See “User Interface for the DMP 
Methods” on page 225 for further details.

• General Guidelines and Recommendations for the Selection of the DMP 
Methods.  This section provides guidelines for the selection of the five 
available DMP methods.  See “General Guidelines and Recommendations 
for the Selection of the DMP Methods” on page 227 for further details.

• Limitations for the DMP Methods.  This section summarizes all the known 
limitations for all the DMP methods.  See “Limitations for the DMP 
Methods” on page 229 for further details.

• Examples.  This section provides examples for submitting DMP jobs.  See 
“Examples” on page 231 for further details.
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Chapter 9,  Miscellaneous Enhancements.  This chapter summarizes other useful 
enhancements that do not fit into the previously mentioned categories and covers 
the following topics:

• Bulk Data Model Summary.  The model summary table includes the 
number of grid points and the number and type of each finite element 
entry (including rigid elements, if present) encountered in the Bulk Data 
Section.  See “Bulk Data Model Summary” on page 236 for further 
details.

• MATMOD Module Option 35.  This option provides a tool to sort a 
particular column of a matrix and produces a list vector and/or a Boolean 
matrix that contains the indices of the sorted terms.  See “MATMOD 
Module Option 35” on page 237 for further details.

• Force Resultants Output Enhancements.  The vector resultant 
summations for the applied force now include the individual 
contributions in each component direction to the total summation.  See 
“Force Resultants Output Enhancements” on page 241 for further 
details.

• Output of Maximum, Minimum Grid Point-Based Responses.  A 
summary of maximum and minimum of grid point-type responses (e.g., 
displacements, spcforces, oload, etc.) can now be requested using the 
MAXMIN Case Control command.  See “Output of Maximum, 
Minimum Grid Point-Based Responses” on page 243 for further details.

• Output2 Enhancement.  Additional datablocks are now written to the 
.op2 file when PARAM,POST,-1 or PARAM,POST,-2 is used.  See 
“Output2 Enhancement” on page 249 for further details.

• Eigenvector Data Recovery in Modal Solution Sequences.  The 
eigenvectors can now be requested in SOLs 110, 111, 112, and 200 (using 
the modal solutions option).  See “Eigenvector Data Recovery in Modal 
Solution Sequences” on page 250 for further details.

• Continuation Field Requirement. It is no longer required to have the 
continuation fields—field one of the parent record and fields 1 and 10 of 
the subsequent continuation records—to be unique. See “Continuation 
Field Requirement” on page 251 for further details.

• Expanded Error Messages. The user can request additional information 
regarding the error encountered in the .f06 file by setting system cell 119 
to 1. See “Expanded Error Messages” on page 252 for further details.
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• Modular I/O (MIO) on the IBM AIX.  You can now use Modular I/O (MIO) 
on the IBM AIX running OS 4.3.3.15 or later.  See “Modular I/O (MIO) on the 
IBM AIX” on page 253 for further details.

• HP LP64.  NX Nastran supports the HP 64-bit build that has a 8Gb memory 
limit.  See “HP LP64” on page 254 for further details. 

• Other Useful Enhancements. The limits on DMI, DTI, and the number of 
subDMAPs have been increased. Additional options are also available for the 
parameters, USETSEL and USETSTRi, plus more consistent naming of the 
NDDL. The performance and accuracy of the residual vectors have been 
improved. See “Other Useful Enhancements” on page 255 for further details.

Chapter 10, Upward Compatibility.  The addition of the above enhancements may 
create an upward compatibility issue for some users.  If answers have changed using 
this release, this section may provide a clue as to what may have caused the changes.  
In some cases, options are provided to revert back to the previous design.  
Furthermore, if user DMAP alters need to be converted, “Summary of DMAP Module 
Changes from MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 to NX Nastran” on page 262 provides a 
summary of all the DMAP module changes in this release.  See “Upward 
Compatibility” on page 257 for further details regarding all upward compatibility 
issues.

Appendix A, Statements, Commands, Entries, and Parameters.  This section contains 
a list of Executive Control Statements, Case Control Commands, Bulk Data Entries, and 
Parameters that are either new, or have been changed this release.

• New or Modified Executive Control Statements. “New or Modified 
Executive Control Statements” on page 324 contains a list of new or modified 
Executive Control Statements.

• New or Modified Case Control Commands. “New or Modified Case 
Control Commands” on page 335 contains a list of new or modified Case 
Control Commands.

• New or Modified Bulk Data Entries. “New or Modified Bulk Data Entries” 
on page 379 contains a list of new or modified Bulk Data Entries.

• New or Modified Parameters. “New or Modified Parameters” on page 513 
contains a list of new or modified Parameters.
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Appendix B, Aerodynamic Database.  This section contains a partial list of the 
Contents of the Aerodynamic and Aeroelastic databases.

• Partial Contents of the Aerodynamic Database. “Partial Contents of the 
Aerodynamic Database” on page 522 contains a partial list of the 
Aerodynamic database—including datablock names, PATH, and 
description.

• Partial Aeroelastic Database Contents. “Partial Aeroelastic Database 
Contents” on page 524 contains a partial list of the Aeroelastic 
database—including datablock names, PATH, and description.

Appendix C, Technical Application Notes. This section contains a list of useful 
technical application notes.

• Massless Mechanism Identification and Control (TAN 4892). A method 
is now available to automatically constrain massless mechanism for 
eigensolutions.

Bibliography.  This section contains a list of useful references. 
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2.1 Complex Eigenvalue Sensitivities
NX Nastran includes complex eigenvalue analysis, sensitivity, and optimization 
in Solution 200. Although the ANALYSIS Case Control command and DRESP1 
Bulk Data entry have been enhanced to allow specification of the new response 
types, the design optimization interface otherwise remains unchanged.

Theory
The basic equations for complex eigenvalue analysis are:

Eq. 2-1

and

Eq. 2-2

where ,  and  denote the complex eigenvalue and right and left complex 
eigenvectors, respectively, of the nth mode.  Note that the left and right 
eigenvectors are distinct and share a common eigenvalue, pn which can be 
defined as

Eq. 2-3

where  and  are the real and imaginary parts of the complex eigenvalue, .  
The structural matrices ,  and  include contributions both from 
structural elements as well as direct input via K2GG, B2GG, M2GG, K2PP, B2PP, 
and M2PP.  

Relations used in computing the design sensitivities can be derived by 
differentiating Eq. 2-1 and Eq. 2-2 with respect to a design variable.  Using  to 
refer to a perturbation, we obtain, from Eq. 2-1,

Eq. 2-4

Expanding, ignoring higher order terms, and utilizing Eq. 2-2 yields the 
following approximation for the variation in the n-th complex eigenvalue:

Eq. 2-5

where
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Eq. 2-6

and  and  are the real and imaginary variations, respectively, of the complex 
eigenvalue. Note that the approximation in Eq. 2-5 does not require complex 
eigenvector sensitivities.  In the case of modal analysis, the assumption is that enough 
modes have been retained such that the perturbed subspace can be adequately 
represented by the original mode set.  For this reason,  a larger mode set than would 
normally be required for analysis purposes is recommended for modal complex 
sensitivity analysis. Because this number is highly problem-dependent, a logical 
approach would be to include enough modes until acceptable accuracy convergence 
is achieved.

Input
Two additional analysis types that have been added to Solution 200 can be selected 
using the existing ANALYSIS Case Control command as follows:

Complex eigenvalue response types (real and imaginary components) can now also 
be selected using the new response types available on the DRESP1 entry (see also 
“DRESP1” on page 432 in “New or Modified Bulk Data Entries” in Appendix A):

ALPHA is chosen as the default because the damping portion of the complex root will 
typically be of greatest interest.

ANALYSIS = DCEIG for direct complex eigenvalue analysis

MCEIG for modal complex eigenvalue analysis

Response Type ATTA ATTB ATTli

CEIG Complex 
Eigenvalue 
Mode number

(Integer>0)

ALPHA or 
OMEGA 
(default=ALPHA)

Blank

∆pn ∆α= i∆ω+

∆α ∆ω
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For example, the following DRESP1 entry selects the imaginary part of complex 
eigenvalue mode number 3 as a design response: 

Output
The output for complex eigenvalue sensitivities has the same format as other 
Solution 200 responses.  For example, in connection with design optimization 
(and for P2=8 on the DOPTPRM entry), a typical complex eigenvalue response 
looks like

For design sensitivity output (DSAPRT=YES), the design sensitivity matrix looks 
like

Limitations
Although several complex eigenvalue solution methods are available (see the 
Bulk Data entry, “EIGC” on page 874 of the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide), 
the complex Lanczos method of eigensolution is currently the only method that 
produces left-hand eigenvectors of sufficient accuracy to yield reasonable 
sensitivities in the widest variety of problems tested. The complex Lanczos 
method is the recommended method for complex eigenvalue sensitivity analysis 
in Solution 200.

DRESP ID LABEL RTYPE PTYPE REGION ATTA ATTB ATTI

DRESP1 10 CEIGIMG CEIG 3 OMEGA

 I N I T I A L   A N A L Y S I S    S U B C A S E =       1

                                  -----    COMPLEX EIGENVALUE RESPONSES    -----

     ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
            INTERNAL    DRESP1    RESPONSE     MODE      ALPHA/        LOWER                         UPPER   
               ID         ID       LABEL        NO.      OMEGA         BOUND          VALUE          BOUND   
     ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                   2         20   G1110L            1    ALPHA       5.0000E-01    -1.0000E+00        N/A 

****************************************************************************
                            *                                                                          *
                            *    D E S I G N    S E N S I T I V I T Y    M A T R I X    O U T P U T    *
                            *                                                                          *
                            *                                                                          *
                            *    R E S P O N S E    S E N S I T I V I T Y    C O E F F I C I E N T S   *
                            *                                                                          *
                            ****************************************************************************
 
 

   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    DRESP1 ID=        20             RESPONSE TYPE= CEIG         MODE ID=         1 ALPHA                         SEID=         0
    SUBCASE  RESP VALUE              DESIGN  VARIABLE  COEFFICIENT   DESIGN  VARIABLE  COEFFICIENT
   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
          1  -1.0000E+00                  1  ST         0.0000E+00        2  DP        -1.0002E+00
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Example (D200CE25.DAT)
Complex eigenvalue analysis is often used in analyzing the stability of systems (e.g., 
brake system). If the real part of the complex eigenvalue is positive, this is an 
indication that the system is potentially unstable. The following simple spring, mass, 
and damping system is used to illustrate the use of complex eigenvalue optimization. 
The K2PP—a skew symmetric matrix in this case—is used to simulate friction. A 
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listing of the input file follows:

$   d200ce25.dat       - direct method
$
$
$   complex lanczos
$   with viscous damping
$   add skew symmetric matrix
$
SOL 200  $
diag 8
CEND
TITLE= 
DISPLACEMENT= ALL 
dsaprt(end=last)=all
k2pp = stifskew
$
subcase 10
 desobj = 101
 analysis = dceig
 CMETHOD= 99
 dessub = 100
$
BEGIN BULK
$
EIGC, 99, clan, , , , , 4
$
dmig,stifskew,0,1,1
dmig,stifskew,2,1,,3,1,-1000.
dmig,stifskew,3,1,,2,1,+1000.
$
GRID, 2, , 1., 0., 0.
GRID, 3, , 0., 0., 0.
GRDSET, , , , , , , 23456
CVISC, 101, 1, 2, 3
PVISC, 1, 30.
celas1,2,2,2,1,3,1
pelas,2,12500.,.01
CONM2, 201, 3, , 3.0
CONM2, 202, 2, , 1.5
$
$    design model
$
desvar,1,k1,1.,0.1,10.
desvar,2,ce1,1.,0.1,10.
desvar,3,ge1,1.,0.1,10.
$
dvprel1,101,pelas,2,k1,1250.
,1,12500.
dvprel1,201,pvisc,1,ce1,3.
,2,30.
dvprel1,301,pelas,2,ge1,.001
,3,.01
$
dresp1,101,ceigrea1,ceig,,,1,alpha
dconstr,100,102,,1.e-5
dresp1,102,ceigrea1,ceig,,,2,alpha
$
$doptprm,desmax,25,method,3
doptprm,desmax,25,method,3
$
ENDATA
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Looking at the complex eigenvalue table below, it is obvious that the first two roots 
(2.676362E-4 and 4.256011E-2) are positive, an indication of potential instability.

Three design variables (the 3 DESVAR entries) are used for this problem—K1 (spring), 
CE1 (damper), and GE1 (structural damping). The objective function—represented by 
DRESP1,101—is to minimize the ALPHA of the first complex eigenvalue. This is 
accomplished by specifying CEIG,1, and ALPHA in fields 4, 7, and 8, respectively on 
DRESP1,101. The constraint is to limit the ALPHA of complex eigenvalue number 2 to 
be below 1.E-5. This is accomplished by specifying CEIG, 2, and ALPHA in fields 4, 7, 
and 8, respectively on the DRESP1,102 entry.

Below is the design sensitivity coefficient—one can see the K1 (spring has the most 
dominant effect in changing the ALPHA values of complex eigenvalues of roots 1 and 
2. Furthermore, since the sign is negative, increasing K1 will decrease ALPHA.

 C O M P L E X   E I G E N V A L U E   S U M M A R Y
0                ROOT EXTRACTION EIGENVALUE FREQUENCY DAMPING
                  NO. ORDER (REAL) (IMAG) (CYCLES) COEFFICIENT

1 2 2.676362E-04 -4.219375E+00 6.715343E-01 -1.268606E-04
2 1 4.256011E-02 4.218514E+00 6.713974E-01 -2.017777E-02
3 4 -1.445616E+01 -1.107162E+02 1.762103E+01 2.611392E-01
4 3 -1.558667E+01 1.107170E+02 1.762116E+01 2.815586E-01

1                                                                           SEPTEMBER 6, 2003 NX NASTRAN 12/15/00   PAGE    10

 ****************************************************************************
* *
*    D E S I G N    S E N S I T I V I T Y    M A T R I X    O U T P U T *
* *
* *
*    R E S P O N S E    S E N S I T I V I T Y    C O E F F I C I E N T S *
* *
****************************************************************************

 
 
   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DRESP1 ID= 101 RESPONSE TYPE= CEIG MODE ID= 1 ALPHA SEID=         0
    SUBCASE  RESP VALUE DESIGN  VARIABLE  COEFFICIENT DESIGN  VARIABLE  COEFFICIENT DESIGN  VARIABLE  COEFFICIENT
   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10   2.6764E-04 1 K1 -3.2303E-02 2  CE1 2.1426E-02 3  GE1 -2.1162E-02
 
   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DRESP1 ID= 102 RESPONSE TYPE= CEIG MODE ID= 2 ALPHA SEID=         0
    SUBCASE  RESP VALUE DESIGN  VARIABLE  COEFFICIENT DESIGN  VARIABLE  COEFFICIENT DESIGN  VARIABLE  COEFFICIENT
   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10   4.2560E-02 1 K1 -5.3693E-02 2  CE1 2.1388E-02 3  GE1 2.1136E-02
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The usual Objective Function and Maximum Constraint History Table follows. 
At the fourth design cycle, the objective function (ALPHA of complex 
eigenvalue 1) becomes negative and eventually terminates with a hard 
convergence at design cycle 8. Note that the constraint is still violated at design 
cycle 8—indicating the ALPHA for complex eigenvalue number 2 is above 1.E-5.

The last table is the usual Design Variable History Summary. From this table, one 
can see the reason for the termination of the run is due to all design variables 
hitting their limits—upper bound for K1 and lower bound for CE1 and GE1. 

 OBJECTIVE AND MAXIMUM CONSTRAINT HISTORY
           ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                              OBJECTIVE FROM           OBJECTIVE FROM          FRACTIONAL ERROR          MAXIMUM VALUE  
             CYCLE              APPROXIMATE                 EXACT                    OF                   OF
             NUMBER            OPTIMIZATION               ANALYSIS              APPROXIMATION             CONSTRAINT   
           ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

             INITIAL                   2.676362E-04 4.255011E+01

                   1             1.954410E-02             4.198717E-03             3.654779E+00             2.044564E+01

                   2             1.026596E-02             3.936944E-03             1.607597E+00             9.749419E+00

                   3            -1.188768E-03             8.540199E-04            -2.391967E+00             3.854565E+00

                   4            -1.621026E-03            -5.302418E-04            -2.057145E+00             1.889965E+00

                   5            -1.946552E-03            -8.778955E-04            -1.217294E+00             1.092002E+00

                   6            -7.670376E-04            -7.068233E-04            -8.519005E-02             7.611594E-01

                   7            -6.501682E-04            -6.455443E-04            -7.162883E-03             6.782126E-01

                   8            -6.455443E-04            -6.455443E-04             0.000000E+00             6.782126E-01
           ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0                                                                                                            SUBCASE 10             
                                                       DESIGN VARIABLE HISTORY
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  INTERNAL |   EXTERNAL   |             |                                                                                          
   DV. ID. |    DV. ID.   |    LABEL    |   INITIAL    :      1       :      2       :      3       :      4       :      5       :
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
         1 |          1   |  K1         |   1.0000E+00 :   1.1927E+00 :   1.4310E+00 :   1.9651E+00 :   3.0142E+00 :   4.5393E+00 :
         2 |          2   |  CE1        |   1.0000E+00 :   8.1967E-01 :   6.5599E-01 :   4.2658E-01 :   2.9154E-01 :   1.0821E-01 :
         3 |          3   |  GE1        |   1.0000E+00 :   4.2011E-01 :   1.6492E-01 :   1.0000E-01 :   1.0003E-01 :   1.0003E-01 :
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  INTERNAL |   EXTERNAL   |             |
   DV. ID. |    DV. ID.   |    LABEL    |       6      :       7      :       8      :       9      :      10      :      11      :
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
         1 |          1   |  K1         |   8.1439E+00 :   1.0000E+01 :   1.0000E+01 :
         2 |          2   |  CE1        |   1.0000E-01 :   1.0000E-01 :   1.0000E-01 :
         3 |          3   |  GE1        |   1.0003E-01 :   1.0003E-01 :   1.0003E-01 :
 *** USER INFORMATION MESSAGE 6464 (DOM12E)
     RUN TERMINATED DUE TO HARD CONVERGENCE TO A BEST COMPROMISE INFEASIBLE DESIGN AT CYCLE NUMBER =        8.
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2.2 Discrete Variable Optimization

Introduction
Most optimization algorithms are based on the assumption that the design variables 
or quantities that are modified in search of an optimal design can vary continuously 
within a defined range.  Such is the case with the gradient-based algorithms 
implemented in NX Nastran.  However, the practicing engineer must choose from 
discrete values that most closely match the optimal vector of design variables returned 
by the optimizer.  The constraints of  mass production usually do not afford the 
engineer the luxury of specifying a 1.84 mm plate thickness; instead the engineer must 
make a practical choice from among several of the nearest available gauge sizes.  A 
number of subsequent analyses will often need to be performed to verify that the 
design goals have been reasonably met and that none of the critical performance 
constraints have been violated.  Discrete variable optimization seeks to avoid such 
tedium by allowing the engineer to specify a list of available gauges beforehand, 
leaving the task of selection and validation to the optimizer.

Several approaches to discrete variable optimization have been implemented in this 
release. Although some theoretical algorithms promise a high degree of precision 
(such as the Branch and Bound Method), most algorithms are not particularly 
computationally efficient and therefore, are unsuitable for use with large-scale finite 
element analysis programs such as NX Nastran.  Instead, several practical and cpu-
efficient methods have been implemented:

1. Rounding up to the nearest design variable

2. Rounding off to the nearest design variable

3. Conservative Discrete Design (CDD)

4. Design of Experiments (DOE)

The first two methods have been implemented solely for the purpose of obtaining 
quick design estimates, while the CDD approach is particularly good at quickly 
arriving at a conservative discrete solution. A conservative design is one that seeks to 
satisfy all performance constraints, as opposed to a nonconservative one in which a 
small degree of constraint violation may be tolerated.  (Note that a simple rounding 
up or rounding to the nearest of the variables may not result in a conservative design.)  
The DOE approach aims to obtain a good discrete design through evaluation of the 
approximate objective and constraints at the expense of additional, but limited, 
computational cost.
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Each of these methods is a postprocessing operation of the continuous, optimal 
design.  Moreover, the engineer can specify that such discrete variable 
postprocessing be applied only to the final design, or to any number of the 
previous, intermediate designs that lead up to the final design.  Useful design 
information can often be obtained by observing the progression of (hopefully) 
converging “optimal” discrete values, because any one of the intermediate 
solutions may actually result in a more usable design than the optimal solution 
itself. Note that computation of these intermediate discrete solutions has no 
influence on subsequent designs because the next design cycle is always based 
on the previous continuous solution and not the discrete solution.  

Discrete variables can also be mixed with continuous ones, allowing “mixed-
discrete” optimization. A typical example is that of combined sizing and shape 
optimization; gauge sizes must be discrete, while the variables that control shape 
may vary smoothly and continuously. Furthermore, mathematical 
programming (MP) and fully stressed design (see “Fully Stressed Design” on 
page 36) approaches can be used in conjunction with discrete variable 
optimization.

Input
Discrete variable optimization has been implemented within the context of 
Solution 200 for design optimization. The objective function and constraints are 
selected and applied using the same input data structure as for the continuous 
variable optimization.  The DESVAR entry, however, has been modified with the 
addition of an optional eighth field that points to the new DDVAL Bulk Data 
entry for specification of available, discrete values.  (See “New or Modified Bulk 
Data Entries” in Appendix A for a complete description of the modified 
DESVAR and the new DDVAL entry.) Below is a simple example of a 
DESVAR/DDVAL combination that defines a design variable with the discrete 
value set 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DESVAR 1 AREA 2.5 1.0 5.0 0.5 1

DDVAL 1 1.0 1.5

2.0 THRU 3.0 BY 0.2

4.0 5.0
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In addition, two new parameters have been added to the DOPTPRM entry to control 
the discrete optimization postprocessing operations (see “New or Modified Bulk 
Data Entries” on page 379 for a full description of the DOPTPRM entry):

Output
The output produced by the discrete variable processing methods is similar to the 
continuous optimization results. There is no change for results printed at each 
continuous optimization design cycle.  At each discrete variable processing cycle, the 
feasibility of a new discrete solution is checked based on both approximate and exact 
reanalysis, a similar approach to the one taken for continuous variable optimization. 
The approximate analysis is based on the approximate model and is labeled “Soft 
Feasible” if all the constraints are satisfied.  The results of the exact analysis of the 
discrete design is labeled “Hard Feasible” if all the constraints are satisfied.  “Soft 
Infeasible” and “Hard Infeasible” indicate that at least one constraint is violated in 
either the approximate or exact analyses, respectively.  Designs in which constraints 
have been violated would not be expected to prove satisfactory unless the engineer 
had built a sufficient factor of safety into the constraint specifications.

Name Description, Type and Default Value

DISCOD Discrete Processing Method: (Integer 1, 2, 3, 4, or 0; 
Default = 1)

1: Design of Experiments

2: Conservative Discrete Design 

3: Rounding up to the nearest design variable

4: Rounded off to the nearest design variable

0: Turn off discrete variable processing

DISBEG Design cycle ID for discrete variable processing initiation. 
Discrete variable processing analysis is carried out for every 
design cycle after DISBEG. (Integer>=0, default = 0=the last 
design cycle)

***** A SOFT FEASIBLE DISCRETE SOLUTION FOUND (SOFT FEASIBILITY DISCRETE SOLUTION CHECK LOGIC) *****
                      MAXIMUM CONSTRAINT VALUE               : -3.6252E-02  MUST BE LESS THAN   5.0000E-03
*************************************************************************************************************

***** A HARD FEASIBLE DISCRETE SOLUTION FOUND (HARD FEASIBILITY DISCRETE SOLUTION CHECK LOGIC) *****
                      MAXIMUM CONSTRAINT VALUE               :  4.7029E-03  MUST BE LESS THAN   5.0000E-03
***************************************************************************************************************
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The existing, “SUMMARY OF DESIGN CYCLE HISTORY” is modified to 
include these new discrete designs. An example of this new output is shown in 
Figure 2-1. The summary table also shows the number of discrete processing 
analyses completed and whether a soft or hard feasible discrete solution is 
obtained.  Note that the cycle numbers flagged with a “D” correspond to the 
discrete results that have been computed based on the preceding continuous 
design.

Figure 2-1  Summary of Design Cycle History for Discrete Optimization

***************************************************************
S U M M A R Y   O F   D E S I G N    C Y C L E    H I S T O R Y
***************************************************************

(HARD CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED)
(SOFT CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED)

( HARD FEASIBLE DISCRETE SOLUTION OBTAINED)
( SOFT FEASIBLE DISCRETE SOLUTION OBTAINED)

NUMBER OF FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES COMPLETED 7
NUMBER OF OPTIMIZATIONS W.R.T. APPROXIMATE MODELS 6
NUMBER OF DISCRETE PROCESSING  ANALYSES COMPLETED 2

                                              OBJECTIVE AND MAXIMUM CONSTRAINT HISTORY
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OBJECTIVE FROM BJECTIVE FROM FRACTIONAL ERROR MAXIMUM V
CYCLE APPROXIMATE EXACT OF OF
NUMBER OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS APPROXIMATION CONSTRAI
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INITIAL 4.740178E+02 2.907700

1 3.957753E+02 3.924499E+02 8.473461E-03 7.261696

2 2.943152E+02 2.943384E+02 -7.900563E-05 7.262860

3 1.962019E+02 1.962255E+02 -1.202970E-04 6.985210

4 9.808932E+01 9.811287E+01 -2.400495E-04 6.985210

5 4.883356E+00 4.905637E+00 -4.541855E-03 6.985210

5D 4.93356E+00 5.056371E+00 -4.38652 E-03 9.285210

6 4.905637E+00 4.905637E+00 0.000000E+00 6.985210

6D 4.92156E+00 5.041347E+00 -4.28652 E-03 7.253256
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DESIGN VARIABLE HISTORY
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INTERNAL | EXTERNAL |
DV. ID. | DV. ID. | LABEL | INITIAL : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 | 1 | LAYER1 | 1.0000E+00 : 1.2734E+00 : 1.3084E+00 : 1.2966E+00 : 1.2829E+00 : 1.2671E+00
2 | 2 | E | 1.0000E+00 : 9.9815E-01 : 9.9593E-01 : 9.9645E-01 : 1.0015E+00 : 1.0146E+00
3 | 3 | RHO | 1.0000E+00 : 8.0000E-01 : 6.0000E-01 : 4.0000E-01 : 2.0000E-01 : 2.0000E-01
4 | 4 | NU | 1.0000E+00 : 1.2000E+00 : 1.4400E+00 : 1.7280E+00 : 2.0736E+00 : 2.4883E+00

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INTERNAL | EXTERNAL |
DV. ID. | DV. ID. | LABEL | : 5D 6: 6D :

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 | 1 | LAYER1 | : 1.2000E+00 : 1.2671E+00 : 1.2000E+00 :   
2 | 2 | E | : 1.0000E+00 : 1.0146E-01 : 1.0000E-01 
3 | 3 | RHO | : 2.0000E+00 : 1.0000E-01 : 1.0000E-01 :    
4 | 4 | NU | : 2.5000E+00 : 1.2886E+00 : 1.5000E+00 :   

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Limitations
As mentioned previously, discrete variable optimization in NX Nastran is intended 
for the solution of large, finite element problems, where cost is a major consideration.  
As is the case with continuous variable optimization, the Conservative Discrete 
Design (CDD) and Design of Experiments (DOE) approaches are implemented with 
respect to the approximate subproblem, in order to provide a computationally-viable 
methodology.  This approximation leads to the following limitations:

1. The CDD and DOE methods will not always result in a feasible discrete 
solution mainly due to the nature of the approximate analyses, especially for 
widely-spaced discrete design problems (large “gaps” between discrete 
choices).

2. The DOE method will not always result in the best discrete solution because 
the search is limited to a subset of the possible discrete design combinations.

3. The CDD approach will not always result in a “true conservative discrete 
design” because the CDD approach ignores the interaction of discrete 
variables.

Guidelines 
Discrete variable optimization introduces the following additional optimization 
guidelines:

1. The default values for DISCOD and DISBEG are recommended (i.e., use the 
DOE approach and request discrete variable analysis at the last continuous 
design cycle). 

2. The rounded-down, rounded-up, and CDD approaches are good choices for 
quick discrete solutions. Generally, CDD will produce a better discrete 
solution than either rounding up or rounding to the nearest design variable.

3. The parameter, DISBEG selects the design cycle from which to begin the 
process of determining discrete solutions.  A smaller value will result in 
more solutions, which will be displayed in the “SUMMARY OF DESIGN 
CYCLE HISTORY.” Again, this may prove useful when design feasibility is 
critical. 
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Example (ICWDIS.DAT)
The Intermediate Complexity Wing model (ICW) in Figure 2-2 is used here to 
highlight some of the features in discrete variable optimization. This is the same 
model used in “Fully Stressed Design” on page 36.

Figure 2-2  Intermediate Complexity Wing Model 

In the example (ICWFSD.DAT) used in “Fully Stressed Design” on page 36, 
structural weight minimization is selected as the objective.  Here the objective 
will be the minimization of the composite wing volume subject to the same 
composite failure criteria, stresses, and frequency limits as the Fully Stressed 
Design Section. The thickness of 55 shear panel elements are linked, resulting in 
24 independent discrete variables, and the cross-sectional areas of 39 rod 
elements are linked such that they are controlled by a single independent, 
discrete variable.  The prescribed discrete value set for the shear panel and rod 
elements is {0.2, 0.25, 0.30, …, 10.0 }. Each composite quadrilateral and triangular 
element is made up of four plies that are treated as 4 independent discrete 
variables.  The number of independent ply thickness variables is reduced to 128, 
again through design variable linking. The ply thickness variables will be chosen 
from the discrete value set {1.0, 2.0, 3.0, …, 40.0} where 1.0 represents a single 
lamina. Because the above scheme results in a total of 153 independent discrete 
variables, solution of this design task by other discrete optimization algorithms 
is obviously impractical.
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Figure 2-3 presents the design cycle history for the discrete design task.  Mathematical 
programming is used for continuous optimization and the DOE approach is used to 
process the discrete variables at the final continuous optimization design cycle. 

Figure 2-3  Summary of Design Cycle History for ICWDIS.DAT

For comparison, Table 2-1 shows the discrete variable processing results for all of the 
available discrete optimization methods.  Note that the initial design is seriously 
violated.  Both the DOE and CDD approaches produce feasible solutions while the 

****************************************************************
S U M M A R Y   O F   D E S I G N    C Y C L E    H I S T O R Y

                                   ***************************************************************

(HARD CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED)
(SOFT CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED)

(SOFT FEASIBLE DISCRETE DESIGN OBTAINED)
(HARD FEASIBLE DISCRETE DESIGN OBTAINED)

                                       NUMBER OF FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES COMPLETED          14
                                       NUMBER OF OPTIMIZATIONS W.R.T. APPROXIMATE MODELS    12
                                       NUMBER OF DISCRETE PROCESSING ANALYSES COMPLETED      1

                                              OBJECTIVE AND MAXIMUM CONSTRAINT HISTORY
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OBJECTIVE FROM OBJECTIVE FROM FRACTIONALERROR MAXIMUM VALUE  
CYCLE APPROXIMATE EXACT OF OF
NUMBER OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS APPROXIMATION CONSTRAINT   

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

             INITIAL                                      1.182468E+02                                    5.842935E+02

                   1             1.498255E+02             1.498019E+02             1.576789E-04              2.630885E+02

                   2             1.912262E+02             1.912417E+02            -8.082522E-05          1.190748E+02

                   3             2.591517E+02             2.591412E+02             4.027538E-05              5.348345E+01

                   4             3.751967E+02             3.752181E+02            -5.701436E-05              2.332866E+01

                   5             5.338517E+02             5.338523E+02            -1.143297E-06              1.007215E+01

                   6             7.417154E+02             7.416296E+02             1.156297E-04              4.074935E+00

                   7             1.046351E+03             1.046436E+03            -8.072417E-05              1.296546E+00

                   8             1.129660E+03             1.129806E+03            -1.297625E-04              1.335700E-01

                   9             8.099147E+02             8.097398E+02             2.159530E-04              7.218838E-02

                  10             6.323799E+02             6.323439E+02             5.694803E-05              3.931961E-02
 
                  11             6.034456E+02             6.034451E+02             9.103006E-07              5.923478E-04

                  12             6.034451E+02             6.034451E+02             0.000000E+00              5.923478E-04

                  12D           6.188414E+02             6.188485E+02            -1.153936E-05           -5.046274E-03
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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rounding methods do not.  “NFE” indicates the number of finite element 
analyses required.  Note that all discrete methods require an additional finite 
element analysis to check for feasibility of the discrete design.

Table 2-1  Discrete Optimization Results for the Intermediate Complexity Wing

Initial 
Design

Contin. 
Optim.

Discrete 
DOE

Discrete 
CDD

Rounding 
Up

Rounding
to the 

Nearest

Volume 118.25 603.445 618.85 618.85 652.71 571.51

Max. cons. 58429.4% 0.592% -0.505% -0.505% 1.02% 70.66%

NFE 13 14 14 14 14
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2.3 Dynamic Response Optimization Enhancements
Previously, a synthetic response (sometimes referred to as user-defined, second-level, 
or type-2 response) could only be formed using a combination of a DEQATN Bulk 
Data entry for equation definition, and a DRESP2 entry that supplied the input 
arguments. Although equations could be "reused", that is, referenced by a number of 
DRESP2 entries, they nonetheless have to be supplied for every input file — a tedious 
job for often-used functions such as sums, averages, root mean square, and so on. A 
further inconvenience was that data can only be passed to an equation via an explicit 
argument list. The long argument lists used in dynamic response optimization have 
been a frequent source of user input error.

This release incorporates a number of enhancements to the DEQATN, DRESP1 and 
DRESP2 entries aimed not only at providing additional functionality, but also at 
reducing the input data burden. Although driven primarily by the needs of dynamic 
response optimization and the desire to accommodate forcing frequencies which may 
not be predefined (e.g., values defined via the FREQ3, FREQ4, and FREQ5 entries), 
some of the new features will no doubt be useful for other analysis types.

This section discusses the following new features and enhancements:

• New intrinsic function selections on the DEQATN entry: SUM, AVG, SSQ, 
RSS, DB, INVDB, DBA, and INVDBA. 

• Direct DRESP2 reference for several commonly used functions (MAX, MIN, 
SUM, AVG, RSS, and SSQ), bypassing the need to specify an equation ID and 
its associated DEQATN entry.

• Forcing frequencies as input to synthetic responses, including automatic 
support for frequencies generated by the FREQ3, FREQ4, and FREQ5 Bulk 
Data entries.

• Constraints on frequency-dependent responses (i.e., constraint bounds can 
now vary across the range of forcing frequencies).

• Direct DRESP1 support for commonly used responses.
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New DEQATN Intrinsic Functions: 

Table 2-2 presents a list of new intrinsic functions implemented in this release. 
These new functions are in addition to those intrinsic functions already 
supported on the DEQATN entry (see Remark 4 in the “DEQATN” on page 769 
of the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide):

Table 2-2  New DEQATN Entry Functions (New)

Format Description Mathematical Expression

AVG(X1, X2, .., Xn) average

DB(P, PREF)
sound 
pressure in 
decibel

DBA(P, PREF, F)

sound 
pressure in 
decibel 
(perceived)

INVDB(DB, PREF) inverse Db

INVDBA(DBA, PREF, 
F) inverse Dba

RSS(X1, X2, .., Xn)
square root 
of sum of 
squares

SSQ(X1, X2, .., Xn)
sum of 
squares

SUM(X1, X2, .., Xn) summation

1
n
--- Xi

i 1=

n

∑

20.0 log P
PREF
--------------- 
 ⋅

20.0 log P
PREF
--------------- 
 ⋅ 10.0+ log Ta1( )⋅ 10.0+ log Ta2( )⋅

10

DB
20.0
---------- logPREF+ 
 

10

DBA 10.0– log Ta1( )⋅ 10.0– log Ta2( )⋅
20.0

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Xi
2

i 1=

n

∑

Xi
2

i 1=

n

∑

Xi

i 1=

n

∑
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where:

These intrinsic functions may be used singly or in combination with other expressions 
and, as is the case with the previous intrinsic functions, are also supported directly in 
DMAP. They can also be used in all of the analysis types in Solution 200.

As a simple example, assume we would like to compute an average transient 
displacement in the x-direction, at grid point 101, over the interval from 9.00 to 9.04 
seconds. In the following input file excerpt, DRESP1 entries 101 through 105 identify 
the displacement component of interest (1 for the x-direction), the grid point (101) and 
the time steps, in 0.01 second intervals. The second level response is defined by the 

X1, X2, .., Xn,P = structure responses or acoustic pressure

PREF = reference pressure

F = forcing frequency

DB = acoustic pressure in Decibel

DBA = perceived acoustic pressure in Decibel

=

=

= 2.242882e+16

= 1.562339

= 20.598997

= 107.65265

= 737.86223

= 12194.22

Ta1 K3 F
4⋅

F
2

P22
+( ) F

2
P32

+( )
------------------------------------------------------

Ta2 K1 F
4⋅

F
2

P12
+( )

2
F

2
P42

+( )
2

------------------------------------------------------------

K1

K2

P1

P2

P3

P4
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DRESP2 entry, which provides input to the DEQATN 301 equation which, in 
turn, uses the new function, AVG. Note that input to the equation is still defined 
conventionally, i.e., via the DRESP2/DEQATN argument lists.

Direct DRESP2 Function Reference: 

Several of the more commonly used intrinsic functions are now supported via 
direct reference on the DRESP2 entry. Rather than specifying an integer equation 
ID, the following character values are now also available: SUM for summation, 
AVG for average, SSQ for sum of squares, RSS for square root of sum of squares, 
MAX for maximum value, and MIN for minimum value. The definitions for 
these relations are shown on pages (p. 30) and (p. 31).

The previous example can actually be further simplified by directly referencing 
the "avg" function on the DRESP2 entry. Assuming the same DRESP1s, a similar 
expression for average displacement could be defined as:

The "avg" reference that appears in field 4 of the DRESP2 entry—instead of the 
integer DEQATN reference—is sufficient to define a variable-length equation for 
averages, with the first level responses indicated by the "dresp1" keyword as 
input.  Note also that the resulting average could be used as part of a more 
complex expression by referencing it on a subsequent DRESP2 entry.

$RESP1, ID, LABEL, RTYPE, PTYPE, REGION, ATTA, ATTB, ATT1, + 
$, ATT2, ...
dresp1, 101, x101t1, tdisp, , , 1, 9.00, 101 
dresp1, 102, x101t2, tdisp, , , 1, 9.01, 101 
dresp1, 103, x101t3, tdisp, , , 1, 9.02, 101 
dresp1, 104, x101t4, tdisp, , , 1, 9.03, 101 
dresp1, 105, x101t5, tdisp, , , 1, 9.04, 101
$RESP2, ID, LABEL, EQID, REGION, , , , , + 
$, DRESP1, NR1, NR2, ..., , , , , +
dresp2, 201, tavg, 301, , , , , , + 
+, dresp1, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105

deqatn 301 tavg(a,b,c,d,e) = avg(a,b,c,d,e)

$RESP2, ID, LABEL, EQID, REGION, , , , , + 
$, DRESP1, NR1, NR2, ..., , , , , +
dresp2, 201, tavg, avg, , , , , , + 
+, dresp1, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105
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Forcing Frequencies as Input to Synthetic Responses: 

Previously, the only ways to include forcing frequencies in a synthetic relation in 
frequency response optimization were to either predefine the frequencies on a 
DTABLE entry, or to simply "hard-code" them in the equation itself. Aside from being 
cumbersome, neither approach could accommodate the variable number and values 
of excitation frequencies expected when using the FREQ3, FREQ4, or FREQ5 entries.

Frequency input to synthetic relations can now be supplied in an implicit format that 
is activated by:

1. Frequency response-type ("FR") DRESP2 arguments, and

2. A DEQATN entry whose input argument list exceeds the number of 
arguments defined on the referencing DRESP2 entry.

The situation is perhaps most easily described by way of an example. Assume a simple 
average is to be computed based on frequency response-computed displacements that 
are "normalized" by their respective forcing frequencies. We can then write:

Normally, the number of input arguments and values specified on the 
DEQATN/DRESP2 entries must match. The rules, however, have now been relaxed 
when frequency response quantities (i.e., those preceded by "FR") are encountered as 
input to the equation. In such cases, additional arguments can be defined via implicit 
reference to the list of frequency values appearing on the DRESP1 entries, in the 
encountered order. In the above example, f1 and f2 are 10. hertz and 20. hertz, 
respectively. See Remark 9. of the Bulk Data entry, “DRESP2” on page 442 in 
Appendix A for further details.

The above capability is particularly useful in the case of frequency definitions via the 
FREQ3, FREQ4, and FREQ5 entries. Again, a simple example explains this feature. 
The presence of FREQ3, FREQ4, or FREQ5 entries is assumed in the following 

$RESP1, ID, LABEL, RTYPE, PTYPE, REGION, ATTA, ATTB, ATT1, + 
$, ATT2, ...
dresp1, 10, fdisp1, frdisp, , , 1, 10., 1001 
dresp1, 20, fdisp2, frdisp, , , 1, 20., 1001
$RESP2, ID, LABEL, EQID, REGION, , , , , + 
$, DRESP1, NR1, NR2, ..., , , , , +
dresp2, 30, avgfd, 100, , , , , , + 
+, dresp1, 10, 20
deqatn 100 avg(d1,d2,f1,f2) = (d1/f1 + d2/f2)*0.5
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example:

A DRESP1/DRESP2 pair of responses will be generated for every forcing 
frequency, the number of which is generally unknown at the outset. Note that 
the third input to the equation, "F", is in excess of the number of arguments 
defined in the DRESP2 relation. Because a frequency response displacement is 
referenced, the code will automatically assign its value to be the corresponding 
forcing frequency.

Frequency-Dependent Response Constraints: 

Two new fields, LOWFQ and HIGHFQ, have been added to the DCONSTR Bulk 
Data entry to support definition of a frequency range of applicability for 
frequency (“FR”-prefixed) type responses.  (See the revised Bulk Data entry, 
“DCONSTR” on page 402 in Appendix A.) 

Again, a simple example illustrates this feature. Assume a particular response 
with an ID of 1001 is to have lower and upper limits of 1.0 and 2.0 units, 
respectively, between 100 and 200 hertz, and is to be unconstrained outside of 
this range (the response must be of frequency response type, "FR"-prefixed 
quantity.) The following bulk data entry provides the necessary design 
description:

And the resulting constraint, 201, can be referenced in the Case Control Section. 

DRESP1,10,FRGD,FRDISP,,,1,,21 
DRESP2,101,DBA,201, 
,DTABLE,PREF,,,,,,, 
,DRESP1,10 
DTABLE,PREF,1.0
DEQATN 201 X(PREF,P,F)=DBA(P,PREF,F)

$CONSTR,DCID, RID, LALLOW, UALLOW, LOWFQ, HIGHFQ
dconstr,201, 1001, 1.0, 2.0, 100., 200. 
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Assume further that the response defined as a displacement response for the sake of 
illustration is also to have limits from 1.25 to 2.5 units above 200 hertz.  Defining a 
redundant DRESP1 with a different ID will allow the response to be constrained over 
this additional frequency range as illustrated in the following input:

The resulting constraint set, 210, can now be applied by referencing it in the Case 
Control Section.

Direct DRESP1 Support for Commonly Used Responses 

For frequency and transient responses, several commonly used equation formats, 
AVG, SUM, SSQ, RSS, MAX, and MIN, can now be specified directly in the ATTB field 
of the DRESP1 entry. The terms in the relations are applicable over all time or 
frequency steps.

The following Bulk Data entry:

dresp1, 10, dx1, frstre, elem, , 3, avg, 10

yields a response equal to the average stress for element 10 for all forcing frequencies. 
Note that if used as an input to a subsequent DRESP2 entry, the code considers such 
DRESP1s to be type-2 responses due to the implicit equation definition. Therefore, 
these DRESP1 entries must be listed along with other type-2 inputs on the DRESP2 
entry. For further details, see Remark 20. of the Bulk Data entry, “DRESP1” in 
Appendix A.

$RESP1, ID, LABEL, RTYPE, PTYPE, REGION, ATTA, ATTB, ATT1, + 
$, ATT2, ...
DRESP1,1001,x1,disp,,,1,,1021
DRESP1,1002,x1,disp,,,1,,1021
$CONSTR,DCID, RID, LALLOW, UALLOW, LOWFQ, HIGHFQ
dconstr,201, 1001, 1.0, 2.0, 100., 200. 
dconstr,202, 1002, 1.25, 2.5, 200.
$CONADD,DCID, DC1, DC2, ...
dconadd,210, 201, 202
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2.4 Fully Stressed Design

Introduction
This release provides the capability to perform basic fully stressed design.  The 
intent of this capability is to resize the element properties in a way that leads to 
a design in which each design variable creates an element that is at its limit value 
under at least one of the applied loading conditions. This section discusses the 
concept of fully stressed design and its implementation and limitations in NX 
Nastran.

Benefits
Fully Stressed Design (FSD) has long been regarded as an automated design 
algorithm that can quickly produce a design that satisfies key design 
requirements.  Its implementation in NX Nastran complements the longstanding 
mathematical-programming (MP) approach to automated design (i.e., the 
approach that has been in MSC.Nastran since Version 66). It utilizes many of the 
same procedures to produce a “quick-look” design at a small fraction of the 
computational costs. This efficiency can be exploited by requesting that the 
redesign take place with literally thousands of independently designed 
properties, whereas an MP approach is realistically limited to approximately one 
thousand design variables.  The method is particularly useful in the design of 
aerospace structures where the overriding requirement is that the structural 
weight be minimized.  Although the proposed design that results from the FSD 
technique may not be usable from a manufacturing standpoint because it has 
neglected key design considerations, it can be thought of as providing a lower 
bound estimate on the amount of structural material required to achieve the 
imposed design conditions.  The output of the FSD algorithm can also be used as 
an excellent starting design for a more general MP design task. 

The basic concept of FSD can be described as follows:

where:

ti
new σi σall⁄( )α

ti
old

=

t = designed property

i = index to indicate which property contains the design parameter and 
the design response

, = actual and allowable response quantities, such as stress

= a real number 

σ σall

α 0.0 α< 1.0≤( )
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And the old and new superscripts refer to before and after the resizing.  

Input
The implementation of FSD within NX Nastran is embedded within the SOL 200 
Design Optimization.  Design variable and constraint conditions are applied using the 
existing Bulk Data entries and Case Control commands that have been developed for 
the MP algorithm; e.g., DESVAR, DVPREL1, DRESP1 and DCONSTR for the Bulk 
Data entries and DESSUB for the Case Control command.  Two new parameters on the 
DOPTPRM entry control the FSD algorithm:

Output
The output produced by the FSD algorithm is very familiar to those who have had 
experience with MP algorithm results.  One significant difference is in the results that 
are printed at each design cycle.  With MP, these results are printed after an 
approximate optimization and before a reanalysis has occurred.  With FSD, there is no 
approximate analysis because the optimizer is never called. The output is deferred 
until a new analysis has been performed.  This is indicated in the output by the 
printing of the following message:

*******OPTIMIZATION RESULTS BASED ON AN EXACT ANALYSIS *********

instead of the message: 

*******OPTIMIZATION RESULTS BASED ON THE APPROXIMATE MODEL****

The absence of approximate results also affects the SUMMARY OF THE DESIGN 
CYCLE HISTORY that occurs at the end of the run.  Figure 2-4 shows a printout of this 
table resulting from a design task that included five FSD cycles followed by MP cycles 
to convergence. Note that the number of FSD cycles appears at the top of the table, and 
that no approximate objective values and therefore no  “fractional error” is output for 
the FSD cycles.

Field Contents

FSDALP Relaxation parameter applied in Fully Stressed Design (Real, 0.0 < 
FSDMAX < 1.0, Default = 0.9)

FSDMAX Specifies the number of Fully Stressed Design Cycles that are to be 
performed (Integer, Default = 0)
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Figure 2-4  Summary of Design Cycle History

Guidelines and Limitations
As mentioned above, the FSD algorithm has been implemented in SOL 200 and 
shares much of its user interface and dataflow.  The capabilities available for FSD 
are a subset of those available in SOL 200 and they are as follow:

1. FSD is applicable to ANALYSIS=STATICS and ANALYSIS=SAERO 
(static aeroelastic analysis).  Other ANALYSIS Case Control command 
options are not supported in the redesign task.  Other ANALYSIS 
subcases can be included in the input and will be evaluated in the 
analysis associated with the FSD cycles and included the redesign in 
any subsequent MP design cycles.

2. Multiple subcases and multiple boundary conditions are supported.

3. Composite materials are supported.

4. Allowable limits can be placed on element stress and/or strain.

5. PROD areas  and shell thicknesses (PSHELL, PSHEAR and PCOMP 
thicknesses) are supported with FSD. 

6. For composites, the thickness of individual layers can be resized using 
the FSD algorithm.

***************************************************************
S U M M A R Y   O F   D E S I G N    C Y C L E    H I S T O R Y
***************************************************************

          (HARD CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED)

NUMBER OF FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES COMPLETED 10
NUMBER OF FULLY STRESSED DESIGN CYCLES COMPLETED       5
NUMBER OF OPTIMIZATIONS W.R.T. APPROXIMATE MODELS       4

OBJECTIVE AND MAXIMUM CONSTRAINT HISTORY
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OBJECTIVE FROM OBJECTIVE FROM FRACTIONAL ERROR MAXIMUM VALUE 
E APPROXIMATE EXACT OF OF
ER OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS APPROXIMATION CONSTRAINT   
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IAL 4.828427E+00 -3.234952E-01

FSD 2.668171E+00 N/A 4.203515E-02

FSD 2.502887E+00 N/A 8.190254E-02

FSD 2.541077E+00 N/A 6.268603E-02

FSD 2.593662E+00 N/A 4.396826E-02

FSD 2.635597E+00 N/A 3.135078E-02

2.709053E+00 2.709045E+00 2.640250E-06 3.502930E-04

2.702080E+00 2.702064E+00 6.000030E-06 7.404297E-04

2.695884E+00 2.695881E+00 1.061257E-06 2.517090E-03

2.694964E+00 2.694966E+00 -7.962130E-07 2.553125E-03
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7. All elements sharing a single property ID are sized to a single value that 
satisfies all the imposed conditions.  Further, if a number of properties are 
controlled by a single DESVAR, the single DESVAR value will be sized to 
satisfy all imposed conditions.

8. Minimum and maximum size limits are imposed (e.g., design variable 
bounds given on the DESVAR entries, and property limits on the DVPEL1 
entries).

The above list implies the following additional limitations:

1. Beam cross-sections are not designed. Ply orientation angle cannot be used 
as a design variable for FSD. 

2. If an element is constrained, but the corresponding property for the element 
is not resized, the constraint is ignored in the resizing.

3. If a property is designed, but has no imposed constraints, the property value 
is unchanged by the resizing algorithm.  

4. Shape design variables and material and connectivity properties are not 
supported in FSD.  

A guideline for the use of the new FSD capability is to limit its application to 5-10 
design cycles and follow it up, if practical, with MP design cycles. This is performed 
seamlessly in SOL 200 by the resizing algorithm switching from FSD to MP after 
FSDMAX design cycles or after the FSD design is considered converged.  The MP 
algorithms have much more generality in application and are also known to be able to 
achieve a lower weight structure.  This is not practical when the FSD design task has 
thousands of design variables. This is likely to overwhelm the MP algorithm.  The 
default value of 0.9 for FSDALP is usually adequate to achieve quick convergence.  
Lower values, such as 0.5, can be used to achieve a completely converged solution.

Example (ICWFSD.DAT)
The intermediate complexity wing (ICW) shown in Figure 2-5 is used by several 
automated design procedures to demonstrate the usage of fully stressed design.  This 
example specifies that six FSD cycles be performed before reverting to an MP 
algorithm.  The model is a four layer composite structure with a metallic substructure.  
As such, it demonstrates the redesign of PCOMP, PSHEAR and PROD properties.  The 
actual design task specifies a lower bound limit on the first natural frequency, 

Note: DESMAX has no effect on the Fully Stressed Design cycles, it is used only for 
the MP design cycles.
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composite failure criteria, and stress limits in the substructure.  The FSD 
algorithm computes and reports the frequency limit, but it does not affect the 
FSD redesign algorithm.

Figure 2-5  Intermediate Complexity Wing Model 

Figure 2-6 presents the design cycle history for the design task. Note that the 
structural weight increases from 168.9 lbs to 191.6 lbs while the maximum 
constraint value decreases from 584.3 to 5.95.  In this case, the original design is 
at the minimum allowable gage, and not surprisingly it is underdesigned.  
Following the FSD cycles, the MP algorithm performs an additional six design 
cycles and converges to a design that weighs 202.0 lbs and satisfies all imposed 
constraints, including the frequency limit.
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Figure 2-6  Design Cycle History for the Intermediate Complexity Wing

***************************************************************
S U M M A R Y   O F   D E S I G N    C Y C L E    H I S T O R Y
***************************************************************

(HARD CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED)

NUMBER OF FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES COMPLETED 13
NUMBER OF FULLY STRESSED DESIGN CYCLES COMPLETED 06
NUMBER OF OPTIMIZATIONS W.R.T. APPROXIMATE MODEL 06

OBJECTIVE AND MAXIMUM CONSTRAINT HISTORY
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OBJECTIVE FROM OBJECTIVE FROM FRACTIONAL ERROR MAXIMUM VALUE
CYCLE APPROXIMATE EXACT OF OF
NUMBER OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS APPROXIMATION CONSTRAINT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INITIAL 1.689206E+02 5.842935E+02

1 FSD 1.728070E+02 N/A 2.632631E+02

2 FSD 1.780076E+02 N/A 1.190807E+02

3 FSD 1.828146E+02 N/A 5.572206E+01
                
4 FSD 1.870242E+02 N/A 2.612632E+01

                  
5 FSD 1.902315E+02 N/A 1.192245E+01

6 FSD 1.916300E+02 N/A 5.958652E+00

7 2.027473E+02 2.027446E+02 1.302018E-05 1.952552E+00

8 2.119817E+02 2.119815E+02 1.007744E-06 3.493052E-01

9 2.047749E+02 2.047726E+02 1.087930E-05 8.771334E-03

10 2.040140E+02 2.040136E+02 1.645446E-06 1.213312E-03

11 2.021043E+02 2.021038E+02 2.566992E-06 3.438402E-03

12 2.020253E+02 2.020253E+02 1.510582E-07 1.098394E-03
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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2.5 Random Analysis Responses

Design Sensitivity and Optimization Support for 
Random Analysis

Introduction
A key feature of NX Nastran is its ability to postprocess frequency response data 
to produce power spectral density (PSD) information.  This release extends this 
feature by supporting the use of RMS quantities produced from this type of 
analysis with design sensitivity and optimization.

Benefits
This release addresses the requirement for easier access to the results of a 
frequency response analysis in a number of ways (see “Dynamic Response 
Optimization Enhancements” on page 29). In  particular, the new RSS argument 
on the DEQATN greatly simplifies the task of creating a mean square response.  
Alternately, the user can specify RSS in the EQID field of the DRESP2 and 
construct a mean square response without the need for a DEQATN.  Finally, RSS 
can be put in the ATTB field of the DRESP1 entry with FRxxxx response type and 
produce a mean square response.  The PSD support of this section produces a 
response that is the RMS (root mean square) of the output. Furthermore, it offers 
several unique features: 

1. Input power spectra are applied to the frequency response.

2. An exact RMS calculation is performed that takes into account 
integration effects at the endpoints and supports unequal frequency 
intervals.

3. Auto- and cross-power spectral inputs are supported, which then 
makes these new RMS responses the only design responses that can 
span subcases. 

This new capability may be useful to clients who currently use the random 
response capability to study the response of structures to random excitations 
that can be quantified using concepts from power spectral analysis.  Typical 
automotive applications are in response to road and internally produced noise 
sources. 
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Theory

Spectral Analysis

From “Random Analysis with Coupled Excitations” on page 238 of the NX Nastran 
Advanced Dynamic Analysis User’s Guide, the spectral density of the response for an 
output quantity, , is:

Eq. 2-7

where  and  denote two loading conditions (two subcases) and the superscript * 
indicates the complex conjugate of the response. Note that  is a real variable.

As an example, with two subcases,  and , and frequency,  , 
the spectral density is:

Eq. 2-8

Note that because the term , the resulting spectral density,  is a real 
number. 

The RMS value, , for the response quantity, , may be obtained either as an integral 
or as a numerical approximation:

Eq. 2-9

where, from the trapezoidal integration method, the frequency-dependent 
coefficients, ,  are multiplied by the frequency factors below:

Eq. 2-10
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Design Sensitivity Analysis

The design sensitivity is the derivative of the RMS quantity  versus each 
design variable, x. Sensitivities are available for the acceleration, velocity, and 
displacement vectors. The actual derivatives are calculated from the finite 
increments of the spectral response, , which, in turn, is obtained from 
small differences in the vector quantities, .  Expanding Eq. 2-9 using small 
differences to replace derivatives, we obtain:

Eq. 2-11

where, by taking derivatives of Eq. 2-7, the response spectra differences are:

Eq. 2-12

where the matrix differences in response  are generated for each value of . 
The quantities on the summation on the right hand side of Eq. 2-12 are complex 
conjugates, which result in real values for .

Inputs
The existing DRESP1 Bulk Data interface has been enhanced with three 
additional response types as defined here using the format for “DRESP1” on 
page 813 of the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide.

Table 2-3  Design Sensitivity Response Attributes

Response Type ATTA ATTB ATTi

RMSDISP Displacement Component RANDPS ID Grid ID 

RMSVELO Velocity Component RANDPS ID Grid ID 

RMSACCL Acceleration Component RANDPS ID Grid ID 
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Note: The interface refers directly to a RANDPS input so that neither the 
RANDOM Case Control command nor the XYPLOT interface to random 
response are necessary.  If these Case Control commands are present, 
they will be honored, allowing the production of traditional PSDF plots.
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Outputs
Limited additional output is provided with the new response types.  The new 
response types are supported with the P2=8 option on the DOPTPRM Bulk Data entry. 

Guidelines and Limitations
The following rules are associated with the new response types: 

1. The RMS Response types are only supported for ANALYSIS = MFREQ and 
DFREQ. 

2. The RMS requests are always invoked with a DESSUB request.  Invoking 
them with a DESGLB request will result in a UFM. 

3. The DESSUB request should always be placed in the first subcase that is 
invoked by the associated RANDPS entry. 

The rules governing the use of the RANDPS entry in regular frequency response 
analysis are carried over to this SOL 200 application.  However, the RANDOM Case 
Control request is not required (although it can be used to drive data recovery 
operations). 

Element RMS responses are not supported for design sensitivity and optimization. 
The adjoint sensitivity method is employed, which implies the additional restriction 
that the design model and responses must all reside in the residual and not in 
upstream superelements. This limitation also implies that p-element responses are not 
supported. 

As mentioned previously in the Benefits section, the use of the power spectral 
methodology adds some unique capabilities, such as the synthesis of responses across 
subcases.  A possible limitation of the method is that the  terms of Eq. 2-12 are 
not made available to the optimizer as part of the approximate function and gradient 
evaluation.  Therefore, the detailed chain-rule evaluation that could be made within 
the approximate optimization task is not done.  Instead, the perturbed responses are 
calculated using a simple Taylor series response directly based on the baseline 
response, the sensitivity of the response, and the current values of the design 
variables. Testing to date has shown this not to be a problem and, in fact, tests have 
shown this approximation performs better than using all the terms of Eq. 2-12. 

∆Hji
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Example (D200RD15.DAT)
The following example simulates a car subjected to random loading that is fully 
correlated. The goal of this analysis is to minimize the RMS displacement at the 
center of gravity (cg) of the vehicle due to the random loading.

Optimization Statement

• Objective Function:

Minimize the RMS displacement of the the vehicle cg–grid point 5 in 
this case.

• Design variables:

The suspension components--the shock absorber and spring of the 
vehicle, CBUSH 100 in this case.

• Subject to the following constraints:

The stresses at the supporting frame must be less than 4500 across the 
whole frequency range–CBARs 5 and 6 in this case.

Model Description

Two subcases are required in this case—one for the front wheel and one for the 
back wheel.  A unit enforced displacement is applied to each wheel using the 
new enforced motion method.  See “Direct Enforced Motion in Dynamic 
Analysis” on page 62 for further details. 

100 K 1000< <
1.0 B 10.< <
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Unlike a non-optimization run, where the RANDPS is called out by the RANDOM 
Case Control command, the optimization run references the RANDPS entries through 
the ATTB field (field 8) on the DRESP1 entry.  There are four RANDPS entries for this 
case.  The first and second RANDPS entries represent the autospectrum applied at the 
front and back wheel, respectively.  The third and fourth RANDPS entries represent 
the real and imaginary parts of the cross spectrum between the front and back wheels.  
Note that these spectra are applied the same way as in a non-optimization run.  The 
RTYPE field (field 4) on the DRESP1 entry selects whether a rms displacement, rms 
velocity, or rms acceleration is to be used by specifying RMSDISP, RMSVELO, or 
RMSACCL, respectively.  In this example, we use the rms displacement (RMSDISP) as 
the objective function.  The rest of the design and analysis models are the same as in 
previous versions of MSC.Nastran.

A copy of the input file is included at the end of the example.  The objective function 
and design variable history are shown in Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8, respectively. The 
RMS displacement at grid point 5 is reduced from 1.906 to 0.624 inches. A comparison 
of the PSD displacement before and after the optimization process is shown in 
Figure 2-9. Note that the use of the RANDOM Case Control command is not required. 
It is merely used to drive the xyplot output and has no effect in the actual optimization 
calculation.

Figure 2-7  Objective Function
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Figure 2-8  Design Variables

Figure 2-9  Comparison of PSDF DISP 
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Input File

$
SOL 200 
CEND
TITLE = SIMPLE CAR WITH RANDOM INPUT
SPC = 100
FREQUENCY = 130
stress(phase) = all
disp(phase) = all
  desobj= 101
  analysis = dfreq
  dessub = 800
$
random = 1000
SUBCASE 1
  DLOAD = 111
SUBCASE 2
  DLOAD = 112
$
output (xyplot)
xtitle = frequency (hz)
ytitle = disp psd at grid pt 5
xypunch disp psdf /5(t2)
$
BEGIN BULK
$
RLOAD2  111     222                     444 disp
spcd,222,3,2,1.
TABLED1 444
        0.      1.      100.    1.      ENDT
$
RLOAD2  112     223                     444 disp
spcd,223,4,2,1.
$
FREQ2   130     0.1     2.      20
$
$ PLUS THE REST OF THE ANALYSIS MODEL
$
$
$  -----------------------------------------------------------
$
$   design model
$
desvar,1,k2,1.,0.5,5.
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desvar,2,b2,1.,0.5,5.

 $
dresp1,101,ming5t2,rmsdisp,,,2,1000,5
$
dconstr,800,801,-1.e20,4500.
dconstr,800,802,-1.e20,4500.
dresp1,801,e5ptc,frstre,pbar,,12,,11
dresp1,802,e5pte,frstre,pbar,,14,,11
$
doptprm,desmax,20,p1,1,p2,15,iprint,7
,method,3
$
ENDDATA
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2.6 Support for FREQ3, FREQ4, and FREQ5 Entries

Introduction
FREQ3, FREQ4, and FREQ5 entries were supported previously, but these frequencies 
remained constant during each design cycle even though the frequencies of the model 
might have changed. Starting in this release, the updated frequencies are used in each 
design cycle when the FREQ3, FREQ4, and FREQ5 entries are present. Improvements 
in the sensitivity calculations for modal frequency response include the extra terms 
associated with the variation of the natural frequencies with respect to the design 
variables.

Benefits
With this new added capability for modal frequency response in SOL 200, response 
constraints need not be densely distributed across the whole frequency range of 
interest.  Instead, they can be biased around the natural frequencies where the 
responses are expected to be higher. This allows a reduction in the number of 
excitation frequencies with a corresponding reduction in CPU time and disk space 
requirement without compromising accuracy.

For each peak response corresponding to a certain resonance frequency, it is only 
necessary to use the FREQ3, FREQ4, or FREQ5 entries to define a limited number of 
forcing frequencies.  These forcing frequencies will be updated for every design cycle, 
guaranteeing the capture of maximum response values. Furthermore, with the extra 
terms related to  added into the pseudo load, the response sensitivity values 
reflect the changes in magnitude, as well as the shift in peak frequency, thus ensuring 
the stability of convergence.

Theory
The theoretical background of the project follows. 

Starting from the equation of motion for frequency response:

By differentiating both sides and combining terms, the result is:

dω dx⁄

ω2
M– iωB K+ +( )u P=

ω2
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Where the extra terms  and  are represented by:

In which,  is the forcing frequency,  is the natural frequency,  is the number 
of natural frequencies that a forcing frequency depends upon, and  is the 
design variable.

Inputs
No additional input is added.  The FREQ3, FREQ4, and FREQ5 entries can be 
used just as before.  The only difference is that the forcing frequencies related to 
these entries are updated for each design cycle.  We can still have a mixture of 
the FREQ3, FREQ4, and FREQ5 entries with FREQ, FREQ1 and FREQ2 entries.  
Of course, the forcing frequencies related to the latter do not change, and the 
response sensitivities for these frequencies do not have the extra terms.

Outputs
No extra output is produced.  As can be seen in the regular response printout 
such as displacement, stress, or force, the results are evaluated at the forcing 
frequencies related to the current updated natural frequencies.

Guidelines and Limitations
Any combination of FREQ3, FREQ4, or FREQ5 entries can be used.  They all 
generate forcing frequencies related to varying natural frequencies.  
Theoretically it is enough just to take the response values at the peak, which 
means having NEF=2 for FREQ3, or NFM=1 for FREQ4, or taking a single FRi 
value of 1.0 for FREQ5.  However, in general, especially if damping is small, it is 
advisable to include several frequency points close to the resonance frequencies.

This new capability is ideal when used in combination with the single  
approach for directly minimizing multiple peak values.  See “Acoustic 
Optimization” in Chapter 7 of the NX NASTRAN Design Sensitivity and 
Optimization User’s Guide. For this purpose, the ATTB field of the DRESP1 entry 
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is left blank, which implies that responses at all forcing frequencies are used as 
constraints.  Another option is making use of the new capability of the DRESP1 entry 
that allows character input for ATTB (such as SSQ, MAX, etc.).

The sensitivity values for modal frequency response become less accurate in the 
presence of modal damping.  This problem is most serious near the peak response 
values.  With the support of FREQ3, FREQ4, and FREQ5 entries, the responses near 
the peaks become more critical, so the discrepancy becomes more obvious. To 
improve accuracy, PARAM,G should be used instead of modal damping.

Example
DF34504 is used to illustrate this new capability.  It is a variation of example problem 
7.7 in “Dynamic Response Optimization” in Chapter 7 of the NX NASTRAN Design 
Sensitivity and Optimization User’s Guide. This is a pressure-loaded flat plate with three 
sides clamped.  The plate thickness is varied in order to reduce the vertical 
displacement at the center of the free edge.  Instead of having as an object function the 
sum of squares of all responses across the frequency range of interest, the  (BETA) 
approach is used to directly minimize the response values at the peaks.  The FREQ5 
entry is used instead of the FREQ1 entry, and PARAM,G is used instead of SDAMP. 

β
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The following is a condensed list of the new Case Control commands and Bulk 
Data entries for this example.

Compared to a run that uses the sum of the squares of all responses as the 
objective function, in this case, the number of design cycles is reduced from 10 to 
6, and the CPU time is reduced from 78 seconds to 39 seconds.   The final results 
(maximum displacement value and design variable values) of the two runs 
coincide.

$
$ subcase command to invoke constraints at peak response
$
DESSUB = 100
$
.
.
.
BEGIN BULK
$ freq5 entry for choosing forcing frequencies at peaks
$
FREQ5   740     20.     200.    0.98    1.00    1.02
$
$ param g damping instead of modal damping
$
PARAM, G, 0.06
$
$ specify beta as design variable
$
DESVAR  999     BETA    1.      1.E-4           0.4
$
$ beta as objective function
$
DRESP2  1       BETA       1
        DESVAR  999
DEQATN  1       OBJ(BETA) = 12. * BETA
$
$ constrains at peak response
$
DCONSTR 100     2       10.
DRESP2  2       BETAHAT    2
        DESVAR  999
        DRESP1  1000
DRESP1  1000    KOSAKA  FRDISP                  3               1110
DEQATN  2       F(BETA,FRDISP) = 12. * BETA - FRDISP + 10.
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3.1 Simplified Static Loading Data in Dynamic 
Analysis
Previously, static loading data in dynamic loads had to be included through the 
use of the LOADSET/LSEQ combination.  The LOADSET command, which is 
selected in the Case Control Section, points to a LSEQ Bulk Data entry.  The LSEQ 
Bulk Data entry, in turn, acts as a "bridge" between the DAREA ID and the static 
load ID/thermal load ID.  If the DAREA ID of the selected dynamic load 
(RLOAD1/RLOAD2/TLOAD1/ TLOAD2/ACSRCE) matches the DAREA ID 
on the selected LSEQ entry, then all static loads and thermal loads referenced in 
the selected LSEQ Bulk Data entry will be selected automatically.  Note that the 
DAREA entry does even have to exist in this case.

With this enhancement, you no longer need to explicitly specify 
LOADSET/LSEQ combination ito employ static loading data in dynamic 
analysis.  Instead, when you select a dynamic load, all static loads and thermal 
loads that have the same ID as the DAREA ID on the dynamic load entry are 
automatically selected.  The usage of this feature is illustrated below.

Old Usage

.
CEND
.
$ THE FOLLOWING REQUEST SELECTS LSEQ ENTRY 1000
LOADSET = 1000
$ THE FOLLOWING REQUEST SELECTS RLOAD1 ENTRY 150
DLOAD = 150
.
BEGIN BULK
$ THE FOLLOWING ENTRY, WHICH ACTS AS A "BRIDGE"
$ BETWEEN EXCITEID ID 100 AND STATIC LOAD ID 200,
$ CAUSES THE SELECTION OF PLOAD4,200
LSEQ,1000,100,200
PLOAD4,200,…
RLOAD1,150,100,…
.
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New Usage

The new design should alleviate the need for the LOADSET/LSEQ combination.  
However, in order to support existing models, the LOADSET/LSEQ feature will 
continue to be honored and supported as it was previously.  It should also be pointed 
out that the new feature will be activated if and only if the user does not have a 
LOADSET/LSEQ selection.

.
CEND
.
$ THE FOLLOWING REQUEST SELECTS RLOAD1 ENTRY 150
DLOAD = 150
.
BEGIN BULK
$ THE FOLLOWING PLOAD4 IS AUTOMATICALLY SELECTED
$ BECAUSE ITS ID OF 100 MATCHES THE EXCITEID ID OF THE
$ SELECTED RLOAD1 ENTRY
PLOAD4,100,…
RLOAD1,150,100,…
$ THE ABOVE USAGE IS EQUIVALENT TO THE USER
$ SELECTING AN LSEQ BULK DATA OF THE FORM:-
$ LSEQ,SET_ID,100,100,100
.
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3.2 Improvements to DAREA Bulk Data Usage
The DAREA Bulk Data entry is used to specify point loads in dynamic analysis.  
In the case of grid points, these loads are implicitly assumed to be in the 
displacement (or local) coordinate systems of those points.  Until now, the usage 
of these data in superelement analysis had been restricted to the residual 
structure.  Previously, to specify DAREA-type loads for upstream superelements 
in dynamic analysis, the user was forced to specify the LOADSET/LSEQ 
combination in conjunction with the appropriate FORCE, FORCE1, FORCE2, 
MOMENT, MOMENT1, MOMENT2, or SLOAD Bulk Data entry.  An 
enhancement incorporated into this release avoids this problem by automatically 
converting all DAREA Bulk Data entries for grid and scalar points into the 
appropriate equivalent FORCE/MOMENT/SLOAD Bulk Data entries.  This 
scheme, in conjunction with the enhancement to static loading usage described 
in “Simplified Static Loading Data in Dynamic Analysis” on page 56 allows 
DAREA Bulk Data entries to be used for applying dynamic loads to upstream 
superelements in a superelement analysis.

Two additional, important advantages of the above enhancement follow.

• When performing dynamic analysis using the modal approach, it is 
very often desirable to employ residual vectors to improve the quality 
of the solution.  In addition to specifying PARAM,RESVEC,YES in the 
Bulk Data Section, the user must also specify static loads at those points 
that are dynamically excited.  However, with the above automatic 
conversion feature, it is no longer necessary to explicitly specify static 
loads for the purpose of residual vector calculations. Such loads are 
automatically generated by the the software.

• Previously, the usage of the DAREA Bulk Data entry had been 
restricted to dynamic analysis.  The above automatic conversion feature 
permits the DAREA entry to be used in static analysis as well.  This is 
particularly advantageous when the user wishes to apply loads at grid 
points in the displacement (or local) coordinate systems of those grid 
points.

When the above conversion is made, a message is issued at the end of the Preface 
module informing the user of the conversion.  This message also outputs an 
image not only of each converted DAREA Bulk Data entry, but also of the 
corresponding FORCE/MOMENT/SLOAD Bulk Data entry into which it has 
been converted.
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Note: The previous conversion will not be performed in the presence of any 
LSEQ Bulk Data entry in the input file because conversion in this case may 
lead to potentially wrong answers. In this case, the program will issue a 
user information message indicating that the conversion is not being 
performed because of the presence of an LSEQ Bulk Data entry in the 
input file.
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3.3 OMODES Case Control Command
A new Case Control command, OMODES (for Output MODES), has been added 
to allow for the selection of a set of modes for data recovery and output purposes.  
This command is supported for SOLs 103, 105, 107, 110, 111, 112, and 200. It 
allows selection of modes by mode number rather than by frequency value, as is 
the case with the OFREQUENCY command.  OMODES is particularly useful 
because it limits the amount of output in the case of large, real-life problems 
without affecting the actual number of modes computed. See “Statements, 
Commands, Entries, and Parameters” in Appendix A for a complete description 
of this new command.

For example, assume for a large normal modes model with multiple boundary 
conditions that the user is interested in obtaining the output for the first five 
modes in the first subcase and the next ten modes in the following subcase.  The 
following OMODES request in each subcase will accomplish this goal.

Remark 6 of the OMODES description states that, for superelement analysis, an 
OMODES request for the residual structure (or a collector in the case of multi-
level superelement analysis) must contain the union of all upstream requests. 
The boundary motion of a superelement is provided by the solution of its 
downstream superelement. If data recovery for  a particular mode is skipped in 
the residual (or collector), no corresponding data recovery can be performed on 

SUBCASE 10
BC = 1 
SPC = 100
METHOD = 101
SET 102 = 1 THRU 5
OMODES = 102
DISP = ALL

$
SUBCASE 20

BC = 2
SPC = 200
METHOD = 201
SET 202 = 6 THRU 15
OMODES = 202
DISP = ALL
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any of the upstream components. In other words, a request for modes 1, 3, and 5 in 
superelement 100 and modes 10 and 11 in superelement 200 would require, at a 
minimum, the following residual structure subcase setup:

Because the default is ALL, the OMODES request for the residual structure may be 
omitted when it is acceptable to request output for all modes in the residual structure.

SUBCASE 300
.
.
. 
SET 301 = 1,3,5,10,11
OMODES = 301
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3.4 Direct Enforced Motion in Dynamic Analysis
Previously, simulation of enforced motion in dynamic analysis was 
accomplished either by the large mass approach or the Lagrange Multipliers 
technique.  While both methods are theoretically valid, they are cumbersome in 
practice.  The large mass method often leads to computational and numerical 
problems due to round-off errors and pseudo rigid body modes, while use of the 
Lagrange Multiplier technique requires a version-specific DMAP alter. An 
improved method of specifying enforced motion has been implemented.  This 
feature permits direct specification of displacements, velocities, or accelerations 
via SPC/SPC1/SPCD data, thus eliminating the need to employ large mass or 
Lagrange Multipliers.  NX Nastran directly utilizes this enforced motion 
information in the equations of motion, partitioning and integrating them (in the 
case of transient analysis) in accordance with the type of motion specified.

This enhanced enforced motion capability has been implemented in direct and 
modal frequency analysis (Solutions 108 and 111), direct and modal transient 
analysis (Solutions 109 and 112), and in design optimization (Solution 200).

With the introduction of the direct enforced motion, the name of field 3 of the 
TLOADi and RLOADi entries has been changed from DAREA to EXCITEID.

Theory

Frequency Response Analysis

The fundamental assumption in frequency response analysis is that transient 
effects are negligible, and the time-dependent nature of the loads can be 
expressed purely in terms of harmonic forcing functions.  The forced response of 
the structure to these harmonic loads thus occurs at the same frequency, and in 
proportion to the magnitude of the applied loads.

If instead of an harmonic force one were to apply an enforced motion, the effect 
would be similar, that is, a response with proportional forces of constraint, at the 
same frequency as that of the enforcing motion.  Furthermore, any one of the 
enforced displacement, velocity, or acceleration must uniquely determine the 
other two (because they differ only by multiples of frequency), with resultant 
forces of constraint derived from a solution of the governing equations.

To illustrate this, an applied harmonic forcing function of the form:

P t( ) P ω( ) e
iωt⋅=
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will necessarily give rise to the in-phase displacement

with the corresponding velocity and acceleration

and

yielding the familiar equations of frequency response. Here they are written after 
multipoint constraint partitioning operations have been performed leaving just the 
free (f-set) and constrained (s-set) degrees-of-freedom

Eq. 3-1

where  are the external loads applied to the s-set, and  are the corresponding 
forces of constraint.

If the constraints specify zero motion , the solution for the free degrees-
of-freedom may be obtained directly from the upper part of Eq. 3-1 as:

Eq. 3-2

and the corresponding constraint forces from the lower part of Eq. 3-1 as:

Eq. 3-3

If enforced displacements, velocities, or accelerations are applied,  and the 
free degrees-of-freedom, again from Eq. 3-1 are:

Eq. 3-4

With corresponding constraint forces:

Eq. 3-5
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Comparing Eq. 3-4 and Eq. 3-5 with Eq. 3-2 and Eq. 3-3 shows that the enforced 
motion modifies the forces applied to the f-set degrees-of-freedom.  Note also 
that, were enforced velocities to be applied instead, the resultant applied 
displacement would differ by a factor of , and by  in the case 
of an applied acceleration.

Transient Response Analysis

Because they are written in terms of displacement and its higher-order time 
derivatives, the solution of the transient dynamic equations of motion must be 
performed in a stepwise integral fashion for every time step, t.  As with 
frequency response, the implications for constrained motion are that any 
enforced displacement, velocity, or acceleration uniquely defines the other two 
quantities for that degree-of-freedom, with the necessary forces of constraint 
determined by solution of the governing equations of motion at the particular 
time step(s) of interest.  Unlike frequency response, however, higher-order 
displacement derivatives for the enforced degrees-of-freedom must be 
determined by finite difference, with lower-order quantities (for example, 
displacements and velocities for an applied acceleration) determined by 
numerical integration.

After multipoint constraint partitioning, the transient dynamic equations of 
motion, expressed in terms of the free (f-set) and constrained (s-set) degrees-of-
freedom are:

Eq. 3-6

In the case of zero constrained motion,   and the solution 
for the free degrees-of-freedom are available directly from Eq. 3-6 as:

Eq. 3-7

with corresponding forces of constraint from:

Eq. 3-8
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In the case of enforced motion, , ,   and the solution for the free degrees-
of-freedom, again from Eq. 3-6 is then:

Eq. 3-9

with constraint forces,

Eq. 3-10

As with frequency response, note that the effect of enforced motion is to modify the 
loads on the f-set, and the s-set forces of constraint.

User Interface and Specification of Enforced Motion
Previously, enforced motion used a nonzero value in the TYPE field (field 5) on the 
TLOAD1 and TLOAD2 entries to specify whether an enforced displacement, 
velocity, or acceleration were to be applied using the large mass method. Although 
these integer values are still allowed, the field has now been generalized to permit 
character input, and a similar TYPE field has been included in field 8 of the RLOAD1 
and RLOAD2 entries to support enforced motion in frequency response analysis.  
The new TYPE field for these dynamic loading/enforced motion entries now reads 
as follows:

The character fields may be shortened to as little as a single character on input, if 
desired.

In order to allow maximum input flexibility and to support existing input data files 
which had used the large mass method, the decision regarding whether to use the 
older, large mass method, or the newer direct enforced motion will be made based on 
a search for SPC/SPC1/SPCD data as follows:  If the TYPE field on the TLOAD1/2 
entries indicates an enforced motion, the EXCITEID field will first be assumed to 
point to SPC-type data.  If not present, NX Nastran will then assume the excitation is 

Value Excitation Function

0, or LOAD Applied load (Default)

1, or DISP Enforced displacement using large mass or SPC/SPCD data

2, or VELO Enforced velocity using large mass or SPC/SPCD data

3, or ACCE Enforced acceleration using large mass or SPC/SPCD data
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enforced motion using large masses and will then look for DAREA and various 
static loading data, just as in the case of applied loads.  RLOAD1 and RLOAD2 
entries will only look for SPC-type data in the case of enforced motion.  For all 
entries (TLOAD1/2, RLOAD1/2), if the TYPE field indicates an applied load, the 
program will search only for static loading data.

With the new enhancement, enforced motion data is supplied via the 
SPC/SPC1/SPCD Bulk Data entries.  (Note that components specified in SPCD 
data must be also be referenced on SPC or SPC1 entries.)  Enforced motion could 
be defined solely with SPC data (without the use of SPCD’s), but such usage is 
discouraged in favor of SPC/SPC1 data in connection with SPCD’s.  In this way, 
SPCD entries are selected via the EXCITEID field in the dynamic load data, while 
the SPC/SPC1 sets are used to identify the constrained displacement set in Case 
Control.  With SPC data alone, enforced motion is applied solely via Case 
Control. The entries referenced by the EXCITEID field on the TLOAD1/2 or 
RLOAD1/2 entries do not have to exist. This method of specifying enforced 
motion is less elegant and somewhat more difficult to interpret.

Residual Vector (Modal Augmentation) Usage in Modal 
Dynamic Response Analysis
When enforced motion is employed in modal dynamic response analysis, the use 
of Modal Augmentation vectors is highly recommended in order to improve 
solution accuracy.  Without  these vectors, the obtained results may be 
unacceptable.  Qualitatively, the enforced motion shapes, or “modes”, may not 
necessarily be represented by the component modes of the structure, leading to 
a truncation of the enforced motion shapes during projection to the modal space.  
These shapes can be regained by the use of Modal Augmentation Vectors, and 
can be triggered simply enough by specifying PARAM,RESVEC,YES in the Bulk 
Data Section.  The necessary static loads are automatically derived by NX 
Nastran from the enforced motion data, and no additional loads specification is 
necessary.

Improved Diagnostic Messages
As part of this effort, several improvements have been made to the diagnostic 
messages resulting from a dynamic response analysis execution:

• A new user information message indicates the types of excitation 
specified (applied loads, enforced displacement, enforced velocity, or 
enforced acceleration using either SPC-type data or large masses, or a 
combination thereof).
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• A new user warning message is issued if any of the individual dynamic 
loading data results in a null loading condition.

• The execution is terminated with a user fatal error if the total excitation is 
null in a frequency response analysis, thereby implying a null solution.  
Such a fatal error has always occurred in transient response analysis.

Procedure for Using the Enhanced Enforced Motion 
Feature
In summary, the procedure for applying enforced motion in a dynamic analysis:

1. Specifies the appropriate type of enforced motion to be applied via the 
TYPE field in RLOAD1/RLOAD2 (field 8) or TLOAD1/TLOAD2 (field 5) 
Bulk Data entry, as appropriate.

2. Defines the desired enforced motion using the SPCD Bulk Data entry.  The 
set IDs of these SPCD data must match the IDs appearing in the EXCITEID 
fields of the corresponding dynamic load data in step 1.

3. Ensures that the components referenced in the SPCD Bulk Data entry above 
are also specified in the SPC1 Bulk Data entry and this SPC1 is also selected 
in Case Control Section.

4. Ensures PARAM,RESVEC is set to YES in the Bulk Data Section if a modal 
dynamic solution approach is used.
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The following simple examples illustrate these steps for a frequency and 
transient response analysis, respectively.

Direct Enforced Motion Usage in Frequency Response 
Analysis

.

.

.
SOL 108
CEND
TITLE = SPECIFICATION OF ENFORCED DISPLACEMENT
$ THE FOLLOWING REQUEST SELECTS SPC1 ENTRY 1000
SPC = 1000
$ THE FOLLOWING REQUEST SELECTS RLOAD1 ENTRY 100
DLOAD = 100
.
BEGIN BULK
$ THE FOLLOWING SPC1 ENTRY IS SELECTED
$ VIA CASE CONTROL
SPC1,1000,1,70,80,90
$ THE TYPE FIELD IN THE FOLLOWING RLOAD1 ENTRY
$ SPECIFIES ENFORCED DISPLACEMENT.  ACCORDINGLY,
$ EXCITEID ID 200 HERE REFERS TO SPC/SPCD DATA.
$RLOAD1,SID,EXCITEID,DELAY,DPHASE,TC,TD,TYPE
RLOAD1,100,200, , , 300, ,DISP
$ THE FOLLOWING SPCD ENTRY IS SELECTED BY THE
$ RLOAD1 DATA ABOVE
$ NOTE THAT GRID POINT 80 - COMPONENT 1 SPECIFIED
$ HERE ALSO APPEARS IN THE SELECTED SPC1 DATA.
$ NOTE ALSO THAT THE VALUE OF 1.1 SPECIFIED HERE
$ REPRESENTS DISPLACEMENT
$SPCD,SID,G,C,VALUE
SPCD,200,80,1,1.1
.
.
.
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Direct Enforced Motion Usage in Transient Response 
Analysis

Example  (ENF111.DAT)
The following example illustrates the application of enforced motion in frequency 
response.  The tower is subjected to a 1G (9.81m/sec2) enforced acceleration applied 
to the base of the tower.  An extra grid point ties the four bottom grid points together 
using an RBE2 element.

.

.

.
SOL 109
CEND
TITLE = SPECIFICATION OF ENFORCED ACCELERATION
$ THE FOLLOWING REQUEST SELECTS SPC1 ENTRY 1000
SPC = 1000
$ THE FOLLOWING REQUEST SELECTS TLOAD1 ENTRY 100
DLOAD = 100
.
.
.
BEGIN BULK
$ THE FOLLOWING SPC1 ENTRY IS SELECTED
$ VIA CASE CONTROL
SPC1,1000,3,75,85
$ THE TYPE FIELD IN THE FOLLOWING TLOAD1 ENTRY
$ SPECIFIES ENFORCED ACCELERATION.  ACCORDINGLY,
$ EXCITIED ID 300 HERE REFERS TO SPC/SPCD DATA.
$TLOAD1,SID,EXCITIED,DELAY,TYPE,TID
TLOAD1,100,300, ,ACCE, 500
$ THE FOLLOWING SPCD ENTRY IS SELECTED BY THE
$ TLOAD1 DATA ABOVE.
$ NOTE THAT GRID POINT 85 - COMPONENT 3 SPECIFIED
$ HERE ALSO APPEARS IN THE SELECTED SPC1 DATA.
$ NOTE ALSO THAT THE VALUE OF 2.5 SPECIFIED HERE
$ REPRESENTS ACCELERATION
SPCD,300,85,3,2.5
.
.
.
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The pertinent portion of the input file follows and illustrates how this enforced 
motion is applied.  In this case, the ACCE field (field 8) on the RLOAD2,101 entry 
indicates that the enforced motion type is acceleration.  Field 3 on the RLOAD2 
entry—normally points to a DAREA entry—now points to the SPCD,101 entry 
with an enforced motion of 9.81 m/sec2 in the x-direction of grid point 1.  The 
degree-of-freedom with enforced motion specified must also be constrained, 

1

547
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once again x-direction of grid point 1.  This is accomplished by the SPC1,30 entry.  
Notice that the SPCD/SPC1 combination is similar to the static enforced 
displacement procedure.

A 5% critical damping ratio and a frequency combination of FREQ1 and FREQ4 are 
used for this analysis.  As with all modal approaches, the residual vector 
(PARAM,RESVEC,YES) improves the quality of the results.  A partial output is 
shown below where grid point 1 is the enforced motion point and grid point 547 is at 

$
$   enf111.dat  
$
INIT MASTER(S)
SOL 111
DIAG 8
CEND
SET 99=1,547
  DISPLACEMENT(SORT1,PHASE) = 99
  SPCFORCE(SORT1,PHASE) = 99
  ACCELERATION(SORT1,PHASE) = 99
  DLOAD = 101
  FREQUENCY = 3
  METHOD = 1
  SDAMPING = 2
  SPC=30
BEGIN BULK
param,post,0
param,resvec,yes
EIGRL          1                      10       0                    MASS
$ 
TABDMP1        2    CRIT                                                +       
+             0.    0.05      1.    0.05ENDT
$ 
TABLED2        1      0.                                                +       
+             0.      1.      1.      1.ENDT
$
RLOAD2,101,101,,,1,,ACCE
$
SPC1,30,123456,1
$
SPCD,101,1,1,9.81
freq4 3 10. 35. .05 5
freq1 3 10. 1. 25
$ 
RBE2          82       1     123      22      43     392     101
$
$  THE REST OF THE INPUT FILE
$
ENDDATA
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the top of the tower.  Note that the acceleration at grid point 1 in the x-direction 
is 9.81 m/sec2, which is what one would expect, since that is the actually 
enforced acceleration value.

 
      FREQUENCY =  1.000000E+01

C O M P L E X   A C C E L E R A T I O N   V E C T O R
(MAGNITUDE/PHASE)

 
      POINT ID. TYPE T1 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
0 1 G 9.810000E+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 547 G 3.791660E+01 8.261231E-02 2.580789E+00 7.377076E-03 1.751959E+00 1.085166E-01

343.6485 326.0110 338.0020 348.9515 337.9252 338.4973
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3.5 Modal Effective Mass Computation
"Participation factor," an often used term in dynamic analysis, is defined in civil 
engineering as:

where:

This participation factor has some interesting properties, one of which is its use in 
Response Spectrum analysis. However, a more interesting use—at least for the 
general engineering public—may be described as follows:

If all modes of a model are obtained, then a linear combination of the eigenvectors 
can describe any possible motion. 

Therefore, we may state:

where:

If we pre-multiply by  where  is the mass matrix, we obtain:

which becomes:

where:

 is a diagonal matrix of generalized mass for the modes.

= the participation factor

= the eigenvector

= the mass matrix

= a rigid-body vector in the associated direction

= a rigid-body vector

= the eigenvectors

= scaling factors for the eigenvectors
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Therefore, we may state that the participation factor is simply the scaling factor 
 multiplied by the generalized mass of the mode.  If the modes are scaled to 

unit generalized mass, the participation factor is equal to the scaling factor (this 
is the most often used case).

Taking this a step further, the `rigid-body' mass  of a structure in the 
direction we are considering is

Eq. 3-11

but

Eq. 3-12

Substituting Eq. 3-12 into Eq. 3-11 yields:

or

Since  is a diagonal matrix, the contribution (or amount of the rigid-body 
mass), which each mode provides, is:

The proportion of the total mass for each mode is known as its modal effective 
mass and the modal effective weight is simply the modal effective mass 
multiplied by the acceleration of gravity (or 1/WTMASS).

NX Nastran now provides a new Case Control command, MEFFMASS, that 
allows the option to calculate and print these values as standard output 
whenever the system modes are calculated. The command is a very general one, 
with options for printed and/or punched output. The user may select individual 
items or the ALL option. The output occurs immediately following the 
Eigenvalue Summary Table.
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The command has the following form:

Examples:

MEFFMASS
MEFFMASS(GRID=12,SUMMARY,PARTFAC)

Describers Meaning

PRINT Write output to the print file. (Default)

NOPRINT Do not write output to the print file.

PUNCH Write output to the punch file.

NOPUNCH Do not write output to the punch file. (Default)

gid Reference grid point for the calculation of the Rigid Body Mass 
Matrix.

SUMMARY Requests calculation of the Total Effective Mass Fraction, Modal 
Effective Mass Matrix, and the A-set Rigid Body Mass Matrix. 
(Default)

PARTFAC Requests calculation of Modal Participation Factors.

MEFFM Requests calculation of Modal Effective Mass in units of mass.

MEFFW Requests calculation of the Modal Effective Mass in units of weight.

FRACSUM Requests calculation of the Modal Effective Mass Fraction.

MEFFMASS PRINT
NOPRINT

PUNCH
NOPUNCH

GRID gid,
SUMMARY, PARTFAC,

MEFFM, MEFFW,
FRACSUM, ALL

=, YES
NO 

 
 

=
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3.6 p-Element Dynamics

Introduction
Solid p-elements were added to the dynamic solution sequences in MSC.Nastran 
Version 69.  At that time, shell and beam p-elements were being developed for 
linear statics and normal modes. Completing the implementation of p-elements 
for the dynamic solution sequences in this release allows a much larger range of 
problems to be addressed.

Shell and beam p-elements are supported for the dynamic solution sequences:

• SOL 107 direct complex eigenvalues

• SOL 108 direct frequency response

• SOL 109 direct transient response

• SOL 110 modal complex eigenvalues

• SOL 111 modal frequency response

• SOL 112 modal transient response

The implementation of p-elements is similar to that of h-elements, in that all the 
same bulk data entries are used and all the same output are produced.

The p-elements do not adapt in the dynamic solution sequences.  Adapting over 
the p-levels while running multiple frequencies or time steps would require 
excessive resources.  Either a p-distribution may be specified, or the p-
distribution from a static or normal modes run may be used for the subsequent 
dynamics solution.

Basic Theory and Methods
The basic theory and solution algorithms for the p-element dynamics are 
identical to those for h-element dynamics.  Both the NX Nastran Basic Dynamic 
Analysis User’s Guide and the NX Nastran Advanced Dynamic Analysis User’s Guide 
discuss this in great detail. The basic theory and implementation of the p-
elements has not changed and is available in the MSC.Nastran Adaptivity Seminar 
Notes ® (MSC.Nastran is a registered trademark of MSC.Software Corporation).

For p-elements, the only type of damping available is structural damping, which 
is proportional to the stiffness matrix, Therefore, damping matrices are not 
calculated. Although it is also possible to use the one-dimensional h-element 
damping elements, these could cause singularities and are, therefore, not 
recommended.
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Input
The bulk data entries for the p-elements in the dynamic solution sequences are the 
same as those for the h-elements.  These include TSTEP for the time step; FREQi for 
the frequency steps; EIGC for the complex eigenvalues; LSEQ for the static loads; and 
DLOAD, RLOADx, TLOADx, and DAREA for the dynamic loads.  For the p-element 
output, the VELOCITY and ACCELERATION keywords were previously added to 
the OUTPUT Bulk Data entry, as well as the REAL/IMAGINARY and PHASE 
keywords. 

The only difference is that the LID in the LSEQ Bulk Data entry may refer to the 
GMLOAD Bulk Data entry, which is preferred for applying distributed loads to p-
elements.

For example, a direct frequency response bulk data file for shell p-elements would 
have the p-element case control:

in addition to the typical frequency response case control:

The p-element input would have the bulk data:

adapt=1
datarec(sort1)=1
outrcv =1

subcase 1
label=frequency-dependent loads
freq  =1
spc = 1
loadset=100
dload  =100

adapt,1,11,3,1,1,1
part=all,elset=100,type=noch,errest=1,errtol=0.1

pval,1,3,3,1,,set,100
output,1
        elset=100
        disp  =(print,plot,real)
        velo  =(print,plot,real)
        acce  =(print,plot,real)
        stress=(print,plot,real)
        strain=(print,plot,real,strcur)
        force =(print,plot,real)
        error=none,pval=none,first=yes,last=yes,by=1
outrcv,1,100
        cid=0,proj=x,normal=r,theta=0.,view=1*1*1
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where the starting, minimum, and maximum p-level distributions are identical 
because the p-elements do not adapt in the dynamic solution sequences.  The 
frequency response analysis input would have the typical bulk data:

where a GMSPC and GMLOAD Bulk Data entries have been used to apply 
distributed edge constraints and loads, respectively.

Output
Complex displacements, velocities, accelerations, strains, and stresses have been 
implemented for solid p-elements.  The same, including forces, have been 
implemented for shell and beam p-elements. 

These output quantities can be written into the .f06 and .op2 files in either 
rectangular or polar format.  For rectangular, which is the default, the keyword 
REAL or IMAGINARY may be used, and for polar, the keyword PHASE may be 
used.  Each quantity may be output in a different format.

These output quantities may also be written in either SORT1 or SORT2 order.  In 
SORT1 order, which is the default for frequency and complex eigenvalue 
analyses, all the grids/elements are output for each frequency/time/eigenvalue.  
In SORT2 order, which is the default for transient analysis, all the 
frequencies/times/eigenvalues are output for each grid/element.  Only one 
order may be chosen for the entire analysis.

Limitations

The p-elements do not adapt in the dynamic solution sequences.  Having the 
elements adapt within the frequency or time steps would require too many 
additional resources for the value gained.  If an adaptive analysis is desired, it 
can be done in linear statics or normal modes, and the resulting p-distribution 
may be used for the dynamic analysis.  This would be especially useful for the 
modal solution sequences, where the normal mode vectors could be used in a 
restart without being recalculated.

gmspc,1,1,gmcurv, 1
gmload,10,,1.,0.,0.,gmcurv, 2,constant
,100.
$
freq1,1, 0.,200., 10
lseq ,100, 110, 10
dload  ,100, 1., 1.,110
rload1 ,110, 110, ,,110,
tabled1,110, linear,linear
,0.,1., 1.e6,1., endt
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The time delay DELAY, phase delay DPHASE, and transient initial condition TIC 
Bulk Data entries reference grid points only, which could cause singularities in p-
elements.  The appropriate functions for p-elements would reference the edges and 
faces.  However, no problem exists if the specified area is limited to p=1.

Error estimation is currently not available.  Because the p-elements do not adapt, this 
is unnecessary; however, it could provide useful feedback.  Running a normal modes 
analysis would provide error estimation before any dynamic solutions are run.
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3.7 Eigenvalue Method Enhancement
This section summarizes the changes in the eigenvalue solvers and the expected 
effects.

Update of the Tridiagonal Solver and LAN Method 
Selection
The Lanczos method (LAN) uses a QL iteration method to solve the tridiagonal 
problem generated by the Lanczos iteration method.  This QL iteration method 
has proven to be robust in practice, and is a decade or two more modern than the 
QR iteration method used for the xGIV and xHOU methods.  The LAN method 
has several error reports written against solving small problems that are caused 
by the Lanczos operations, not the QL operation.  This is primarily because the 
present Lanczos algorithm is tuned for medium through large-size problems, so 
that also tuning it for small-size problems jeopardizes its large-size problem 
performance.  For these reasons, on small problems where the LAN method is 
selected, the method is switched to AHOU.  The present criteria for automatic 
switching is 20 DOFs.  All of the diagnostics and other output are typical of LAN 
run except for the lack of the summary table.  The results should be identical, 
except as discussed below.

A new Householder implementation is now used with any of the HOU 
variations and after an automatic switch from the LAN method.  The HOU 
variations include the HOU, MHOU, and AHOU options, given the generic 
name xHOU options.  While the Houselholder algorithm is the same as the 
MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 implementation in use for many years, details of the 
implementation differ.  The problem is now solved by the newer Householder 
reduction followed by a QL eigensolution in place of the QR eigensolution.  
When the problem cannot fit in memory, the old implementation is used because 
the newer Householder implementation does not have spill capability.  In 
practice, most problems that will not fit in memory usually request the LAN 
method, so that it is unlikely that the old HOU method will be called in the 
future.  For reasons of upward compatibility, the various GIV methods are 
unchanged, and will give exactly the same answers as in MSC.Nastran Version 
70.7.  The GIV method is regarded as an obsolete method and is planned for 
eventual removal after the user community has had time to transition to the 
AHOU method. 
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The HOU method, in the new path, has three options for selection:

In this release, the HOU and AHOU specifications are synonymous, that is, the 
AHOU method is used if either is selected.  The MHOU option is retained to provide 
an alternate solution path when the AHOU solution is in question.  The MHOU 
option uses the same method for forming the inverted problem as the AHOU 
method.  The inversion option is the same as the MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 
algorithm.  The AHOU method of forming the inverted, shifted problem is described 
in the NX Nastran Numerical Methods User’s Guide.  The AHOU method is now the 
recommended method whenever the xGIV or xHOU methods were appropriate.  The 
LAN method is the recommended method for medium to large-size problems, 
especially when the requested ratio of eigenvectors to problem size is small.

The criterion for switching from the requested method to the new QL method is 
controlled by a system cell, for both the LAN and xHOU methods.  The criterion for 
switching from LAN to HOU on small problems is set by an input parameter for the 
real eigensolver module, READ.

User Interface
The METHOD command and EIGR and EIGRL entries are unchanged.

SYSTEM CELL 359, default value = 1

When xHOU is requested, switch to the new HOU method for all problems that fit in 
memory, otherwise drop back to the MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 Householder 
method.

HOU Solve the problem directly.

MHOU Solve an inverted, shifted problem.

AHOU Start with the direct method. If it fails because the mass matrix is 
singular or nearly singular, switch to the MHOU method.

Value Action

= 0 Use the user-requested eigensolution method.

<> 0 When LAN is requested, switch to AHOU when the number of 
DOFs sent to the eigensolver is less than or equal to "nswitch", 
an input parameter to the READ module.  This parameter has 
an MPL default of 20.  It may be set to other values in the 
solution sequences, depending on the context.
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The default value for nswitch is set at 20 because it is expected that this value 
avoids all known Lanczos errors due to small problem size. 

DMAP Interface
In MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 the NE input parameter to the module (parameter 
10) is used for its traditional function as defined on the EIGR entry.  In that 
context, it is used by the LAN method and is ignored by all other methods.  In 
this release, the place formerly used for the NE value as an input parameter, is 
used instead, as a method to set the problem size where small problems switch 
from the requested LAN method to the new HOU method.  This parameter is 
renamed as NSWITCH in the user documentation.   It has an MPL default of 20.  
This is the value used when the DMAPer does not specify it explicitly.  With 
regard to its function relative to the INV method, the NE value used internally, 
when that method is selected by parameters, is for an NE value of blank or zero 
when input this way on an EIGR Bulk Data entry.  (A reasonable value of NE is 
used, based on the value of ND.) See the Bulk Data entry, “EIGR” on page 882 of 
the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide for this action.  The NSWITCH parameter 
is a way to change the threshold for shifting when the READ module is called in 
different contexts.  For example, in testing different values may be needed in SOL 
103 and SOL 106.

Output Changes
The MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 tridiagonal methods always give a number of 
eigenvalues equal to the size of the input matrices, even when the eigenvalues do 
not really exist because the mass matrix has one or more singularities.  The 
spurious eigenvalues are in the machine infinity range, and are essentially 
numerical noise.  If requested, it also outputs eigenvectors that are essentially 
numerical noise, much as the machine infinities used for the "invented 
eigenvalues" are spurious.  These spurious mode shapes either cause the 
eigensolution to fail when attempting a final orthogonality check of the 
eigenvectors, or cause failure in the dynamic solution modules due to singular 
modal matrices if somehow the eigenvectors get past the orthogonality check.  In 
this release, an approximate rank of the mass matrix is computed, and neither the 
eigenvectors nor eigenvalues for these spurious modes are output.  The rank 
calculation has some ambiguity for certain types of reduction, such as cyclic 
symmetry and superelement analysis.  Nonetheless, testing has shown that the 
number of "infinite eigensolutions" is none on most problems, and a reduced 

Note: That NSWITCH is not available as an external parameter; the DMAP user 
can, however, set it in DMAP.
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number even on the most challenging reduced model.  If the user has reason to doubt 
these solutions, they may be checked with a LAN solution that does not suffer from 
a tendency to compute ill-defined modes.

If a LAN solution is requested, but the straight QL method is used instead because of 
small problem size, a user information message is printed stating that a switch has 
been made. 
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3.8 Acoustic Source Modification
For all the dynamic loading in NX Nastran the DAREA field scales the TC and 
TD fields with the exception of the ACSRCE entry. This action with the ACSRCE 
entry is inconsistent with the other loading entries. In NX Nastran, this 
inconsistency has been addressed. The power is now computed as 

and the resulting source strength calculation is

Therefore, users using NX Nastran with old data files containing ACSRCE need 
to square the value of their DAREA entry to obtain the same value for  as in 
previous versions of MSC.Nastran.

P DAREA= TC⋅

Q P≈

Q
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3.9 Massless Mechanism Identification and Control
A massless mechanism (mm) mode is defined as a shape that causes very small strain 
energy when the structure is deflected in this shape.  This shape also causes very little 
kinetic energy when the structure moves in this shape.  The ratio of strain energy over 
kinetic energy is proportional to the eigenvalue of this mode.  This result is an 
indeterminate quantity produced by two terms approaching zero.  If applied loads 
excite this shape small loads can cause very large deflections.  If a real mode analysis 
can be forced to produce a solution in the presence of this condition the mode 
produced with this shape can have any eigenvalue from positive infinity to negative 
infinity.  These frequencies may change drastically for small changes in the model, or 
when run on a different computer.  Eigensolution failures due to Sturm number 
inconsistencies are often due to the presence of massless mechanisms. 

The presence of such modes reduces the reliability and repeatability of 
eigensolutions and dynamic analysis solutions.  A method is now provided to 
automatically constrain massless mechanisms for eigensolutions, controlled by the 
user parameter PARAM,MECHFIX,AUTO, which is turned on by default in this 
release.  When this method is used it is unlikely that the eigensolution will fail 
because of three failed shifts, and the solution produced will be repeatable for small 
changes in the model, loading condition, or computer type used in the solution. 

The goal of this new capability is to allow the real eigensolvers to produce an 
eigensolution every time a proper non-zero stiffness and mass matrix are provided.  
The new capability will also make other eigensolution methods more reliable.  There 
are occasions in Version 70.7 of MSC.Nastran where the Lanczos method performs 3 
successive shifts of  (the "shifted stiffness matrix") in preparation for an 
inverse power solution, and all shifts fail due to poor numerical conditioning of the 
shifted matrix.  Inverse iteration is the first step in a Lanczos solution.  The Lanczos 
method then exits with a fatal error message because it is unlikely that any other shift 
will produce a well-conditioned shifted matrix for this system.  There are similar 
problems that cause the xHOU methods to fail.  The most likely cause of such failures 
is a massless mechanism. 

This worked was prototyped in an SSSALTER for MSC.Nastran V70.7 
(mmecha.v707).  The TAN for that project is the reference for this note.  See TAN 3685, 
IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF MASSLESS MECHANISMS, V70.7, M. A. 
Gockel, 10/15/98.

K sM–[ ]
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User Interface
The massless mechanism feature is controlled by several parameters.  Following 
is a list of the primary parameters along with their functions:

MECHFIX Default=AUTO

Control for fixing the massless mechanism problem.  The new 
capability is provided automatically for the default of this parameter, 
listed above.  The new capability is executed only when the 
eigensolution does not provide answers because of symptoms 
consistent with the presence of massless mechanisms.  If MECHFIX 
is set to YES, the constraint modes are removed before attempting an 
eigensolution.  When set to NO, the new capability is blocked, and 
the eigensolution uses the previous rules, i.e., three failed shifts and 
a fatal exit. 

MECHPRT Default=NO

For SOL 103 only, if massless mechanisms are found the constraint 
modes are printed with a format similar to eigenvectors when this 
parameter is set to YES.  They are labeled CONSTRAINT MODES, 
and are numbered sequentially.  Grid points with only zero values in 
a mode are not printed.  This parameter should be used when 
performing initial checkout of a model and a goal is to remove all 
massless mechanisms before starting production analysis.  The 
number of each "mode" matches the corresponding GID,C pair in the 
high ratio message.  If there are many (thousands) of such modes the 
output file will be large.  There is no method to plot these shapes at 
present. 

ERROR Default=0

For SOLs 111-112, when the constraint modes have non-zero 
generalized force the parameter causes the fatal error exit to be 
branched over and the dynamic response is computed and output.  
This option is intended for model checkout work, where bad results 
are better for diagnostic work than no results at all.  This parameter 
is a traditional feature also used in other, similar circumstances.  See 
the discussion in the QRG. 
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The following secondary parameters have default values that work well in most 
circumstances.  They are provided for tuning unusual circumstances.

For further details regarding massless mechanism, see “Technical Application 
Notes” on page 527.

MAXRATIO Default=1.E7

This is another traditional parameter whose other functions are 
described in the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide.  It also is the 
criterion for identifying massless mechanisms.  A lower value is 
more conservative in that it is likely to identify and control more 
mechanisms.  If MAXRATIO input is greater than 1.E10, it is reset to 
1.E10.  If blocking of this capability is desired, use 
PARAM,MECHFIX,NO instead of modifying this parameter.  The 
rationale is that if you want to set it high enough that it never 
identifies a mechanism you might as well not request massless 
mechanism control.  The reset is done only for massless mechanism 
identification. 

MECHFIL Default=1.E-6

Criterion for discarding massless mechanism modes with small 
generalized mass.  A smaller value will result in more marginal 
constraint modes being retained.

SHIFT1 Default=-1.234

The negative shift used when computing massless mechanism 
constraint modes.  For very stiff model (1000. hz for the first flexible 
mode), consider using a larger value. 
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4.1 Element Summary Output

Overview
The element summary feature generates a table of properties for the elements 
requested by the new ELSUM Case Control command (see “New or Modified 
Case Control Commands” in Appendix A for a complete description).  These 
properties include element-id, material-id, length (or thickness), area, volume, 
structural mass, non-structural mass, total mass, and weight (weight mass * total 
mass). ELSUM provides an extension of the element summaries previously 
obtained with PARAM,EST,1.

ELSUM Sample Output
The following examples highlight some of the new features available via the 
ELSUM command.  Note that the the ELSUM command on line 11 in subcase 100 
requests summary information for those elements defined in SET 1.  The 
corresponding rod element output follows.

0                                                                                                                                   
0                                        C A S E    C O N T R O L    E C H O                                                        
                 COMMAND                                                                                                            
                 COUNT                                                                                                              
                  1      $                                                                                       
                2      SET 1 = 401 THRU 403                                                                    
                 3      DISP(PRINT,PUNCH)=ALL                                                                   
                 4      ELST(PRINT,PUNCH)=ALL                                                                   
                 5      ELFO(PRINT,PUNCH)=ALL                                                                   
                 6      SPCF(PRINT,PUNCH)=ALL                                                                   
                 7      ESE(PRINT,PUNCH)=ALL                                                                    
                  8      SPC=50                                                                                  
                  9      $                                                                                       
                 10      SUBCASE 100                                                                             

11      ELSUM=1
12      LOAD=100                                                                                
13      ESE(PRINT)=ALL                                                                          
14      $                                                                                       
15      BEGIN BULK 

0                                                                                                                                   
                                           E L E M E N T   P R O P E R T Y   S U M M A R Y
0ELEMENT TYPE = ROD     
       ID           MID          LENGTH         AREA         VOLUME          SM           NSM            TM          WEIGHT
      401           202       1.000000E+01  6.000000E+00  6.000000E+01  4.800000E+02  5.000000E+00  4.850000E+02  4.850000E+02
      402           201       1.000000E+01  4.000000E+00  4.000000E+01  1.600000E+02  8.000000E+00  1.680000E+02  1.680000E+02
      403           202       1.000000E+01  6.000000E+00  6.000000E+01  4.800000E+02  5.000000E+00  4.850000E+02  4.850000E+02
 SUBTOTAL MASS =                                                        1.120000E+03  1.800000E+01  1.138000E+03  1.138000E+03
 TOTAL    MASS =                                                        1.120000E+03  1.800000E+01  1.138000E+03  1.138000E+03
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4.2 PCOMP Enhancements

Introduction
The PCOMP Bulk Data entry is used to provide input data for the properties of an n-
ply composite material laminate.  As such, it is widely used in applications where a 
composite structure is built up from a number of discrete sheets of material, such as a 
carbon-epoxy fiber.  The utility of the entry is enhanced by providing additional 
options to characterize the way the laminate input is to be interpreted.  Briefly, the 
new capability enables analyses that either

1. only consider membrane effects in the laminate and ignore bending effects

or

2. only consider bending effects in the laminate and ignore membrane effects.

These two options are selected using the existing LAM field on the PCOMP entry with 
values of MEM and BEND, respectively. 

Benefits
The primary motivation for the new PCOMP features is to support the use of 
composite materials in a preliminary design stage where stacking sequence effects are 
considered secondary. The concern with stacking sequence in a preliminary design 
may preclude the development of alternate high quality candidate designs.  This is 
particularly useful when the composite description is used with an automated design 
procedure such as SOL 200.  Currently, stacking sequence impacts the stiffness of the 
laminate and therefore, the results.  In an automated design context, minimal effects 
on the results are desirable, but this cannot be guaranteed.  The MEM option neglects 
the stacking sequence effects because these effects are only present in the bending 
terms.  This is frequently a good approximation for aircraft structures where 
membrane effects typically dominate the response in wing skins. The BEND option is 
provided for completeness because it can provide a simple interface to situations 
where bending effects dominate.

Theoretical Description
NX Nastran develops mass and stiffness data by converting PCOMP/MATi entries 
into equivalent PSHELL/MAT2 combinations that are eventually used for internal 
stiffness and mass calculations.  Currently, the internal PSHELL has four non-blank 
MIDis, identifying the MAT2s to be used for membrane, bending, transverse shear, 
and membrane-bending coupling.  The MEM and BEND options are implemented in 
the following manner:
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MEM.  The internal PSHELL has MID1 (membrane) only with the MID2, MID3, 
MID4, 12I/T**3, and TS/T fields set as blanks. 

BEND.  In this case, the internal PSHELL has MID2 (bending) only with MID1, 
MID3, MID4, T, and TS/T fields set as blanks. 

Input
The options of the LAM field of the PCOMP Bulk Data entry have been expanded 
to the following:

Output
Standard element response data are recovered for elements that employ the new 
LAM options. 

Modeling Guidelines
Composite shell elements using the MEM or BEND option must be accompanied 
by other elements to add stiffness in the degrees-of-freedom that are lost. For 
instance, each CQUAD4 element that uses the MEM option must have either 
beams or transverse plates attached to its grid points if loads other than 
membrane loads are applied. In general, only coarse models with a single element 
representing an entire panel between stiffeners would use this feature.

Use of plates with the PCOMP MEM option with solid elements to support them 
can lead to an overly stiff structure due to the elimination of all rotational degrees-
of-freedom.

Field Contents

LAM Laminate Options (Character or Blank, default=Blank). See Remark 13.

“Blank” All plies must be specified and all stiffness terms are 
developed.

“SYM” Only plies on one side of the element centerline are 
specified. The plies are numbered starting with 1 for the 
bottom layer.  If an odd number of plies are desired, the 
center ply thickness should be half the actual thickness.

“MEM” All plies must be specified, but only membrane terms 
(MID1 on the  derived PSHELL entry) are computed.

“BEND” All plies must be specified, but only bending terms (MID2 
on the derived PSHELL entry) are computed.
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Examples (PSTIFF1, PSOFT1 and PMEM1) 
This example demonstrates an application of the MEM option in the modeling of wing 
skins and compares this with results obtained when the LAM option is SYM. 

Input Deck
The overall model is a simple, built-up cantilever with a span of 10 units, a constant 
chord of 4 units, and a constant core depth of 1 unit.  A tip load totaling 600 units is 
applied on the grids at the span tip. Webs and spars are metallic and modeled using 
CQUAD4 elements.  The composite wing skins are modeled with ten CQUAD4s on 
the top surface and ten on the bottom.

Three models are used for comparison:

• PSTIFF represents a layup that has a high bending stiffness in the direction 
of bending in the skins. Each skin, top and bottom, has the following 8 ply 
layup:

0/45/-45/90 (symmetric) with a 0.0125 unit ply thickness

• PSOFT minimizes bending stiffness with the following 8 ply layup:

90/45/-45/90 (symmetric) with a 0.0125 unit ply thickness

• PMEM uses the MEM option without bending stiffness and has the 
following 4 ply layup:

0/45/-45/90 (unsymmetric) with a 0.025 unit ply thickness

Results
Table 4-1 compares selected results from the three modeling options.  Strains are in 
terms of micro strains.  The strain results are for an element at the root of the bottom 
skin.  It is seen that the PMEM is the softest because it has no bending stiffness and 
PSTIFF is the stiffest. 
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Automatic Calculation of Mid-plane (Z0) During Design 
Optimization
In previous versions, in order to keep the Z0 value on the PCOMP Bulk Data entry 
equal to minus one-half the element thickness, the design required a combination 
of DVPREL2 and DEQATN Bulk Data entries. This is now done automatically 
using the following rules:

1. If the Z0 value is left blank, the Z0 value is adjusted to remain at –0.5 
times the element thickness as the element thickness changes.

2. If the Z0 is non-blank and is not referenced on a DVPREL1 or DVPREL2 
entry, its value is unchanged as the element thickness changes. 

3. Z0 can still be designed as before.

Table 4-1  Results for PCOMP Comparisons

Result PSTIFF PSOFT PMEM

Tip Deflection 0.6703 0.6719 0.6724

von Mises Strain 4929 4940 4945

von Mises Curvature 4218 4779 N/A

0 Fiber Strain 6570 6361 6326

45 Fiber Strain 2321 2319 2244

-45 Fiber Strain 2291 2293 2244

90 Fiber Strain -1835 -1892 -1838

Note: With the MEM option, it is not necessary to create a symmetric layup. 
This is why PMEM has four layers of 0.025 unit thickness plies. 
Whereas, PSTIFF and PSOFT have eight plies of 0.125 unit thickness 
plies.
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4.3 RBE3 Element Modeling Guidelines
Although the RBE3 element has not changed in this release, several significant 
improvements were made in MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 ® (MSC.Nastran is a 
registered trademark of MSC.Software Corporation) with respect to ensuring 
nondimensionality of the element.  These changes were non-upward compatible, 
meaning that results for models having RBE3 elements could, in MSC.Nastran 
Version 70.7, differ from those of previous versions.

Customer feedback the followed those changes have led to new, recommended 
modeling guidelines. This section summarizse those guidelines which, if followed, 
will generally lead to higher quality models.  Details of the discussions along with 
specific applications and examples are summarized in the Technical Application 
Notes (TANs) listed at the end of this section.

The RBE3 entry (see “RBE3” on page 1247 of the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide ) 
defines a reference grid point (REFGRID, field 4) and connected grid points and 
components (Gij, Ci) in subsequent fields.  If only the translational degrees-of-
freedom are listed for the connected grid points, the behavior of the element in this 
release of NX Nastran and MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 is unchanged from that of 
MSC.Nastran Version 70.5.  The element theory has been modified with result changes 
when rotations of the connected grid points (Ci=4, 5, 6) are included.  The reference 
grid point theory, on the other hand, remains unchanged; there are no new (or even 
old) restrictions on reference grid point rotations.  Changes for results are avoided in 
MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 and this release if translations rather than rotations are 
used on the connected grid points.

However, several third-party graphical user interfaces (GUIs) apparently do connect 
these rotational degrees-of-freedom by default, which leads to some cases of 
substantial differences in answers and resulting in subsequent client support calls. We 
recommend that the default degrees-of-freedom for the connected grid points be set 
to the translational degrees-of-freedom only (i = 1, 2, 3).  Again, no such restriction 
exists for the reference grid.

In a limited number of contexts it makes modeling sense to connect these rotational 
degrees-of-freedom.  For example, when all of the connected points are colinear, the 
element will be unstable for rotations about this axis.  A rotation component on one of 
the connected grid points that has a component parallel to the line of connected points 
will solve this problem.  The results will then be the same on all systems new and old, 
because this is a statically determinate load path, and there is only one (automatically 
adjusted) coefficient that will provide equilibrium.
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If there are many connected grid points spread over a surface or volume and one 
compares the results first with no connected rotations, and then with all rotations 
connected one often finds that the more highly connected model is actually softer.  
(See TAN 4800, where adding rotations to connectivity lowered the natural mode 
frequencies of a component of a large model.) While this is counter-intuitive for 
flexible finite elements, it is to be expected for spline constraint elements such as 
the RBE3.  If more points are connected and they have lower stiffness than the 
originally connected points, the overall stiffness of the reference point is 
dominated by the softer connected rotational stiffness effects.  The net effect is 
that connecting more degrees-of-freedom often reduces the reference point 
stiffness, rather than increasing it as one would expect.

The following is a summary of Technical Application Notes on this subject:

TAN 
Number Title

2402 RBE3 - THE INTERPOLATION ELEMENT

3280 RBE3 ELEMENT CHANGES IN MSC.NASTRAN VERSION 70.5, 
IMPROVED DIAGNOSTICS 

4155 RBE3 ELEMENT CHANGES IN MSC.NASTRAN VERSION 70.7, 
NONDIMENSIONALITY

4494 MATHEMATICAL SPECIFICATION OF THE MODERN RBE3 
ELEMENT

4497 AN ECONOMICAL METHOD TO EVALUATE RBE3 ELEMENTS IN 
LARGE-SIZE MODELS 

4800 THE EFFECTS OF CONNECTING ROTATIONS TO RBE3 
ELEMENTS [In preparation]

4801 RELUMPING NON-STRUCTURAL MASSES WITH CONM2, RBE3 
ENTRIES [In preparation]
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4.4 Symmetric Integration for p-Element Tetrahedral 
Elements
Previously, a mapping technique was used for the numerical integration of the 
element stiffness matrix for the TETRA p-element. The tetrahedron was mapped onto 
a hexahedron, and hexahedron integration rules were used. This type of mapping is 
unsymmetric, meaning that the stiffness depends upon the order in which the grid 
points are listed on the CTETRA entry. If this order is changed, then the analysis 
results may change. Several symmetric rules have been developed. The integration 
points (sometimes referred to as Gauss points) are now defined in a tetrahedral space, 
and are symmetric with respect to the grid point locations. Due to better placement, 
an accurate integration can be achieved with fewer points, which results in greater 
efficiency. 

If the mapped hexahedron integration is desired, then set NASTRAN 
SYSTEM(318)=1. This will allow checking the results for changes due to the 
integration modification.

This modification should reduce the matrix generation time. Some small change in 
results is expected. This symmetric integration has been implemented for p-orders up 
to eight. 
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4.5 CWELD Connector Element

Introduction
Previously, the software offered various ways of modeling structural connections 
and fasteners.  Spot welds, seam welds, bolts, screws, and so on can be 
represented, depending on the modeling goals, either with flexible springs or bars 
(CBUSH, CBAR), rigid elements (RBAR, RBE2, RBE3), or multipoint constraints 
(MPC).  Though general, these elements are sometimes difficult to use; 
singularities may be introduced particularly in the out-of-plane rotational 
direction for shells, rigid body invariance may not be assured, and data 
preparation and input can be a formidable task in real-world applications.  
Increasing mesh refinement can also introduce further stiffness errors; point-to-
point connections in which effective cross-sectional areas are larger than 20% of 
the characteristic element lengths can often lead to significant underestimation of 
connector stiffness.

The new CWELD element and corresponding PWELD property entries have been 
introduced to address and solve such modeling issues.  Connections can now be 
established with ease between points, elements, patches, or any of their 
combinations. In short, the new CWELD connector element is general in purpose, 
easy to generate, less error-prone than any of the preceding methods, and always 
satisfies the condition of rigid body invariance.  Test and analysis correlation has 
also been shown to be excellent.

Connectivity Definition
Weld element connectivity is defined using the new CWELD Bulk Data entry.  
(See “New or Modified Bulk Data Entries” in Appendix A for a complete 
description of the new entry.)  Connections can either be established 
conventionally, from point-to-point, or in a more advanced fashion between 
elements and/or patches of grid points.  In the case of elements and patches, 
actual weld attachment points will usually occur within element domains or 
patches and will be computed automatically, with corresponding automatic 
creation of necessary grid points and degrees-of-freedom.  Element- and patch-
based connections, moreover, eliminate the need for congruent meshes.  
Reference grids that determine spot weld spacing, for example, can be defined 
beforehand which, when projected (using the CWELD entry) through the surfaces 
to be attached, uniquely determine the weld elements’ location and geometry. 
The following is a brief description of the various CWELD connectivity options:
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1. Patch-to-Patch

In the context of CWELD element definition, a patch is a surface to which the 
weld element will connect.  Actually, two patches must be defined on the 
CWELD entry in order to define a valid connection.  The attachment 
locations on these surfaces are determined by vector projection from a single 
grid point, GS, also referenced on the CWELD entry. The patches are defined 
either by reference to a shell element ID or by an ordered list of grid points 
on a surface.  See Figure 4-1.

The “ELEMID” option defines a connection between two shell elements:

CWELD, EWID, PWID, GS, “ELEMID”, , , , +CWE1
+CWE1, SHIDA, SHIDB

EWID is the identification number of the CWELD element and PWID is the 
identification number of the corresponding PWELD property entry.  The 
projection of a normal vector through grid point GS determines the 
connection locations on the shell elements SHIDA and SHIDB.  The grid 
point GS does not need to lie on either of the element surfaces. 

Instead of shell element IDs, an ordered list of grids could have been used to 
define a surface patch as seen in the following CWELD example:

CWELD, EWID, PWID, GS, “GRIDID”, , , “QT”, , +CWG1
+CWG1, GA1, GA2, GA3, GA4, , , , ,+CWG2
+CWG2, GB1, GB2, GB3 

The “GRIDID” option affords a more general approach to surface patch 
definition, based on an ordered list of grids.  Such patches can either be 
triangular or rectangular with anywhere from three to eight grids points.  
Ordering and numbering conventions follow directly from the CTRIA3 and 
CTRIA6 entries for triangular patches, and the CQUAD4 and CQUAD8 
entries for rectangular patches (mid side nodes can be omitted). Since the 
program is generally unable to tell a TRIA6 with two mid side nodes deleted 
from a QUAD4, it becomes necessary to also indicate the nature of the 
patches involved, hence the string “QT” in the preceding CWELD example, 
for “quadrilateral to triangular surface patch connection.”  (See Remark 5 on 
the Bulk Data entry, “CWELD” on page 393 entry for other options.)

With the patch-to-patch connection, non-congruent meshes of any element 
type can be connected.  Patch-to-patch connections are recommended when 
the cross sectional area of the connector is larger than 20% of the 
characteristic element face area.
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The patch-to-patch connection can also be used to connect more than 
two layers of shell elements.  For example, if three layers need to be 
connected, a second CWELD element is defined that refers to the same 
spot weld grid GS as the first CWELD. Patch B of the first CWELD is 
repeated as patch A in the second CWELD.

Figure 4-1  Patch-to-Patch Connection Defined with Format GRIDID or 
ELEMID

2. Point-to-Patch 

The “GRIDID” and “ELEMID” formats can also be used to define the  
connection of a point to a surface patch and again, is a useful method of 
joining non-congruent meshes.  As before, the patch can either be 
triangular or quadrilateral:

CWELD, EWID, PWID, GS, “GRIDID”, , , “Q”, , +CWP1
+CWP1, GA1, GA2, GA3, GA4

For a point-to-patch connection, the vertex grid point GS of a shell 
element is connected to a surface patch, as shown in Figure 4-2.  The 
patch is either defined by grid points GAi or a shell element SHIDA.  A 
normal projection of grid point GS on the surface patch A creates grid 
GA. The vector from grid GA to GS defines the element axis and length. 
A shell normal in the direction of the element axis is automatically 
generated at grid GS.  Point-to-patch connections are recommended if a 
flexible shell (GS) is connected to a stiff part (GAi).
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Figure 4-2  Point-to-Patch Connection

3. Point-to-Point

The “ALIGN” format defines a point-to-point connection:

CWELD, EWID, PWID, , “ALIGN”, GA, GB

In the point-to-point connection, two shell vertex grids, GA and GB, are 
connected as shown in Figure 4-3. The vector from GA to GB determines the 
axis and length of the connector. Two shell normals are automatically 
generated for the two shell vertex grids, and both  normals point in the 
direction of the weld axis. 

The point-to-point connection can only be used for shell elements, and the 
two layers of shell meshes must be nearly congruent. The element axis (the 
vector from GA to GB) has to be nearly normal to the shell surfaces. The 
point-to-point connection is recommended only when the cross sectional 
area of the connector  does not exceed 20% of the characteristic shell element 
area. 
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Figure 4-3  Point-to-Point Connection 

Property Definition
CWELD element properties are defined with the PWELD entry (see “New or 
Modified Bulk Data Entries” in Appendix A):

PWELD, PWID,  MID, D, , ,  MSET, , TYPE

MID references a material entry, D is the diameter of the element, and MSET is 
used to indicate whether the generated constraints will explicitly appear in the m-
set or be reduced out at the element level prior to global stiffness matrix assembly.  
Further parameters and flags will more than likely be introduced in the future as 
additional options are implemented.

CWELD element constraint generation for patch-based connections are under 
some measure of user control.  By default, the constraints are expressed as multi-
point constraint equations.  This is the MSET=ON option.  For output purposes, 
the additional m-set constraints are labeled “RWELD”, with identification 
numbers beginning with the ID specified on the PARAM, OSWELM entry.

Constraint equations can be incorporated directly into the element stiffness 
matrices.  The MSET=OFF option instead applies the CWELD element constraint 
set locally, without generating additional m-set equations.  The local constraint 
effects are reduced out prior to system stiffness matrix assembly resulting in a 
more compact set of equations, and the expected benefits in numerical 
performance and robustness. The MSET = OFF option is only available for the 
patch-to-patch connection (GRIDID or ELEMID).

TYPE identifies the type of connection:  “Blank” for a general connector, and 
“SPOT” for a spot weld connector.  The connection type influences effective 
element length in the following manner:  If the format on the CWELD entry is 
“ELEMID”, and TYPE= “SPOT”, then regardless of the distance GA to GB, the 
effective length  of the spot weld is set to  where  and 
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 are the thickness of shell  and , respectively. If TYPE is left blank (a general 
connector), then the length of the element is not modified as long as the ratio of length 
to diameter is in the range . If  is below the range, the effective 
length is set to .  If  is above this range, the effective length is instead set 
to . 

Finite Element Representation of the Connector
For all connectivity options, the CWELD element itself is modeled with a special shear 
flexible beam-type element of length L and a finite cross-sectional area which is 
assumed to be a circle of diameter D, as shown in Figure 4-4.  Other cross sections will 
be added in the future.   The length L is the distance from GA to GB. An effective 
length is computed if TYPE=“SPOT” or if grids GA and GB are coincident. The 
element has twelve (2x6) degrees-of-freedom. 

Figure 4-4  CWELD Element

For the point-to-patch and patch-to-patch connection, the degrees-of-freedom of the 
spot weld end point GA are constrained as follows: The 3 translational and 3 rotational 
degrees-of-freedom are connected to the 3 translational degrees-of-freedom of each 
grid GAi with constraints from Kirchhoff shell theory,

Eq. 4-1
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Eq. 4-2

These 6 equations are written in the local tangent system of the surface patch at 
point GA.  The two tangent directions are x and y, and the normal direction is z. 

 are the shape functions of the surface patch;  and  are the normalized 
coordinates of GA; u, v, w are the displacements; and , ,  are the rotations 
in the local tangent system at GA. For the patch-to-patch connection, another set 
of 6 equations similar to Eq. 4-1 and Eq. 4-2 is written to connect grid point GB to 
GBi. The patch-to-patch connection results in 12 constraint equations. 

In summary, with MSET=“ON”, the CWELD element consists of a two node 
element with 12 degrees-of-freedom. In addition, 6 constraint equations are 
generated for the point-to-patch connection or 12 constraint equations for the 
patch-to-patch connection. The degrees-of-freedom for GA and GB are put into 
the dependent set (m-set).

If a patch-to-patch connection is specified and MSET=“OFF”, the 12 constraint 
equations are instead included in the stiffness matrix, and the degrees-of-freedom 
for GA and GB are condensed out.  No m-set degrees-of-freedom are generated 
and the subsequent, sometimes costly, m-set constraint elimination is avoided.  
The resulting element is 3xN degrees-of-freedom, where N is the total number of 
grids GAi plus GBi. This maximum total number of grids is 16, yielding an 
element with a maximum 48 degrees-of-freedom.

Results Output
The element forces are output in the element coordinate system, see Figure 4-5. 
The element x-axis is in the direction of GA to GB. The element y-axis is 
perpendicular to the element x-axis and is lined up with the closest axis of the 
basic coordinate system. The element z-axis is the cross product of the element x- 
and y-axis. The CWELD element force output and sign convention is the same as 
for the CBAR element.
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Figure 4-5  Element Coordinate System and Sign Convention of Element Forces

Example (CWELD103.DAT)
In the following example, two cylindrical shell segments are connected with 4 
CWELD elements at the 4 corners of the overlapping sections, see Figure 4-6.  The free 
vibration modes are calculated using SOL 103. The results of the patch-to-patch 
connection are compared to the results of the point-to-point connection. For the patch-
to-patch connection, we place the four CWELD elements on the corner shells of the 
overlapping area. For the point-to-point connection, we take the inner vertex points of 
the corner shells. The first eigenfrequency from the patch-to-patch connection is 
higher than from the point-to-point connection (2.40e+7 versus 2.05e+7). The 
difference is significant in this example because of the coarse mesh and because the 
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connection of the two shells is modeled with only 4 welds. In most practical 
problems, the patch-to-patch connection produces stiffer results than the point-
to-point connection.   

Figure 4-6  Two Spherical Segments with Spot Welds at the Four Corners
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Common Input

$
$ Nodes of the connected elements
$
GRID     1               21.6506 37.5   -25.     1
GRID     2               23.4923 40.6899-17.101  1
GRID     6               23.4923 40.6899 17.101  1
GRID     7               21.6506 37.5    25.     1
GRID     8               14.8099 40.6899-25.     1
GRID     9               16.0697 44.1511-17.101  1
GRID     13              16.0697 44.1511 17.101  1
GRID     14              14.8099 40.6899 25.     1
GRID     36             -14.81   40.6899-25.     1
GRID     37             -16.0697 44.1511-17.101  1
GRID     41             -16.0697 44.1511 17.101  1
GRID     42             -14.81   40.6899 25.     1
GRID     43             -21.6507 37.5   -25.     1
GRID     44             -23.4924 40.6899-17.101  1
GRID     48             -23.4924 40.6899 17.101  1
GRID     49             -21.6507 37.5    25.     1
GRID     92              22.1506 38.3661-25.     1
GRID     93              23.9923 41.5559-17.101  1
GRID     97              23.9923 41.5559 17.101  1
GRID     98              22.1506 38.366  25.     1
GRID     99              15.1519 41.6296-25.     1
GRID     100             16.4117 45.0908-17.101  1
GRID     104             16.4117 45.0908 17.101  1
GRID     105             15.1519 41.6296 25.     1
GRID     127            -15.152  41.6296-25.     1
GRID     128            -16.4118 45.0908-17.101  1
GRID     130            -17.4431 47.9243 2.435-5 1
GRID     131            -17.1833 47.2105 8.68244 1
GRID     132            -16.4118 45.0908 17.101  1
GRID     133            -15.152  41.6296 25.     1
GRID     134            -22.1506 38.366 -25.     1
GRID     135            -23.9923 41.5559-17.101  1
GRID     139            -23.9923 41.5559 17.101  1
GRID     140            -22.1506 38.366  25.     1
GRID     141             0.      0.      0.      2
$
$ Grid points GS for spot weld location
$
GRID     142             16.2407 44.6209-17.101
GRID     143             16.2407 44.6209 17.101
GRID     144            -16.2407 44.6209-17.101
GRID     145            -16.2407 44.6209 17.101
$
$ Referenced Coordinate Frames
$
CORD2C   1               0.      0.      0.      0.      0.      1.
         1.217-8 1.      0.
CORD2R   2               0.      0.      0.      0.      0.      1.
         1.      0.      0.
$
$ CQUAD4 connectivities
$
CQUAD4   1       1       1       2       9       8
CQUAD4   6       1       6       7       14      13
CQUAD4   31      1       36      37      44      43
CQUAD4   36      1       41      42      49      48
CQUAD4   73      1       92      93      100     99
CQUAD4   78      1       97      98      105     104
CQUAD4   103     1       127     128     135     134
CQUAD4   108     1       132     133     140     139
$
$ shell element property t=1.0
$
PSHELL   1       1       1.      1               1
$
$ Material Record : Steel
$ 
MAT1     1       210000.         .3      7.85-9
$
$ PWELD property with D= 2.0
$
PWELD    200     1 2.
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05 
05
Input for the Patch-to-Patch Connection

Input for the Point-to-Point Connection

Output of Element Forces

Guidelines and Remarks
• The new CWELD element is available in all solution sequences.  

• Material or geometric nonlinear capabilities have not yet been 
implemented.

• SNORM Bulk Data entries are not necessary.

• PARAM,K6ROT is not necessary.

• The patch-to-patch connection is sufficiently accurate  if the ratio of the 
cross sectional area  to the surface patch area is between 10% and 100%, 
see Figure 4-7. 

• With the  GRIDID or ELEMID option, the cross section of the connector 
may cover up to 8 grid points if a quadrilateral surface patch with mid 
side nodes is defined,  see Figure 4-7.

$
$ CWELD using ELEMID option, outer diagonal elements
$
CWELD 109 200     142     ELEMID
         1 73
CWELD 110 200     143     ELEMID
         6 78
CWELD 111 200     144     ELEMID
         31 103
CWELD 112 200     145     ELEMID
         36 108

$
$CWELD  ALIGN option
$ 
CWELD    109 200             ALIGN  9       100
CWELD 110 200             ALIGN  13      104
CWELD 111 200             ALIGN  37      128
CWELD 112 200             ALIGN  41      132

EIGENVALUE = 2.405219E+07 
F O R C E S  I N W E L D  E L E M E N T S ( C W E L D ) 

ELEMENT BEND-MOMENT END-A BEND-MOMENT END-B - SHEAR - AXIAL 
ID PLANE 1 (MZ) PLANE 2 (MY) PLANE 1 (MZ) PLANE 2 (MY) PLANE 1 (FY) PLANE 2 (FZ) FORCE FX TORQUE MX
109 -8.459909E+04 -1.053992E+05 2.348490E+04 1.672919E+04 -1.196368E+05 1.351823E+05 6.583082E+03 -7.776074E+
110 -8.459983E+04 1.054013E+05 2.348839E+04 -1.673209E+04 -1.196366E+05 -1.351823E+05 6.583460E+03 7.775861E+
111 3.016414E+05 -1.435235E+05 2.112738E+05 -1.086935E+05 1.000316E+05 3.855471E+04 -8.396538E+02 1.467889E+
112 3.016415E+05 1.435239E+05 2.112739E+05 1.086941E+05 1.000316E+05 -3.855454E+04 -8.396126E+02 -1.467891E+
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Figure 4-7  Range of Cross-sectional Area versus Element Size for the Patch-to-
Patch Connection

• For the patch-to-patch and the point-to-patch connection, the projected grid 
points GA or GB may lie on an edge of the surface patches or may coincide 
with a grid point GAi or GBi.  The connection is valid as long as GA and GB 
lie within the surface A and B, respectively. If GA or GB lie outside the 
surface but inside a tolerance of 5% of the element length, then they are 
moved on to the surface. In extreme cases, the patch-to-patch type connects 
elements that are not overlapping (see Figure 4-8). Although the connection 
is valid, the CWELD may become too stiff. 

Figure 4-8  Non-overlaping Elements in the Patch-to-Patch Connection

D D
D

with “GRIDID”
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or “ELEMID”
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4.6 Element Geometry Checks

Overview
Mathematical models are usually composed of several different types of finite 
elements depending upon the simulation being performed and the type of 
structure being investigated.  For each of these finite element formulations, 
thorough evaluations of the geometry presented are performed prior to and 
during element matrix generation operations.  These geometry tests are typically 
used to determine whether (1) the element geometry is adequate for finite element 
matrix generation at all, and if so, (2) how close the geometry could be to 
producing poor formulations.  Taking a beam element for example, a fatal 
geometry condition would be locations of the two end points that result in an 
element with zero length.  An example of the second type of geometry check for 
a beam would be an excessive ratio of the length of the beam with offset vectors 
to the length of the beam without them.  In the first case, the geometry check is 
fatal because the finite element cannot be formulated from the given geometry 
and the simulation cannot be done.  In the second case, the geometry check is 
informational and the simulation analysis can proceed.  It is the user’s 
responsibility to inspect these informational messages and determine if the results 
are acceptable.

Several different basic geometry tests are performed; for example, duplicate grid 
point location tests, mid-side node location tests, warped element tests, and 
aspect ratio tests.  One or more of these types of tests is performed using the 
geometry supplied for each finite element.  Obviously, not all tests apply to every 
element type.  Each one of the geometry tests is accompanied by a message that 
can generate up to four lines of informational output for an element if the test 
tolerance is violated.  For models that employ a small number of elements, this 
amount of output is not overwhelming. However, the size and complexity of 
mathematical simulation models have continued to grow over time.  It is no 
longer surprising to see models that generate hundreds of thousands of lines of 
output from these tests alone.  In an effort to reduce the amount of output 
generated by geometry checks, a new style of output for reporting the results of 
the element geometry tests has been introduced.  The results for all tests for a 
single element are reported on a single line together with a visual indication of 
which tests have exceeded their tolerances and the severity of the failure.  Default 
values for all test tolerances are defined such that geometry tests result in the 
same type of pass/fail decision as previous releases.  In a few cases, additional 
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tests are performed.  At the same time, the new GEOMCHECK executive statement 
has been introduced to give users more control over the test tolerances, their severity 
levels and the number of messages output.

GEOMCHECK Statement
The GEOMCHECK statement provides users with a way to override the default 
values supplied for all tests. (Refer to the “New or Modified Executive Control 
Statements” in Appendix A for a full description of the GEOMCHECK executive 
statement.) Except for a very few isolated instances, bad geometry that does not allow 
the formulation of finite element matrix data is always fatal and is not under user 
control.  In these cases, the informational message formats have not been modified.  
Every test that fails will produce a message for every element.  For the cases where 
geometry does not prevent finite element matrix generation, additional tests that 
evaluate various geometry parameters are performed and the results reported to the 
user.  For these tests, the user can control both the test tolerance and the severity level 
of test failure.  Using the BAR element as an example, there is a test performed that 
evaluates the ratio of the BAR’s length with offset effects to the length without offset 
effects.  The tolerance for this test is 15%, meaning that if the length with offset is 
different from the length without the offset by more than fifteen percent, an 
informational message is issued and element processing continues.  The user can 
change the tolerance if desired.  The severity of the test failure can also be changed 
from informational to fatal if desired.  In that case, any BAR element that exceeds the 
offset ratio test tolerance will cause the job to stop after element matrix generation has 
been attempted for all elements.

The GEOMCHECK statement can only be used to modify geometry test activities for 
the QUAD4, QUADR, TRIA3, TRIAR, BAR, BEAM, HEXA, PENTA, and TETRA finite 
elements at this time.  As stated previously, only informational tests can be affected 
using the GEOMCHECK statement. Results of geometry generated by the software 
that prevent the generation of a finite element matrix cannot be modified using the 
GEOMCHECK statement.

Keywords are available that allow control over the number of messages to be 
generated (MSGLIMIT) as well as the severity of the message (MSGTYPE) and its 
associated effect on the job.  Only a severity of FATAL will cause the job to abort after 
the element matrix generation module has executed.  In this case, the identifier 
associated with failed tests is FAIL and the run will also terminate.
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Geometry Test Descriptions

Several different types of geometry tests are performed.  For each finite element 
type, the geometry must be tested to ensure that it is adequate to allow generation 
of element matrices.  No attempt is made here to describe those tests.  Rather, tests 
that optionally evaluate certain characteristics of the geometry are described. 
These tests fall into several categories depending upon the element type.  Thus, 
not all tests are applicable to every element type.  The discussion that follows 
summarizes the optional geometry tests that are applicable to various element 
types.

BAR and BEAM

The only optional test available for these element types is the offset test.  The 
length of the element offset is compared to the original length of the element.  If 
the ratio of these lengths is greater than the tolerance, an informational message 
is issued identifying the element and its length with and without the effects of 
offset.

CQUAD4 and CQUADR

Four optional tests are performed on the quadrilateral shaped elements.  These 
tests are:

1. Interior Angle test: This test evaluates the interior angles measured at 
each of the four corner grid points.  If any one of the four angles exceeds 
minimum or maximum tolerance levels, an informational message is 
produced.

2. Taper test: The QUAD4 taper ratio test compares the area of the triangles 
formed at the four corner nodes (the corner node and the two nodes 
attached to it via the two element edges) to the total area of the QUAD4. 
The minimum of the four values is taken as the taper ratio.  If the ratio 
exceeds the tolerance, an informational message is produced.

3. Skew test: This test evaluates the distortion or “parallelogram shape 
effect” by measuring the angle between lines that join the midpoints of 
opposite sides of the element.  If the angle exceeds the tolerance, an 
informational message is produced.

4. Warp test: This test evaluates how far out of plane the four corner grid 
points are by measuring the distance of each point from a “mean” plane 
passing through the locations of the four points.  The corner points are 
alternately H units above and H units below this mean plane.  If the 
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lengths of the diagonals of the element are denoted by D1 and D2, the 
warping coefficient is obtained from the equation WC = H / 2(D1+D2).  If 
this value exceeds the tolerance, an informational message is produced.

CTRIA3 and CTRIAR

Only one optional test is performed on the triangular shaped planar elements.  It is the 
same as the interior angle test discussed previously under the CQUAD4 and 
CQUADR test description.

CHEXA, CPENTA and CTETRA

Five optional tests are performed on the solid element family.  Not all tests are 
applicable to every element type.  These tests are:

1. Aspect Ratio test: This test evaluates the ratio of the longest length (edge or 
height) to the shortest length (edge or height) encountered in the element.  If 
the ratio exceeds the tolerance, an informational message is produced.

2. Edge Point Length Ratio test: This test evaluates the location of the “mid-
side” nodes if any are present.  The node should be located on the line 
connecting the two adjacent corner grid points at approximately the mid-
way point.  This determination is made in two ways.  First, the distance of 
the node from the two corner nodes is measured and if the ratio of the 
distance from one node to the other exceeds the tolerance, an informational 
message is issued.  Next, the angles between the lines connecting the mid-
side node to its two adjacent corner nodes, and the line connecting the corner 
nodes themselves, is evaluated.  If either of the angles exceeds 30 degrees, an 
informational message is issued.

3. Integration Point Jacobian Determinant test: This test evaluates the 
determinant of the Jacobian at each integration point.  If it is zero, or changes 
sign from integration point to integration point, an informational message is 
issued.  Note that detection of a zero value should always be fatal because 
element matrices calculated from such geometry rarely produce satisfactory 
analysis results.

4. Warped Face test: This test is applicable to CHEXA and CPENTA elements.  
It evaluates the warping coefficient of the quadrilateral faces of such 
elements in a manner similar to that discussed previously under the 
CQUAD4 element warping test description.  If the warping coefficient 
exceeds the tolerance, an informational message is issued.
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5. Grid Point Jacobian Determinant test: This test is applicable to CTETRA 
elements only.  The test is the same as that done for the integration point 
test discussed previously except it uses the location of the corner grid 
points to perform the test.  If any determinant is zero or changes sign, an 
informational message is produced.

Sample Output:

The following output from a small example provides a sample of the new 
message formats that are produced for geometry tests that can be controlled using 
the GEOMCHECK statement.  For this output, most of the default test tolerances 
were modified so that the effect could be observed in the tolerance information 
lines of the messages that were produced.  Also note that a small table is generated 
at the end of all messages that summarizes the number of tests that actually 
exceeded the tolerance value for each element type as well as a list of the elements 
that produced the worst violations.  The summary table itself can be produced by 
using the keyword SUMMARY on the GEOMCHECK statement.
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*** USER INFORMATION MESSAGE 7555 (GMTSTD)
     FINITE ELEMENT GEOMETRY CHECK RESULTS EXCEED TOLERANCE LEVELS FOR THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS.
     User Action: Use the GEOMCHECK (Executive Control Statement) keyword=value to change tolerance values if desired.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 OFFSET LENGTH RATIO  TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.

TOLERANCE LIMIT IS:   BAR_/BEAM_OFF(SET) =      .15 (xxxx = LIMIT VIOLATED)
 ELEMENT TYPE    ID       LENGTH W/O OFFSET  LENGTH W/ OFFSET   OFFSET LENGTH RATIO
    BAR          7101        1.00000E+00        3.66367E+00         2.66 xxxx

 *** USER INFORMATION MESSAGE 7555 (GMTSTD)
     FINITE ELEMENT GEOMETRY CHECK RESULTS EXCEED TOLERANCE LEVELS FOR THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS.
     A MINIMUM OF          4 OFFSET LENGTH RATIO  TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY WARN.

     TOLERANCE LIMIT IS:   BAR_/BEAM_OFF(SET) =     -.02 (WARN = LIMIT VIOLATED)
 ELEMENT TYPE    ID       LENGTH W/O OFFSET  LENGTH W/ OFFSET   OFFSET LENGTH RATIO
    BEAM         8101        1.00000E+00        1.10372E+01        10.04 WARN
    BEAM         8102        1.00000E+00        1.00000E+00          .00 WARN

 *** USER INFORMATION MESSAGE 7555 (EHEXGD)
     FINITE ELEMENT GEOMETRY CHECK RESULTS EXCEED TOLERANCE LEVELS FOR THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 EDGE LENGTH ASPECT RATIO (AR)    TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 EDGE NODE POINT LENGTH RATIO (ER)TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.
                             EDGE ANGLE VALUES ARE INDICATED BY AN * AFTER THE VALUE.  THE TOLERANCE LIMIT IS 30 DEGREES.
     ALL NEG/ZERO DET(JACOBIAN) VALUE (DJ)TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY FAIL.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 WARPED FACE COEFFICIENT          TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.

     TOLERANCE LIMITS ARE:  HEX_AR =   300.00, HEX_EPLR =    .40, HEX_DETJ =    .01, HEX_WARP =    .65 (xxxx = LIMIT VIOLATED)
                         LONGEST       SHORTEST         ASPECT           EDGE POINT      MIN. JACOBIAN       FACE WARP   
 ELEMENT TYPE    ID        EDGE          EDGE            RATIO         LENGTH RATIO       DETERMINANT       COEFFICIENT  
    HEXA         8602       4.00          1.00            4.00       N/A- ONLY 8 NODE          .92               .52 xxxx
    HEXA         8620       4.00          1.00            4.00               .60xxxx          .50              1.00 

*** USER INFORMATION MESSAGE 7555 (GMTSTD)
     FINITE ELEMENT GEOMETRY CHECK RESULTS EXCEED TOLERANCE LEVELS FOR THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 SKEW ANGLE (SA)      TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 MIN INT. ANGLE (IA)  TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 MAX INT. ANGLE (IA)  TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 WARPING FACTOR (WF)  TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 TAPER RATIO (TR)     TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.

TOLERANCE LIMITS ARE:  SA =  30.00, IA(MIN) =  30.00, IA(MAX) = 150.00, WF =    .05, TR =    .50 (xxxx = LIMIT VIOLATED)
 ELEMENT TYPE    ID          SKEW ANGLE      MIN INT. ANGLE    MAX INT. ANGLE    WARPING FACTOR      TAPER RATIO  
    QUAD4         105        29.74 xxxx        29.05 xxxx       150.95 xxxx          .00               .05     
    QUAD4         106        28.39 xxxx        27.76 xxxx       152.24 xxxx          .00               .05     
    QUAD4         107        27.15 xxxx        26.57 xxxx       153.43 xxxx          .00               .05     
    QUAD4         108        26.00 xxxx        25.46 xxxx       154.54 xxxx          .00               .05     
    QUAD4         109        24.94 xxxx        24.44 xxxx       155.56 xxxx          .00               .05     
    QUAD4        2105        29.74 xxxx        29.05 xxxx       150.95 xxxx          .00               .05     
    QUAD4        2106        28.39 xxxx        27.76 xxxx       152.24 xxxx          .00               .05     
    QUAD4        2107        27.15 xxxx        26.57 xxxx       153.43 xxxx          .00               .05     
    QUAD4        2108        26.00 xxxx        25.46 xxxx       154.54 xxxx          .00               .05     
    QUAD4        2109        24.94 xxxx        24.44 xxxx       155.56 xxxx          .00               .05 

*** USER INFORMATION MESSAGE 7555 (GMTSTD)
     FINITE ELEMENT GEOMETRY CHECK RESULTS EXCEED TOLERANCE LEVELS FOR THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 SKEW ANGLE (SA)      TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 MIN INT. ANGLE (IA)  TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 MAX INT. ANGLE (IA)  TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 WARPING FACTOR (WF)  TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.
     A MINIMUM OF        100 TAPER RATIO (TR)     TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY xxxx.
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TOLERANCE LIMITS ARE:  SA =  30.00, IA(MIN) =  30.00, IA(MAX) = 150.00, WF =    .05, TR =    .50 (xxxx = LIMIT VIOLATED)
 ELEMENT TYPE    ID          SKEW ANGLE      MIN INT. ANGLE    MAX INT. ANGLE    WARPING FACTOR      TAPER RATIO  
    QUADR        1105        29.74 xxxx        29.05 xxxx       150.95 xxxx          .00               .05     
    QUADR        1106        28.39 xxxx        27.76 xxxx       152.24 xxxx          .00               .05     
    QUADR        1107        27.15 xxxx        26.57 xxxx       153.43 xxxx          .00               .05     
    QUADR        1108        26.00 xxxx        25.46 xxxx       154.54 xxxx          .00               .05     
    QUADR        1109        24.94 xxxx        24.44 xxxx       155.56 xxxx          .00               .05     

 *** USER INFORMATION MESSAGE 7555 (ETETGD)
     FINITE ELEMENT GEOMETRY CHECK RESULTS EXCEED TOLERANCE LEVELS FOR THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS.
     A MINIMUM OF          4 EDGE LENGTH TO HEIGHT  RATIO (AR)TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY WARN.
     A MINIMUM OF          4 EDGE NODE POINT LENGTH RATIO (ER)TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY WARN.
                             EDGE ANGLE VALUES ARE INDICATED BY AN * AFTER THE VALUE.  THE TOLERANCE LIMIT IS 30 DEGREES.
     A MINIMUM OF          4 NEG/ZERO DET(JACOBIAN) VALUE (DJ)TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY WARN.
     A MINIMUM OF          4 NEG DET(JAC) AT VERTEX NODE  (DG)TOLERANCE LIMIT VIOLATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED AND INDICATED BY WARN.

     TOLERANCE LIMITS ARE:  TET_AR =   351.00, TET_EPLR =      .45, TET_DETJ =   -.01, TET_DETG =   -.02 (xxxx = LIMIT VIOLATED)
                         LONGEST       SHORTEST         ASPECT           EDGE POINT      MIN. JACOBIAN     MIN. DET(JAC) 
 ELEMENT TYPE    ID        EDGE         HEIGHT           RATIO         LENGTH RATIO       DETERMINANT       AT VERTEX    
    TETRA        6601       1.41           .58            2.45               .25 WARN          .14              -.20 WARN

E L E M E N T   G E O M E T R Y   T E S T   R E S U L T S   S U M M A R Y
                                        TOTAL NUMBER OF TIMES TOLERANCES WERE EXCEEDED
                                  ASPECT/       MINIMUM       MAXIMUM     SURFACE/FACE                 EDGE POINT     JACOBIAN   
     ELEMENT TYPE  SKEW ANGLE    TAPER RATIO  INTER. ANGLE  INTER. ANGLE   WARP FACTOR  OFFSET RATIO  LENGTH RATIO  DETERMINANT  
         BAR           N/A           N/A           N/A           N/A           N/A             0           N/A           N/A        
         BEAM          N/A           N/A           N/A           N/A           N/A             0           N/A           N/A        
         HEXA          N/A             0           N/A           N/A             1           N/A             1             0        
         PENTA         N/A             0           N/A           N/A             0           N/A             1             0        
         QUAD4          10             0            10            10             0           N/A           N/A           N/A        
         QUADR           5             0             5             5             0           N/A           N/A           N/A        
         TETRA         N/A             0           N/A           N/A           N/A           N/A             1             1        
         TRIA3           0           N/A           N/A             0           N/A           N/A           N/A           N/A        
         TRIAR           0           N/A           N/A             0           N/A           N/A           N/A           N/A        

         N/A IN THE ABOVE TABLE INDICATES TESTS THAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE TO THE ELEMENT TYPE AND WERE NOT PERFORMED.
         FOR ALL ELEMENTS WHERE GEOMETRY TEST RESULTS HAVE EXCEEDED TOLERANCES,

         HEXA     ELEMENT ID     8620 PRODUCED SMALLEST EDGE COS(ANGLE)  OF        .60 (TOLERANCE =         .87).
         HEXA     ELEMENT ID     8602 PRODUCED SMALLEST FACE WARP FACTOR OF        .52 (TOLERANCE =         .65).
         PENTA    ELEMENT ID     3915 PRODUCED SMALLEST EDGE COS(ANGLE)  OF        .78 (TOLERANCE =         .87).
         QUAD4    ELEMENT ID      109 PRODUCED SMALLEST SKEW ANGLE       OF      24.94 (TOLERANCE =       30.00).
         QUAD4    ELEMENT ID      109 PRODUCED SMALLEST INTERIOR ANGLE   OF      24.44 (TOLERANCE =       30.00).
         QUAD4    ELEMENT ID      109 PRODUCED LARGEST  INTERIOR ANGLE   OF     155.56 (TOLERANCE =      150.00).
         QUADR    ELEMENT ID     1109 PRODUCED SMALLEST SKEW ANGLE       OF      24.94 (TOLERANCE =       30.00).
         QUADR    ELEMENT ID     1109 PRODUCED SMALLEST INTERIOR ANGLE   OF      24.44 (TOLERANCE =       30.00).
         QUADR    ELEMENT ID     1109 PRODUCED LARGEST  INTERIOR ANGLE   OF     155.56 (TOLERANCE =      150.00).
         TETRA    ELEMENT ID     6601 PRODUCED LARGEST  EDGE POINT LR    OF        .25 (TOLERANCE =         .45).
         TETRA    ELEMENT ID     6601 PRODUCED SMALLEST VERTEX DET(JAC) -UWM 6828- OF       -.20 (TOLERANCE =        -.02).
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4.7 Shell Normal Default
Shell normals were first introduced in MSC.Nastran ® (MSC.Nastran is a registered 
trademark of MSC.Software Corporation) Version 68.2 to improve analysis results for 
curved shell models utilizing lower-order elements (CQUAD4, CQUADR, CTRIA3 
and CTRIAR). Results in situations where twisting moments and in-plane shear 
effects were significant were greatly improved and, in all cases, solution set size and 
numerical robustness (as measured by MAXRATIO) were improved.  Shell normals 
were first documented in the Release Notes for MSC.Nastran Version 68.2 and again 
in the MSC.Nastran Version 69 Release Guide.

Based on positive feedback from customers, shell normals are now generated by 
default.

Up through MSC.Nastran Version 70.7, you had to request the generation of shell 
normals with PARAM,SNORM,beta and specify beta > 0. (Beta is the angle between 
the shell normal and the local element normal, and is measured in degrees. See 
Figure 4-9.) The default was beta = 0., or no generation of unique shell normals.  In 
this release, the default value has been set to beta = 20.  The new default causes shell 
normals to be generated at edges that meet at angles of 40 degrees or less. 

Figure 4-9  Generation of Shell Normals Depending on Angle Beta

This default behavior can be overridden according to rules introduced in earlier 
versions and is repeated again here for clarity:

1. Beta can take on any positive nonzero value up to a maximum of 89 degrees.

2. Default generation of shell normals is turned off if beta= 0., although unique 
shell normals defined on SNORM Bulk Data entries will still be used. 

3. If beta < 0., the generation of shell normals is turned off and, in addition, 
SNORM Bulk Data entries are ignored.

betabeta

n
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Beta will have to be explicitly set to 0.0 if you want the results as available 
previously.  Again, this is a direct result of a nonzero beta default in this release, 
and a zero default in prior versions of MSC.Nastran.

Shell normals are used in QUAD4, TRIA3, QUADR, and TRIAR shell elements. 
With the new default,  these elements will give more accurate results in the case 
of curved geometry.  The user will experience the following changes:

• In most practical problems, fundamental eigenfrequency increases of 5% 
or less are typical. 

• More AUTOSPC action if PARAM,AUTOSPC,YES is set which results in 
small a-set size.

• Better conditioned stiffness and smaller MAXRATIO.

We recommend using the following parameter values and they are the default in 
most linear solution sequences:

• PARAM,AUTOSPC,YES

• PARAM,K6ROT,0

A value of K6ROT > 0.0 does not affect the results in linear solution sequences. We 
recommend the user to leave the default values in nonlinear solution sequences 
(PARAM,AUTOSPC,NO and PARAM,K6ROT,100).

Theoretical explanations and results are published in References 12. and 13. in the 
“Bibliography” on page 547.
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4.8 Shell Element Force, Stress, and Strain Output in the 
Material Coordinate System 

Introduction
A new option has been provided to allow users to specify that element response 
quantities be produced in the material coordinate system.  Driven primarily by the 
desire to use this new feature in connection with design optimization, its description 
appears here because the capability is also useful in a broader and more general sense.

The new capability is limited to CQUAD4, CTRIA3, CQUAD8, and CTRIA6 for 
element force, stress, and strain responses and provides output in the coordinate 
system defined using the THETA/MCID field on their associated bulk data entries.  
Both element center and element corner results are output in the material system.  As 
documented below, this capability must be used with care because the output of 
element results in the material coordinate system can produce incorrect results in 
subsequent calculations that assume the element results are in the element coordinate 
system. 

Benefits
Prior to the current release, shell element responses could only be produced in the 
element coordinate system.  For quadrilateral elements, this coordinate system is 
shown in the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide and is a function of the location of the 
four corners of the element.  For triangular elements, the element coordinate system 
extends from the first to the second grid points.  In either case, this coordinate system 
is an artifact of the meshing option chosen to discretize the model and, in the typical 
case, does not have a physical interpretation.  On the other hand, the output of results 
in a specified coordinate system does have physical meaning and allows the user to 
scan results across elements and be assured that they have been output in a common 
coordinate system.  

Input
To view results in the material coordinate system, set the parameter, OMID, to yes. 
The default value for OMID is NO.

The parameter is applicable to forces, strains, and stresses for CTRIA3, CQUAD4, 
CTRIA6, and CQUAD8 elements in linear analyses. The default value produces these 
results in the element coordinate system.  The parameter is applicable for all subcases 
and for static and dynamic analyses. PARAM,OMID,YES should not be used if grid 
point stresses are required or if the results are to be displayed by a postprocessor. The 
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calculation of grid point stresses is based on element stress results with the 
assumption that the element responses are in the element coordinate system. 
Postprocessors assume element results are in the element coordinate system, 
thereby producing incorrect values if they are not in that system. 

Output
Figure 4-10 contains the strain output from two different runs off the same model, 
one with PARAM,OMID,YES and the other with PARAM,OMID,NO. Differences 
are seen in the labeling that indicates how the NORMAL-X, NORMAL-Y, AND 
SHEAR-XY results are output and in the results themselves.  In this case, the 
material axis is at a 45 degree angle with respect to the element axis and this value 
is reflected in the difference in the angle listed under the PRINCIPAL STRAINS 
heading.  Similar differences can be seen in the stress output, whereas the force 
output has an additional label indicating that results are in the material 
coordinate system when OMID is set to YES. The standard force output does not 
include this label.  See Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-10  Effect of Parameter OMID on Element Strain Output

 
 S T R A I N S   I N   Q U A D R I L A T E R A L   E L E M E N T S   ( Q U A D 4 )        OPTION = BILIN  

ELEMENT FIBRE STRAINS IN MATERIAL COORD SYSTEM PRINCIPAL STRAINS (ZERO SHEAR)
ID GRID-ID DISTANCE NORMAL-X NORMAL-Y SHEAR-XY ANGLE MAJOR MINOR VON MISES
1 CEN/4 -5.000000E-02 4.380871E-04 3.387215E-04 8.973553E-04 41.8406 8.398243E-04 -6.301572E-05 5.820263E-04

5.000000E-02 -4.380871E-04 -3.387215E-04 -8.973553E-04 -48.1594 6.301572E-05 -8.398243E-04 5.820263E-04
1 -5.000000E-02 4.592682E-04 3.387215E-04 7.979897E-04 40.7048 8.025165E-04 -4.526860E-06 5.365264E-04

5.000000E-02 -4.592682E-04 -3.387215E-04 -7.979897E-04 -49.2952 4.526860E-06 -8.025165E-04 5.365264E-04

a.  Strain Output Fragment with OMID = YES (Key features in bold)

S T R A I N S   I N   Q U A D R I L A T E R A L   E L E M E N T S   ( Q U A D 4 )        OPTION = BILIN  

ELEMENT FIBRE STRAINS IN ELEMENT COORD SYSTEM PRINCIPAL STRAINS (ZERO SHEAR)
ID GRID-ID DISTANCE NORMAL-X NORMAL-Y SHEAR-XY ANGLE MAJOR MINOR VON MISES 
1 CEN/4 -5.000000E-02 -6.027338E-05 8.370820E-04 9.936564E-05 86.8406 8.398243E-04 -6.301573E-05 5.820264E-04

5.000000E-02 6.027338E-05 -8.370820E-04 -9.936564E-05 -3.1594 6.301573E-05 -8.398243E-04 5.820264E-04
1 -5.000000E-02 -1.338338E-20 7.979897E-04 1.205468E-04 85.7048 8.025166E-04 -4.526860E-06 5.365264E-04

5.000000E-02 1.338338E-20 -7.979897E-04 -1.205468E-04 -4.2952 4.526860E-06 -8.025166E-04 5.365264E-04

b. Strain Output Fragment with OMID=NO (Key features in bold) 

 

SUBCASE 1 
  F O R C E S   I N   Q U A D R I L A T E R A L   E L E M E N T S   ( Q U A D 4 )        OPTION = BILIN  
 

RESULTS IN MATERIAL COORD SYSTEM
ELEMENT - MEMBRANE  FORCES - - BENDING   MOMENTS - - TRANSVERSE SHEAR FORCES -
ID GRID-ID FX FY FXY MX MY MXY QX QY
1 CEN/4 .0 .0 .0 9.884681E+01 8.610762E+01 5.752278E+01 -1.243172E+01 2.000000E+02
1 .0 .0 .0 1.006119E+02 8.787272E+01 4.924231E+01 -1.243172E+01 2.000000E+02
7 .0 .0 .0 1.071273E+02 9.438809E+01 5.575769E+01 -1.243172E+01 2.000000E+02
8 .0 .0 .0 9.708171E+01 8.434253E+01 6.580325E+01 -1.243172E+01 2.000000E+02
5 .0 .0 .0 9.056634E+01 7.782716E+01 5.928787E+01 -1.243172E+01 2.000000E+02
2 CEN/4 .0 .0 .0 8.610762E+01 9.884681E+01 5.752278E+01 2.000000E+02 -1.243172E+01
2 .0 .0 .0 8.787272E+01 1.006119E+02 4.924231E+01 2.000000E+02 -1.243172E+01
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Figure 4-11  Element Force Output Labeling with  PARAM OMID=YES

The user must keep track of the value of the OMID parameter when working with the 
.pch file because there is no labeling for the punch output. It is suggested that the user 
include the value of this parameter in the job TITLE so that it will appear at the head 
of the .pch file. 

Guidelines and Limitations
The current implementation of the OMID parameter is regarded as being incomplete 
in that it is limited to a subset of elements and has not been integrated with pre-
processors and with grid point stress output that assumes that the results are in the 
element coordinate system.  It is intended to provide a quick look at results that are in 
a consistent coordinate system so that one can easily and meaningfully scan these 
results across a number of elements.  If these data are to be incorporated into design 
formulae, it removes the requirement that they first be transformed into a consistent 
coordinate system.   Of course, the invariant principal stress/strain results have 
always provided mesh independent results. 

The forces, stress, and strains in the material coordinate system may only be printed 
or punched and are NOT written to the .op2 or .xdb files. The usual element 
coordinate system results are written to the .op2 or .xdb file if they requested 
(param,post,x).
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4.9 Strain Output for 1-D Elements
Previously, element strain output was only available with the plate and solid 
elements. Element strain output is now available for the 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D 
elements. To request element strain output, use the STRAIN Case Control 
command.

Example

STRAIN = ALL

SET 100 = 1, 16, 17
STRAIN = 100
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4.10 Closed-hat Section
A new beam cross-sectional type (closed-hat section), TYPE=HAT1, has been added 
to the beam library for the PBARL and PBEAML entries. The cross-section geometry, 
dimensions, and stress recovery points are shown in Figure 4-12.

Figure 4-12  Closed-hat Section, TYPE=”HAT1”
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4.11 GMLOAD Enhancements

Introduction
The GMLOAD Bulk Data entry used for applying loads to p-elements has 
undergone several enhancements and improvements.  These enhancements are 
described in the following sections.

Distributed Moments
Distributed moments for shell and beam p-elements have been implemented and 
are available using the GMLOAD Bulk Data entry.  Instead of the methods 
EQUATION, TABLE, CONSTANT, LINEAR, QUAD, and CUBIC, the methods 
MEQUA, MTABLE, MCONST, MLINEAR, MQUAD, and MCUBIC are used to 
differentiate the moments from the forces.  Other than the method, the other input 
fields are the same as in previous versions.  An example of the entry is shown 
below.  For further details, refer to “Statements, Commands, Entries, and 
Parameters” in Appendix A or the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide.

The shell p-elements do not have stiffness in the direction of the normal rotation.  
Any component of moment applied in that direction will be ignored.

Local Coordinate Systems
Applying loads in an edge or face coordinate system previously required 
specifying a GMCORD Bulk Data entry that referenced the FEEDGE or FEFACE 
Bulk Data entry.  These entries were required for each edge or face, which added 
significant overhead.  The necessity of these additional entries has been 
eliminated by implementing the option of a coordinate ID of -1 on the GMLOAD 
Bulk Data entry.  This will specify a coordinate system based on the associated 
FEEDGE or FEFACE definition.  (Note that an edge only has the tangent direction 
uniquely defined.)  For further details, refer to “Statements, Commands, Entries, 
and Parameters” in Appendix A or the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide.

FEEDGE,21, 21,22
GMLOAD,10, ,0.,1.,0., FEEDGE,21, MCONST
,10.

FEFACE,21, 21,22,24,23
GMLOAD,10, -1,0.,0.,1., FEFACE,21, CONSTANT
,10.
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It is also possible to specify a direction vector of (0.,0.,0.) with any coordinate ID, in 
which case the normal direction to the face is assumed, with the positive sense 
dependent on the FEFACE definition.  No load will be applied for edges.  An example, 
applying the same load as in the previous example, is shown:

FEFACE,21, 21,22,24,23
GMLOAD,10,   ,0.,0.,0., FEFACE,21, CONSTANT
,10.
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4.12 Multiple DMIG Input
The DMIG Bulk Data entry is used to add stiffness, mass, damping, and load 
matrices directly to the grid points of the model.  The traditional method of 
selecting DMIG matrices in the Solution Sequences is through the use of the Case 
Control commands (K2GG, M2GG, B2GG, P2G, K2PP, M2PP, or B2PP). The 
choice of which one to use depends on the type (stiffness, mass, damping, or load) 
and set (g-set or p-set). For example, to add a mass matrix using DMIG named 
MASS1 to the p-set requires the following Case Control command:

M2PP = MASS1

Previously, only one DMIG matrix of the same type (e.g., K2GG = K1) could be 
selected by any of the Case Control command.  Multiple DMIG matrices of the 
same type were not supported. 

Starting in this release, the above restriction of specifying only one DMIG matrix 
of a particular type in the solution has been removed.  You can now input 
multiple sets of DMIG matrices. 

The following options are now supported:

K2GG = K1 $ The traditional method, single name option

K2GG = K1, K2, K3 $ Multiple names

SET 100 = K1, K2, K3
K2GG = 100 $ Multiple names using the set option
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4.13 Multiple Transfer Functions (TF) Input
The TF Bulk Data entry is used to input a dynamic transfer function. The traditional 
method for selecting a TF entry in a solution sequence is through the use of the TFL 
Case Control command.  Previously, only one TF entry could be selected by the TFL 
Case Control command.  Multiple TF entries were not supported.  The TF Bulk Data 
entries are activated by the TFL Case Control command that references the same SID 
number that is used in the TF Bulk Data entries. 

Starting in this release, the above restriction of using only one TF entry in the solution 
has been removed, allowing the use of multiple sets of TF entries.

The following options are now supported:

Limitations
The TFL Case Control command does not supported the use of a SET command as in 
the DMIG design.  Multiple transfer functions must be referenced directly by the TFL 
command.

TFL = 5 $ The traditional method, single number option

TFL = 1, 2, 3 $ Selecting multiple transfer functions
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5.1 Overview

Introduction
The developments in aeroelasticity (particularly static aeroelasticity) in this 
version of NX Nastran represent a profound step in your ability to model 
elasticity effects on aerodynamic loads utilizing high fidelity, nonlinear 
aerodynamic simulations. To accomplish this step, NX Nastran has gone to a 
nonlinear aerodynamic data model. In the case of NX Nastran, the meaning of 
“nonlinear” is that the rigid aerodynamic data (and, therefore, the associated 
aeroelastic corrections) will be assumed a nonlinear function of the vehicle’s 
control parameters (e.g., angle-of-attack). Specifically it does not mean that the 
aerodynamics are nonlinear nor is the structure nonlinear. However, you can now 
directly enter rigid aerodynamic loads that are derived from nonlinear 
aerodynamic theories or even wind tunnel test data without needing DMAP 
alters. These loading conditions will then be elasticized using a linear AIC and 
linear structure approximation (just as has heretofore been done) and the 
resulting nonlinear, elastically corrected data can be used to perform nonlinear 
trim solutions.

The nonlinear aerodynamic enhancement allows for two somewhat related 
improvements to static aeroelastic simulation. First, it allows higher fidelity rigid 
aerodynamics to be mapped onto the aerodynamic model (this was always 
possible via DMAP alter, but is now supported directly). Secondly, it allows even 
theoretically linear aerodynamics to vary nonlinearly with the “position” of the 
control effectors. This latter is a profound step that has long been recognized in 
aeroelasticity as an overly restrictive, secondary, linear approximation that limits 
the utility of NX Nastran for static aeroelastic loads.

Another major improvement is in the area of integrated loads. This release 
supports the concept of “Integrated Loads Monitor Points.” These points 
represent summations of forces over certain regions of the aerodynamic and/or 
structural finite element (FE) mesh about some selected point in a defined 
coordinate system. The MSC.FlightLoads and Dynamics® (MSC.FlightLoads and 
Dynamics is a registered trademark of MSC.Software Corporation) System 
(MSC.FLD) already has a capability to perform interactive integrated loads 
(“Load Summation”) in its LoadsBrowser function; however, the interactive 
paradigm is inadequate for the average user of MSC.FLD. A batch computation is 
a more useful way to generate the many load summations that are useful to 
evaluate the model and its data.
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NX Nastran already has the ability to compute some special monitor point 
integrations. Specifically, the intercept force coefficient, the stability derivatives, the 
hinge moments, and hinge moment derivatives about control surfaces hinge lines 
represent examples of monitor points. These are generated automatically by NX 
Nastran based on the presence of the model data. The enhancement in this release 
extends the set of monitor points to include more general collections that are defined 
by the user. For example, root wing bending moments and shears on the control 
surface hinge line can now be monitored.

Highlights of New and Changed Features
The following is a brief list of new features and areas that are different. More detail is 
presented in the main body of this chapter to describe them more fully.

• Nonlinear aeroelastic trim.

• Integrated loads monitor points for the aerodynamic and structural meshes.

• Trim solutions about a reference controller state.

• Stability derivative output about the reference controller state.

• Stability derivative output for clamped aircraft models (no “large mass” is 
needed).

• Full vehicle coefficients at trim in both body and wind axes.

• Input of WKK, W2GJ, and FA2J correction factors by DMIK and DMIJ 
(external ID reference rather than internal sort DMI).

• The Constant Pressure Method (CPM) for steady and unsteady supersonic 
aerodynamics as an adjunct to the Aero II (Zona) option. CPM is part of 
Aero I.

• Improved accuracy in the Ritz vectors for aeroelasticity with PARAM, 
AESMETH, RITZ, and PARAM,AESMETH,AUTO.

In addition, many of these new features are represented as new datablocks on the 
Aerodynamic Database (ADB) and the Aeroelastic Database (AEDB) of Ref. 1. in the 
“Bibliography” on page 547. These new datablocks enable the following:

• ADB reuse with new aerodynamic monitor points added at runtime.

• AEDB reuse with new structural monitor points added at runtime.

• All monitor point loads for the nonlinear aerodynamic database are 
archived to enable direct interpolation to integrated loads.
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• All monitor point loads for the nonlinear aeroelastic database are 
similarly archived.

• The AEDB may be reused with a new structural model that (while its g-
set size must be the same) may have new mass configurations. The new 
mass will be used to trim the aircraft, the original mass distribution will 
be reflected in the aeroelastic increments.
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5.2 Nonlinear Aerodynamic and Aeroelastic Databases
In MSC.Nastran ® (MSC.Nastran is a registered trademark of MSC.Software 
Corporation) Version 70.7, the original static aeroelastic equations of Ref. 5. in the 
“Bibliography” on page 547, were recast to identify reusable, archival components 
of the equations such that one could compute distributed forces, stability derivatives 
(integrated forces), hinge moments and the basic trim equations from the archived 
components on an aeroelastic database. That development was based on the basic f-
set equation:

Eq. 5-1

In Eq. 5-1, the rigid aerodynamic forces (the first term on the right) are assumed to be 
in the form of increments  which can be scaled by the  vector of control 
parameters to result in the total, rigid aerodynamic forces at that control vector state. 
This linear assumption was perfectly appropriate for the Doublet Lattice Method 
(DLM) of the software, since the force increments were derived from an “internal 
Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient” (AIC) matrix:

Eq. 5-2

in which the  matrix represents the “downwash” (input to the internal AIC, ) 
that is associated with a unit perturbation of the controller. The output of the AIC is 
a pressure differential which, when integrated using  gives the resulting force per 
unit dynamic pressure. Since the  matrix is a function only of the geometry, Mach 
number and symmetry, and the downwash is derived based on small angle 
transpiration boundary condition perturbations applied to the undeformed 
geometry, the forces in DLM are strictly linear in the controllers. Further, the 
theoretical basis for DLM’s  depends on geometry assumptions (e.g., freestream 
edge alignment) that make it impossible to perturb the geometry of the model to 
approximate geometric nonlinear effects that would otherwise yield nonlinear 
variations with controllers even though linear potential aerodynamics are being 
used.

Under the current release, we can now address more advanced aerodynamic 
methods. Among these are the linear solvers, like A502 (Ref. 6. in the “Bibliography” 
on page 547) or QUADPAN (Ref. 7. in the “Bibliography” on page 547) that can 
address arbitrary configurations; as well as forces derived from measured wind 
tunnel data and aerodynamic solvers that address flow nonlinearities (Navier–Stokes 
and Euler solvers). With these additional data, the aeroelastic AIC matrix, , is 
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still (typically) a linear corrector and is derived from an internal AIC, (or it can be 
omitted for rigid nonlinear analysis) but the forces can now vary in a nonlinear 
manner with respect to . The notion of linear force increments embodied in 
Eq. 5-2 no longer applies. This is a more accurate simulation of reality, and one 
that must be approximated in the search for critical aircraft loads. Heretofore, the 
software has been used in a preliminary way using the linear paradigm and/or 
with data that represents a local linearization that meets with our previous casting 
of Eq. 5-1.

In this release, the notion of the linear aeroelastic AIC ( ) has been retained, 
but the assumption of Eq. 5-2 has been removed. In its place, an interpolation 
scheme has been developed that will allow for the solution of the trim equation 
and all the other data (local stability derivatives, local hinge moment derivatives, 
and so on) that Solution 144 (Static Aeroelasticity) currently computes. In 
addition, the means to simulate more classes of nonlinear forces (e.g., vectored 
thrust and external store loads) have been added. DLM may still be used to 
populate this more general data form, but the results will then (of course) be 
linear. Only by adding data from these external sources will a nonlinear 
approximation be realized.

Benefits
The benefits of this new simulation capability are numerous. You are now able to 
directly supply to NX Nastran high fidelity rigid aerodynamics representing 
nonlinear variation across the control parameter space. These rigid loads will be 
elasticized across the nonlinear control space. The resulting elastically corrected 
loads can then be used by NX Nastran for trimming the air vehicle, or used 
externally to populate maneuver simulation databases for critical loads survey. 
Particularly when the Monitor Points are also exploited, this enhancement 
simplifies critical loads survey from elasticized loads.

Defining the Set of Linear and Nonlinear Controllers, 

 To begin to add these nonlinear data, we need to introduce new input data 
formats that represent

• Nonlinear force dependence on controller inputs

• Controllers for “generic” aerodynamic mesh inputs

• Controllers for “generic” structural mesh inputs

ux{ }

q Qff

ux{ }
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Using the NX Nastran nomenclature, the controllers are defined as a set of 
“aerodynamic extra points,” , that were comprised of two classes of linear 
controller: the AESTAT and AESURF controllers. The latter are strictly control 
surfaces while the former are rigid body angles, rigid body rates, rigid body 
accelerations, and (via DMAP alters) “arbitrary” controls. To these two, a third input, 
AEPARM, has been added that represents the “arbitrary” controller or it can 
represent nonlinear versions of the rigid body angles and rates.

Populating the Database of Rigid Aerodynamic Loads
Creating positions in the control vector (that is, defining controllers) is not enough: 
we must be able to define the force distribution resulting from a combination of 
controllers (that is, the forces associated with a known ) in a nonlinear way. To 
populate the database, the forces as general vector instances (associated with the 
superscript “v”) are defined using new AEDW, AEFORCE and AEPRESS entries. 
These data define the forces in one of three ways:

• AEDW defines downwashes  at a particular , so the 
corresponding forces are

• AEPRESS defines pressures per unit dynamic pressure  at a 
particular . The corresponding forces are

• AEFORCE defines forces(  or ) at a particular . That force 
may be defined either on the aerodynamic mesh or the structural mesh.

In the case of AEDW and AEPRESS, the data are defined against the aerodynamic j-
set (really the js-set) of the DLM model and are scaled by the dynamic pressure. In the 
case of AEFORCE, the data are defined either over the aerodynamic grid points (the 
k-set—ks-set) or the structural degrees-of-freedom (the g-set—p-set) and represent 
the absolute forces (not per unit dynamic pressure). NX Nastran will map the forces 
from the k-set to the g-set using existing spline methodologies.

Associated with each of the AEDW, AEFORCE and AEPRESS entries is a control 
parameter vector, , that represents the control setting that generated that force 
vector. These are defined on another new input entry called UXVEC. Also, these force 
instance entries point to Direct Matrix Input (actually new DMIG-like data entries for 
the aerodynamic js- and ks-sets called DMIJ, DMIJI, and DMIK) that define the actual 
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load producing vector. In the case of an AEFORCE over the structure (useful to 
simulate engine loads, for example), the AEFORCE entry points to FORCE 
and/or MOMENT sets just as a simple static applied load. All these new data 
entries and their attendant referenced new entries are described in “Statements, 
Commands, Entries, and Parameters” on page 323.

Overriding Linear Loads from AESTAT Rigid Body 
Motions
It is probable that the user of the nonlinear paradigm will want to provide the 
forces due to rigid body angles and rates (e.g., angle of attack; AESTAT, 
ANGLEA). The means to accomplish this is to define an AEPARM, ANGLEA and 
populate the database using AEDW,AEPRESS and/or AEFORCE data. The rigid 
body angles and rates have reserved names:

• ANGLEA angle of attack

• SIDES side slip angle

• ROLL nondimensional roll rate about the body x-axis

• PITCH nondimensional pitch rate about the body y-axis

• YAW nondimensional yaw rate about the body z-axis

The AESTAT, ANGLEA entry creates an ANGLEA “slot” in the  vector, but 
it further triggers the computation of the  column for a unit perturbation. An 
AEPARM entry of the reserved name only creates the position in the  vector 
and implies no loading condition. In this release, the AESTAT will continue to 
define both the controller and a unit perturbation load. An AEPARM with the 
reserved name will only do the former and AEDW, AEPRESS and AEFORCE 
must then be used to define the controller’s effects. Note that ANGLEA, SIDES, ... 
may only be defined once (as with any controller, unique names are required) so 
these “reserved” controllers are either AESTAT or AEPARM.

Recasting the Equations of Motion
In this release, the software continues to use the linear aeroelastic AIC, but 
removes the assumption of linear rigid aerodynamic forces:

Eq. 5-3

where the symbols are self-evident except for the new evaluation of the rigid 
applied parameteric load, , which must now be evaluated at some particular 
control vector setting. This process of interpolation is denoted as:
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Eq. 5-4

this symbol means to evaluate the database of “v” instances of user-defined 
loadings, , at the current . Those loadings can come from 
the “s” sources of “d” (downwash), “p” (pressure), or “f” (force on the aero mesh or 
on the structural mesh). This function evaluator is a nonlinear interpolator over the 
database and is central to the new nonlinear paradigm. Notice that, since some of the 
parametric loads can be applied directly to the structural mesh, the cardinality of “v” 
will depend on which mesh you are looking at. Also, since some forces are scaled by 
dynamic pressure and some are absolute, the interpolation must be done on a 
consistent set. DMAP handles all these issues, but in the interest of simplicity, we will 
generally refer to these parametric loads as “aerodynamic” even when some are 
applied directly to the structure.

Elasticizing the Nonlinear Aerodynamic Database
Applying the reduction in the usual manner, we get the a-set equations of motion:

Eq. 5-5

which is the trim equation. Instead of looking to solve the trim equation of Eq. 5-5, 
we want to examine the natural extension of the unit solutions (MSC.Nastran Version 
70.7) to the nonlinear paradigm. These data consist of displacement vectors due to the 
elastically corrected rigid loads database. The rigid loads are the parametric (that is, 
functions of controller state) loading functions, , and the static applied (non 
parametric) loads.

Looking at the a-set equation, we can solve for a displacement and acceleration due 
to each rigid load just as in MSC.Nastran Version 70.7. The only real difference is in 
the number of solutions. In the linear paradigm, all possible trimmed solutions were 
shown to be a linear combination of these “unit solutions.” The nonlinear extension 
is that the final trimmed displacements (and loads) are a nonlinear lookup that is akin 
to the load vector evaluation . 

The elastic database is formed by solving for:

Eq. 5-6
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where  spans the number of rigid loading conditions in the database. The static 
applied load effects are also required for each subcase ( ). The only difference 
between the two classes of loadings is how the solutions are treated after 
computation: the database solutions must be interpolated to determine a load at 
a given control setting, while the rigid applied load effects are constant for the 
trim case. We will omit the static applied load in the following, since they do not 
represent anything fundamentally different.

There is, however, an important difference between the elasticized database 
approach and the unit solution approach of MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 in the 
treatment of inertial loads. In the linear paradigm, the unit solutions include one 
solution vector for each acceleration perturbation in the  vector. Since the 
aerodynamic loads were assumed zero for a control vector state that contains only 
accelerations, the two loading types were disjoint (that is, a unit solution had 
either an inertially induced load or an aerodynamic load, but not both). This 
characteristic existed because of the nature of the aerodynamically induced rigid 
load perturbations. In the nonlinear extension,  is nonzero for a unit solution 
if and only if a control vector state is defined that includes a nonzero acceleration. 
In that case,  is a known value and it can be moved to the right hand side:

Eq. 5-7

thus, a given loading state vector may conceptually have both an inertial and a 
non inertial component. 

However, the unrestrained formulation assumes that the accelerations associated 
with the hard point data are unknowns for any loading that has a nonzero . 
That means that the original linear database paradigm in which both terms on the 
right of Eq. 5-7 cannot be nonzero for the same “hard point” must be enforced. 
That is, the rigid parametric loading vector cannot include inertial terms (nonzero 
accelerations) in the controller state.

However, each user input AESTAT entry for URDDi will create a “hard point” in 
which the applied load is zero, but for which there is a nonzero acceleration (unit 
perturbation of URDDi). In that case, the resulting inertial forces will be 
accounted for by the second term on the right of Eq. 5-7. To simplify the handling 
of the controller vector, the equations carry the two terms along in all equations, 
although they cannot both be nonzero at the same time.
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Clamped Aircraft Analysis (No Rigid Body Modes)

By inspection of Eq. 5-7, we can solve for the aeroelastic database displacement 
solutions as:

Eq. 5-8

Eq. 5-9

in which the notation from MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 is followed, but modified to 
denote the change in the cardinality of solutions. In the linear paradigm, there was 
one solution for each aerodynamic reference point (“nx” solutions). In this case, there 
is one solution for each state vector in the aerodynamic database (“nv” solutions).

For the clamped aircraft, there can be no accelerations in the state vector and, 
therefore, no inertial load component. The “v” superscript denotes rigid parametric 
load and the “p” superscript the static applied load.

Restrained Analysis (Displacements Relative to )

We can similarly solve Eq. 5-7 to enable solution of the free-free equations by 
combining Eq. 5-7 with the usual assumption of quasi-static analysis. This allows us 
to solve for the unit solutions:

Eq. 5-10

Eq. 5-11

Eq. 5-12

where the r, i, and p superscripts denote rigid forces, inertial forces, and static forces, 
respectively. Merging back to the a-set,
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Eq. 5-13

Eq. 5-14

Unrestrained Analysis (Displacements Relative to Mean Axis)

In addition to the restrained analysis (trim and stability derivative calculation), 
NX Nastran computes the unrestrained stability derivatives—force increments 
due to unit perturbations about the mean axes. To introduce the mean axes, an 
orthogonality criterion is applied such that the rigid body modes are orthogonal 
to the elastic modes:

Eq. 5-15

where we introduce the overbar to denote deflections in the mean axis system. A 
further change is made to the calculations to include the inertial effects in the 
forces associated with the “hard point” data. This inclusion results in an approach 
that solves for the accelerations induced by the elastically corrected load and then 
sums the product of the mass times these accelerations to determine the total force 
associated with the rigid applied load. Because of this approach, the “hard point” 
data must not contain force vectors associated with controller states that include 
accelerations. As was shown in MSC.Nastran Version 70.7, the unrestrained 
solutions are related to the restrained solutions by an additive corrector term:

Eq. 5-16

Merging the two effects yields the unrestrained unit solutions.
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Eq. 5-17

and similarly for the static applied load, noting that the r-set accelerations must be 
those resulting from the rigid load application.

Recovering Distributed Load Components from the Rigid 
and Elastic Databases
We can now begin to collect useful distributed loads from the database. In general, 
for each vector in the aerodynamic database, we have the rigid downwashes, 
pressures, displacements, and forces on the aerodynamic mesh (noting that some 
“hard point” force descriptions bypass the downwash and pressure data). Also, the 
structural mesh has displacements, accelerations, forces, and inertial forces. For the 
elastic increments, both meshes have two distinct increments: the restrained and the 
unrestrained. With the exception of the downwashes, each of these quantities for 
each mesh is recovered and made available for visualization through the 
MSC.Patran® (MSC.Patran is a registered trademark of MSC.Software Corporation) 
GUI of MSC.FlightLoads. In particular the pressures are now available.

Displacements and Accelerations on the Structural Mesh

There are both restrained and unrestrained solutions. The restrained solutions are 
obtained from Eq. 5-8, Eq. 5-9 and Eq. 5-13 for the clamped solution and Eq. 5-14 for 
the free restrained solutions, respectively. The unrestrained solutions are obtained 
from Eq. 5-17. Similarly, the database “hard point” accelerations are computed for 
the both the restrained and unrestrained cases.

Displacements on the Aerodynamic Mesh

All displacement components of the previous section can be mapped to the 
aerodynamic mesh by application of the displacement feedback spline. This returns 
the displacement result on the computational mesh of the aerodynamics. For display 
of DLM models (whose computational mesh is a centroidal grid at the center of each 
element), a further mapping is done to compute approximate corner point 
displacements.
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Elastic Increment Pressures (Aerodynamic Mesh Only; js-set)

From the displacements of the previous section (on the computational mesh), the 
internal AIC can be used to compute a pressure:

where the input displacement field is either a restrained or unrestrained 
displacement field associated with a controller state and rigid applied load.

Elastic Increment Forces on the Aerodynamic Mesh

To obtain the forces, an integration is performed just as was done for the rigid 
pressures and rigid forces. For elastic increments, however, a pressure field is 
always defined since the structural deformations are mapped to downwashes and 
then to pressures and forces.

Elastic Increment Forces on the Structural Mesh

For the equivalent forces on the structural mesh, the force interpolation spline is 
used to obtain the structural mesh loads:

Inertial Forces on the Structural Mesh

Inertial forces can be derived from the accelerations. In NX Nastran, the quasi-
static inertial load matrix is computed in the AEMR subDMAP. It is denoted

 

where  is the g-set equivalent of the rigid body matrix computed from the 
support points. Given this, the inertial forces are computed as:

and correspondingly, for the restrained case.
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Total “Statically Equivalent” Forces (OLOAD)

In the definitions of NX Nastran and MSC.FlightLoads, we are trying to be consistent 
with respect to the sign of the load and the definition of the total load. The total load 
is defined such that

but we want to see the inertial forces and aeroelastic increment forces without 
changing their sign from the common expectations. That means that, for NX Nastran,

Integrated Loads (Coefficients, Hinge Moments, and 
Stability Derivatives)
The changes made to introduce the nonlinear aerodynamics modify the basic 
aerodynamic force vector from being a “force increment due to unit perturbation” 
into an absolute force at a particular controller state. Previously, among the outputs 
of the trim analysis had been the rigid, rigid splined, restrained elastic, and 
unrestrained elastic stability derivatives. Stability derivatives are normalized 
(nondimensional) force increments due to a unit perturbation of a single controller. 
The software also computed an “intercept” force that is the normalized force (not a 
force increment) at a controller state of . NX Nastran also computes “hinge 
moments” which are the moments about the hinge line (or lines) of an AESURF 
control surface. All these integrated loads as well as user defined integrated loads are 
now treated as “Integrated Loads Monitor Points” on page 153.

The ASG Module of the AESTATRS subDMAP puts out a new matrix called UXIFV 
that represents the combination of the “v” space that interpolates any “v” sized 
quantity (displacement, acceleration, load component, etc.) to the corresponding 
trimmed value.

Stability Derivatives

The SDP module computes the stability derivatives for printing. Actually, the 
dimensional, integrated loads at the integrated loads monitor point degrees-of-
freedom are input to the module and it interpolates to the reference controller state 
to get the “Reference Coefficients” and then normalizes them. To obtain the stability 
derivatives and hinge moment derivatives, the interpolation scheme is used to 
evaluate a central finite difference around the reference point:

Kaa ua{ } Pa total
=

Pa total
Pa Pg inertia

– Pg elas
+=

ux{ } 0≡
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Eq. 5-18

The APD module of the AESTATRS subDMAP puts out a new matrix called 
UXDIFV that represents the combination of the “v” space that interpolates any 
“v” sized quantity (displacement, acceleration, load component, etc.) to the 
corresponding slope about the reference state as shown:

A New TRIM algorithm

Trimming in NX Nastran is performed only on the restrained solution. The 
internal loads are not affected by the choice of axes for trimming, only the 
absolute deflections are affected. However, to make sure that the answers are 
equivalent, the inertial effects (forces induced by accelerations) must be (and are) 
accounted for in the trim. The new nonlinear trim equation is:

Eq. 5-19

To solve for the trim state means to determine values of “unknown”  such 
that the equation is satisfied. An iterative algorithm has been developed that 
utilizes the local finite difference slope  about the current iterate of the 
control vector to drive to a solution .

New Inputs
To support this project, a number of new input Bulk Data entries and one new 
Case Control command will be introduced. The Bulk Data deal with the definition 
of the nonlinear data (since NX Nastran’s aerodynamic methods cannot compute 
nonlinear data, you will have to enter the rigid data into the program). The Case 
Control command specifies where the user would like to have stability 
derivatives computed. The new Case Control and Bulk Data entries are defined 
in “Statements, Commands, Entries, and Parameters” on page 323.
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AEUXREF.  A new Case Control command, AEUXREF, is defined. Since the stability 
derivatives (the slope of the nondimensional force coefficients in each of the control 
parameters) will now be a function of the control vector values, the old paradigm of 
computing “the stability derivatives” does not suffice. In the linear paradigm, the 
slope was a constant, so it didn’t matter where they were computed. Now, however, 
these data apply only to a particular control setting. For NX Nastran, you can select 
a single state via the AEUXREF Case Control command and the local coefficient 
slopes (the local stability derivatives) will be computed there. 

AESURF.  A new, optional field has been added to the Bulk Data entry (see 
“Statements, Commands, Entries, and Parameters” on page 323) that declares 
whether the control surface is linear or nonlinear. For linear control surfaces in the 
DLM model, the force associated via Eq. 5-2, with the downwash, , that 
represents the rigid rotation about the hinge line(s) of the set of aerodynamic control 
points will be generated just as before. For nonlinear control surfaces, no forces will 
be defined; instead the user must populate the force data associated with positions of 
this controller (see “Populating the Database of Rigid Aerodynamic Loads” on 
page 135).

AESURFS.  The AESURF control surface input has been augmented to allow the 
definition of a set of structural grids on the control surface in addition to the current 
set of aerodynamic grids. The purpose of defining the structural grid set is to allow 
the computation of the mass moment of inertia of the control surface about its hinge 
line so that the inertial effects can be included in the hinge moment calculations. The 
AESURFS uses the same control surface label and uses the SET1 Bulk Data entry to 
define the list of structural grids on the control surface. An AESURF is required to 
define a control surface. The AESURFS is optional. AESURFS that are defined in the 
Bulk Data without any corresponding AESURF will be ignored.

AESTAT.  This controller has not been modified, but its use as a “generic” controller 
is no longer necessary. Instead, one uses the AEPARM entry.

AEPARM.  This is the new controller input to define generic controllers (see 
“Statements, Commands, Entries, and Parameters” on page 323). It allows us to 
create new positions in the control vector without any a priori loading. These 
controllers can represent thrust gimbal angles, engine thrust levels, 
thickness/camber ratios, or any other parameter that you want to simulate that 
produces force variations on the vehicle. The elastic effect of this controller will then 
be computed and the vehicle can be trimmed using the controller. To create the force 
variations, one must populate the database with loads representing particular 

Djx
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controller states. AEPARM entries that define the reserved rigid body angles and 
rates will create the controller (in place of AESTAT) but will not create the unit 
increment loading.

UXVEC.  The UXVEC Bulk Data entry allows the user to define the hard point 
controller state by supplying values for the participating controllers. AELINK are 
not accounted for in this input, but will be applied when determining which 
values to use in evaluating the database. Notice that only the nonzero values need 
to be supplied. UXVEC is referenced by all the load vector descriptors to make the 
association between the loading and the controller state. UXVEC is also 
referenced from Case Control to define the reference controller state for stability 
derivative calculation.

AEDW.  The AEDW Bulk Data entry defines the loading vector as a downwash 
over the aerodynamic mesh collocation points. For DLM and slender bodies, these 
terms have the same meaning as the current W2GJ DMI entry. Notice that the 
vector is defined for a particular configuration, Mach number, and symmetry 
condition. Since the downwash forces will be scaled by dynamic pressure, this 
value is not needed. The UXVEC associated with this loading must not have any 
nonzero accelerations; see “Unrestrained Analysis (Displacements Relative to 
Mean Axis)” on page 140.

AEFORCE.  The AEFORCE Bulk Data entry defines the loading vector as a force 
over the aerodynamic mesh centroidal grid points or over the structural mesh. For 
DLM and slender bodies, these terms have the same meaning as the current WKK 
DMI entry. Notice that the vector is defined for a particular configuration, Mach 
number, and symmetry condition. These forces are considered absolute forces 
and are applicable for all dynamic pressures (although they will not be scaled by 
dynamic pressure). The UXVEC associated with this loading must not have any 
nonzero accelerations; see “Unrestrained Analysis (Displacements Relative to 
Mean Axis)” on page 140.

AEPRESS.  The AEPRESS Bulk Data entry defines the loading vector as a 
pressure field over the aerodynamic mesh collocation grid points. For DLM and 
slender bodies, these terms have the same meaning as the current FA2J DMI 
entry. Notice that the vector is defined for a particular configuration, Mach 
number, and symmetry condition. Since the pressure forces will be scaled by 
dynamic pressure, this value is not needed. The UXVEC associated with this 
loading must not have any nonzero accelerations; see “Unrestrained Analysis 
(Displacements Relative to Mean Axis)” on page 140.
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DMIJ,DMIJI, DMIK.  These new direct matrix input entries allow the definition of js-
set and ks-set matrices (downwash/pressure and force data, respectively). These 
data entries augment the current DMI (based on internal sequencing) to allow 
external identification numbers to be used to define the AEDW, AEPRESS, and 
AEFORCE/AERO entries. AEFORCE/STRUCT entries will reference FORCEi and 
MOMENTi entries. Existing WKK, FA2J and W2GJ entries can also be defined using 
the DMIK and DMIJ, respectively.

New Outputs

The stability derivative and hinge moment outputs are changed in minor ways to 
better reflect the fact that the derivatives are no longer constants, but instead are 
determined as the local linear slopes about the “reference state.”

Stability Derivatives

Below is an example of the updated stability derivative output. Notice that the 
normalizing constants (chord, span, and area) are now printed. Also, the “Controller 
State” about which the derivatives are computed is printed (only the nonzero values 
of the real controllers—the old “intercept” coefficient is omitted). This reference state 
is chosen from the Case Control command, AEUXREF.

Note: That the DMIJ/DMIJI pair are needed because the j-set has never had an 
external id definition. Instead, the j-set external id’s are loosely correlated to 
the k-set external ids—the aero element ids. However, for purposes of the 
matrix input on CAERO2 (slender/interference bodies), there are two classes 
of js-set DOFs: slender body and interference. The number of slender bodies 
is not necessarily equal to the number of interference bodies for any particular 
CAERO2, and, there is no distinction between the “slender” external id and 
the “interference” external id (since there were no external ids). 
Consequently, the input must be separated.

To do this, the DMIJ for CAERO2 strictly refer to slender body elements. The 
external id’s of the slender bodies follow the FLD convention—beginning 
with the CAERO2 id and incrementing by 1 along the body. The DMIJI refer 
to the interference body elements and are applicable only to CAERO2. These 
external ids also begin with the CAERO2 id and increment by one along the 
interference tube.
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The output that had been previously labelled “INTERCEPT” is now labelled 
“REFERENCE COEFFICIENTS” to better indicate that these data are not slopes, 
but are the integrated full vehicle load coefficients about the reference controller 
state. The remaining entries to the table are unchanged and are the local slopes 
due to each controller.

Finally, these data are now printed for clamped aircraft models. There is no need 
for using the “large mass” approach to simulate the clamped condition while 
enabling the calculation of the stability derivatives and coefficients.

Hinge Moment Derivatives

The Hinge Moment Derivative printout is shown below. The only change here is 
that the “intercept” coefficient is relabelled to reflect that it is really the hinge 
moment (not its slope) at the reference controller state. The reference state is the 
same as used in the stability derivative printout.

 N O N - D I M E N S I O N A L   S T A B I L I T Y   A N D   C O N T R O L   D E R I V A T I V E   C O E F F I C I E N T S

                         CONFIGURATION = AEROSG2D     XY-SYMMETRY = ASYMMETRIC     XZ-SYMMETRY = ASYMMETRIC
                                         MACH = 9.0000E-01                    Q = 1.2000E+03
                         CHORD = 1.0000E+01           SPAN = 4.0000E+01            AREA = 4.0000E+02

                TRANSFORMATION FROM BASIC TO REFERENCE COORDINATES:

              { X }        [ -1.0000    .0000    .0000  ]  { X }         { 1.5000E+01 }
              { Y }    =   [   .0000   1.0000    .0000  ]  { Y }      +  { 0.0000E+00 }
              { Z }REF     [   .0000    .0000  -1.0000  ]  { Z }BAS      { 0.0000E+00 }

    CONTROLLER STATE: INTERCEPT ONLY, ALL CONTROLLERS ARE ZERO

    TRIM VARIABLE         COEFFICIENT                 RIGID                             ELASTIC
                                            UNSPLINED        SPLINED           RESTRAINED      UNRESTRAINED

    REFERENCE COEFFICIENTS   CX            0.000000E+00   -7.014924E-22       -7.014924E-22   -7.014924E-22
                             CY           -2.294634E-10   -2.294634E-10       -3.004544E-10   -3.865558E-10
                             CZ           -7.502088E-03   -7.502088E-03       -9.901990E-03   -1.220550E-02
                             CMX           1.621006E-12    1.621006E-12       -9.537025E-12   -9.441192E-12
                             CMY          -4.898732E-03   -4.898732E-03       -6.364543E-03   -7.922173E-03
                             CMZ           6.480918E-11    6.480918E-11        8.269349E-11    1.078164E-10

    ANGLEA                   CX            0.000000E+00    2.903112E-22        2.903112E-22    2.903112E-22
                             CY           -1.377038E-07   -1.377038E-07       -1.824178E-07   -2.358252E-07
                             CZ           -5.040129E+00   -5.040129E+00       -6.537389E+00   -7.982162E+00
                             CMX          -2.974660E-09   -2.974660E-09       -1.060366E-08   -9.806802E-09
                             CMY          -2.877635E+00   -2.877635E+00       -3.791212E+00   -4.769017E+00

CMZ           3.863547E-08    3.863547E-08        4.984433E-08    6.551115E-08

 N O N - D I M E N S I O N A L    H I N G E    M O M E N T    D E R I V A T I V E   C O E F F I C I E N T S

                         CONFIGURATION = AEROSG2D     XY-SYMMETRY = ASYMMETRIC     XZ-SYMMETRY = ASYMMETRIC
                                         MACH = 9.0000E-01                    Q = 1.2000E+03

          CONTROL SURFACE = ELEV         REFERENCE CHORD LENGTH =  1.000000E+00     REFERENCE AREA =  1.000000E+00

                          TRIM VARIABLE               RIGID                             ELASTIC
                                                                               RESTRAINED      UNRESTRAINED
                             AT REFERENCE        -1.762787E-02                -2.428253E-02   -4.077552E-02
                             ANGLEA               3.382941E+02                 3.349421E+02    3.249956E+02
                             PITCH               -2.877240E+02                -2.917445E+02   -3.121369E+02
                             URDD3                6.697189E-14                 2.488852E-02    6.251707E-14
                             URDD5                9.517194E-14                 8.004138E-02    9.168131E-14
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Another change in this release is that, if you define an AESURFS for a control surface, 
the inertial loads induced by the unit perturbation of the parameters will be included 
in the hinge moment and hinge moment derivatives. Previously, only the 
aerodynamic mesh integration was performed, so there were no inertial loads; only 
the inertially induced aeroelastic loads were included.

Trim Results

The trim results table is shown below. It has been changed to reflect the units that the 
user can supply on the AEPARM entry (these units are merely labels—no conversion 
of data is performed). For the rigid body angles and rates, the default units are 
shown. If the AUNITS parameter is not unity, the URDDi are labeled as “LOAD 
FACTOR,” otherwise they are labeled “LENGTH/S/S” to indicate that they are 
dimensional. Note that even rotary accelerations are so labeled. Finally, note that this 
example shows AEPARM output (“GENERAL CONTROL”).

Full Vehicle Coefficients in Body and Wind Axes

A new output is now printed for all static aeroelastic trim subcases. The following 
output is the summary of the trimmed full vehicle coefficients. Since NX Nastran now 
automatically computes these monitor points for both the aerodynamic mesh and the 
structural mesh, this output is always available. The values are shown as the “RIGID 
AIR” (actually parametric loads including structural parametric loads from 
AEFORCE) and the restrained increment. Then the inertial loads (if structural 
monitor points—aerodynamic monitor points cannot compute inertial loads, so they 
are marked “N/A”). Finally there are two columns for the rigid structural applied 
load (not a parametric load) and its inertial increment. Finally the summation or 
“BALANCE” load coefficient is printed. Notice that the addition or subtraction to 
achieve the balance load is shown on the title line.

 A E R O S T A T I C   D A T A   R E C O V E R Y   O U T P U T   T A B L E S
                         CONFIGURATION = AEROSG2D     XY-SYMMETRY = ASYMMETRIC     XZ-SYMMETRY = ASYMMETRIC
                                           MACH = 9.000000E-01                Q = 1.200000E+03
                         CHORD = 1.0000E+01           SPAN = 4.0000E+01            AREA = 4.0000E+02

          TRIM ALGORITHM USED: LINEAR TRIM SOLUTION WITHOUT REDUNDANT CONTROL SURFACES.                                           

                                                      AEROELASTIC TRIM VARIABLES

                                  ID     LABEL                 TYPE        TRIM STATUS      VALUE OF UX

                                         INTERCEPT          RIGID BODY           FIXED      1.000000E+00
                                 501     ANGLEA             RIGID BODY            FREE      1.746582E-03  RADIANS         
                                 502     PITCH              RIGID BODY           FIXED      0.000000E+00  NONDIMEN. RATE  
                                 503     URDD3              RIGID BODY           FIXED     -1.000000E+00  LOAD FACTOR     
                                 504     URDD5              RIGID BODY           FIXED      0.000000E+00  LOAD FACTOR     
                                 505     ELEV          CONTROL SURFACE            FREE      4.007664E-02  RADIANS 
                                 601     ENG_R         GENERAL CONTROL           FIXED      2.500000E+03  LBS.            
                                 602     ENG_L         GENERAL CONTROL           FIXED      2.500000E+03  LBS.            
                                 603     DRAG          GENERAL CONTROL           FIXED      5.000000E+03  LBS. 
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Also, for the aerodynamic monitor points, the balance load will not typically be 
zero, since the aerodynamic loads are balancing inertial loads which cannot be 
measured on the aerodynamic mesh. Consequently, the imbalance is another 
measure of inertial load (but it may also include other structural loads if static 
applied loads are applied or if structural parametric loads are applied).

Finally, for symmetric or antisymmetric half models, the “BALANCE” loads will 
not be zero since only half the vehicle is being summed. Rather than zeroing out 
the contribution (as is done for free flying stability derivatives), the imbalance is 
shown. These loads correspond to the structural boundary condition reactions at 
the “wind tunnel wall.”

Wind Axes.  If possible, the output is shown in both body axes (i.e., the 
aerodynamic reference coordinate system) and in “wind” axes. Wind axes are 
defined such that the x-axis is aligned with the oncoming flow accounting for the 
trim angle of attack and sideslip angle. Since ANGLEA and BETA are the angle of 
attack and sideslip angle, the body axis velocity components can be derived from 
the following relations:

where are the body axis velocity components and  is the total velocity. 
Note that the angle of attack is not the rotation about the reference y-axis. From 
the body axis velocity components and the definition of the wind axes, the 
transformation to wind axes can be derived.

α w
u
---- 
 atan=

β v
V
--- 
 asin=

u v w, ,( ) V
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Limitations
The NX Nastran implementation allows a Bulk Data interface to populate the 
database of rigid parametric (“aerodynamic”) loads. This Bulk Data interface is 
limited by the nature of Bulk Data. The preferred (or intended) approach is to 
populate the rigid aerodynamic database using the newer NX Nastran Toolkit/API 
approach to directly load the data from your data sources (e.g., aerodynamics codes, 
wind tunnel data reduction software, etc.)

 A E R O S T A T I C   D A T A   R E C O V E R Y   O U T P U T   T A B L E S
                         CONFIGURATION = AEROSG2D     XY-SYMMETRY = ASYMMETRIC     XZ-SYMMETRY = ASYMMETRIC
                                           MACH = 9.000000E-01                Q = 1.200000E+03
                         CHORD = 1.0000E+01           SPAN = 4.0000E+01            AREA = 4.0000E+02

                                        TRANSFORMATION FROM REFERENCE TO WIND AXES:
                                ANGLE OF ATTACK   =  1.746582E-03 RADIANS (      .100072 DEGREES)
                                ANGLE OF SIDESLIP = -8.445265E-10 RADIANS (      .000000 DEGREES)

                                      { X }          [  -.999998   .000000  -.001747 ]  { X }
                                      { Y }          [   .000000  1.000000   .000000 ]  { Y }
                                      { Z }WIND =    [   .001747   .000000  -.999998 ]  { Z }REF

    STRUCTURAL  MONITOR POINT TOTAL VEHICLE COEFFICIENTS:
          AXIS         RIGID AIR  +  RESTRAINED INCR.  -  INERTIAL  +   RIGID-APPLIED + RESTRAINED INCR.  =  BALANCE
          ----         ---------     ----------------     --------      -------------   ----------------     -------
    BODY  CX          3.363975E-13     0.000000E+00     5.378375E-18     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     3.363921E-13
    WIND  CD          3.574350E-05     2.371371E-05     5.945652E-05     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     6.959490E-10
 
    BODY  CY          4.890399E-08     1.520192E-09     2.178568E-16     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     5.042418E-08
    WIND  CY-WIND     4.890402E-08     1.520212E-09     5.043046E-14     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     5.042418E-08
 
    BODY  CZ         -2.046484E-02    -1.357722E-02    -3.404167E-02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -3.986563E-07
    WIND  CL          2.046481E-02     1.357720E-02     3.404161E-02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     3.986557E-07
 
    BODY  CMX         3.840764E-08     1.152201E-08     1.169272E-15     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     4.992965E-08
    WIND  CM-ROLL    -3.840303E-08    -1.151627E-08     6.481394E-12     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -4.992578E-08
 
    BODY  CMY         1.017343E-03    -8.693552E-03    -7.675974E-03     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -2.358296E-07
    WIND  CM-PITCH    1.017343E-03    -8.693552E-03    -7.675974E-03     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -2.358296E-07
 
    BODY  CMZ        -3.099429E-09     9.289186E-10    -5.298125E-17     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -2.170510E-09
    WIND  CM-YAW      3.166506E-09    -9.087930E-10     5.502340E-17     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     2.257713E-09
 

    AERODYNAMIC MONITOR POINT TOTAL VEHICLE COEFFICIENTS:
          AXIS         RIGID AIR  +  RESTRAINED INCR.  -  INERTIAL  +   RIGID-APPLIED + RESTRAINED INCR.  =  BALANCE
          ----         ---------     ----------------     --------      -------------   ----------------     -------
    BODY  CX          0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00           N/A              N/A              N/A        0.000000E+00
    WIND  CD          3.574350E-05     2.371371E-05           N/A              N/A              N/A        5.945721E-05
 
    BODY  CY          4.890399E-08     1.520192E-09           N/A              N/A              N/A        5.042418E-08
    WIND  CY-WIND     4.890402E-08     1.520212E-09           N/A              N/A              N/A        5.042423E-08
 
    BODY  CZ         -2.046484E-02    -1.357722E-02           N/A              N/A              N/A       -3.404206E-02
    WIND  CL          2.046481E-02     1.357720E-02           N/A              N/A              N/A        3.404201E-02
 
    BODY  CMX         3.840764E-08     1.152201E-08           N/A              N/A              N/A        4.992965E-08
    WIND  CM-ROLL    -3.840171E-08    -1.151627E-08           N/A              N/A              N/A       -4.991798E-08
 
    BODY  CMY        -5.451573E-04    -8.693552E-03           N/A              N/A              N/A       -9.238710E-03
    WIND  CM-PITCH   -5.451573E-04    -8.693552E-03           N/A              N/A              N/A       -9.238710E-03
 
    BODY  CMZ        -3.099435E-09     9.289186E-10           N/A              N/A              N/A       -2.170516E-09
    WIND  CM-YAW      3.166512E-09    -9.087930E-10           N/A              N/A              N/A        2.257719E-09
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Examples
The TPL deck “fsw_eng.dat” is a very simple example (based on the ubiquitous 
forward swept wing) of applying a parametric structural load to simulate engines 
(left and right) and a balancing “drag” force. The drag is reacted at the support 
point, but the engines are located where the underslung pods are located on the 
original fsw sample problem. The elastic effects of thrust are captured and cause 
aerodynamic forces (e.g., lift) due to power application. In this case, the data are 
still linear.

The TPL deck “dmijk.dat” is a sample problem based on the HA144A sample in 
Ref. 5. of the “Bibliography” on page 547, in which all the WKK, W2GJ and FA2J 
correction factors are supplied via the DMIK and DMIJ entries, respectively.

The TPL deck “osprey.dat” is a flexible increment sample problem that produces 
a nonlinear, elastic database including a nonlinear structural parametric load 
representing the gimbal angle of a V22 Osprey-like engine rotation. 
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5.3 Integrated Loads Monitor Points
In this enhancement, NX Nastran is augmented with the addition of “integrated 
loads monitor points.” These points hold summations of forces over certain regions 
of the finite element (FE) mesh about some selected (“monitoring”) point in a defined 
coordinate system. MSC.FLD ® (MSC.FLD is a registered trademark of MSC.Software 
Corporation) already has a capability to perform interactive integrated loads (“Load 
Summation”) in its LoadsBrowser function; however, this enhancement provides a 
corresponding batch calculator. Also, these monitoring load summations are 
assembled for the aeroelastic unit solutions of the nonlinear aerodynamic and 
aeroelastic databases. Once precomputed, these integrated loads over the “v” space 
of the nonlinear database can be combined rapidly to represent integrated trimmed 
loads appropriate for critical loads survey. Also, these data form the basis for 
providing input to flight simulation tools (“6 DOF” solvers).

Benefits
You can now define collections of structural nodes and/or aerodynamic elements 
whose integrated loads you want to monitor. NX Nastran automatically generates 
structural and aerodynamic monitor points for the full vehicle loads about the origin 
of the aerodynamic reference coordinate system. Similarly, the aerodynamic control 
surface hinge moments are generated as are structural ones if AESURFS are defined. 
However, you have the ability to create any collection that you choose to monitor.

For those points, the load summations are performed for rigid parametric loads of the 
nonlinear database. Also the restrained and unrestrained increments are summed. 
Finally, for structural monitor points, the inertial loads are summed. These 
summations are printed to the .f06 file for the trimmed cases.

Finally, a DMAP utility called MKRBVEC has been defined that allows you to access 
you own load summation (rigid body) vectors for any purpose. For example, the 
creation of rigid body motion residual vectors for dynamic aeroelasticity.

Introduction and Methods
In NX Nastran aeroelasticity, we can look at either free-free aircraft or at clamped 
“wind tunnel” models in which the wall attachments react the elastically corrected 
aerodynamic forces. In both cases, the total force coefficients (normalized forces and 
moments) are computed by summation of the applied loads over the entire model. 
This represents a special case of the generalized integrated loads monitor points that 
have been added. To examine free-free aircraft, the user is required to specify a set of 
supported degrees-of-freedom that represent the desired rigid body motions. For 
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clamped aircraft, the user is required to define the “attachment” (typically in the 
form of single point constraints). In both cases, NX Nastran (see Ref. 5. of the 
“Bibliography” on page 547) integrates the loads applied over the structure and 
over the aerodynamic mesh; although the method by which the integration 
matrices are computed is quite different. 

Free-Free Structural Aircraft Models:

In the cases for which there are support points (free structural accelerations), we 
can use the structural connectivity (stiffness) to derive a general integration 
matrix to the support points. Using the notation of the V70.7 DMAP, we compute 
the rigid body transformation matrix using the usual relationship from static 
analysis and noting that NX Nastran denotes this matrix :

Eq. 5-20

Eq. 5-21

The  matrix is considered a force integration matrix, since one can integrate 
any a-set loading matrix to the support points by:

Eq. 5-22

Because the structural connections are used ( ), special load paths thru scalar 
points or extra points are handled. Notice, however, that a resulting limitation is 
that the summation can only be done about degrees-of-freedom of the structural 
model. For more general resultants, connections must be made to structural 
points. In the case of aeroelasticity, a further transformation matrix  is used 
to move the integrated loads from the support points to the origin of the 
aerodynamic reference coordinate system. That transformation matrix is based on 
geometry and symmetry considerations.

Clamped Structural Aircraft Models and the Aerodynamic Model

Instead of using the  matrix as a force integration matrix, we use geometry 
based rigid body modes, since one can integrate any z-set loading matrix to any 
point by:

Dm

Dlr Kll
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Eq. 5-23

where  is a geometry-based set of rigid body modes over the zth-set due to unit 
motion of the “R” point. In NX Nastran, several such rigid body vector integrators 
are used. The SRKT matrix summed the loads over the entire aerodynamic mesh to 
get force coefficients on the aerodynamic model. The HMKT matrix performed a 
summation over the aerodynamic grids on each control surface to compute the hinge 
moment about the surface’s hinge line. More accurately, only a unit y-axis rotation 
rigid body mode about the origin of the hinge line’s coordinate system is created to 
compute the moment about the y-axis (which, by definition, is the hinge line).

Because the geometry is used to compute the rigid body vector, there is assumed to 
be a load path that makes the integration of load valid at the monitor point. This is de 
facto true for the aerodynamic mesh. If disjoint structural meshes are used, or if there 
is a load path such that a scalar point or extra point (with no geometrical location) is 
used to introduce applied loads, the loads summation will be wrong to the extent that 
these effects will be ignored.

Other Geometry-based Rigid Body Modes Integrators

Similarly, the Grid Point Weight Generation tool as well as the VECPLOT module 
compute certain integration matrices based on structural geometry. The 
methodology implemented in the rigid body mode calculator is identical to that used 
in GPWG and VECPLOT. 

The MKRBVEC DMAP Utility

A general DMAP module, MKRBVEC has been created to allow DMAP access to 
general rigid body mode integration matrices. That module, called the MKRBVEC 
module is a utility DMAP module that has been developed:

MKRBVEC BGPDT,CSTM,AEROCOMP/SZR/CID/X/Y/Z/COMPNAME $

PR{ } SzR
T

Pz{ }=

SzR
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Input DBs:

Output DBs:

Parameters:

This module is a generalization of the rigid body vector calculator in VECPLOT 
and provides for general origins of motion and general collections of points. 
VECPLOT is limited to all points in the BGPDT and can only be about the origin of 
the basic coordinate system or about the r-set degrees-of-freedom. The output is 
a g-set x 6 vector  that integrates loads on the list of points to the reference 
point defined by the CID, X,Y,Z parameters. The “g-set” is used in a general way, 
here, to indicate a 6dof/grid set associated with the input BGPDT. It is not 

BGPDT An instance of a BGPDT datablock.

CSTM An optional instance of a CSTM datablock. All output CID’s of 
grids in the BGPDT must exist in this CSTM, as well as the CID 
parameter (if any).

AEROCOMP An optional instance of an AEROCOMP datablock containing 
component definitions.

Only needed if COMPNAME is supplied to filter the BGPDT 
points.

SZR A machine precision matrix datablock containing a g-set by 6 
matrix representing the geometric rigid body mode of the points 
in the BGPDT about the origin of motion.

CID Integer, Input.

Definition of axis system for unit motion.

This CID must exist in the input CSTM. Default=0; Basic.

X,Y,Z Real, Input.

Location of the origin of motion in the CID coordinate system 
(Def. = 0.0).

COMPNAME BCD, Input.

The choice of a component defining the collection of points (a 
subset of those in the BGPDT) to participate in the rigid body 
motion. Def=blank implying ALL points.

SzR
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restricted to the structural g-set. Any BGPDT instance will work as long as the 
corresponding component definition applies to the external identification numbers 
of that BGPDT.

New Input
A trio of new input Bulk Data entries are introduced. The Bulk Data deal with the 
definition of the regions. These new data are generated for all aeroelastic solution 
sequences, but the resulting integrations are performed only in SOL 144 in this 
release.

AECOMP.  The AECOMP Bulk Data entry defines a collection of points over either 
the structural mesh or the aerodynamic mesh. Monitor points will be defined by 
pointing to components.

AECOMPL.  The AECOMPL Bulk Data entry defines a collection of points as a union 
of other compnents (defined by AECOMP or by another AECOMPL).

MONPNT1.  The MONPNT1 Bulk Data entry allows the user to point to a 
component, a location about which to compute the resultant forces and moments and 
a coordinate frame in which to present the resultants.

Force summations will be performed on these collections for the following data:

• “Hard Point” data in the nonlinear ADB; rigid aero and, when elasticized, 
the elastic increment data for restrained and unrestrained formulations. 
These data are presented as dimensional loads and are stored on the ADB. 
The elasticized data are stored on the AEDB.

• The monitor point stability derivatives (slope with respect to the trim 
parameters) will be computed and printed about the same point where full 
vehicle stability derivatives are computed. Again, these data are rigid, 
restrained elastic and unrestrained elastic results. These data are derived 
from the ADB/AEDB and are not stored. 

• The Module SDP in subDMAP AESTATRS produces a matrix UXDIFV that 
produces the “slopes” of any “v” space quantity from the nonlinear 
database about the reference state. The first column is the interpolation to 
the reference state itself. For example, for any monitor point matrix, : Mrv

Mref uxi
∂
∂M

Mrv UXDIFvx=
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Archival Collections of Integrated Loads

Twelve new NDDL datablocks are needed to archive the monitor point data for 
the aerodynamic and aeroelastic databases. They represent 4 triplets of datablocks 
comprising the basic monitor point data:

• MONITOR representing the monitor point descriptions pointing to 
components.

• AEROCOMP A component definition pointed to by MONITOR.

• SZR A matrix consisting of g-set or ks-set sized vectors that integrate 
each of the monitor point components.

The quadruplication is to allow two distinct location parameters: the ADB and the 
AEDB and for archival and runtime collections of each. The ADB path will be 
used to store the aerodynamic monitor points, while the AEDB path will store the 
structural set associated with the aeroelastic model. The remaining pair of 
instances of these datablocks are used to allow the user to add new monitor points 
at run time while continuing to reuse the archival points from the aerodynamic 
and aeroelastic database collections.

In addition, a number of new datablocks are defined to archive the integrations of 
various loads quantities to the monitor points:

AERO MESH

• Rigid aerodynamic loads per unit  over the hard points of the 
nonlinear database:

 on the ADB

• Absolute rigid aerodynamic loads over the hard points of the nonlinear 
database:

 on the AEDB

• Restrained elastic loads (rigid + restrained increment) over the hard 
points of the nonlinear database:

 on the AEDB

• Unrestrained elastic loads (rigid + unrestrained increment) over the 
hard points of the nonlinear database:

 on the AEDB

q

MPARV0[ ]

MPARV[ ]

MPAERV[ ]

MPAEUV[ ]
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STRUCTURAL MESH

• Rigid aerodynamic loads over the hard points of the nonlinear database:

 on the AEDB

• Restrained elastic loads (rigid + restrained increment) over the hard points 
of the nonlinear database:

 on the AEDB

• Unrestrained elastic loads (rigid + unrestrained increment) over the hard 
points of the nonlinear database:

 on the AEDB

• Inertial force increments due to extra point perturbations:

 (not stored)

New Outputs
The monitor point geometry information datablocks and integration matrices will be 
“output” to the aerodynamic database (see the MSC.Nastran Release Guide, 
Version 70.7) if they are defined over the aerodynamic mesh. They will be output to 

Note: This collection is not over the “v” space, since accelerations are strictly 
linear. Also, they are not archived so as to allow new mass configurations 
to be trimmed with existing AEDB archives. (See “Improved AEDB 
Reuse with Updated Mass” on page 168.)

MPSRV[ ] MPR
stru

v
≡ SRg Pg

v

rigid
=

MPSERV[ ]

MPSEUV[ ]

MPSIRX[ ] SRg Pgr ERInert ia

v
Trx=
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the aeroelastic database if associated with the structural mesh. The previously 
output Stability Derivative printout is now using monitor point data. Also, the 
trimmed monitor point loads are output as shown:

In this sample output, the trimmed structural monitor points are listed. There are 
two monitoring points. The first is the full vehicle integrated load monitor point 
(automatically generated by NX Nastran) and the second is the structural hinge 
moment monitor point for the ELEV control surface (automatically generated by 
the AESURFS entry). The “RIGID AIR” component of the load is the parameteric 
load (including structural parametric loads). The “ELASTIC REST” load is the 
sum of the rigid and elastic restrained increment. It is not the increment. The 
“INERTIAL” load is the inertia loads only (the induced aeroelastic increment is in 
the elastic restrained part). Finally, if there had been a rigid applied load, its 
integrated effect and its elastically corrected integrated effect would be shown. 
The “total” effect for the trim case would be the “ELASTIC REST.” + “REST. 
APPLIED” - “INERTIAL”. That balance is not printed for the monitor points, but 
is printed for the full vehicle coefficients.

Limitations
These monitor points will only apply to grid point data of either the structural or 
aerodynamic mesh. Extra points and scalar points, while they may (under certain 
modeling techniques) contain important components of load on a structural 
model, are not supported in the summation. This restriction results because basic 
rigid body vectors from the mesh geometry will be used as the load summation 
operator.

 S T R U C T U R A L   M O N I T O R   P O I N T   I N T E G R A T E D   L O A D S
                         CONFIGURATION = AEROSG2D     XY-SYMMETRY = ASYMMETRIC     XZ-SYMMETRY = ASYMMETRIC
                                           MACH = 9.000000E-01                Q = 1.200000E+03

        CONTROLLER STATE:
        ANGLEA   =   1.7466E-03        URDD3    =  -1.0000E+00        ELEV     =   4.0077E-02        ENG_R    =   2.5000E+03
        ENG_L    =   2.5000E+03        DRAG     =   5.0000E+03

        MONITOR POINT NAME = AEROSG2D          COMPONENT =                   CLASS = COEFFICIENT               
        LABEL = Full Vehicle Integrated Loads                           
        CID =      100          X =  0.00000E+00          Y =  0.00000E+00          Z =  0.00000E+00

          AXIS      RIGID AIR       ELASTIC REST.      INERTIAL      RIGID APPLIED    REST. APPLIED   
          ----    -------------    -------------    -------------    -------------    -------------   
           CX     1.614708E-07     1.614708E-07     2.581620E-12     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
           CY     2.347392E-02     2.420361E-02     1.045713E-10     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
           CZ    -9.823125E+03    -1.634019E+04    -1.634000E+04     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
           CMX    7.374267E-01     9.586492E-01     2.245002E-08     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
           CMY    4.883245E+03    -3.684581E+04    -3.684467E+04     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
           CMZ   -5.950903E-02    -4.167379E-02    -1.017240E-09     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00

        MONITOR POINT NAME = ELEV              COMPONENT = 50501             CLASS = HINGE MOMENT              
        LABEL = ELEV     - Control Surface Hinge Moment                 
        CID =       90          X =  0.00000E+00          Y =  0.00000E+00          Z =  0.00000E+00

          AXIS      RIGID AIR       ELASTIC REST.      INERTIAL      RIGID APPLIED    REST. APPLIED 
----    -------------    -------------    -------------    -------------    -------------   
           CMY    7.551922E+03     7.536771E+03    -1.000000E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
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Examples
The TPL deck “freedlm.dat” has a number of user defined monitor points. All static 
aeroelastic decks will have full vehicle and hinge moment monitor points 
automatically generated.
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5.4 Constant Pressure Method (CPM) for Unsteady 
Aerodynamics
The ZONA51 supersonic aerodynamic method was introduced into MSC.Nastran 
in Version 67 as a complement to the longstanding Doublet Lattice subsonic 
aerodynamic method.  These two methods share a common user interface so that 
a single aerodynamic model can be applied at both subsonic and supersonic 
speeds.  In addition, the underlying methodology of the ZONA51 code is felt to 
provide a higher fidelity representation of aerodynamic flowfield than the Strip 
Theory, Mach Box and Piston Theory methods that preceded them as supersonic 
aerodynamics codes. In this release, another supersonic aerodynamic method, 
Constrant Pressure Method (CPM) is now available as an alternative to ZONA51.

Benefits
The CPM method provides the same basic functionality and uses the same user 
interface as the ZONA51 code.  That is, it supports multiple interfering lifting 
surfaces in the presence of an airflow that is supersonic (a guideline is Mach 
numbers ranging from 1.1<M<3.0).  Steady and unsteady loads are supported so 
that the method is available in SOL’s 144, 145, 146, and 200.  CPM is provided in 
the Aero I option of NX Nastran so that it does not require the Aero II option that 
enables use of the ZONA51 code.  Tests performed on the input files to perform 
regression testing have demonstrated that the two methods quite comparable 
results.  It should be cautioned that this testing is limited and users are advised to 
make their own assessment as to the quality of the CPM code before adopting it.

Theory
The CPM method is discussed in further detail in Refs. 10 and 11 in the 
“Bibliography” on page 547.

User Interface
The aerodynamic model for CPM is generated using the same CAERO1 Bulk Data 
entry that is used to model lifting surfaces for both the ZONA51 and Doublet 
Lattice methods.  If a supersonic Mach number is selected on a TRIM or MKAERO 
Bulk Data entry, the choice of CPM vs. ZONA51 is made by setting the SUPAERO 
PARAM

SUPAERO {CPM|ZONA} Default=ZONA 

SUPAERO CPM requests the use of the CPM supersonic aerodynamic method.  
SUPAERO ZONA, which is the default, invokes the ZONA51 method.  
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Because the two methods are available in different NX Nastran product packages 
(Aero-Elasticity or Aero I for CPM and Advanced Aero-Elasticity or Aero II for 
ZONA51), the effect of the parameter can vary depending on which options you have 
purchased.  The Aero I option is required to perform any aeroelastic analysis.  If you 
have purchased Aero I and not Aero II, PARAM,SUPAERO,CPM must be set to 
avoid a fatal authorization error.  Further, if you have purchased Aero II, both 
methods are available, but CPM will only be invoked if PARAM,SUPAERO,CPM is 
specified.

Outputs
No new outputs are provided.  The method used is governed by the SUPAERO 
parameter with no other indication in the output as to which method has been used.  

Example
TPL deck CPMFLUT demonstrates the CPM method for flutter analysis.  This deck 
originated from Example HA145FA in the NX Nastran Aeroelastic Analysis User’s 
Guide.   We only added the  PARAM,SUPAERO,CPM  entry for directing the routine 
to the CPM route.  The results are comparable with that of QA deck HA145FA.

TPL deck CPMSTAT demonstrates the CPM method for static aeroelastic analysis.  
This deck originated from Example HA144A in the NX Nastran Aeroelastic Analysis 
User’s Guide. The same PARAM entry is added for CPM request, and the results are 
also comparable.
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5.5 Improved Ritz Solutions for Static Aeroelasticity
In MSC.NastranVersion 70.5, the original static aeroelastic equations were 
implemented using Ritz and Iterative methods (see the MSC.Nastran Release 
Guide, Version 70.5) in addition to the previous direct method. When the unit 
solutions were implemented in MSC.Nastran Version 70.7, they were done using 
the trio of methods. At that same time, the capability to do “rigid” trim was 
implemented. Rigid trim implies not that the structure is rigid, but that there is no 
aeroelastic feedback. That means that the aerodynamic loads are not a function of 
the displacement. The elastic structure deforms, but there is no load increment 
induced.

It has been observed that, given the rigid trim problem, that the Ritz method of 
MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 is not exact. Yet, when you read the Ritz vector 
selection of MSC.Nastran Version 70.5, you can see that the Ritz vectors are the 
exact solution. Consequently, an unnecessary “error” was introduced into the 
software’s approximate Ritz solutions. This error is subsequently removed in the 
iterative step, but was nonetheless undesirable.

In NX Nastran, a change in the equations of motion are implemented in DMAP to 
improve the accuracy of the Ritz method (making it exact for rigid trim). And, at 
the same time, the iterative method is applied only to the aeroelastic correction 
effect. That means the solution approximation is limited only to the elastic effect 
and the “rigid” effect is exact in all cases. The result is an improved iterative 
convergence, particularly for “small” dynamic pressures.

This development modifies the approach for solving the approximate Ritz 
solutions for static aeroelasticity. The solution approach is applied to Ritz and to 
the Iterative approach, because the default behavior of the iterative method is to 
use a Ritz solution as a start point. In the case of PARAM,AESMETH,ITER, the 
start point will now be the exact rigid solution. In the case of the 
PARAM,AESMETH,AUTO (Ritz+Iter), the iterative start point will be the Ritz-
based aeroelastic solution. The exact rigid solution will form the Ritz vector set.

Benefits
This implementation improves the Ritz solutions for “small” dynamic pressures 
and reduced numbers of iterations for the iterative solutions that begin with a Ritz 
approximate solution.
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Theory
The basic approach is outlined in the following, but the distinction between 
restrained and unrestrained solutions is ignored. Since the purpose is to improve the 
rigid solution, the distinction is moot. However, the recasting of the solution applies 
to both solution sets equally and both are implemented. To begin, we will look at the 
unit solutions. The unit solutions involve the solution of an three components of the 
unsymmetric equations:

 the rigid parameteric loadEq. 5-24

the inertial 

load Eq. 5-25

 the static applied load Eq. 5-26

where the r, i and p superscripts denote rigid forces, inertial forces, and static forces, 
respectively. These equations are solved together as one set of right hand sides to 
improve performance. The inversion denoted in the equations is done in generalized 
coordinates for the Ritz method and is avoided (solved by iteration) in the Iterative 
method.

The Ritz vector set  is derived from appending the following sources (see the 
MSC.Nastran Release Guide, Version 70.5): 

The Ritz method is then applied by transforming to the  basis and doing the 
unsymmetric solution. However, if the aeroelastic feedback forces:
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are zero (due to user selection of the “rigid” trim option, for example), the exact 
solution is merely the appropriate column partitions of . That observation 
has led to the current modification in the approach.

If we suppose that the solution consists of a “rigid” part and a “flexible 
increment” part:

Eq. 5-27

where the leading subscripts refer to the rigid and flexible, respectively; and, if we 
further suppose that the  is the Ritz vector set, then one can break the unit 
solutions into the following form:

Eq. 5-28

Eq. 5-29

Eq. 5-30

These terms can be solved trivially, because the factors of the symmetric stiffness 
matrix are already present. So all that is required is a single forward backward 
substitution against the symmetric factors. And, this solution is already required 
(and is performed in the current version of the software) for the Ritz approach to 
form the bases.

Combining and substituting for the rigid parts of . Eq. 5-28 thru Eq. 5-30, we can 
solve for  in terms of its three components:

Eq. 5-31

Eq. 5-32

Eq. 5-33
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It can be observed that the right hand side loads have now become the induced elastic 
increment loads rather than their corresponding rigid loads. While the inverted 
matrix is once again the unsymmetric one, these right hand side loads are all zero for 
the rigid case and the second term of Eq. 5-27 simply drops out. Thus we “inherit” 
the exact rigid solution as fallout of this approach.

Further, the approximation of the Ritz method applies only to the solution of Eq. 5-31 
thru Eq. 5-33, so that Eq. 5-27 is comprised of the sum of an exact piece and an 
approximate piece. For low dynamic pressure solutions, we obtain improved 
approximate solutions. And, when the dynamic pressure becomes large, there is no 
degradation over the existing method (albeit, no improvement either).

New Inputs/Outputs/Limitations and Examples
There are no user interface changes. The new methodology is always used for Ritz 
and Auto methods of solution. There are also no new outputs. The only limitation is 
that the improvement degrades to be similar to the original method for “large” 
dynamic pressures. Any TPL deck for static aeroelasticity can serve as an example. 
Simply change or set the PARAM,AESMETH, to RITZ or AUTO. (The default is 
SELECT, which for the small TPL decks will choose DIRECT).
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5.6 Improved AEDB Reuse with Updated Mass
In the original release of the AEDB (MSC.Nastran Version 70.7), the ZZX matrix 
of trim equation coefficients was archived on the AEDB. The result was that the 
inertial loads (that is, the vehicle’s total mass) was archived. Upon reuse via the 
DBLOCATE technique, any new structural masses that were added to the 
structural model were ignored in trimming the airplane. Now, although the ZZX 
matrix equivalent (MPSIRX) is still archived, it is replaced at run time with the 
current one.

Benefits
The AEDB archive can be DBLOCATED for read only reuse and new masses (like 
stores and payload variations) can be examined without causing an resource 
intensive recalculation of the aeroelastic corrections.

Methods
In this release, the ZZX matrix is not directly formed. Instead, the ZZX is 
assembled from the structural monitor point loads. These loads are assembled 
from three components: the elastic restrained loads (MPSERV), the static applied 
loads (MPSERPS), and the inertial loads induced by URDDi accelerations 
(MPSIRX). Even though MPSIRX is archived on the aeroelastic database, the new 
mass model will be used to form an updated MPSIRX. Consequently, while the 
elastic increment in MPSERV will have been derived from the original mass, the 
MPSIRX (the actual weight) will reflect the current structural model.

Of course, it is critically important that the new structural model have the same 
mesh topology (same number of nodes and same structural boundary conditions) 
or the results will be corrupted. This is because the integration matrix for the 
monitor points is archived and reused.

Limitations
When you take this approach, you are choosing to make an approximation in that 
the inertial loads induce aeroelastic loads. The aeroelastic increment effect will be 
derived only from the original mass configuration that created the AEDB.While 
the new masses will be used to represent the “rigid inertia loads”, or weight, the 
aeroelastic increment will not reflect the change.
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6.1 Grid Point Force Balance and Element Strain 
Energy in Nonlinear Static Analysis

Introduction
Nastran has provided long-standing support for the output of grid point force 
balance and element strain energy in all linear solution sequences.  Users have 
asked for the extension of the capabilities to nonlinear analysis. In this release, the 
output of grid point force balance and element strain energy is supported in 
nonlinear static analysis (SOL 106).

Theory
In nonlinear analysis, the strain energy, , for an element is defined by 
integrating the specific energy rate, the inner product of strain rate and stress, 
over element volume and time

Eq. 6-1

where:

The integration over time leads to the following recursive formula using the 
trapezoidal rule

Eq. 6-2

where:

= stress tensor
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The steps  and  are converged solution steps.

By integrating Eq. 6-2 over the element volume, we get

Eq. 6-3

where:

For computational convenience, NX Nastran uses Eq. 6-3 to calculate the element 
strain energy.  The internal element forces are readily available in every step because 
they are needed for the force equilibrium. Note that temperature effects are included 
in the internal element forces.

When loads from temperature differences or element deformation are present, the 
default definition of element strain energy for linear elements differ from the 
definition for nonlinear elements. For linear elements, the element strain energy is 
defined as

Eq. 6-4

where  is the element load vector for temperature loads and element deformation. 
Eq. 6-4 assumes that the temperatures are constant within a subcase. For nonlinear 
elements, the definition of Eq. 6-1 is used. In the case of linear material and geometry, 
Eq. 6-1 becomes

Eq. 6-5

Eq. 6-5 assumes that the temperature varies linearly within a subcase. The user may 
request the definition of Eq. 6-5 to be applied to linear elements by adding 
PARAM,XFLAG,2 to the input file. The default value for XFLAG is 0, meaning that 
linear elements will use the definition of Eq. 6-4.

User Input
The output of grid point force balance and strain energy in nonlinear analysis is 
requested with the existing GPFORCE and ESE Case Control commands, 
respectively. The Case Control commands remain unchanged.
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Printed Output
The output is the same as in linear analysis.  An example appears below.

Example
The following Nastran input deck represents a simplified model of a mechanical 
clutch that consists of springs, beams, rigid elements, and gap elements. A 
geometric nonlinear analysis is performed. Both GPFORCE and ESE output 
requests are applied above all subcases.  This is a good example to show the grid 
point force balance with both linear and nonlinear elements, that includes:

• applied loads

• element forces

• SPC forces 

• MPC forces.

The model is shown in Figure 6-1. For clarity, only the elements are displayed. 

Figure 6-1  

The dashed lines represent rigid elements, the rest are gap and beam elements.  
Spring elements are located at the intersection point of all dashed lines and are not 
visible in the figure because their connection points are coincident.
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Grid Point Force Output

Element Strain Energy Output

Remarks
• Linear and nonlinear elements can be mixed. The output for grid point force 

and element strain energy in nonlinear analysis follow the same format as 
in linear analysis.

• The reference system for the grid point force output is the grid point global 
coordinate system.  The user cannot specify another output coordinate 
system.  In nonlinear, the grid point forces are not aligned with element 
edges. Therefore, PARAM,NOELOF and PARAM,NOELOP are ignored in 
nonlinear analysis. 

1    GPF005B - FORD ELETRO-MECHANICAL CLUTCH                              SEPTEMBER  26, 2003 NX NASTRAN  9/26/03 PAGE   248
      DISPLACEMENT IN MM., FORCE IN NEWTON, STRESS IN MPA
0                                                                                                            SUBCASE 2
     LOAD STEP =  2.00000E+00
                                          G R I D   P O I N T   F O R C E   B A L A N C E

   POINT-ID    ELEMENT-ID     SOURCE             T1             T2             T3             R1             R2             R3
          1                  APP-LOAD        .0             .0             .0             .0             .0           -2.400000E+02
          1                  F-OF-SPC        .0             .0             .0             .0             .0            2.400000E+02
          1         10001    BEAM            .0             .0             .0             .0             .0             .0
          1         10002    BEAM            .0             .0             .0             .0             .0             .0
          1                  *TOTALS*        .0             .0             .0             .0             .0             .0
0       100                  F-OF-SPC      -5.366200E-25  -4.514879E-24    .0            4.535559E-23  -6.400176E-24    .0
        100                  F-OF-MPC       5.366200E-25   4.514879E-24    .0           -4.535559E-23   6.400176E-24   1.292178E-24
        100             3    ELAS2           .0             .0             .0             .0             .0            1.070983E-24
        100                  *TOTALS*        .0             .0             .0             .0             .0            2.363161E-24
0       101                  F-OF-SPC        .0             .0           -3.078859E-28  -3.549490E-26   2.535672E-24    .0
        101           101    BEAM          -3.701448E-08   2.907432E-07    .0             .0             .0           -5.474456E-09
        101          2004    BEAM          -3.888788E-07  -1.144153E-07   3.078859E-28   3.549490E-26  -2.535672E-24  -1.777338E-23
        101             1    GAP            1.270000E-10   1.438901E-27    .0             .0             .0             .0
        101                  *TOTALS*      -4.257663E-07   1.763280E-07    .0             .0             .0           -5.474456E-09
0       102           101    BEAM          -2.715682E-08  -2.918291E-07    .0             .0             .0           -2.549396E-09
        102           102    BEAM          -1.637746E-08   1.273060E-07    .0             .0             .0           -1.374512E-25
        102             2    GAP            1.270000E-10  -9.144001E-27    .0             .0             .0             .0

1    GPF005B - FORD ELETRO-MECHANICAL CLUTCH                              SEPTEMBER  26, 2003 NX NASTRAN  9/26/03 PAGE   231
DISPLACEMENT IN MM., FORCE IN NEWTON, STRESS IN MPA
0                                                                                                            SUBCASE 1
     LOAD STEP =  1.00000E+00
                                           E L E M E N T   S T R A I N   E N E R G I E S

                ELEMENT-TYPE = BEAM                * TOTAL ENERGY OF ALL ELEMENTS IN PROBLEM     =   4.422530E+02
                SUBCASE               1            * TOTAL ENERGY OF ALL ELEMENTS IN SET      -1 =   4.422530E+02
0
                                    ELEMENT-ID          STRAIN-ENERGY           PERCENT OF TOTAL    STRAIN-ENERGY-DENSITY
                                           101          1.211380E+01                 2.6928              5.680606E-02
                                           102          1.049874E+00                  .2334              4.923244E-03
                                           103          1.323984E-01                  .0294              6.208644E-04
                                           104          1.323428E-01                  .0294              6.206040E-04
                                           105          1.374425E-01                  .0306              6.445181E-04
                                           106          1.407006E-01                  .0313              6.597968E-04
                                           107          1.478413E-01                  .0329              6.932822E-04
                                           108          1.483829E-01                  .0330              6.958218E-04
                                           109          1.032130E-01                  .0229              1.936014E-04
                                           110          3.163312E-01                  .0703              7.020313E-04
                                           111          4.605607E-01                  .1024              1.927717E-03
                                           112          7.067609E-01                  .1571              2.958209E-03
                                           113          4.186914E-01                  .0931              1.752469E-03
                                           121          3.068841E+00                  .6822              2.905759E-02
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• In nonlinear analysis, the element strain energy must be calculated for 
each intermediate load step even if the output is requested only in the 
last load step. To save computations, the element strain energy is only 
calculated upon user request. The Case Control commands, GPFORCE 
or ESE must be present to activate grid point force output or element 
strain energy calculations and output. If the user wants to save the grid 
point forces and element strain energy on the database and wants an 
output later in an eventual restart run, the Case Control commands, 
GPFORCE(PLOT) or ESE(PLOT), must be specified in the cold start run.

• By default, if GPFORCE or ESE is present, then the output of grid point 
forces or element strain energy is only available at the end of each 
subcase. For output of intermediate steps, the parameter INTOUT on the 
NLPARM Bulk Data entry must be set to YES or ALL.

• For a model with superelements, the grid point force balance is not in 
equilibrium along the boundary of the residual and upstream 
superelements.  This is because the applied load in the residual does not 
include the load contributed from upstream superelements when the 
grid point force balance is computed.  The same situation also occurs in 
each upstream superelement whose applied load does not include the 
contribution from other superelements and the residual. When the total 
of the grid force balances of all superelements is added together, 
equilibrium is reached.

For example, grid point 123 is located at the boundary between the 
residual (superelement ID = 0) and an upstream superelement (ID = 10) 
and is connected to two QUAD4 elements (ID 22 and 21). The output of 
the grid point force balance is shown below.

1   GPF006A - NONLINEAR GPFORCE TEST PROBLEM                              SEPTEMBER  26, 2003 NX NASTRAN  9/26/03 PAGE    26
     Q4 ELEMENTS + MULTIPLE S.E.'S                                                                      SUPERELEMENT 0              
0    NONLINEARITY ANALYSIS - AUTO/NLPCI + INTOUT=YES                                                         SUBCASE 1              
     LOAD STEP =  1.00000E+00
                                          G R I D   P O I N T   F O R C E   B A L A N C E
 
   POINT-ID    ELEMENT-ID     SOURCE             T1             T2             T3             R1             R2             R3
0       123                  APP-LOAD      -3.287216E-01   1.006007E-02  -5.592173E-03    .0             .0             .0
        123                  F-OF-SPC        .0             .0            5.127304E+00  -2.287795E-04  -1.193804E-02    .0
        123            21    QUAD4         -6.765498E-01   8.791827E+00  -2.111628E+00   8.897618E-04   1.142736E-02  -3.166363E-02
        123                  *TOTALS*      -1.005271E+00   8.801888E+00   3.010083E+00   6.609823E-04  -5.106755E-04  -3.166363E-02

1   GPF006A - NONLINEAR GPFORCE TEST PROBLEM                              SEPTEMBER  26, 2003 NX NASTRAN  9/26/03 PAGE    33
     Q4 ELEMENTS + MULTIPLE S.E.'S                                                                      SUPERELEMENT 10             
0    NONLINEARITY ANALYSIS - AUTO/NLPCI + INTOUT=YES                                                         SUBCASE 1              
     LOAD STEP =  1.00000E+00
                                          G R I D   P O I N T   F O R C E   B A L A N C E
 
   POINT-ID    ELEMENT-ID     SOURCE             T1             T2             T3             R1             R2             R3
        123            22    QUAD4          1.005275E+00  -8.801861E+00  -3.010083E+00  -6.609823E-04   5.106755E-04   3.166376E-02
        123                  *TOTALS*       1.005275E+00  -8.801861E+00  -3.010083E+00  -6.609823E-04   5.106755E-04   3.166376E-02
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Obviously, neither the residual nor the upstream superelement has the 
balanced grid point force.  However, if both sides are added together, the 
balance will be reached. 

• Computational time and memory requirement increase when grid point 
force balance or element strain energy output is requested.  For a large 
nonlinear model, allocation of sufficient memory is important.  Spill logic is 
built in the code, but it may increase the overall computational time.
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6.2 Nonlinear Convergence Tolerance Revisions
The defaults for the nonlinear convergence tolerances have been modified to 
improve run times for most large nonlinear static analyses without appreciably 
sacrificing accuracy.  The new default tolerances also reflect values similar to 
those used in other popular nonlinear FEA programs such as MSC.Marc® 

(MSC.Marc is a registered trademark of MSC.Software Corporation) .  Run times 
of large nonlinear static models with plasticity and/or large deformation models 
will usually improve significantly.  Run times for models with gaps or line contact 
may also improve, but not as significantly.  At this time, it appears that static 
nonlinear heat transfer models and most nonlinear dynamic analysis models 
continue to require the present tight default tolerances.

Starting in this release, default nonlinear tolerances in Solutions 106 and 153 will 
vary according to the model, analysis type, and user-defined precision. Although 
default tolerances can still be overridden by entering values of CONV, EPSU, 
EPSP, and EPSW on the NLPARM entry, default tolerances can now be easily 
invoked with a single parameter, leaving the above fields on the NLPARM entry 
blank.  Depending on the desired level of accuracy and run times, various default 
tolerance sets may be selected.  These tolerances are designated as “very high,” 
“high,” “engineering design,” and “preliminary design” and can now be 
controlled with the new parameter

PARAM,NLTOL,ITOL

where ITOL is an integer value ranging from 0 (very high) to 3 (preliminary 
design). The default is 2 (engineering accuracy) for nonlinear static analysis and 0 
(very high) for nonlinear heat transfer and dynamic analyses.  See “New or 
Modified Parameters” on page 513, for a complete description.

Table 6-1, Table 6-2, and Table 6-3, illustrate the tolerances that will be set by the 
program if the CONV, EPSU, EPSP, and EPSW fields on the NLPARM entry are 
left blank. See Remark 16. of the NLPARM entry for further details.

Table 6-1  Default Tolerances for Static Nonlinear SOL 106 Models Without 
Gaps, Contact or Heat Transfer

NLTOL Designation CONV EPSU EPSP EPSW

0 Very high PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-7

1 High PW _______ 1.0E-2 1.0E-3

2 Engineering PW _______ 1.0E-2 1.0E-2
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To use the new default tolerances, the CONV, EPSU, EPSP, and EPSW fields of the 
NLPARM entry must be left blank.  In addition, the NINC field must also either be 
blank or have a value of 10 or larger.  There are two reasons for this: (1) Most cases 
studied to date show that approximately 10 load steps or more are required for 
proper accuracy and convergence with the new tolerances, and (2) some users may 
have already “calibrated” a model as to the number of load steps necessary for good 
results using the previous default tolerances.  Therefore, if NINC is set to a value 
between 1 and 9, the previous default tolerances (i.e. “very high” accuracy) will be 
used.  It should be noted that although the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide did not 
specify a default for NINC, the default prior to this release was actually 1.  For this 
release, the default value for NINC has been changed to 10.

If PARAM,NLTOL is not specified, then the default convergence tolerances are the 
same as if PARAM,NLTOL,2 had been entered except for heat transfer problems, for 
which the default is PARAM,NLTOL,0.  The type of analysis will be detected 
automatically by NX Nastran and the default tolerances adjusted accordingly.

3 Prelim Design PW _______ 1.0E-1 1.0E-1

none Engineering PW _______ 1.0E-2 1.0E-2

Table 6-2  Default Tolerances for Static Nonlinear SOL 106 Models With Gaps 
or Contact (Enter NLTOL Values of 0 or 2 Only or Omit the Parameter)

NLTOL Designation CONV EPSU EPSP EPSW

0 Very high PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-7

2 Engineering PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-5

None Engineering PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-5

Table 6-3  Default Tolerances for Static Nonlinear SOL 106 or 153 Models With 
Heat Transfer (Enter NLTOL Value of 0 Only or Omit the Parameter)

NLTOL Designation CONV EPSU EPSP EPSW

0 Very high PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-7

None Very high PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-7

Table 6-1  Default Tolerances for Static Nonlinear SOL 106 Models Without 
Gaps, Contact or Heat Transfer

NLTOL Designation CONV EPSU EPSP EPSW
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Dynamic problems using SOL 129 and 159 retain the same previous default 
tolerances as described in “TSTEPNL” on page 1404 of the NX Nastran Quick 
Reference Guide.

The defaults on the NLPCI entry (arc length incremental solution strategy) have 
not been changed.

As in the past, if the user has a good idea of what to use for the default tolerances 
and/or number of increments, then these values should be used.  If the problem 
is nearly linear, a value of NINC=1 sometimes yields acceptable results.  For small 
problems, it is recommended that the previous defaults (very high tolerances) be 
used because, in these cases, run times are generally not significant.

Because nonlinear tolerances now depend on NLTOL, NINC (on the NLPARM 
entry), and other possible NLPARM overrides, convergence tolerances actually 
used by the code are now echoed in the output file (right after the Bulk Data echo, 
if any) as shown in the following example:

Examples of Convergence Tolerance Changes
A very large nonlinear model consisting of approximately 950,000 DOFs was 
studied extensively to determine the effect of various tolerances on run time and 
accuracy.  This particular model did not employ heat transfer, gaps, or contact.  
Results of the study showed that compared to the present “very high accuracy” 
solution, acceptable accuracy can be achieved for both the “high accuracy” and 
“engineering accuracy” designations.  The “preliminary design” accuracy 
tolerances produces results with the same general trends as other reasonable 

DEFAULT NONLINEAR TOLERANCES
NLPARM ID 10
NINC 10
EPSU 1.00000E-03 (not normally used)
EPSP 1.00000E-03
EPSW 1.00000E-05

BASED ON
MODEL HAS GAPS AND/OR LINE CONTACT
(VALUES YOU ENTER OVERRIDE THE ABOVE DEFAULTS)
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tolerances, but the answers were considered too inexact for analyses other than 
preliminary design tradeoff studies.  The following table summarizes the effect of 
changing the tolerances for this large model.

Many test cases were also analyzed using the new default tolerances.  For all models 
run to date, satisfactory results were obtained.  For those models that invoked the 
new “engineering design” tolerances (because NINC, CONV, EPSU, EPSP and EPSW 
were blank) results changed as expected.  Typically, such changes were largest, on a 
percentage basis, for the smallest responses in the model.  Maximum response values 
experienced little change.  For example, if the largest displacement was 0.01, then 
displacements with values around 0.01 changed by about 1% or less, but 
displacements that were originally 0.0001 might change by 20% or even more.  If the 
maximum stress was 20,000, then stresses around 20,000 would change by 1% or less, 
but stresses around 1000 might change by 20% or more.  If the problem produced 
primarily displacements in the Y direction, then using the “engineering tolerances” 
gives larger cross-axis response in the X and Z directions than do the “very high” 
accuracy tolerances.  Stresses behave in a similar manner.  However, deformed 
contour plots of most models using the two accuracy values show little or no 
difference.  If cross-axis responses or if stresses away from the most highly stressed 
regions are important, or if the nonlinear material properties of the model are known 
with great precision, the “very high” accuracy tolerances should be used.  However 
for most analyses, the “engineering design” tolerances will often suffice.

Changes to the NLPARM Entry 
Although included in its entirety in the “New or Modified Bulk Data Entries” on 
page 379, note the following changes to the NLPARM Bulk Data entry.

Accuracy Type
Tolerances Run time 

CPU 
hours

Accuracy for the large 
modelEPSP EPSW

Very high* 0.001 1.0E-7 163.2 Very Good

High 0.01 0.001 10.3 5% or less accurate

Engineering Design 0.01 0.01 7.0 10% or less accurate

Preliminary Design 0.1 0.1 2.9 10% to 20% less accurate

*Same as previous default tolerances.
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The following field comments have been revised:

• NINC Number of increments.  (0<Integer<1000; Default=10; See 
Remark 16)

• EPSU Error tolerance for displacement (U) criterion.  (Real>0.0; 
Default=1.0E-2; See Remark 16)

• EPSP Error tolerance for load (P) criterion.  (Real>0.0; Usual
default=1.0E-2; See Remark 16)

• EPSW Error tolerance for work (W) criterion.  (Real>0.0; Usual 
default=1.0E-2; See Remark 16)

A new Remark, 16, has been added:

16. Default tolerance sets are determined based on model type and desired 
accuracy.  Accuracy is under user control and can be specified on the 
PARAM,NLTOL entry.  NLTOL’s value is used only if the CONV, 
EPSU, EPSP and EPSW fields are blank, and if NINC is blank or set to a 
value of 10 or larger.  Otherwise, the NLTOL selection will be 
overridden.  The tables below list tolerances according to NLTOL 
selections:

  Default Tolerances for Static Nonlinear SOL 106 Models Without Gaps, 
Contact or Heat Transfer

NLTOL Designation CONV EPSU EPSP EPSW

0 Very high PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-7

1 High PW _______ 1.0E-2 1.0E-3

2 Engineering PW _______ 1.0E-2 1.0E-2

3 Prelim Design PW _______ 1.0E-1 1.0E-1

None Engineering PW _______ 1.0E-2 1.0E-2

  Default Tolerances for Static Nonlinear SOL 106 Models With Gaps or Contact 
(Enter NLTOL Values of 0 or 2 Only or Omit the Parameter)

NLTOL Designation CONV EPSU EPSP EPSW

0 Very high PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-7

2 Engineering PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-5

None Engineering PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-5
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  Default Tolerances for Static Nonlinear SOL 106 or 153 Models With Heat 
Transfer (Enter NLTOL Value of 0 Only or Omit the Parameter)

NLTOL Designation CONV EPSU EPSP EPSW

0 Very high PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-7

None Very high PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-7
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6.3 Nonlinear Buckling Analysis

Introduction
Nonlinear buckling analysis capability has been available for a long time in SOL 
106 using a restart with PARAM,BUCKLE,1, as described in Section 10.1 of the 
MSC.Nastran® Handbook of Nonlinear Analysis (MSC.Nastran is a registered 
trademark of MSC.Software Corporation). While serving the purpose of the 
nonlinear buckling analysis following a static nonlinear analysis, this buckling 
analysis procedure is cumbersome to the user because it requires a restart.   

To provide a more convenient and versatile capability for nonlinear buckling 
analysis, an option for a buckling analysis using a cold-start run with 
PARAM,BUCKLE,2 was introduced in MSC.Nastran 70.7. This option allows 
buckling analysis in any Subcase that has a METHOD command specified for an 
eigenvalue analysis. A few errors in the BUCKLE=2 option  have been detected in 
MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 and corrected in NX Nastran. 
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Example (NLSOLIDB.DAT)
The following input file shows how a nonlinear buckling analysis can be performed 
in a cold start run:

The buckling analysis is requested in Subcases 2 and 3 in the example.   Notice that 
the KSTEP field on each of the NLPARM entries for both Subcases 2 and 3 are set to 
1 to force a stiffness matrix update at every  solution step.   The PARAM,BUCKLE,2 
is placed above Subcase 1, but it could be placed in the Bulk Data Section or under 
the desired subcases.   The buckling solutions in Subcases 2 and 3 will be different 
because the nonlinear buckling solution is an approximate solution based on 
extrapolation of two consecutive incremental solutions.    The buckling solution tends 
to be more accurate when these two consecutive incremental steps are closer to the 
buckling point.   However, the user does not know where the buckling point is until 
the analysis is performed.  For this reason, the user may want to divide the load into 
a number of subcases and perform buckling analysis in multiple subcases.

ID NLSOLIDB,V1.0 $  SHL 4/27/00
SOL 106 $ 
DIAG 8 ,50 $
TIME 60 $ FOR VAX
CEND
TITLE=ELASTIC-PLASTIC BUCKLING OF IMPERFECT SPHERICAL SHELL
SUBTITLE=HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE APPLIED,PERIPHERY CLAMPED
 SET 10 =100,200,109,209,119,219,131,231
 SET 20 =10,11,15,20,25
 SET 30 = 1000
  ECHO=UNSORT
  DISP=10
  OLOAD=30
  STRESS(PLOT)=20
SPC=10
$ buckling analysis in cold-start 
PARAM,BUCKLE,2
$
SUBCASE 1
  LOAD=10
  NLPARM=10
SUBCASE 2  
  LOAD=20
  NLPARM=20
  METHOD=30        $ for buckling analysis 
SUBCASE 3  
  LOAD=30
  NLPARM=30
  METHOD=30        $ for buckling analysis
BEGIN BULK
$ FOR BUCKLING ANALYSIS
EIGB 30 SINV 0.0 2. 20 2 2
$ PARAMETERS
PARAM      POST      0
PARAM      LGDISP  1
NLPARM    10          2 AUTO  7 30      yes
NLPARM    20  5 AUTO 1  30 yes
NLPARM    30          2 AUTO 1   yes
$ LOADING
LOAD 10 1. 2. 1 2. 2
LOAD 20 1. 3. 1 3. 2
LOAD 30 1. 3.5 1 3.5 2
$  unit pressure is 1000 psi
PLOAD4 1 10 1000. 100
PLOAD4 1 11 1000. 101 104
…
$  a dummy force applied to a fixed point to output critical buckling load 
FORCE   2 1000 1000.  0.  0.  1.
GRID   1000  0.  0.  0.  123456
…
…
ENDDATA
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In the previous example, pressure loads of 2000 and 3000 psi are applied in the 
first and the second subcase, respectively.   The second subcase has five 
increments with an incremental pressure of 200 psi.

At the end of the second subcase, an eigenvalue analysis is performed due to 
PARAM,BUCKLE,2, which resulted in .   Then the critical buckling 
load is calculated as

The third subcase applies a pressure load of 3500 psi in two increments, followed 
by a buckling analysis.

The buckling analysis resulted in , and the buckling load from this 
second eigenvalue analysis yields

If this buckling analysis is repeated by a restart run into subcase 3 using 
PARAM,BUCKLE,1, the eigenvalue analysis should give an identical solution 
within round-off error. 

Discussion
Let us return to the example list of the input data for a review.   Notice the 
OLOAD request for grid point 1000 that is fixed in space.   However, a force of 
1000 is applied to this dummy node with the same scaling in the LOAD Bulk Data 
as the pressure load.   This OLOAD request prints the applied load for GRID 1000 
at the eigenvalue solution step under the heading LOAD VECTOR.   This applied 
load at buckling is identical to the critical buckling load calculated above. One can 
use this value as the critical buckling load instead of performing the above 
calculation.

There are two more ways to estimate the critical buckling load. One method is the 
arclength method that can provide solutions past the critical buckling load into 
the post-buckling state. Using the arclength method, the nodal displacement of a 
point with the most noticeable motion should be traced to detect the peak load.   
The applied load at this peak resembles the critical buckling load. Another 
method is to use the Newton’s method until the solution cannot be obtained due 
to divergence, in which case adaptive bisection method is activated in the vicinity 
of the critical buckling load and stops at the limit load close to the critical buckling 
load.    When the example problem was analyzed using an arclength method 
(CRIS), the solution went through the peak load of  3559.2 psi. When the same 

α 0.4681=

Pcr Pn= α∆ P+ 3000= 0.4681+ 200⋅ 3093.62=

α 0.1135=

Pcr Pn= α∆ P+ 3500= 0.1135+ 250⋅ 3528.38=
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problem was analyzed using the Newton’s method with bisection procedure, the 
solution traced up to the maximum load of 3540.63 psi before diverging due to 
instability.   When the model was remeshed with about 100 times more elements, the 
buckling analysis procedure predicted a critical buckling load at 3545.43 psi. In this 
refined model, Newton’s method with bisection converged up to 3546.88 psi and the 
arclength method peaked at 3555.72 psi.

Concluding Remarks
The following conclusion can be drawn from the preceding example.   More refined 
models generally result in more accurate solutions as the eigenvalue analysis predicts 
a more accurate buckling point as the two soultion points for extrapolation approach 
the actual bucking point. Comparison of the results confirms that the limit load 
obtained from Newton’s method with adaptive bisection process closely predicts the 
critical buckling load.  The arclength method tends to predict a slightly higher value 
for the buckling load.
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6.4 Quadratic Tetrahedron Element for Nonlinear 
Analysis

Introduction
The four-noded tetrahedron element has been available for nonlinear analysis in 
MSC.Nastran since Version 65. In this release, a quadratic (10-noded) tetrahedron 
element for nonlinear analysis capabilities has been added. Its applications 
include material and geometric nonlinearities in nonlinear static (SOL 106) and 
transient dynamic (SOL 129) analyses.

The 10-noded TETRA element has been validated for a variety of nonlinear 
problems using numerous cases of patch tests and problems of increasing 
complexity.   If the theoretical solution was not known, equivalent HEXA element 
models or 4-noded TETRA models were used for verification.

Example (NLTET10.DAT)
A spherical shell structure with double curvature subjected to external pressure 
is modeled by a 10-degree segment with the periphery clamped, simulating an 
axisymmetric model. The model consists of 2667 grid points and 1409 10-noded 
TETRA elements, as shown in Figure 6-2. This model is physically identical to the 
one presented in the nonlinear buckling analysis section.

The problem involves large displacements and plastic deformation. The pressure 
load is applied in three subcases: 2000 psi in the first subcase, 3000 psi in the 
second subcase, and 4000 psi in the third subcase which uses an arclength 
method. The first subcase has two load increments and the deformation is within 
the elastic limit. The second subcase has five load increments and it undergoes 
plastic deformation, without any bisection.   The third subcase proceeds with an 
adaptive arclength method using an initial increment of five.   The arclength 
process experiences a snap-through at 3560.98 psi before terminating at 30 
specified increments near a load of 4000 psi.    The deformed shapes (displacement 
in true scale) before and after the snap-through are shown in Figure 6-3 and 
Figure 6-4, respectively. The nonlinear buckling analysis predicted a critical 
buckling load at 3546.54 psi. These results indeed show a good agreement with 
solutions presented in the preceding buckling example that was based on a model 
consisting of HEXA elements. 
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Figure 6-2  Undeformed Shape

Figure 6-3  Deformed Shape at Buckling, 3560.98 psi
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Figure 6-4  Post Snap-Through at 3821.85 psi Superimposed with 
Undeformed Shape
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6.5 Enhancements to Prestressed Normal Mode 
Analysis

Introduction
Prestressed normal mode in nonlinear static analysis (SOL 106) has been improved in 
this release. All known errors related to this subject—including errors 38614 and 
38682—have been corrected.  The DMAP alter (s38614.alt) can be used to avoid the 
above errors in MSC.Nastran Version 70.7.  Many of these features have been 
available since MSC.Nastran Version 70.7, but were not well documented.

User Interface
Prestressed normal modes can be requested at the end of each subcase in SOL 106 by 
adding the following items to the input file. 

• Add METHOD=SID in the subcase of interest. A prestressed normal mode 
analysis will then be performed at the end of this subcase.  The METHOD 
command points to an EIGRL or EIGR Bulk Data entry which then selects 
an eigenvalue method.

• For multiple normal mode analyses in SOL 106, the METHOD command 
may appear in more than one subcase or above all subcases.  In the latter 
case, a normal mode analysis is performed at the end of each subcase. The 
stiffness used for modal analysis corresponds to the last step of the subcase. 
Modal analysis cannot be performed at intermediate solution step.

• A PARAM,NMLOOP,loopid command must appear in the Case Control or 
Bulk Data Section to request a normal mode analysis at the end of those 
subcases with a METHOD command. The actual value of loopid is 
unimportant as long as it is a positive integer.  This alleviates the 
cumbersome task of figuring out the exact loopid.

• Add the appropriate EIGRL or EIGR entry in the Bulk Data Section of the 
NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide. 
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Example (TURBINE1.DAT)
The following example is a normal mode analysis of a prestressed turbine blade. 
(See Figure 6-5) The blade is modeled with CHEXA elements and loaded with 
centrifugal forces (RFORCE). The default iteration strategy is selected on the 
NLPARM Bulk Data entry. In this release, NX Nastran automatically updates the 
stiffness matrix at the end of the subcase if a METHOD Case Control command 
appears in the subcase. In MSC.Nastran Version 70.7, it was necessary to use the 
s38614.alt alter to get the same results as in this release of NX Nastran.

Figure 6-5  Prestressed Modes of a Turbine Blade 
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An excerpt of the input file is shown below.

Restart from SOL 106 into SOL 103 or into Another Linear 
Solution Sequence
For the purpose of a prestressed normal modes analysis, the old way of restarting 
from SOL 106 into SOL 103 is no longer necessary; the user can, instead, restart from 
a SOL 106 run into another SOL 106 run to perform the prestressed normal modes 
calculation. 

Restarts from SOL 106 into linear solution sequences are not recommended to the 
novice user because of several limitations. The results of the linear restart are 
incremental values with respect to the preload, not total values. However, some 
experienced users restart from SOL 106 into SOL 103 to perform prestressed modal 
analysis with changing boundary conditions, or restart into another linear solution 
sequence to perform a perturbed linear solution on a preloaded structure. In the SOL 
106 cold start run, KMETHOD=’ITER’ or ‘AUTO’ and KSTEP=1 must be specified on 
the NLPARM Bulk Data entry in order to restart from the end of the subcase. With 

SOL 106
DIAG 8
CEND
TITLE = Turbine Blade
  ECHO  = SORT,PUNCH
  SPC = 200
  LOAD = 300
  NLPAR = 400
  METHO = 500
  DISP(PLOT) = ALL
  ELST(PLOT) = ALL
  NLSTRESS   = NONE
BEGIN BULK
PSOLID 100 100
MAT1 100     1.+7            .3      1.
RFORCE  300                     .5                      1.      2
NLPARM 400     1                               200                     +N
+N             1.-6    1.-12                                           +B
+B      0
EIGRL 500                     6
PARAM COUPMASS1
PARAM LGDISP 1
PARAM NMLOOP 1
PARAM POST 0
$
CHEXA   1       100     10000   10001   10101   10100   11000   11001   +M00000 
+M00000 11101   11100                                                           
GRID    19324           44.     4.5     -.2             456                     
SPC1    200     123     10000   10100   10200   10300   11000   11100   +M00648 
+M00648 11200   11300   12000   12100   12200   12300   13000   13100   +M00649 
+M00649 13200   13300   14000   14100   14200   14300   15000   15100   +M00650 
+M00650 15200   15300   16000   16100   16200   16300   17000   17100   +M00651 
+M00651 17200   17300   18000   18100   18200   18300   19000   19100   +M00652 
+M00652 19200   19300    
$
$   PLUS THE REST OF THE MODEL                                                       
$
ENDDATA
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these parameters, all nonlinear information is stored on the database so that the 
nonlinear tangent stiffness can be recovered in the linear restart run. The 
following command must be included in the linear restart run:

• PARAM,NMLOOP,loopid in the Case Control or Bulk Data Section, 
where loopid is the load step id at the end of a subcase from the SOL 106 
cold start run.

Restarts are also allowed at intermediate steps within a subcase. The parameter 
INTOUT on the NLPARM entry must be set to ‘YES’ or ‘ALL’ in the SOL 106 cold 
start run to store intermediate steps on the database for restart purposes. 
However, the follower force stiffness may not be updated at intermediate steps. 
Therefore, the user should restart from the end of a subcase if the effect of follower 
force stiffness is important.

Differential Stiffness and Follower Force Stiffness in 
Linear and Nonlinear Solution Sequences 
For prestressed normal mode analysis, it is useful to know which stiffness 
contributions are included. The table below summarizes the action of the 
parameters LGDISP and FOLLOWK in SOL 106 as compared to the action of 
FOLLOWK in linear solution sequences. In some cases, the default settings for 
linear and nonlinear solution sequences are not the same. In nonlinear static 
analysis (SOL 106), for the default of LGDISP=-1 (geometric linear), the parameter 
FOLLOWK (follower force stiffness) is ignored.  For LGDISP=1, FOLLOWK is set 
to YES by default. In the linear solution sequences, FOLLOWK=YES is the default, 
see Case No. 3 in Table 6-4.

In theory, the follower force stiffness is unsymmetric. The linear solution 
sequences always symmetrize the follower force stiffness. In MSC.Nastran 
Version 70.7, SOL 106 used the unsymmetric follower force stiffness and 
performance problems have been reported. Starting in this release, by default, 
SOL 106 uses the symmetrized follower force stiffness to improve performance. If 
the user wants to use the unsymmetric follower force stiffness, the parameter 
FKSYMFAC can be specified for this purpose. See “New or Modified 
Parameters” on page 513 for further details. The use of the symmetrized follower 
force stiffness is recommended because it gives sufficient accurate results with 
substantial performance improvement.
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In SOL 129, follower forces are included, however, the follower force stiffness is never 
calculated.

where:

All other linear solution sequences (e.g., SOL 105, 108, etc.) have the same default as 
SOL 103. 

Table 6-4  Differential Stiffness and Follower Force Stiffness Contribution

Parameters SOL 106
Cold Start or Restart

Restart 
from SOL 
106 into 
SOL 103

SOL 103 
Cold 
Start 
Using 

STATSUB

LGDISP FOLLOWK
Nonlinear 
Element 

Force
Stiffness Stiffness Stiffness

1 1 YES L+M+D+F L+M+D+F L+M+D+F L+D’+F’

2 1 NO L+M+D+F L+M+D L+M+D L+D’

3 -1 YES L+M L+M L+M+D’+F’ L+D’+F’

4 -1 NO L+M L+M L+M+D’ L+D’

5 2 YES L+M+D L+M+D+F L+M+D+F L+D’+F’

6 2 NO L+M+D L+M+D L+M+D L+D’

L = linear part of element force or stiffness

M = material nonlinear part of element force or stiffness

D = differential or geometric nonlinear part of element force or stiffness

D’ = differential part of stiffness for small deformations

F = follower force part of element force or stiffness

F’ = follower force part of stiffness for small deformations
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7 Model Checkout and Evaluation Tools

■ Weight Checks

■ Grounding Checks

■ Grid Point Kinetic Energy

■ Element Strain Energy Enhancements

■ Element Kinetic Energy

■ Element Energy Loss
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7.1 Weight Checks
In this release, a weight check may now be requested that is similar to the GRID 
POINT WEIGHT GENERATOR output (requested with PARAM,GRDPNT) but 
with additional options.  The weight check is requested with the WEIGHTCHECK 
Case Control command.

For example, WEIGHTCHECK=YES requests a weight check of the g-set. 
WEIGHTCHECK (SET=ALL)=YES requests a weight check of all DOF sets. The 
weight check is very similar to, and is intended to replace the weight check 
performed in the checka alter found in the SSSAlter library. 

The main difference between PARAM,GRDPNT and WEIGHTCHECK is that the 
weight check may be performed at any or all stages of the mass reduction (see the 
SET keyword).

WEIGHTCHECK

PRINT
NOPRINT

PUNCH, SET, G, N, N AUTOSPC, F, A,V+

ALL 
 
 

 
 
 

=




GRID gid, CGI YES
NO

WEIGHT
MASS

,= =




YES
NO 

 
 

=

SET 
Keywords DOF Set Description

G g-set before single point, multipoint constraints, and rigid 
elements are applied

N n-set after multipoint constraints and rigid elements are 
applied

N+AUTO n-set with 
AUTOSPC

same as the n-set with the rows/columns in the 
mass matrix corresponding to degrees-of-freedom 
constrained by the PARAM,AUTOSPC operation 
zeroed out

F f-set after single point, multipoint constraints, and rigid 
elements are applied

A a-set after static condensation

V v-set Component mode mass which combines the o-set, r-
set, and c-set
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The GRID keyword references the grid point for the calculation of the rigid body 
motion.  For SET<>G, the keyword CGI=YES requests output of center gravity and 
mass moments of intertia calculation. 

It should be noted that the q-set degrees-of-freedom in the current superelement and 
those from upstream superelements are eliminated from the check.  It should also be 
noted that in superelement analysis, the weight check includes the weight of 
upstream superelements.

At DOF sets below the g-set, the weight check also computes weight loss or gain from 
the g-set. 

Here is an example of WEIGHTCHECK output for the a-set:

The first matrix printed out is simply the rigid body mass matrix for the a-set mass. 
The second matrix is the comparison of the diagonal terms with respect to the g-set 
WEIGHTCHECK output.

G must be one of the selected sets in the SET keyword in order to get the comparison.  
If G is not one of the selected sets, then “N/A” will be printed for the comparison.

WEIGHTCHECK is available in all solution sequences.  However, in SOLs 101, 105, 
114, and 116, because no mass reduction is performed, only 
WEIGHTCHECK(SET=G) is available.

 O U T P U T   F R O M   W E I G H T   C H E C K
                                 DEGREES OF FREEDOM SET = A       
                                 REFERENCE POINT =        0
                                          M O
*  1.559152E-02 -1.308159E-18  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00 -4.915227E-02 *
* -6.540795E-19  1.410569E-02  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  9.119664E-20 *
*  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  1.516500E-02  4.761092E-02  3.401213E-17  0.000000E+00 *
*  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  4.761092E-02  1.513152E-01  9.075353E-17  0.000000E+00 *
*  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  3.401213E-17  9.189817E-17  2.319450E-03  0.000000E+00 *
* -4.915227E-02  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  1.578139E-01 *

                      CHANGE WITH RESPECT TO G-SET RIGID BODY MASS/WEIGHT
*     -62 %                                                                           *
*                   -65 %                                                             *
*                                 -63 %                                               *
*                                               -17 %                                 *
*                                                             -64 %                   *
*                                                                           -16 %     *
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7.2 Grounding Checks
In this release, the user may now request a grounding check of the stiffness matrix. 
(Grounding check is also referred to as rigid body check because the stiffness 
matrix is multiplied by the rigid body transformation matrix.) The grounding 
check identifies unintentional constraints and ill-conditioning in the stiffness 
matrix.  The grounding check is very similar to—and is intended as a replacement 
for—the grounding check performed in the checka alter found in the SSSAlter 
library. 

The grounding check is requested with the GROUNDCHECK Case Control 
command. 

For example, GROUNDCHECK=YES requests a grounding check of the g-set. 
GROUNDCHECK(SET=ALL)=YES requests a grounding check of all DOF sets. 

The check may be performed at any or all stages of the stiffness reduction (see the 
SET keyword): 

GROUNDCHECK

PRINT
NOPRINT

PUNCH, SET, G, N, N AUTOSPC, F, A+

ALL 
 
 

 
 
 

=




GRID gid, THRESH e,DATAREC = YES
NO

RTHRESH r=( ),= =




YES
NO 

 
 

=

SET 
Keyword DOF Set Description

G   g-set before single point, multipoint constraints, and rigid 
elements are applied

N   n-set after multipoint constraints and rigid elements are 
applied

N+AUTO   n-set with 
AUTOSPC 

same as the n-set with the rows/columns in the 
stiffness matrix corresponding to degrees-of-
freedom constrained by the PARAM,AUTOSPC 
operation zeroed out

F   f-set after single point, multipoint constraints, and rigid 
elements are applied

A   a-set after static condensation
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The THRESH keyword specifies the maximum strain energy that passes the 
grounding check.  DATAREC=YES  requests data recovery of grounding forces.  The 
RTHRESH=r keyword prints the grounding forces larger than r percent of the largest 
grounding force if DATAREC is set to YES.

Note that the q-set degrees-of-freedom in the current superelement and those from 
upstream superelements are eliminated from the check. 

User Information Message 7570 is issued by GROUNDCHECK for each DOF set 
requested.  The strain energy is computed in each direction of the rigid body motion 
and by default, if the strain energy exceeds the tolerance, then “FAIL” is printed out 
for that directory. The tolerance is set by dividing the largest stiffness term by 1.E10. 
The THRESH keyword can be used to further control the amount of output (see 
Appendix A). Possible reasons for failure are also printed after the strain energies.  
Here is an example for the g-set that indicates the stiffness matrix passes the 
grounding check in all six rigid body directions:

Here is an example for the f-set that indicates the stiffness matrix fails the grounding 
check in all six rigid body directions:

If the DATAREC keyword is specified and the rigid body check fails then data 
recovery will be performed to compute and print the grounding forces to make it 
easy to locate the source of the failure.  By default, only those grounding forces larger 

RESULTS OF RIGID BODY CHECKS OF MATRIX KGG      (G-SET)  FOLLOW:         
     PRINT RESULTS IN ALL SIX DIRECTIONS AGAINST THE LIMIT OF   2.725275E-04  
           DIRECTION        STRAIN ENERGY        PASS/FAIL                    
           ---------        -------------        ---------                    
             1               1.484295E-09          PASS                       
             2               2.182787E-10          PASS                       
             3               1.637090E-11          PASS                       
             4               1.619810E-10          PASS                       
             5               2.727802E-10          PASS                       
             6               1.054841E-07          PASS                       
     SOME POSSIBLE REASONS MAY LEAD TO THE FAILURE:                           
       1. CELASI ELEMENTS CONNECTING TO ONLY ONE GRID POINT;                  
       2. CELASI ELEMENTS CONNECTING TO NON-COINCIDENT POINTS;                
       3. CELASI ELEMENTS CONNECTING TO NON-COLINEAR DOF;                     
       4. IMPROPERLY DEFINED DMIG MATRICES; 

 *** USER INFORMATION MESSAGE 7570 (GPWG1D)                                   
     RESULTS OF RIGID BODY CHECKS OF MATRIX KFF      (F-SET)  FOLLOW:         
     PRINT RESULTS IN ALL SIX DIRECTIONS AGAINST THE LIMIT OF   1.464858E-04  
           DIRECTION        STRAIN ENERGY        PASS/FAIL                                                               
           ---------        -------------        ---------                                                               
             1               2.564102E+05          FAIL                                                                  
             2               7.326008E+05          FAIL                                                                  
             3               2.237437E+03          FAIL                                                                  
             4               6.057062E+02          FAIL                                                                  
             5               4.015165E+03          FAIL                                                                  
             6               8.747863E+04          FAIL                                                                  
     SOME POSSIBLE REASONS MAY LEAD TO THE FAILURE:                                                                      
       1. CONSTRAINTS WHICH PREVENT RIGID-BODY MOTION. 
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than 10 percent of the largest grounding force will be printed (see RTHRESH 
keyword).  Here is an example of grounding forces created by moving the model 
in rigid body direction 1 associated with the f-set failure shown above:

 DIRECTION        1   
                                G R O U N D   C H E C K   F O R C E S  ( F - S E T )                                     
                                                                                                                         
      POINT ID.   TYPE          T1             T2             T3             R1             R2             R3            
             3      G      2.564102E+05  -2.884615E+05    .0             .0             .0             .0                
             4      G      2.564102E+05   2.884615E+05    .0             .0             .0             .0 
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7.3 Grid Point Kinetic Energy
In normal modes analysis in this release, you can now request the kinetic energy at a 
set of grid points with the GPKE Case Control command:

The results of the Grid Point Kinetic Energy request GPKE have the same format as 
a DISPLACEMENT output:

However, the values represent the relative amount of kinetic energy in each degree-
of-freedom at each GRID point. Note that the values are scaled such that the total 
kinetic energy is 1.0 and the printed values are further scaled to be a percentage of the 
total.

For models using the lumped mass formulation, the Grid Point Kinetic energy can be 
used to examine the distribution of kinetic energy among the grid points and is 
computed as:

Where  indicates that the mass-normalized eigenvectors so that the total grid 
point kinetic energy is scaled to be unity and the operator indicates term-wise 
matrix multiplication. The Grid Point Kinetic Energy output has limited meaning for 
a coupled mass formulation. Because the coupled mass formulation produces a 
coupling of mass across grid points, the sharing of kinetic energy among grid points 

GPKE
PRINT

NOPRINT
PUNCH,  THRESH e=( ),

ALL
n

NONE 
 
 
 
 

=

EIGENVALUE =  1.914339E+01                                                                                   
    CYCLES =  6.963531E-01         G R I D   P O I N T   K I N E T I C   E N E R G Y   (  P E R C E N T  )   
                                                         MODE NUMBER =        4                              
                                                                                                             
POINT ID.   TYPE          T1             T2             T3             R1             R2             R3      
       1      G       .0             .0             .0             .0             .0             .0          
       2      G       .0             .0             .0             .0             .0             .0          
       3      G      2.164691E-03   2.262123E+00    .0             .0             .0             .0          
       4      G      2.164691E-03   2.262123E+00    .0             .0             .0             .0          
       5      G      2.466655E-32   1.828525E-01    .0             .0             .0             .0          
       6      G      1.783813E-03   3.179767E+00    .0             .0             .0             .0          
       7      G      1.783813E-03   3.179767E+00    .0             .0             .0             .0          
       8      G      2.985233E-32   2.590253E-01    .0             .0             .0             .0          
       9      G      7.929645E-04   1.179093E+01    .0             .0             .0             .0          
      10      G      7.929645E-04   1.179093E+01    .0             .0             .0             .0          
      11      G      2.003826E-03   3.253929E+01    .0             .0             .0             .0          
      12      G      2.003826E-03   3.253929E+01    .0             .0             .0             .0          
     101      G       .0             .0             .0             .0             .0             .0          
     102      G       .0             .0             .0             .0             .0             .0          
     103      G      7.125677E-36   9.556570E-08    .0             .0             .0            4.026777E-04 
     105      G       .0             .0             .0             .0             .0             .0          
     106      G       .0             .0             .0             .0             .0             .0 

Ekg
Φg

mass
MggΦg

mass[ ]⊗=

Φg
mass

  ⊗
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can occur.  In general, this obscures the meaning of the computation as a means of 
identifying important model parameters to control modal behavior.
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7.4 Element Strain Energy Enhancements
Previously, element strain energy was computed for real numbers only. Thus, 
element stain energy was not supported in frequency response analysis due to the 
presence of complex numbers.  Starting in this release, this limitation has been 
removed. Thus, element strain energy is supported by both real and complex 
Solution Sequences. Note that even though the solution is complex in frequency 
response, the strain element energy will be output in real numbers. The output of 
element strain energy is written to the .f06 and .op2 file as well.

Element strain energy is requested by the ESE Case Control command. In this release, 
several options are added to the ESE Case Control command. The format of the Case 
Control command for ESE is as follows:

Format:

Examples:

ESE=ALL
ESE (PUNCH, THRESH=.0001)=19 

Describers Meaning

PRINT Write energies to the print file. (default)

PUNCH Write energies to the punch file.

PLOT Do not write energies to either the punch file or the print file.

AVERAGE Requests average energy in frequency response analysis only. 
(default)

AMPLITUDE Requests amplitude of energy in frequency response analysis 
only.

PEAK Requests peak energy for frequency response analysis only. 
PEAK is the sum of AVERAGE and AMPLITUDE.

ESE
PRINT, PUNCH

PLOT

AVERAGE
AMPLITUDE

PEAK

THRESH p=[ ]
 
 
 
  ALL

n
NONE 

 
 
 
 

=
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For frequency response analysis, the energy may be computed in one of three 
ways as selected by

• AVERAGE:

• AMPLITUDE:

• PEAK:

where:

Limitations:

In SOL 111, ESE can only be requested if PARAM,DDRMM,-1 is used. Element 
data recovery for thermal loads is not currently implemented in dynamics.

THRESH Energies for elements having an energy value of less than p% 
will be suppressed in all output files–print, punch, plot, op2, 
and xdb. THRESH overrides the value of TINY described in 
Remark 1.  (Default=0.001)

ALL Energy for all elements will be computed.

n Set identification number.  Energy for all elements specified on 
the SET n command will be computed. The SET n command 
must be specified in the same subcase as the ESE command or 
above all subcases. (Integer>0)

NONE Element Strain Energy will not be outputted.

= elemental energy

= displacement - real part

= displacement - imaginary part

= elemental stiffness

Eo
1
4
--- ur{ } T

Ke[ ] ur{ } ui{ } T
Ke[ ] ui{ }+( )=

Ea
1
4
--- ur{ } T

Ke[ ] ur{ } ui{ } T
Ke[ ] ui{ }–( )

2
2 ur{ } T

Ke[ ] ui{ }( )
2

+=

Epeak Eo= Ea+

E

ur{ }

ui{ }

Ke[ ]
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Following is a .f06 excerpt of average element strain energy output in frequency 
response analysis:

FREQUENCY =  1.000000E+00                                                                                           
                         E L E M E N T   S T R A I N   E N E R G I E S   ( A V E R A G E )                          
                                                                                                                    
          ELEMENT-TYPE = BAR                 * TOTAL ENERGY OF ALL ELEMENTS IN PROBLEM     =   1.195547E+05         
          SUBCASE               2            * TOTAL ENERGY OF ALL ELEMENTS IN SET      -1 =   1.195547E+05         
                                                                                                                    
                              ELEMENT-ID          STRAIN-ENERGY           PERCENT OF TOTAL    STRAIN-ENERGY-DENSITY 
                                     101          2.102871E-05                  .0000              1.051435E-07     
                                     102          2.893353E-02                  .0000              1.446677E-04     
                                     103          2.029759E-01                  .0002              1.014879E-03 
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7.5 Element Kinetic Energy
Staring in this release, element kinetic energy computation can be requested by 
the new EKE Case Control command that supports normal modes analysis as well 
as frequency response analysis. Note that even though the solution is complex in 
frequency response, the kinetic element energy will be output in real numbers. 
The output of element kinetic energy is written to the .f06 and .op2 file as well.

The format of the Case Control command for EKE is as follows:

Format:

Examples:

EKE=ALL

EKE (PUNCH, THRESH=.0001)=19

EKE
PRINT, PUNCH

PLOT

AVERAGE
AMPLITUDE

PEAK

THRESH p=[ ]
 
 
 
  ALL

n
NONE 

 
 
 
 

=

Describers Meaning

PRINT Write energies to the print file. (Default)

PUNCH Write energies to the punch file.

PLOT Do not write energies to either the punch file or the print file.

AVERAGE Requests average energy in frequency response analysis only.
(Default)

AMPLITUDE Requests amplitude of energy in frequency response analysis
only.

PEAK Requests peak energy for frequency response analysis only.
PEAK is the sum of AVERAGE and AMPLITUDE.

THRESH Strain energies for elements having a energy value of less than
p% will be suppressed in all output files–print, punch, plot, op2,
and xdb. THRESH overrides the value of TINY described in
Remark 1.  (Default=0.001)

ALL Strain energy for all elements will be computed.
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For frequency response analysis, the energy may be computed in one of three ways 
as selected by

• AVERAGE:

• AMPLITUDE:

• PEAK:

where:

Limitations:

In SOL 111, EKE can only be requested if PARAM,DDRMM,-1 is used. Element data 
recovery for thermal loads is not currently implemented in dynamics.

Following is a .f06 excerpt of average element kinetic energy output in frequency 
response analysis:

n Set identification number.  Energy for all elements specified on
the SET n command will be computed. The SET n command
must be specified in the same subcase as the EKE command or
above all subcases. (Integer>0)

NONE Element Kinetic Energy will not be outputted.

= elemental energy

= velocity - real part

= velocity - imaginary part

= elemental mass
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FREQUENCY =  1.000000E+00                                                                                           
                        E L E M E N T   K I N E T I C   E N E R G I E S   ( A V E R A G E )                         
                                                                                                                    
          ELEMENT-TYPE = BAR                 * TOTAL ENERGY OF ALL ELEMENTS IN PROBLEM     =   5.959510E+02         
          SUBCASE               2            * TOTAL ENERGY OF ALL ELEMENTS IN SET      -1 =   5.959510E+02         
                                                                                                                    
                              ELEMENT-ID         KINETIC-ENERGY           PERCENT OF TOTAL   KINETIC-ENERGY-DENSITY 
                                     101          4.627901E+01                 7.7656              2.313951E-01     
                                     102          3.740206E+01                 6.2760              1.870103E-01 
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7.6 Element Energy Loss
Starting in this release, element energy loss per cycle (element damping energy) can 
be requested by the new EDE Case Control command for frequency response 
analysis. Note that even though the solution is complex in frequency response, the 
element energy loss will be output in real numbers. The output of element energy loss 
is written to the .f06 and .op2 file as well.

The format of the Case Control command for EDE is as follows:

Format:

Examples:

EDE=ALL
EDE (PUNCH, THRESH=.0001)=19

Describers Meaning

PRINT Write energies to the print file. (default)

PUNCH Write energies to the punch file.

PLOT Do not write energies to either the punch file or the print file.

AVERAGE Requests average energy in frequency response analysis only. 
(default)

AMPLITUDE Requests amplitude of energy in frequency response analysis 
only.

PEAK Requests peak energy for frequency response analysis only. 
PEAK is the sum of AVERAGE and AMPLITUDE.

THRESH Energies for elements having an energy value of less than p% 
will be suppressed in all output files–print, punch, plot, op2, and 
xdb. THRESH overrides the value of TINY described in Remark 
1.  (Default=0.001)

ALL Energy for all elements will be computed.

EDE
PRINT, PUNCH

PLOT

AVERAGE
AMPLITUDE

PEAK

THRESH p=[ ]
 
 
 
  ALL

n
NONE 

 
 
 
 

=
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For frequency response analysis, the energy may be computed in one of three 
ways as selected by

• AVERAGE:   

• AMPLITUDE:

• PEAK:

where:

Limitations:

• In SOL 111, EDE can only be requested if PARAM,DDRMM,-1 is used.

• Element data recovery for thermal loads is not currently implemented in 
dynamics.

• Only damping from the viscous dampers (e.g., CVISC, CDAMPi, etc.) 
are included. Structural damping is not included in the calculation.

n Set identification number.  Energy for all elements specified on 
the SET n command will be computed. The SET n command 
must be specified in the same subcase as the EDE command or 
above all subcases. (Integer>0)

NONE Element Energy Loss will not be outputted.

= elemental energy

= displacement - real part

= displacement - imaginary part

= elemental damping
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Following is a .f06 excerpt of average element energy loss output in frequency 
response analysis:

FREQUENCY =  1.000000E+00                                                                                        
                   E L E M E N T   E N E R G Y   L O S S   P E R   C Y C L E   ( A V E R A G E )                 
                                                                                                                 
          ELEMENT-TYPE = DAMP2               * TOTAL ENERGY OF ALL ELEMENTS IN PROBLEM     =   3.100174E+00      
          SUBCASE               2            * TOTAL ENERGY OF ALL ELEMENTS IN SET      -1 =   3.100174E+00      
                                                                                                                 
                              ELEMENT-ID         ENERGY LOSS              PERCENT OF TOTAL   LOSS ENERGY-DENSITY 
                                    3042          9.836801E-01                31.7298                            
                                    5042          2.116494E+00                68.2702 
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8.1 Introduction
Shared memory parallel (SMP) processing uses a shared memory architecture 
where the machine has multiple processors, and each processor shares a common 
memory and I/O.  To invoke SMP in NX Nastran, simply add the PARALLEL=n 
keyword, where n is the number of processors, to the nastran submittal command.  
This type of setup is ideal if you have a conventional supercomputer with multiple 
CPUs.

With more and more users migrating to workstations and desktop computers, a 
new parallel paradigm was needed to accommodate this new environment.  The 
Distributed Memory Parallel (DMP) method—where each processor has its own 
memory and I/O, and they communicate with each other through a network— 
addresses this computational environment.

In MSC.Nastran® (MSC.Nastran is a registered trademark of MSC.Software 
Corporation) Version 70.7, three different types of DMP methods were 
introduced—frequency domain normal modes (FDMODES), frequency domain 
frequency response analysis (FDFREQR), and geometric domain static analysis 
(GDSTAT). 

For the FDMODES method, the frequency range of interest specified on the EIGRL 
entry is automatically decomposed into multiple frequency segments—one for 
each CPU.  The modes for each of these segments are then solved separately within 
each CPU.  Note that each CPU contains the full model.  See the MSC.Nastran 
Version 70.7 Release Guide for further details regarding the FDMODES method.

For the FDFREQR method, the excitation frequencies—as specified on the FREQi 
entries—are split among the processors as evenly as possible, and the responses 
due to these excitation frequencies are then calculated within each of the respective 
processor.  Note that each CPU contains the full model.  See the MSC.Nastran 
Version 70.7 Release Guide for further details regarding the FDFREQR method.

For the GDSTAT method, the model is automatically partitioned into p domains 
based on geometry, where p is the number of processors.  Each domain contains 
that portion of the geometry plus the boundary.  The user can think of geometric 
decomposition as an automatic superelement approach.  See  the MSC.Nastran 
Version 70.7 Release Guide for further details regarding the GDSTAT method and 
“Geometric Domain Decomposition” on page 217 for discussion of the geometric 
domain decomposition methods.
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In this release, two additional geometric decomposition methods have been added.  
They are the geometric decomposition normal modes (GDMODES) and parallel 
automatic component modes synthesis (PACMS).

For the GDMODES method, the model is automatically partitioned into p domains 
based on geometry, where p is the number of processors.  Each domain contains that 
portion of the geometry plus the boundary.  The modes are then solved for the 
complete frequency range of interest.  See “Geometric Domain Parallel Lanczos 
Eigensolution Technique (GDMODES)” on page 220 and the NX Nastran Numerical 
Methods User’s Guide for detailed descriptions regarding the GDMODES method.

For the PACMS method, the model is automatically partitioned into NUMDOM 
domains based on the geometry and model size.  NUMDOM, in general, is much 
larger than the DMP value. Each domain contains that portion of the geometry plus 
the boundary.  An automatic component modes synthesis is then performed for each 
one of the components.  See “Parallel Automated Component Modal Synthesis 
(PACMS)” on page 222 for detailed descriptions regarding the PACMS method.  See 
“User Interface for the DMP Methods” on page 225  and “Examples” on page 231 
for detailed descriptions of User’s Interface and examples.

Table 8-1 illustrates a list of computers and corresponding operating systems that 
support the DMP.  The user must also have a Message Passing Interface software 
(MPI) to tie the computers together. NX Nastran uses the hardware vendor’s MPI 
implementation.  While this usually results in the highest performance levels, it also 
presents a limitation—a DMP job can only run on homogeneous machines supported 
by the vendor’s MPI package.  In other words, you cannot mix IBM and SGI machines 
on a single DMP job; the machines must be of homogeneous type.

Table 8-1  DMP System Prerequisites

Platform System Prerequisites

AIX Processor

OS

MPI

Any

AIX 4.3.2

POE 2.3

HP Processor

OS

MPI

PA-RISC 2.0

HP-UX 11.0, 64-bit

No additional software is required.
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All DMP methods require the use of MPI.  For further details regarding MPI, refer 
to the NX Nastran Installation and Operations Guide.  “General Guidelines and 
Recommendations for the Selection of the DMP Methods” on page 227 also 
provides guidelines for the selection of the appropriate DMP method.

SGI Processor

OS

MPI

R8K, R10K, R12K

IRIX64 6.4

Array Services 3.3
MPT 1.3

Intel Linux Processor

OS

MPI

Any

2.2.5 – 15

LAM/MPI

SUN Processor

OS

Patches

MPI

UltraSPARC

Solaris 7

106300-6, 106327-05, 106980-05, 107058-01

HPC 3.0 (CRE version)

HP Processor

OS

MPI

Any

SUPER-UX 10.1

MPI/SX 5.0

Table 8-1  DMP System Prerequisites (continued)

Platform System Prerequisites
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8.2 Geometric Domain Decomposition

Overview
The Geometric Domain Decomposition method subdivides the model into domains 
using a topology basis. This tool is implemented inside the SEQP module and is used 
by the domain solver methods—GDSTAT, GDMODES, and ACMS.

The domain decomposition consists of three different phases: A pre-processing 
phase, a model partitioning phase—where grid points are assigned to different 
domains and to the boundary, and a post-processing phase preparing the geometric 
tables with the domain information.

In general, the resource requirements (memory and runtime) for the domain 
decomposition portion of the run are quite reasonable as compared to the resource 
requirements for the whole job with one exception. If the model contains many rigid 
elements and these rigid elements have a large number of dependent degrees-of-
freedom, then resource requirements—particularly memory—for the pre-processing 
phase can be extremely high.  This is especially true if elements are shared between 
different MPCs. 

It is difficult to provide an estimate for the memory requirements of the domain 
decomposition tool because they depend on many factors including: 

• The number of grid points and their connectivity.

• The number of rigid elements.

• Most importantly, the number of elements that are shared between different 
MPCs.

For the GDSTAT and GDMODES methods, the Domain Decomposition tool 
subdivides the model into as many domains as processors are participating in the 
run. For the (P)ACMS method, the tool creates many more domains (see “User 
Interface for the DMP Methods” on page 225 for further details.) When domain 
decomposition is executed, an output similar to the one shown below will be printed 
by SEQWRT (subroutine in the SEQP module):

*** USER INFORMATION MESSAGE 7465 (SEQWRT)
     STATISTICS FROM AUTOMATIC MODEL PARTITIONER
     THE NUMBER OF DOMAINS CREATED USING MSCMLV   IS        4.
     THE NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN THE GLOBAL BOUNDARY IS        295.
     DOMAIN ID     # INTERNAL GRID POINTS     # EXTERNAL GRID POINTS     # OF ELEMENTS
     ---------     ----------------------     ----------------------     -------------
           1                  9072                        175                  10114
           2                  9048                        175                   9997
           3                  9006                        175                   9921
           4                  9098                        175                  10091
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Phases of the Domain Decomposition Methods
As mentioned previously, the domain decomposition consists of three phases.

Phase 1

The following tasks are processed in Phase 1:

• Checks the geometry tables for invalid entries or entries that are ignored 
for the domain decomposition method.  See “Limitations for the DMP 
Methods” on page 229 for further details regarding the specific entries. 

• Splits all RBE1 and RBE2 elements such that each element contains only 
one dependent grid point.  The other R-type elements do not go through 
this splitting process.

• Performs special handling of rigid elements, MPCs, CBEND, CBEAM, 
CBAR, and Spotweld elements. 

• Prepares the connectivity list for the model partitioner.

• For fluid structure interaction, all fluid grid points are extracted from the 
connectivity list.  They are not sent to the model partitioner but are 
instead assigned to one additional domain after the partitioning is done.

Phase 2

Phase 2, the actual partitioning phase, uses the connectivity list to assign grid 
points to different domains and to the boundary.  This design is based on the 
following criteria:  

• Minimizes the boundary. 

• Balances the number of elements assigned to each domain. 

• Minimizes the number of non-zero terms in the decompositions of the 
matrices for the individual domain. 

Phase 2 also provides grid point ordering for each individual domain as well as for 
the boundary. Note that Phase 2 is executed on the master processor only; this 
information is then broadcast to the slave processors at the end of Phase 2.

Two different model partitioner methods, MSCMLV and Extreme, are available 
for the Phase 2. MSCMLV, the default method, usually creates smaller boundaries 
while Extreme needs a little less memory than MSCMLV.  Extreme partitioning 
can be requested by adding PARAM,OLDSEQ,9 to the Bulk Data file. The default 
MSCMLV method (MSCMLV) corresponds to PARAM,OLDSEQ,11.
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Phase 3

The following tasks are performed in Phase 3:

• For fluid-structure interaction, assigns all fluid grid points to domain 1, the 
'NUMDOM' domains requested will be numbered 2, 3, ..,NUMDOM+1.

• Creates SEQSET1 entries for fluid-structure interaction.

• Check for illegal grid points or element assignments.

• All grid points referenced on the SUPORT, SUPORT1, TIC, DPHASE, 
DELAY, CBUSH, CBUSH1D, and CAABSF entries are assigned to the 
boundary.

• The geometry tables are updated with all necessary information regarding 
the domains (SEELT, SESET, SEQGP, and CSUPEXT cards are written to 
GEOM1 table.)

• Creates partitioning vectors, geometry based equation maps and special 
boundary information.

Once again, all three geometric domain decomposition methods—GDSTAT, 
GDMODES, and (P)ACMS—go through these three phases.
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8.3 Geometric Domain Parallel Lanczos Eigensolution 
Technique (GDMODES)
The Lanczos method eigensolver has been widely used in the software for the last 
15 years. It takes the dominant amount of time in most normal modes and modal 
frequency response analyses.

Previously, the software offered the parallel execution of the Lanczos method, 
based on the shared memory paradigm. At that time, the focus was on 
parallelizing the computations in several expensive steps, for example the matrix 
decomposition.

Work then began on new parallelization approaches. This time, the parallelization 
is based on the distributed memory paradigm so parallel I/O issues can be 
addressed as well.

The frequency domain parallel Lanczos introduced in MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 
was a successful example of this approach and was well received in the automobile 
industry, especially in the area that involves NVH jobs which employ a wide 
frequency range.

The newest, geometric domain decomposition  parallel Lanczos method 
introduced in this release is more advantageous for larger problem sizes. This 
technology may also be used in connection with the frequency domain 
decomposition in a hierarchic fashion, which is planned for a future release.

The centerpiece of the geometric domain decomposition is an automatic domain 
decomposition tool. This tool works from geometry (connectivity) information 
and uses heuristic algorithms to create subdomains. The main criteria in creating 
subdomains is: minimizing the boundary between the domains, approaching a 
load balance, and minimizing the cost of the solution of the interior of the domains. 
See “Geometric Domain Decomposition” on page 217 for a detailed description 
of the geometric domain decomposition method.

After automatically creating the geometry subdomains, the solution of the 
problem will be executed simultaneously on the interior of the pieces. The 
boundary solution, of course, requires interprocessor communication, a known 
bottleneck in the method. On the other hand, the explicit creation of the boundary 
matrix is avoidable via very advanced and efficient distributed algorithms. Please 
note that this method is NOT a component modal synthesis method, it is 
(computationally) exactly the same as solving the large eigenvalue problem. It is 
important to point out that the geometry domain parallel method has the 
additional advantage of significantly reduced resource (memory and disk) 
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requirements because the problem to be solved becomes smaller and smaller as the 
number of domains increase. Of course, the size of the boundary increases with the 
number of subdivisions, thus reducing the efficiency gain. Nevertheless, the 
geometric domain method is very competitive in cases when the frequency domain 
parallel method (each processor working on the same full geometry) cannot complete 
the analysis due to insufficient resources.

The default user interface for the new distributed Lanczos method is very simple. On 
the submittal line, the user must set dmp=n, where n is the number of CPUs. The user 
may also use the new DOMAINSOLVER Executive statement. See “User Interface 
for the DMP Methods” on page 225 and  “Examples” on page 231 for further details.

The following table summarizes the preliminary parallel Lanczos eigenvalue 
analysis results on an automobile model of 232,649 grid points and 232,404 elements 
resulting in 1,377,677 global degrees-of-freedom. SOL 103 was executed up to 200 Hz 
and the current performance results from the READ module are shown below.

In summary, we can obtain a speedup of nearly three-fold with four processors and 
over four-fold with 16 processors as compared to a single processor.  These results 
indicate a very promising trend. Note the excellent reductions in I/O resource and 
memory requirement.

It is important to note that the new method enables the execution of large NVH jobs 
within the 90 minute time frame dictated by the daily design cycle requirements of 
most automobile manufacturers. Even more importantly, this is now done on cost 
effective, workstation cluster machine configurations, such as the cluster of IBM 44F 
Power3 workstations used to provide the above performance data. Note that 
GDMODES is supported only in SOL 103.

Number 
of CPUs

CPU 
Seconds

I/O 
GBytes

Elapsed 
min:sec

Elapsed 
Speedup

Memory 
MW

1 15,073. 1,004. 309:21 - 39.9

2 10,582. 576. 186:39 1.66 18.3

4 6,209. 304. 108:19 2.83 9.1

8 5,542. 206. 95:27 3.25 4.4

16 4,427. 177. 74:10 4.17 2.5
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8.4 Parallel Automated Component Modal Synthesis 
(PACMS)

Overview
Component Modal Synthesis (CMS) has been a powerful tool for dynamicists for 
several decades. The combination of CMS with automatic domain decomposition 
and parallel processing can greatly reduce the time and cost of NVH analysis. 
Large finite element models are automatically divided into hundreds of sub-
models (or superelements) that are then analyzed in parallel. This method called 
Parallel Automated Component Modal Synthesis (PACMS) is available in this 
release. The terms ACMS and PACMS are used interchangeably. The term PACMS 
is simply ACMS with parallel processing. 

CMS is a well-established technique for calculating the modes of structures that are 
often described by separate sub-models or components. For each component, 
interior degrees-of-freedom (i.e., degrees-of-freedom (DOF) that do not interact 
with those of other components) are approximated by a reduced set of basis 
vectors. The eigenvectors of the structure's interior points, excited in a given 
frequency range, are the most commonly used basis vectors. The component 
approximations are then combined to produce a global approximation of the entire 
structure.

The number of eigenvectors required to represent the motion of the interior of a 
given component is typically much smaller than the number of physical interior 
DOFs. This reducing out, or omitting, of interior DOFs  is usually responsible for 
a sizeable reduction in compute resources required to analyze the structure. 

ACMS is essentially a modified modal approach, which raises the issue of 
accuracy. When employing this modal dynamic approach, an accepted guideline 
is to compute the modes of the structure up to two to three times higher than the 
highest desired dynamic frequency. The PACMS solution implemented in this 
release augments the component eigensolutions by adding residual vectors, and 
thus, improves the approximation. Inertia relief modes are calculated by activating 
the RESVINER Bulk Data parameter. Static shape augmentation is achieved by 
using the RESVEC Bulk Data parameter. The loss of accuracy, which might 
otherwise occur, is mitigated by including these additional shapes.

The only difference between a ACMS solution and a multi-superelement 
conventional CMS, is that in ACMS, the superelements have been automatically 
generated without intervention from, or knowledge of, the user. The partitioning 
algorithm used for decomposing the model into domains (MSCMLV, see 
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“Geometric Domain Decomposition” on page 217 for further details) combines the 
ideas of the Extreme and Metis partitioning/re-ordering algorithms that have been 
available in MSC.Nastran® (MSC.Nastran is a registered trademark of MSC.Software 
Corporation) for several versions.

The number of domains is determined by the program automatically based on the 
number of grid points in the model. For example, a model with more than 100 K but 
less than 300 K is divided into 128 domains by default. Moreover, the PACMS 
solution assigns several components and their subtrees to different processors that 
work independently on the component analysis until communication among the 
processors is required for the residual structure processing. For dynamic analysis, 
loads are generated and the dynamic analysis is performed. Subsequently, a back 
transformation is performed to recover data at the tip superelements.

User Interface 
The (P)ACMS method is available for the Solution Sequences 103 and 111. This 
release includes a new user interface for all distributed memory parallel (dmp) 
capabilities. The command DOMAINSOLVER has been introduced into the 
“Executive Control Statements” on page 91 of the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide  
to select the different dmp solutions. Also see “User Interface for the DMP 
Methods” on page 225 for further details.

DOMAINSOLVER ACMS (NUMDOM=int, UPFACT=real TREE=[MULTI|SINGLE] )

The meaning of the keywords is as follows:

NUMDOM Specifies the number of tip superelements; the default is 
dependent on the number of grid points in the model.

UPFACT The EIGR/L specification must include a frequency range. By 
default, the frequency range used for upstream component 
modes is two times larger than the selected range. To modify this 
factor, specify the keyword UPFACT.

TREE Specifies the type of tree to use:

TREE=MULTI==> multi-level superelement tree (default)
TREE=SINGLE==> single-level superelements tree

Please note that a multi-level tree requires the number of tip 
superelement (i.e., NUMDOM) to be evenly divisible by the 
number of processors specified for the run. If this is not the case, 
then the program will switch to a single-level tree automatically.
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To run ACMS in parallel (i.e. PACMS), specify dmp=p on the NASTRAN 
submittal command, where p is the number of processors to be used for the run.

The following table summarizes the results of a series of PACMS runs of an 
automotive point mobility analysis.  The model is a SOL 111 run, consists of 
170,000 grid points, 1200 modes (up to 600 hz), 150 subcases, 395 forcing 
frequencies/subcase, and 128 domains.

Number of 
CPUs I/O (GB) Memory 

(MW)
Elapsed 

Time (sec)
Elapsed Time 

Speedup

1 (no ACMS) 1950 64 46885.76 -

1 (with ACMS) 532 64 21171.38 2.21

2 (with ACMS) 376 64 16521.97 2.83

4 (with ACMS) 241 64 15367.17 3.05
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8.5 User Interface for the DMP Methods
A common user interface has been implemented for all the Distributed Memory 
Parallel (DMP) methods. The new interface uses the normal nastran submittal 
command—with the DMP keyword—plus a new DOMAINSOLVER Executive 
Statement which selects one of the five different DMP methods. The selection of the 
method depends on the solution type and available resources.

The format of the command is as follows:

Description of the DMP methods is as follows:

The description of the parameters is as follows:

GDSTAT Geometric Domain Decomposition—Linear Statics

GDMODES Geometric Domain Decomposition—Normal Modes

FDMODES Frequency Domain—Normal Modes

FDFREQR Frequency Domain—Frequency Response

ACMS Automatic Component Modal Synthesis

NUMDOM Selects the number of domains or frequency segments as follows 
(different for each method):

ACMS if NUMDOM = 0 or 1, then the model will not be split. Default 
depends on the model size as follows:

NGRID < 2,000; NUMDOM = 4
2,000 < NGRIDS < 10,000; NUMDOM = 16
10,000 < NGRIDS < 50,000; NUMDOM = 32
50,000 < NGRIDS < 100,000; NUMDOM = 64
100,000 < NGRIDS < 300,000; NUMDOM = 128
300,000 < NGRIDS; NUMDOM = 256

The model will be split into NUMDOM domains.

DOMAINSOLVER

GDSTAT NUMDOM=int( )
GDMODES NUMDOM=int( )
FDMODES NUMDOM=int( )
FDFREQR NUMDOM=int( )
ACMS NUMDOM=int UPFACT=real TREE= MULTI|SINGLE[ ]( )
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A multi-level tree requires the number of tip superelement (i.e. NUMDOM) to be 
evenly divisible by the number of processors specified for the run; otherwise the 
program will switch to a single-level tree automatically.

The FDMODES and ACMS methods can be used in conjunction with the 
FDFREQR method.

GDSTAT Default = dmp; if NUMDOM has any other value, it will 
automatically be set to dmp (=# of processors used for the run). 
The model will be split into NUMDOM domains.

GDMODES Default = dmp; if NUMDOM has any other value , it will 
automatically be set to dmp (=# of processors used for the run). 
The model will be split into NUMDOM domains.

FDMODES Default = dmp; if NUMDOM has any other value, it will 
automatically be set to dmp (=# of processors used for the run). 
The model will NOT be split into domains; instead, the 
frequency range will be split inside the READ module into 
NUMDOM segments that are solved independently.

FDFREQR Default = dmp; if NUMDOM has any other value, it will 
automatically be set to dmp(=# of processors used for the run). 
The model will NOT be split into domains; instead, the forcing 
frequencies will be split inside the FRLGEN or FRRD1 module 
into NUMDOM segments that are solved independently.

UPFACT
(ACMS)

The EIGR/L specification must include a frequency range. By 
default, the frequency range used for upstream component 
modes is two times larger than the selected range. To modify 
this factor, specify the keyword UPFACT.

TREE
(ACMS)

Specifies the type of tree to use:
TREE = MULTI > multi-level superelements tree (default)
TREE = SINGLE > single-level superelement tree
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8.6 General Guidelines and Recommendations for the 
Selection of the DMP Methods
In this release, NX Nastran offers GDSTAT for static analysis and four different DMP 
methods for dynamic analyses:  Segment Parallel Lanczos (FDMODES), Geometric 
Domain Decomposition Parallel Lanczos (GDMODES),  Parallel Automatic 
Component Modes Synthesis (PACMS), and Parallel Frequency Response 
(FDFREQR).  In general, the DMP method should only be used for large models (> 
100,000 grid points).

Below is a summary of the general guideline for the DMP methods based on the 
dynamic solution sequences.  Note that the method selection is not needed for 
SOL 101 since there is only one DMP method for static analysis.

SOL 103
• For a run that requests many modes (> 300), it is best to use either the 

GDMODES or FDMODES method.

• If eigenvector output is only required at a few grid points, (P)ACMS is the 
preferred method.

• If the user has plenty of disk space, a small model and large frequency range 
of interest, use the FDMODES method. If possible, the user should provide 
intermediate segment frequencies.  See the Bulk Data entry,  “EIGRL” on 
page 887 of the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide for further details.

• If the user has a very large model and insufficient disk space, use either the 
GDMODES or PACMS method.

SOL 111
• Run with little data recovery, (P)ACMS is the preferred method.

• Run with large data recovery requests, request the FDMODES method.

• If the user has plenty of disk space, use the FDMODES method. 

• If disk space is limited, use the (P)ACMS method.

• If there are many forcing frequencies, FDFREQR should be used in 
conjuntion with one of the above methods based on the criteria described 
above. This is also the default.
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SOL 108
• If there are many forcing frequencies, FDFREQR should be used.  Note, 

however, that the resource requirements (disk space and memory) for 
each node may be as high as the resource requirements for the serial run.
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8.7 Limitations for the DMP Methods
There is no known limitations for the Frequency Domain methods (FDMODES and 
FDFREQR) other than the available resources.  For the Geometric Domain methods—
GDSTAT, GDMODES, and (P)ACMS—the following is a list of limitations that are 
applicable to all three methods:

• Spotweld elements are supported only for the MSET=OFF option (non-rigid 
option).

• Duplicate element IDs are not supported.

• Restarts are not supported.

• ASSIGN statements on shared memory machines are not supported.

• ASSIGN statements are supported on the distributed memory machines if 
separate scratch disk is assigned to each machine. 

• P-elements are not supported.  A fatal message will be issued if p-element 
exists in the model.

• The RSPLINE element is not supported.

• GENEL elements are not supported.

• Dummy elements (CDUM8 and CDUM9) are not supported.

• User-defined superelements are not supported.  Depending on the entry, 
either a fatal message is issued or the entry will be ignored.

• If there MPCs or R-type elements in the model that have many dependent 
degrees-of-freedom, excessive amount of memory and time may be 
required by phase 1 of the SEQP module (see “Geometric Domain 
Decomposition” on page 217).  This is especially true if elements are shared 
between different MPCs.

• Fluid structure interaction is only supported by the ACMS domainsolver.

• Results from the grid point weight generator are incorrect as the results are 
not merged from the different domains.

Below is a list of additional limitations that are applicable only to the (P)ACMS 
method:

• MPCs cannot be connected between the fluid and structure.

• For enforced motion, the new method of enforced motion must be used.  
The Large Mass and Lagrange Multiplier methods are not supported.

• Unconnected spoints are not supported.
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• When using ACMS with Extreme, only the single-level tree option is 
available.

Below is a list of additional limitations that are applicable only to the GDMODES 
method:

• Fluid-structure is not supported.

• For enforced motion, the new method of enforced motion must be used.  
The Large Mass and Lagrange Multiplier methods are not supported.

• Disjoint models are not allowed.

• Scalar points are not supported.

• Virtual Mass is supported for GDMODES; however, if the automatic 
model partitioner assigns the virtual mass to the residual structure, then 
SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 7795 will be issued. In this case, switch to the 
ACMS or FDMODES method.  Selecting different number of processors 
may also avoid this problem.

Below is a list of additional limitations that are applicable only to the GDSTAT 
method:

• Disjoint models are not allowed.

• Scalar points are not supported.

• Virtual Mass is not supported.
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8.8 Examples
As mentioned in “User Interface for the DMP Methods” on page 225, the DMP 
method requires the specification of the DMP keyword on the nastran submittal line, 
plus the DOMAINSOLVER Executive statement in most cases.  Below is a series of 
examples with the submittal command in italic. Other keywords such as 
mergeresults, slaveout, and sdir can also be specified on the command line.  See the 
MSC.Nastran Release Guide, Version 70.7 for further details.

Example 1
nastran jobname dmp=8

SOL 101
domainsolver gdstat

     cend
       .
       .

The above example executes a SOL 101 job using the geometric domain 
decomposition technique and splitting the job into 8 domains.

Example 2
nastran jobname dmp=8

SOL 101
     cend
       .
       .

The above example executes a SOL 101 job using the geometric domain 
decomposition technique and splitting the job into 8 domains.  Note that the use of 
the DOMAINSOLVER Executive statement is optional because GDSTAT is the 
default for SOL 101 when DMP>1.
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Example 3
nastran jobname dmp=4

SOL 103
domainsolver fdmodes

     cend
       .
       .

The above example executes a SOL 103 job using the segment parallel Lanczos 
technique and splitting the Lanczos calculation into four frequency ranges—one 
for each CPU.

Example 4
nastran jobname dmp=4

SOL 103
domainsolver gdmodes

     cend
       .
       .

The above example executes a SOL 103 job using the geometric domain 
decomposition technique and splitting the model into 4 domains—one for each 
CPU.

Example 5
nastran jobname dmp=4

SOL 103
     cend
       .
       .

The above example executes a SOL 103 job using the geometric domain 
decomposition technique and splitting the model into 4 domains—one for each 
CPU.  Note that the use of the DOMAINSOLVER Executive statement is not 
required as GDMODES is the default for SOL 103 when DMP>1.
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Example 6
nastran jobname dmp=4

SOL 103
 domainsolver acms(numdom=128)
     cend
       .
       .

Assuming that the model consists of 500,000 grid points, the above example will 
execute a SOL 103 job using the automatic component modes synthesis technique 
and splitting the model into 128 domains using 4 CPUs.

Example 7
nastran jobname dmp=16

SOL 103
 domainsolver acms
     cend
       .
       .

Assuming that the model consists of 500,000 grid points, the above example will 
execute a SOL 103 job using the automatic component modes synthesis technique 
and splitting the model into 256 domains using 16 CPUs.

Example 8
nastran jobname dmp=2

SOL 111
 domainsolver acms(numdom=128),fdmodes(numdom=2)
     cend
       .
       .

The above example executes a SOL 111 job using the automatic component modes 
synthesis technique by splitting the model into 128 domains using 2 CPUs,  running 
segment parallel computation of modes at the residual, and splitting the frequency 
response analysis among the two processors.
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9.1 Bulk Data Model Summary
Users often require a simple summary of the type and number of finite elements 
present in the model for report purposes.  Although this information can be 
compiled from data provided in the .f04 file, a concise presentation of this 
information in the standard output file is more convenient. In this release, this 
information now appears in several additional lines of output. The following 
sample output illustrates the type of information that is produced for the model 
summary.

The model summary table includes the number of grid points and the number and 
type of each finite element entry—including rigid elements.   This table appears 
immediately after any bulk data echo output and can be conveniently used to 
provide finite element model summary information for a variety of needs.

 M O D E L   S U M M A R Y
                                   NUMBER OF GRID     POINTS   =       51
                                   NUMBER OF SPOINT   ENTRIES  =        1
 
                                   NUMBER OF CBAR     ELEMENTS =        2
                                   NUMBER OF CBEAM    ELEMENTS =        2
                                   NUMBER OF CELAS2   ELEMENTS =        2
                                   NUMBER OF CQUAD4   ELEMENTS =       18
                                   NUMBER OF CQUADR   ELEMENTS =        9
                                   NUMBER OF CTETRA   ELEMENTS =        2
                                   NUMBER OF CTRIA3   ELEMENTS =        8
                                   NUMBER OF CTRIAR   ELEMENTS =        8
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9.2 MATMOD Module Option 35

Overview

The MATMOD module has been enhanced to include a new option that  sorts row 
term values in a selected column of a matrix and produces a list vector and/or a 
Boolean matrix that contains the indices of the sorted terms.  The sorting options 
include ascending and descending directions for either algebraic or absolute value 
orderings. Although originally developed for the purpose of sorting structural and 
fluid modal participation factors that had been computed in an arbitrary order, this 
capability is clearly useful whenever a sorted list of terms is desired.

Two types of sort options are available, depending on whether or not the original row 
positions are of importance.  In the “one key” approach, only the magnitudes of the 
column terms are considered during the sort procedure, without regard to the row in 
which these terms appear. Although fast, it has the drawback that repeated values 
(say a value of 1.0 in row 10 and another 1.0 in row 15) may not necessarily maintain 
their initial relative order after sorting.  (The 1.0 from row 15 may appear before the 
1.0 from row 10.)  The “two key” approach addresses this issue by considering both 
term magnitudes and row position while sorting.  Relative row order, and thus 
repeatability of search results are ensured, albeit at a somewhat higher cost (ratios of 
about 3:1 have been observed during testing.)  If absolute repeatability is not an issue, 
the default “one key” sort is the preferred choice.

The format of this new option, described in the NX Nastran DMAP Programmer’s 
Guide, is also given at the end of this section.

Real matrix terms can be processed by any of the sorting options.  Complex matrix 
terms can only be processed using the absolute value options that sort on the 
magnitude of the complex number.  The output data blocks are in machine precision, 
regardless of the precision of the matrix being processed.

Example

Given the single column matrix UVECT, determine the sorted order of the terms in 
the first column using an algebraic ascending order sort.  The UVECT matrix (shown 
transposed) and its sorted order (algebraically ascending) are:

1 3 2 6 5 4 (order)

UVECT = [-20.0 0.0 -10.0 40.0 10.0 0.0]T
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The MATMOD call statement would be

MATMOD UVECT,,,,,/LIST,BOOLEAN/S,N,P1=35//S,N,SORTED////2  $

and the output matrix LIST for NKEYS=2 would contain

For NKEYS=1, it is equally likely that the indices for equal values may be in a 
different order.  For example, if the MATMOD call statement were

MATMOD UVECT,,,,,/LIST,BOOLEAN/S,N,P1=35//S,N,SORTED////1  $

then the output matrix LIST for NKEYS=1 could contain either

or

due to the use of duplicate terms (0.0s) in the input matrix column and a single key 
sort.

The BOOLEAN square matrix contains unit values in the appropriate positions so 
that it can be used to create the sorted input matrix by means of a simple matrix 
multiply as in

MPYAD    BOOLEAN,UVECT,/UVECTS/1 $ NOTE TRANSPOSE

producing the sorted UVECT matrix, UVECTS, as

DMAP Calling Sequence:

MATMOD option P1=35

This sequence sorts row term values in a selected column of the input matrix and 
produces a list vector and/or a Boolean matrix that contains the indices of the 
sorted terms.

LIST = [1.0 3.0 2.0 6.0 5.0 4.0]T

LIST = [1.0 3.0 2.0 6.0 5.0 4.0]T

LIST = [1.0 4.0 2.0 6.0 5.0 3.0]T

UVECTS = [-20.0 -10.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 40.0]T

Note: If the matrix to be sorted contains more than one column and BOOLEAN is 
used subsequently to operate on this matrix, all columns will have their rows 
re-ordered according to the sort order obtained from the column processed 
by the MATMOD operation.  In this case, the column selected during the 
MATMOD operation to produce the sorted ordering will be guaranteed in 
sort.  Other columns may or may not have their rows in sorted order.
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Format:

MATMOD IM,,,,,/LIST,BOOLEAN/S,N,P1=35/COLNUM/S,N,NOSORT/SOPT///NKEYS  $

Input Data Block:

Output Data Blocks:

Parameters:

IM Any matrix.

LIST Vector consisting of the row numbers of the original positions of the 
sorted terms.

BOOLEAN Square matrix containing unity at a row position in the column 
associated with the sorted row terms.

P1 Input/Output-integer-no default.  On input, selects option 35; on 
output, P1=–1 if the input matrix is purged or both output data blocks 
are purged.

COLNUM Input-integer-default=1.  Selects the column number of the input matrix 
that will be sorted to produce LIST and BOOLEAN.  Default selects the 
first column.

NOSOR Output-integer-default=0.  Set to –1 if column already in sort.

SOPT Input-integer-default=0.  Sort option specification.

=-2: Absolute value in descending order

=–1: Algebraic value in descending order

= 0: Implies SOPT=1 if IM is real and SOPT=2 if IM is complex

=+1: Algebraic value in ascending order

=+2 Absolute value in ascending order

Note: Only options ±2 are available for complex input.

NKEYS Input-integer-default=1.  Duplicate value sort option specification.

=1: Single key sort

=2: Two key sort to maintain original order of terms in case of 
duplicate terms
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Remarks:

1. If the matrix input into this option contains more than one column and 
BOOLEAN is used subsequently to operate on this matrix, all columns 
will have their rows re-ordered according to the sort order obtained from 
the column processed by the MATMOD operation.  In this case, the 
column  selected during the MATMOD operation to produce the sorted 
ordering will be guaranteed in sort.  Other columns may or may not have 
their rows in sorted order.

2. The output data blocks are generated in machine precision, regardless of 
the precision of the input matrix.

3. NKEYS=2 provides a more repeatable sort in the presence of equal values 
in the input, but at the cost of longer run times.  A test on a typical vector 
showed a difference of a factor of approximately three.  If repeatability is 
not essential, NKEYS=1 is the preferred choice.
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9.3 Force Resultants Output Enhancements
The output format for vector resultant summations has been modified to include the 
individual contributions in each component direction to the total summation.  This is 
accomplished through the addition of a new option=8 processing path in the 
VECPLOT module.  This new path operates exactly as the option=1 path, except for 
the generation of the new output format for the resultant summations.   This 
additional output is useful for diagnosing errors in applied loads and other modeling 
deficiencies and is available for model checkout loads (PARAM,CHECKOUT,YES), 
applied load, SPC force, and MPC force resultant output in all solution sequences.

The following is an example of this new output format in the case of OLOAD 
resultants output from a static analysis with two subcases, 1000 and 2000.

Seven lines of summary output are produced for each subcase.  The first three lines 
(FX, FY, and FZ) contain the contributions of only the forces in the X, Y, and Z 
directions to the total summation. (Note how linear forces, for example those acting 
in the x-direction, are capable of producing the y and z out-of-plane moment 
resultants listed in columns R2 and R3.)  The next three lines (MX, MY, and MZ) 
contain the contributions of the moments in the X, Y and Z directions to the total 
summation.  The TOTALS line contains the total summation of all contributions from 
the previous six lines and is identical to that generated by the option=1 processing 
path in the VECPLOT module. 

The new format for the resultant summary output is now the default.  However, 
because the amount of information produced for this new option can become quite 
large under certain modeling situations, such as a large number of load cases for a 
large number of superelements, the new output format is controlled by a DMAP 
parameter named RESLTOPT (default value of 8). PARAM,RESLTOPT, 1 can be used 

*** USER INFORMATION MESSAGE 7310 (VECPRN)
     ORIGIN OF SUPERELEMENT BASIC COORDINATE SYSTEM WILL BE USED AS REFERENCE LOCATION.
     RESULTANTS ABOUT ORIGIN OF SUPERELEMENT BASIC COORDINATE SYSTEM IN SUPERELEMENT BASIC SYSTEM COORDINATES.

  SUBCASE/                                         OLOAD    RESULTANT       
  DAREA ID              T1            T2            T3            R1            R2            R3

      1000   FX    6.000000E+03      ----          ----          ----      0.000000E+00 -3.000000E+03
             FY        ----      0.000000E+00      ----      0.000000E+00      ----      0.000000E+00
             FZ        ----          ----      0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00      ----    
             MX        ----          ----          ----      0.000000E+00      ----          ----    
             MY        ----          ----          ----          ----      0.000000E+00      ----    
             MZ        ----          ----          ----          ----          ----      0.000000E+00
           TOTALS  6.000000E+03  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00 -3.000000E+03

      2000   FX    6.000000E+03      ----          ----          ----      0.000000E+00 -3.000000E+03
             FY        ----      0.000000E+00      ----      0.000000E+00      ----      0.000000E+00
             FZ        ----          ----      0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00      ----    
             MX        ----          ----          ----      0.000000E+00      ----          ----    
             MY        ----          ----          ----          ----      0.000000E+00      ----    
             MZ        ----          ----          ----          ----          ----      0.000000E+00
           TOTALS  6.000000E+03  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00  0.000000E+00 -3.000000E+03
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to change the format back to the single line total summation format.  The 
RESLTOPT parameter is listed in the “Statements, Commands, Entries, and 
Parameters” in Appendix A of this guide as well as in the NX Nastran Quick 
Reference Guide.
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9.4 Output of Maximum, Minimum Grid Point-Based 
Responses

Overview
Documenting the validation of a mathematical simulation model can be a very 
tedious and time consuming process.  A portion of this process usually requires the 
generation of reports to completely describe the results of the performed analysis.  
Although a substantial amount of the reporting requirements can be satisfied using 
graphical results plots, tabular data that summarizes the information depicted in the 
graphics are often required.  Also, during the validation process itself, many tools are 
employed that assist users in evaluating the results produced by the simulation.  
Maximum/minimum surveys of output quantities are one such tool provided by the 
new Case Control command, MAXMIN (see “MAXMIN” on page 361 for a complete 
description of this new command). This feature is supported in SOL 101.

For many years, users have been able to obtain simple surveys of grid point related 
results output such as displacements, applied loads, and forces of single point 
constraint.  The output consists of a summary that identifies the grid point at which 
the maximum and minimum values occurred in each of the six output directions.  
This information is provided for each subcase.  

Several enhancements have been made that result in even more powerful views of 
the data.  The new max/min information appears as typical grid point related output.  
Users can request a number of the highest and lowest values for a particular 
component.  All components of the grid related quantities are output together with 
the one component that is being surveyed.  For example, if 10 maximum and 10 
minimum values of T3 displacements are requested, the output will also contain the 
T1, T2, R1, R2, and R3 displacement values associated with the grid points identified 
in the T3 component survey.  The output heading clearly identifies the component 
being surveyed.  Output can be surveyed for SUBCASEs and SUBCOMs.  Other 
features include the capability to specify sets of points to be surveyed and coordinate 
system to be used for the survey output.  Only SORT1 output is currently available.

If output coordinate systems are specified for any of the grid points being surveyed, 
the user has the option of specifying one of several coordinate system views of the 
max/min output.  The data can be displayed in the basic system, a local system, or 
even the global system.  Any grid point that is output in the max/min survey will 
have its output presented in both the survey coordinate frame of reference and its 
original frame of reference if they are different.  In this way, the user can see both the 
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relative position of the grid point component in the max/min output as well as the 
original output quantities without having to research other portions of the 
displacement output produced by the analysis.

MAXMIN Sample Output
The following sample output demonstrates some features available with the 
MAXMIN Case Control command.

Inspection of the Case Control Echo reveals that the MAXMIN command at line 7 
requests print and punch of max/min survey results for all available output 
quantities generated (via keywords PRINT, PUNCH and ALL).  It also specifies 
that survey results be limited to component directions T1 and T2 for grid points 
defined in case control set 100.  Because the command has been placed above the 
subcase level, it applies to all subcases and subcoms.

The MAXMIN command at line 11 requests a survey of the forces of single point 
constraint output (keyword SPCF) for component direction T1 only (keyword T1) 
in the basic coordinate system frame of reference (keyword CID selects BASIC).  It 
also requests that the highest and lowest 15 values be output considering ALL grid 
points.  Because it has been placed within subcase 1000, it only pertains to that 
subcase.

The MAXMIN command at line 14 requests print and punch of max/min survey 
results for single point forces of constraint.  A vector magnitude survey is 
requested (keyword VMAG) for the four highest and lowest values.   The results 
for these types of surveys appear in the columns of output normally containing 
component directions T1 and R1.  Note that the specification of component 
directions to be surveyed (keyword COMP) has no effect in this case.  All grid 
points will be included in the survey.

0                                        C A S E    C O N T R O L    E C H O                                                        
                 COMMAND                                                                                                            
                 COUNT                                                                                                              
                  1      TITLE = EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                         
                  2      SUBTITLE = ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                   
                  3      LABEL = COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                       
                  4      SPC=100                                                                                 
                  5      SET 100 = 2,51,59                                                                       
                  6      DISP=100                                                                                
                  7      MAXMIN (PUNCH,PRINT,ALL ,COMP=T1/T2) = 100 $                                            
                  8      SPCF=ALL                                                                                
                  9      OLOAD=ALL                                                                               
                 10      SUBCASE 1000                                                                            
                 11      MAXMIN (SPCF,CID=BASIC,COMP=T1,BOTH=15) = ALL                                           
                 12      LOAD=1000                                                                               
                 13      SUBCASE 2000                                                                            
                 14      MAXMIN (PUNCH,PRINT,SPCF,VMAG=4,COMP=T1/T3) = ALL                                       
                 15      LOAD=1000                                                                               
                 16      SUBCOM 3000                                                                             
                 17      SUBSEQ = 0.5,0.5                                                                        
                 18      BEGIN BULK 
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Examination of the following actual MAXMIN survey output results reveals that the 
three heading lines contain important information that describe the options used to 
produce the results.  The first line identifies the component direction that was 
searched, the type of output being searched, and the subcase/subcom identification 
number.  The second line summarizes the options specified on the MAXMIN Case 
Control command used to perform the search.  The third line contains column 
headings for the data values that follow in the output listing.  Note that the field, 
TYPE, identifies whether it is a grid point (G) or scalar point (S) and the field, POINT 
ID, identifies the grid point or scalar ID number. In addition, the coordinate system 
reference frame for the output values is identified.  If data values for a point were 
transformed to a reference frame different from the one originally defined in the 
output, then the data values for both frames of reference are output.  This is shown 
in the output for the first grid point (ID = 2) in the sample output.  Here it is seen that 
values for the forces of single point constraint are provided for the point  in the basic 
and CID 100 systems.  This occurs because the output for the point has been specified 
in CID=100, but the max/min survey was requested in basic. See the Case Control 
command, “MAXMIN” on page 361 for further details.

1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003  NX NASTRAN  8/21/03   PAGE    19
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     
 

0          *** T1 ***   A P P L I E D   L O A D   M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCASE    1000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T1                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID          *** T1 ***           T2               T3               R1               R2               R3    
        2     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G      100       0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       51     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       59     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
 

1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003  NX NASTRAN  8/21/03   PAGE    20
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     
 

0          *** T2 ***   A P P L I E D   L O A D   M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCASE    1000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T2                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID              T1           *** T2 ***           T3               R1               R2               R3    
        2     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G      100       0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       51     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       59     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
 

1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003  NX NASTRAN  8/21/03   PAGE    21
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     

 
0          *** T1 ***   A P P L I E D   L O A D   M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCASE    2000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T1                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID          *** T1 ***           T2               T3               R1               R2               R3    
        2     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G      100       0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       51     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       59     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
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1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003  NX NASTRAN  8/21/03   PAGE    22
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE 

0          *** T2 ***   A P P L I E D   L O A D   M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCASE    2000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T2                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID              T1           *** T2 ***           T3               R1               R2               R3    
        2     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G      100       0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       51     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       59     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00

 

1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003  NX NASTRAN  8/21/03   PAGE    23
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     

 
0          *** T1 ***   A P P L I E D   L O A D   M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCOM     3000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T1                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID          *** T1 ***           T2               T3               R1               R2               R3    
        2     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G      100       0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       51     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       59     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
 

1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003  NX NASTRAN  8/21/03   PAGE    24
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     
 

0          *** T2 ***   A P P L I E D   L O A D   M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCOM     3000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T2                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID              T1           *** T2 ***           T3               R1               R2               R3    
        2     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G      100       0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       51     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       59     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
 

1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003  NX NASTRAN  8/21/03   PAGE    25
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     
 

0          *** T1 ***       S P C F O R C E       M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCASE    1000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=ALL, CID=BASIC, MAX=15, MIN=15, COMP=T1                       
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID          *** T1 ***           T2               T3               R1               R2               R3    
        3     G   BASIC       -1.118073E+03     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     5.236134E+01     2.360384E-16     1.280828E+02
        3     G      100       0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -1.118073E+03     1.280828E+02    -2.360384E-16     5.236134E+01
      101     G   BASIC       -1.000002E+03    -1.733791E-11    -1.208690E-09     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     8.325034E-02
      251     G   BASIC       -1.000000E+03     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      201     G   BASIC       -1.000000E+03    -1.731096E-11     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      151     G   BASIC       -9.999980E+02     0.000000E+00    -6.541988E-14     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -2.454053E+02
        1     G   BASIC       -4.012542E+02     1.588410E-11     1.125718E-15    -5.499307E+00    -2.439500E-01     7.725024E+01
       51     G   BASIC       -3.474817E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -4.013108E+01
        2     G   BASIC       -1.331908E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -4.686203E+01     2.439500E-01     2.724495E+02
        2     G      100       0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -1.331908E+02     2.724495E+02    -2.439500E-01    -4.686203E+01
      209     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      208     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      207     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      206     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      205     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      204     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      203     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       55     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -2.368870E-02
       56     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -7.088747E-04
       57     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -4.525901E-04
       58     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -1.690151E-04
       59     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     1.056287E-04
       60     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     8.333347E+01
        6     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     1.338836E-03
      102     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     1.209136E-09     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     2.414764E+02
      103     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -3.667573E+00
      104     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -1.456001E+00
      105     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -8.364819E+01
        5     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     1.390992E-01
      152     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     6.736528E+00
      153     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     1.944593E+00
      700     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00

.

.

.



247CHAPTER 9
Miscellaneous Enhancements
 78     S                0.000000E+00
       88     S                0.000000E+00
1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003 NX NASTRAN  8/21/03   PAGE    26
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     
 

0          *** T1 ***       S P C F O R C E       M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCASE    2000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=ALL, CID=BASIC, VMAG=4, VMAG=4, COMP=T1                       
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID          ***TMAG***           T2               T3               R1               R2               R3    
      700     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      257     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      202     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      203     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      251     G   BASIC        1.000000E+03     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      201     G   BASIC        1.000000E+03     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      101     G   BASIC        1.000002E+03     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     8.325034E-02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        3     G   BASIC        1.118073E+03     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     1.383724E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        3     G      100       0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -1.118073E+03     1.280828E+02    -2.360384E-16     5.236134E+01
 
       78     S                0.000000E+00
       88     S                0.000000E+00

1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003  NX NASTRAN  8/21/03   PAGE    27
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     
 

0          *** R1 ***       S P C F O R C E       M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCASE    2000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=ALL, CID=BASIC, VMAG=4, VMAG=4, COMP=R1                       
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID              T1               T2               T3           ***RMAG***           R2               R3    
      700     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      256     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      210     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      209     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       52     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     2.110957E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      102     G   BASIC        1.209136E-09     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     2.414764E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
      151     G   BASIC        9.999980E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     2.454053E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G   BASIC        1.331908E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     2.764504E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G      100       0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -1.331908E+02     2.724495E+02    -2.439500E-01    -4.686203E+01
 

1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003  NX NASTRAN  8/21/03   PAGE    28
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     
 

0          *** T1 ***       S P C F O R C E       M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCOM     3000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T1                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID          *** T1 ***           T2               T3               R1               R2               R3    
       51     G   BASIC       -3.474817E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -4.013108E+01
        2     G   BASIC       -1.331908E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -4.686203E+01     2.439500E-01     2.724495E+02
        2     G      100       0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -1.331908E+02     2.724495E+02    -2.439500E-01    -4.686203E+01
       59     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     1.056287E-04
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      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     
 

0          *** T2 ***       S P C F O R C E       M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCOM     3000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T2                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID              T1           *** T2 ***           T3               R1               R2               R3    
       51     G   BASIC       -3.474817E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -4.013108E+01
        2     G   BASIC       -1.331908E+02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -4.686203E+01     2.439500E-01     2.724495E+02
        2     G      100       0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00    -1.331908E+02     2.724495E+02    -2.439500E-01    -4.686203E+01
       59     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     1.056287E-04
 

1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003  NX NASTRAN  8/21/03   PAGE    30
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     

 
0          *** T1 ***   D I S P L A C E M E N T   M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCASE    1000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T1                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID          *** T1 ***           T2               T3               R1               R2               R3    
        2     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00    -3.568517E-05    -2.158988E-07     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G      100      -2.158988E-07     3.568517E-05     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       51     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     1.852034E-04     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       59     G   BASIC        1.939060E-02    -2.595003E-02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
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1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003  NX NASTRAN  8/21/03  PAGE    31
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     
 

0          *** T2 ***   D I S P L A C E M E N T   M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCASE    1000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T2                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID              T1           *** T2 ***           T3               R1               R2               R3    
       59     G   BASIC        1.939060E-02    -2.595003E-02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00    -3.568517E-05    -2.158988E-07     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G      100      -2.158988E-07     3.568517E-05     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       51     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     1.852034E-04     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00

1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003  NX NASTRAN  8/21/03   PAGE    32
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     
 

0          *** T1 ***   D I S P L A C E M E N T   M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCASE    2000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T1                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID          *** T1 ***           T2               T3               R1               R2               R3    
        2     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00    -3.568517E-05    -2.158988E-07     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G      100      -2.158988E-07     3.568517E-05     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       51     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     1.852034E-04     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       59     G   BASIC        1.939060E-02    -2.595003E-02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
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      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     
 

0          *** T2 ***   D I S P L A C E M E N T   M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCASE    2000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T2                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID              T1           *** T2 ***           T3               R1               R2               R3    
       59     G   BASIC        1.939060E-02    -2.595003E-02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00    -3.568517E-05    -2.158988E-07     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G      100      -2.158988E-07     3.568517E-05     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       51     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     1.852034E-04     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
 

1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003 NX NASTRAN  8/21/03  PAGE    34
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     

 
0          *** T1 ***   D I S P L A C E M E N T   M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCOM     3000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T1                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID          *** T1 ***           T2               T3               R1               R2               R3    
        2     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00    -3.568517E-05    -2.158988E-07     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G      100      -2.158988E-07     3.568517E-05     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       51     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     1.852034E-04     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       59     G   BASIC        1.939060E-02    -2.595003E-02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
 

1    EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE NEW MAXMIN CASE CONTROL COMMAND                 AUGUST  22, 2003  NX NASTRAN  8/21/03   PAGE    35
      ONLY GRID POINT RELATED OUTPUT QUANTITIES CAN BE PROCESSED                                                                    
0     COMPONENT DOF SPECIFICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE                                                                                     
 

0          *** T2 ***   D I S P L A C E M E N T   M A X / M I N   V A L U E   S U M M A R Y          RESULTS FOR SUBCOM     3000
  MAXMIN OPTIONS: SET=100, CID=BASIC, MAX=1, MIN=2, COMP=T2                         
  POINT ID. TYPE   CID              T1           *** T2 ***           T3               R1               R2               R3    
       59     G   BASIC        1.939060E-02    -2.595003E-02     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00    -3.568517E-05    -2.158988E-07     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
        2     G      100      -2.158988E-07     3.568517E-05     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
       51     G   BASIC        0.000000E+00     1.852034E-04     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00     0.000000E+00
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9.5 Output2 Enhancement
In this release, additional datablocks are written to the .op2 file when PARAM,POST, 
-1 or -2 is used. These additional datablocks are: 

Add PARAM,POSTEXT,NO to the input file if these additional datablocks are not 
needed. The default for PARAM,POSTEXT is YES.

Datablock 
Name Description

FRL Frequency response list

BHH Generalized (modal) damping matrix

KHH Generalized (modal) stiffness matrix

BGPDT Basic grid point definition Table

PVT0 Parameter value table for user PARAMeter input only

CASECC Case Control table

EQEXIN(S) Equivalence table between external and internal grid/scalar 
identification numbers

CLAMA Complex eigenvalue table

OEDE1 Table of element energy losses and energy loss densities

OEKE1 Table of element kinetic energies and kinetic energy densities

OUGV2 Table of displacements in SORT2 format

PSDF Power spectral density table

OGPWG Grid point weight generator table in weight units

TOL SEMTRAN

PSDFH Power spectral density table. (solution set)

DSCM2 Normalized design sensitivity coefficient matrix

DSCMCOL Correlation table for normalized design sensitivity coefficient 
matrix
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9.6 Eigenvector Data Recovery in Modal Solution 
Sequences
Previously, eigenvector data recovery in modal SOLs 110, 111, and 112 and in SOL 
200 (using the modal solutions options) was not allowed.  Beginning with this 
release, this limitation has been removed.

The ANALYSIS Case Control command has been added to modal solutions as well 
as in SOL 200. Thus, in order to obtain normal modes data recovery in SOLs 110, 
111, and 112, ANALYSIS=MODES must be specified under one or more separate 
subcase(s) that contain requests for data recovery intended for normal modes only. 

Example, in SOL 111:

All commands that control the boundary conditions (SPC, MPC, and SUPORT) 
and METHOD selection should be copied inside the ANALYSIS=MODES subcase 
or specified above the subcase level.

METH=40
SPC=1
SUBCASE 1 $ Normal modes 
   ANALYSIS=MODES
   DISP=ALL
SUBCASE 2 $ Frequency response
   STRESS=ALL
   DLOAD=12
   FREQ=4
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9.7 Continuation Field Requirement
As long as the continuation entries are in sequential order, the continuation fields—
field 10 of the parent and fields 1 and 10 of the child entries—are optional.  However, 
if the continuation fields are not blank, these identifiers must be unique; otherwise, 
the job will terminate with a fatal message.  For this reason, it is best to leave the 
continuation field blank.

Most pre-processors, however, automatically put the continuation fields in when 
generating the bulk data files.  This  sometimes created a problem when trying to 
merge bulk data files created from different sources, which happened to use the same 
continuation field identifier.  When this happened, the only avoidance was to either 
change these fields to unique names or to remove them manually, which could be 
cumbersome.

Starting in this release, setting SYSTEM CELL 357 to 1 will tell NX Nastran to ignore 
the continuation field. This eliminates the concern of duplicate continuation 
identifiers.
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9.8 Expanded Error Messages
An expanded error message printout can now be obtained by setting SYSTEM 
CELL 119 to 1. 
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9.9 Modular I/O (MIO) on the IBM AIX
NX Nastran now supports the use of Modular I/O (MIO) on the IBM AIX running OS 
4.3.3.15 or later.

Detailed description of the MIO can be found on the IBM web site:

http://www.research.ibm.com/actc/Opt_Lib/mio/mio_doc.htm

Depending on the machine configuration (i.e., memory, cpu speed, etc.), the total 
elapsed time can be reduced by up to 40%.  For example, performance will be similar 
for a job running with 4 GB of memory and MIO as compared to a job running with 
8 GB memory without MIO.  This performance improvement using MIO is most 
noticeable when running multiple jobs on the same machine.
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9.10 HP LP64
In MSC.Nastran® (MSC.Nastran is a registered trademark of MSC.Software 
Corporation) Version 70.7, the HP 32-bit build had a 2 GB memory limit whereas 
this version of NX Nastran 64-bit has an 8 GB memory limit. Very large jobs that 
previously spilled when more than 2 GB of memory was needed, can now be run 
in core with 8 GB of memory.  This will either reduce or completely eliminate spill, 
and hence, substantially improve performance by decreasing the CPU and elapsed 
time.

To support 64-bit in this release, all of the HP math kernels were rewritten and are 
typically faster than the 32-bit versions.  Below is a brief summary of memory limit 
for the HP machines supported by this release.

HP Machine

Memory Limit

MSC.Nastran
Version 70.7

NX Nastran 
Version 1.0

HPUX 11 2 GB 8 GB
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9.11 Other Useful Enhancements
• The maximum allowable number of DMIs and DTIs has been increased 

from 100 to 1000.

• The maximum allowable number of subDMAPs has been increased from 
200 to 500.

• User parameter USETSTRi is a better alternative to USETSEL.  See the NX 
Nastran Quick Reference Guide for details.

• User parameters, USETSEL and USETSTRi, are now honored for the USET 
column sort printout (PARAM,USETPRT=1 or 11).                                                                                                 

• If PARAM,GRDPNT is greater than -1 in SOL 106 with geometric nonlinear 
analysis then grid point weight generator output is printed at the end of 
every subcase if is performed.

• Improved performance and accuracy with residual vector processing. Also, 
PARAM,INRLM,-1 (or RESVINER,YES) is now honored for system (a-set) 
modes as well as compoment (v-set) modes. This may require a  SUPORT or 
SUPORT1 entry to avoid UFM 9050.

• More comments and more consistent item naming have been added to                 
the NDDL.
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10.1 Results or Output Changes
Some of the enhancements in NX Nastran result in either improved answers or 
more efficient solution time.  Answers may change due to the following 
improvements:

1. A new parameter (NLTOL) has been introduced in nonlinear static 
analysis for improving the run times of large models.  This integer 
parameter controls the convergence tolerances used in the nonlinear 
static analysis.  The acceptable values are:  0 ("very high"), 1 ("high"), 2 
("engineering"), and 3 ("preliminary design").  The smaller the value is, 
the tighter the tolerance becomes, leading to more accurate results at the 
expense of additional computational time.  Testing has shown that the 
tolerances can be loosened in many cases without significantly sacrificing 
accuracy.  The selection of this parameter value is performed 
automatically by the program based on the model properties.  Because of 
this change in the default tolerances, the results of an existing model may 
change as compared to prior versions of MSC.Nastran® (MSC.Nastran is 
a registered trademark of MSC.Software Corporation).  See “Nonlinear 
Convergence Tolerance Revisions” on page 176 for the relationship 
between the tolerance values and the value of PARAM,NLTOL.  A value 
of PARAM,NLTOL,0 will set the tolerances back to the MSC.Nastran 
Version 70.7 default values.

2. All variations of the Householder eigenvalue method (HOU, MHOU, and 
AHOU) are now solved by the new Householder reduction followed by 
a QL eigensolution.  The QR eigensolution, instead of the QL 
eigensolution, was used in previous versions.  If insufficient memory is 
available to solve this problem in core, then the old implementation is 
used.  The QL method has proven to be more robust; however, for most 
cases, there should not be any noticeable differences in the results.

3. Lanczos is designed and tuned for medium to large size problem.  For this 
release, Lanczos problems that are less than 20 degrees-of-freedom will 
automatically switch to the Householder method.  To revert back to the 
Lanczos method, set system cell 359 to 0.  See “Eigenvalue Method 
Enhancement” on page 80 for further details.

4. The 10-noded tetra elements are now supported in nonlinear analysis.  
This may lead to different answers since prior versions treat the 10-noded 
tetra elements as linear elements.  See “Quadratic Tetrahedron Element 
for Nonlinear Analysis” on page 186 for further details.
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5. Based on positive feedback from customers, the default value for the shell 
normal (PARAM,SNORM,beta) has been changed to beta=20.  This may 
cause answers to change for models with CQUAD4, CTRIA3, CQUADR, 
and CTRIAR elements.  To revert back to MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 value, 
set beta to 0.  See “Shell Normal Default” on page 117 for further details.

6. A new symmetrical integration scheme has been added for the TETRA 
p-element.  This symmetrical integration scheme provides more consistent 
results regardless of the element connectivity orders.  If the old 
unsymmetric integration scheme is desired, set system cell 318 to 1.  See 
“Symmetric Integration for p-Element Tetrahedral Elements” on page 97 
for further details.

7. The default buffsize for has changed for most machines.  This change is to 
accommodate the increase in size of most typical models.  This should make 
most medium to large models run faster since less I/O operations have to 
be performed.  However, for small problem, the database size may increase.  
To use the old buffsize, add NASTRAN BUFFSIZE=x to the top of the input 
file, where x is the old buffsize in words.

8. The use of DMP requires new licensing.

9. When using PARAM,POST,-1 or PARAM,POST,-2, additional datablocks 
are now written to the .op2 file. See “Output2 Enhancement” on page 249 
for a list of these additional datablocks. If the output of these additional 
datablocks are not desired, add PARAM,POSTEXT,NO to the Bulk Data 
Section.

10. Previously, the acoustic pressure was calculated as , where TC is 
the TABLEDi entry and . Starting in this release,  is now 
computed as  and . See “Acoustic Source 
Modification” on page 84 for further details.

11. If the disk space request for a physical file is more than the system limit for 
a single file, NX Nastran resets it back to the system limit. In order to use the 
large file feature, the system must first of all support this feature and this 
feature must also be turned on.

P TC=
Q A TC= P

P A= TC⋅ Q P≈
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12. The alias for system cell 303 has been changed from CUTOFF to MINDEF 
(mass indefinite test) with the same default value of 1. The values and 
action of MINDEF is described below:

13. The alias for system cell 304 has been changed from FUDGE to 
MPERTURB (perturbation factor for indefinite mass matrix) with the 
same default value of 1. The values and action of MPERTURB is described 
below:

14. The default memory has been increased from 4MW to 8MW.

MINDEF 
Value Action

> 0 The check is not performed.

< 0 The epsilon is set to -1.E(MINDEF).

= 0 MINDEF is set to -6.

= 1 The check is not performed and this is the default action.

MPERTURB 
Value Action

> 0 The mass matrix is not perturbed.

< 0 The mass 1.E(MPERTURB) is added to the diagonal terms 
of the mass matrix.

= 0 MPERTURB defaults to -6.

= 1 The mass matrix is not perturbed and this is the default 
action.
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10.2 Database Migration
Starting in MSC.Nastran Version 69, the upward compatibility of databases is no 
longer supported.  In other words, an older database may not restart properly in NX 
Nastran.
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10.3 Summary of DMAP Module Changes from 
MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 to NX Nastran
This section summarizes DMAP module changes from MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 
to this release of NX Nastran which could affect your DMAP alters and solution 
sequences.  This information is intended to help you convert your MSC.Nastran 
Version 70.7 DMAP alters and solution sequences to run in NX Nastran.

The following modules have changed in this release.

The following is a list of existing modules with new options in this release. They 
are documented in the NX Nastran DMAP Programmers' Guide.

The following is a list of new modules in this release.They are documented in the 
NX Nastran DMAP Programmers' Guide.

ACMG ADG AMG APD ASDR ASG

BNDSPC CMPZPR DCMP DOM10 DOM12 DOM6

DOM9 DOPR1 DOPR3 DPD DSABO DSAD

DSAH DSAL DSAPRT DSFLTE DSFLTF DSPRM

DSTAP2 ELTPRT FRLG FRLGEN GP1 GP5

GPFDR GPSP IFP6 LCGEN MAKETR MATGPR

MATREDU MDCASE MODGM2 MODGM4 NLITER RANDOM

READ SDP SDR2 SDRCOMP SDRX SDRXD

SELA SEP2X SEQP SSG1 TA1 TRLG

VECPLOT XSORT

ADD5 APPEND MATMOD MTRXIN PARAML SCALAR

BDRYINFO DISOPT DOPFS DOPRAN DSARME DSARMG

EFFMAS ESTINDX IFPINDX MAKAEFA MAKAEFS MAKAEMON

MAKCOMP MAKMON MKCNTRL MKRBVEC MODEPF MODEPOUT

MONVEC MPP MRGCOMP MRGMON OUTPRT SECONVRT
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DMAP Module Changes
This section shows the changes for DMAP module instructions which were changed 
from MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 to this release of NX Nastran. The change description 
includes the NX Nastran format of the module with changes in lowercase.  Any new 
or changed data blocks and parameters are also described below the format. Text 
appearing in brackets indicates a replacement or removal of a data block, parameter, 
remark, or example.
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ACMG Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

Output Data Block:

Parameter:

ACMG PANSLT,BGPDT,CSTM,SIL,ECT,EQACST,NORTAB,EQEXIN,edt/

 /

LUSET/MPNFLG/NUMPAN/S,N,PANAME/IPANEL/MATCH/pnlptv $

EDT Element deformation table. Contains SET1 entries.

APART Partitioning vector for panel coupling matrix when PNLPTV=TRUE.

PNLPTV Input-logical-default=FALSE.  Panel participation/partition vector flag. 
If TRUE, then generate a partitioning vector APART which may be used 
to partition the g-set size coupling matrix to obtain the panel's coupling 
matrix.

AGG

apart 
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ADG Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Output Data Blocks:

Parameters:

AUNITS, NX, and SYMXY were deleted.

ADG aectrl,CSTMA,AERO,AECOMP,w2gj,acpt/
uxvbrl,wjvbrl,adbrldx/
NJ/NK/SYMXZ $

AECTRL Table of aeroelastic model controls.

Note: 1. AEBGPDT and AEUSET were deleted.

2. W2GJ and ACPT switched positions.

UXVBRL Controller state matrix for WJVBRL downwash vectors. UXVBRL has 
NX rows and NV columns.

WRJVBRL Downwash matrix (NJ rows by NV columns). Downwash at the j-points 
due to the linear, angle/rate rigid body aerodynamic extra-points and 
linear control surfaces.

ADBINDX Table of the aerodynamic database contents. (one entry for each of the 
NV instances created).

DJX, TRX, AECTRL, SRKT, and HMKT were deleted.
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AMG Module
Format:

Parameter:

AMG AERO,ACPT/
AJJT,SKJ,D1JK,D2JK/
NK/NJ/SYMXZ/SYMXY/REFC/S,N,MACH0/MACHNO/
KBAR/APP/supaero $

SUPAERO Input-character-default='ZONA'.  Method for supersonic aero. 
An alternate method is 'CPM'.
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APD Module
Format:

Output Data Block:

APD EDT,CSTM/
AEECT*,AEBGPDT*,AEUSET*,AECOMP,AERO,
ACPT,CSTMA,AMSPLINE,mpjn2o/
S,N,NK/S,N,NJ/S,N,BOV/AERTYP/S,N,BOXIDF $

MPJN2O Mapping matrix to map j-set data from neworder to old order.
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ASDR Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Parameter:

ASDR CASEA,UXDAT,aectrl,FFAJ,ACPT,PAK,AEUSET,AEBGPDT,AECOMP,
monitor,mpsr,mpser,mpsir,mpsrps,mpserps,
aemonpt,mpar,mpaer,aero,cstma//
MACH/Q/AECONFIG/SYMXY/SYMXZ/iunitsol $

AECTRL Table of aeroelastic model controls.

MONITOR Structural monitor point table

MPSR Rigid aerodynamic loads on structural monitor points at trim 
(excluding inertial loads and static applied loads)

MPSER Elastic restrained loads on structural monitor points at trim 
(excluding inertial loads and static applied loads)

MPSIR Inertial loads on structural monitor points at trim

MPSRP Rigid loads on structural monitor points due to static applied 
loads

MPSERP Elastic restrained loads on structural monitor points due to static 
applied loads

AEMONPT Aerodynamic monitor point table

MPAR Rigid aerodynamic loads on aerodynamic monitor points at trim

MPAER Elastic restrained loads on aerodynamic monitor points at trim

AERO Table of control information for aerodynamic analysis.

CSTMA Table of aerodynamic coordinate system transformation matrices 
for g-set + ks-set grid points.

IUNITSOL Input-integer-default=0.  If IUNITSOL=0, then trim solution is being 
supplied.  If IUNITSOL>0, then IUNITSOL'th unit solution is being 
supplied.

Note: AUNITS was deleted.
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BNDSPC Module
Format:

Output Data Blocks:

YSD1 was deleted.

BNDSPC SEMAP,USET,BGPDT,YS,YSD/
USET1,YS1/
SEID/NLOADS $
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CMPZPR Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

CMPZPR EPT,MPT,DIT,pcompt/
EPTC,MPTC/
S,N,NOCOMP $

PCOMPT Table containing LAM option input and expanded information from the 
PCOMP Bulk Data entry.
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DCMP Module
Format:

Parameter:

DCMP USET,SIL,EQEXIN,A,PARTVEC,EQMAP/
LD,U,LSEQ/
S,N,KSYM/CHOLSKY/BAILOUT/MAXRATIO/SETNAME/F1/DECOMP/
DEBUG/THRESH/S,N,MINDIAG/S,N,DET/S,N,POWER/S,N,SING/
S,N,NBRCHG/S,N,ERR/lmtrows $

LMTROWS Input-integer-default=0.  Number of Lagrange Multipliers 
appended to the A matrix.  These rows are excluded from the 
internal reordering in the DCMP module.
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DOM10 Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Parameter:

DOM10 DESTAB,XINIT,X0,CNTABRG,CVALRG,CVALO,DVPTAB*,
PROPI*,PROPO*,R1TABRG,R1VALRG,R1VALO,RSP2RG,
R2VALRG,R2VALO,OPTPRMG,OBJTBG,DRSTBLG,TOL1,FOL1,
FRQRPRG,DBMLIB,BCON0,BCONXI,WMID,rsp3rg,r3valrg,r3valo//D
ESCYCLE/DESMAX/OBJIN/OBJOUT/EIGNFREQ/PROTYP/restyp $

RSP3RG Table of attributes of the retained third level responses

R3VALRG Matrix of initial values of the retained third level responses

R3VALO Matrix of final values of the third level responses

RESTYP Input-integer-default=0.  Optimization results flag.

0 - approximate model

1 - exact analysis for fully stessed design optimization
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DOM12 Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Parameter:

DOM12 XINIT,XO,CVAL,PROPI*,PROPO*,OPTPRM,HIS,
DESTAB,GEOM1N,COORDO,EDOM,MTRAK,EPT,GEOM2,MPT,
EPTTAB*,DVPTAB*,XVALP,GEOM1P,
r1tabrg,r1valrg,rsp2rg,r2valrg,pcompt/
HISADD,OPTNEW,DBCOPT,DESNEW/
DESCYCLE/OBJIN/OBJOUT/S,N,CNVFLG/CVTYP/OPTEXIT/
DESMAX/MDTRKFLG/DESPCH/DESPCH1/MODETRAK/
EIGNFREQ/DSAPRT/PROTYP/BADMESH/XYUNIT/fsdcyc $

R1TABRG Table of attributes of the retained first level responses

R1VALRG Matrix of initial values of the retained first level responses

RSP2RG Table of attributes of the retained second level responses

R2VALRG Matrix of initial values of the retained second level responses

PCOMPT Table containing LAM option input and expanded information 
from the PCOMP Bulk Data entry.

FSDCYC Input-logical-default=FALSE.  Fully stressed design cycle flag. Set 
to TRUE if this is a fully stressed design cycle.
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DOM6 Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

DOM6 XINIT,DPLDXI*,CONSBL*,R1VALRG,R2VALRG,DSCMG,RSP2RG,
DEQATN,PLIST2*,DEQIND,DXDXIT,DCLDXT,COORD,DESTAB,
dVPTAB*,TABDEQ,EPTTAB*,DBMLIB,DPLDXT*,DNODEL,RR2IDR,
rsp3rg,r3valrg/
DSCM2/
PROTYP/UNUSED2/UNUSED3/UNUSED4/UNUSED5/UNUSED6/
UNUSED7/UNUSED8/UNUSED9/UNUSED10/UNUSED11/UNUSED12 $

RSP3RG Table of attributes of the retained third level responses

R3VALRG Matrix of initial values of the retained third level responses
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DOM9 Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

Output Data Block:

DOM9 XINIT,DESTAB,CONSBL*,DPLDXI*,XZ,
DXDXI,dpldxt*,DEQATN,DEQIND,DXDXIT,
PLIST2*,OPTPRMG,R1VALRG,RSP2RG,R1TABRG,
CNTABRG,DSCMG,DVPTAB*,PROPI*,CONS1T,O
BJTBG,COORDO,CON,SHPVEC,DCLDXT,
TABDEQ,EPTTAB*,DBMLIB,BCON0,BCONXI,
BCONXT,DNODEL,RR2IDR,resp3rg/
XO,CVALO,R1VALO,R2VALO,PROPO,r3valo/
OBJIN/S,N,OBJOUT/PROTYP/PROPTN $

RESP3RG Table of attributes of the retained third level responses

R3VALO Matrix of final (optimized) values of the third level responses.
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DOPR1 Module
Format:

Output Data Block:

Parameter:

DOPR1 EDOM,EPT,DEQATN,DEQIND,GEOM2,MPT/
DESTAB,XZ,DXDXI,DTB,DVPTAB*,EPTTAB*,CONSBL*,
DPLDXI*,PLIST2*,XINIT,PROPI*,DSCREN,DTOS2J*,
OPTPRM,CONS1T,DBMLIB,BCON0,BCONXI,DMATCK,distab/
S,N,MODEPT/S,N,MODGEOM2/S,N,MODMPT/DPEPS/
S,N,PROTYP/s,n,disvar $

DISTAB Table of discrete optimization value sets.

DISVAR Output-logical-default=FALSE.  Discrete optimization variable flag. 
Set to TRUE if discrete optimization design variables are specified.
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DOPR3 Module
Format:

Output Data Blocks:

Parameter:

DOPR3 CASE,EDOM,DTB,ECT,EPT,DESTAB,EDT,OL,DEQIND,DEQATN,
DESGID,DVPTAB,VIEWTB,OINT,PELSET/
OBJTAB,CONTAB,R1TAB,RESP12,RSP1CT,FRQRSP,CASEDS,
OINTDS,PELSETDS,deselm,resp3/
DMRESD/S,N,DESGLB/S,N,DESOBJ/S,N,R1CNT/S,N,R2CNT/
S,N,CNCNT/SOLAPP/SEID/S,N,EIGNFREQ/PROTYP/DSNOKD/
SHAPES/s,n,r3cnt $

DESELM Table of designed elements.

RESP3 Table of third level responses.

R3CNT Input/output-integer-default=0. Counter for type 3 responses in the 
RESP3 table.
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DPD Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Output Data Block:

Parameter:

DPD DYNAMIC,GPL,SIL,USET,unused5,PG,pkyg,pbyg,pmyg,yg/
GPLD,SILD,USETD,TFPOOL,DLT,PSDL,rcrossl,NLFT,TRL,EED,EQDYN/
LUSET/S,N,LUSETD/S,N,NOTFL/S,N,NODLT/S,N,NOPSDL/datarec/
S,N,NONLFT/S,N,NOTRL/S,N,NOEED/UNUSED10/S,N,NOUE/UNUSED12/
SEID $

UNUSED5 Unused and may be purged.

PKYG Matrix of equivalent static loads due to enforced displacement for the 
g-set.

PBYG Matrix of equivalent static loads due to enforced velocity for the g-set.

PMYG Matrix of equivalent static loads due to enforced acceleration for the g-
set.

YG Matrix of enforced displacements or temperatures for the g-set.

RCROSSL Table of RCROSS Bulk Data entry images.

DATAREC Input-integer-default=0.  Data recovery flag. If DATAREC>0, then 
DPD will not perform UFM 2071checks for DELAY and DPHASE 
which are not need in data recovery.
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DSABO Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

Output Data Block:

DSABO ECT,EPT,EST,DTOS2*,ETT,DIT,MPT,DMATCK,pcompt/
ESTDVP,MPTX,EPTX,TABEVP,MIDLIS,ESTDVM,pcomptx/
S,N,PROPOPT/DELTAB/PROTYP/PEXIST $

PCOMPT Table containing LAM option input and expanded information from the 
PCOMP Bulk Data entry.

PCOMPTX PCOMPT with design variable perturbations.
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DSAD Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Output Data Blocks:

DSAD RSP1CT,R1TAB,RESP12,OBJTAB,CONTAB,
BLAMA,clama,LAMA,DIVTAB,AUXTAB,STBTAB,
FLUTAB,OUG1DS,OES1DS,OSTR1DS,OEF1DS,
OEFITDS,OES1CDS,OSTR1CDS,OQG1DS,DSCREN,
XINIT,COORDN,OL,FRQRSP,CASEDS,
CASERS,UGX,OPTPRM,DVPTAB*,PROPI*,
BGPDT,DNODEL,WGTM,ONRGYDS,
glbtabds,glbrspds,resp3,rmstab,rmsval/
R1VAL,R2VAL,RSP2R,R2VALR,CVAL,
CVALR,OBJTBR,CNTABR,R1TABR,R1VALR,
DRSTBL,FRQRPR,UGX1,AUG1,R1MAPR,
R2MAPR,CASDSN,CASDSX,DRDUG,DRDUTB,
CASADJ,LCDVEC,RR2IDR,r3val,r3valr,resp3r,rmstabr,rmsvalr/
WGTS/VOLS/S,N,OBJVAL/S,N,NR1OFFST/S,N,NR2OFFST/
S,N,NCNOFFST/APP/DMRESD/SEID/DESITER/
EIGNFREQ/S,N,ADJFLG/PEXIST/MBCFLG/RGSENS/
PROTYP/AUTOADJ/fsdcyc/s,n,nr3offst $

CLAMA Complex eigenvalue summary table.

GLBTABDS Global results correlation table 

GLBRSPDS Global results matrix

RESP3 Table of third level responses. 

RMSTAB Table of RMS responses.

RMSVAL Matrix of initial RMS values.

R3VAL Matrix of initial values of the retained third level responses.

R3VALR Matrix of initial values of the retained third level responses.

RESP3R Table of retained third level responses in RESP3.

RMSTABR Table of retained RMS responses in RMSTAB.

RMSVALR Matrix of initial values of the retained RMS responses in RMSVAL.
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Parameters:

FSDCYC Input-logical-default=FALSE.  Fully stressed design cycle flag. Set to 
TRUE if this is a fully stressed design cycle.

NR3OFFST Input/output-integer-default=0. Counter for retained type 3 
responses. The value is initialized to 1 and is incremented by the 
number of records in RESP3R.
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DSAH Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Parameter:

DSAH DRSTBL,R1TABR,CASDSN,TABECN,BLAMA*,LAMA*,OL,DIVTAB,
FRQRPR,VIEWTBDS,CASERS,CSNMB,BUG*,PHG*,GEOM2,GEOM3,
frqrmf,dffdnf,casefreq/
DBUG,DPHG,CASEDSF,LBTAB,BDIAG,LFTAB,COGRID,COELEM,
DSEDV,OINTDSF,PELSDSF,DGEOM2,DGEOM3/
APP/DMRESD/NDVTOT/ADJFLG/SEID/DSNOKD/s,n,nndfrq $

FRQRMF FRQRPR table for frequency response.

DFFDNF Table containing the derivatives of forcing frequencies with respect to 
natural frequencies.

CASEFREQ Case Control table for modal or direct frequency response analysis and 
based on ANALYSIS=MFREQ or DFREQ.

NNDFRQ Output-integer-default=0.  Number of forcing frequencies which 
depend upon natural frequencies.
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DSAL Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

DSAL DRSTBL,DELWS,DELVS,DELB1,DELF1,
COGRID,COELEM,OUGDSN,OESDSN,OSTRDSN,
OEFDSN,OEFITDSN,OESCDSN,OSTRCDSN,R1VALR,
OQGDSN,ONRGYDSN,TABDEQ,OL,DSDIV,
DELX,DELS,DELFL,delce,FRQRPR,DELBSH,
DRDUTB,ADELX,R1TABR,drmsvl/
DSCM/NDVTOT/DELTAB/EIGNFREQ/ADJFLG/SEID $

DELCE Matrix of delta complex eigenvalue for all design variables

DRMSVL Table of the RMS response values with respect to the design variables.
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DSAPRT Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

DSAPRT CASECC,DESTAB,DSCMCOL,DSCM2,R1VALRG,R2VALRG,r3valrg,
DSIDLBL//
DSZERO/EIGNFREQ/XYUNIT/DESCYCLE $

R3VALRG Matrix of initial values of the retained third level responses
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DSFLTE Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Parameter:

DSFLTE KHH,BHH,MHH,QHHL,FLUTAB,R1TABR,CASECC,cphp,lcphp/
CPHFL,CPHFR,VTQU/fcsens $

CPHP Complex eigenvector matrix in the p-set.

LCPHP Left-handed complex eigenvector matrix in the p-set.

FCSENS Input-integer-default=1.  Flutter/complex eigenvalue sensitivity flag.

1: Flutter sensitivity

2: Complex eigenvalue sensitivity
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DSFLTF Module
Format:

Parameter:

DSFLTF VTQU,CDELK,CDELB,CDELM/DELFL/fcsens $

FCSENS Input-integer-default=1.  Flutter/complex eigenvalue sensitivity flag.

1: Flutter sensitivity

2: Complex eigenvalue sensitivity
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DSPRM Module
Format:

Parameters:

DSPRM DRSTBL//
S,N,WGTVOL/S,N,DOBUCK/S,N,DOMODES/S,N,DOSTAT/
S,N,FAILI/S,N,CSTRES/S,N,CSTRN/S,N,DOFREQ/
s,n,doceig/S,N,DOMTRAN/S,N,DODIVG/S,N,DOSAERO/S,N,DOFLUT/
S,N,DOANALY/S,N,DOSASTAT/ADJFLGG/S,N,DOFSPCF/
S,N,DOTSPCF/S,N,DOWGHT/S,N,DOESE/S,N,DOSSPCF/s,n,dorms $

DOCEIG Output-integer-default=0.  Complex eigenvalue response retained 
response flag.  Set to >0 if any retained response.

DORMS Output-integer-default=0.  RMS response retained response flag.  Set to 
>0 if any retained response.
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DSTAP2 Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

DSTAP2 R1TABRG,RSP2RG,rsp3rg/
DSCMCOL,DSIDLBL/
UNUSED1/UNUSED2/UNUSED3 $

RSP3RG Table of attributes of the retained third level responses
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ELTPRT Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Parameters:

ELTPRT ECT,GPECT,BGPDT,UNUSED4,EST,CSTM,mpt,dit,casecc/
VELEM/
PROUT/S,N,ERROR/wtmass $

MPT Table of Bulk Data entry images related to material properties for 
ELSUM command.

DIT Table of TABLEij Bulk Data entry images for ELSUM command.

CASECC Table of Case Control command images.

WTMASS Input-real-default=1.0. Scale factor on structural mass matrix.
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FRLG Module
Format:

Output Data Block:

FRLG CASECC,USETD,DLT,FRL,GMD,GOD,DIT,PHDH/
PPF,PSF,PDF,FOL,PHF,ypf/
SOLTYP/S,N,FOURIER/S,N,APP $

YPF Frequency response enforced motion matrix in the p-set
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FRLGEN Module
Format:

Output Data Block:

FRLGEN DYNAMIC,LAMAS,LAMAF/
FRL,FRL1,dffdnf/
S,N,NOFRL/S,N,NOOPT/DFREQ $

DFFDNF Table containing the derivatives of forcing frequencies with respect to 
natural frequencies.
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GP1 Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

Output Data Blocks:

GP1 GEOM1,GEOM2,geom3,GDNTAB,MEDGE,SGPDT,DYNAMIC/
GPL,EQEXIN,GPDT,CSTM,BGPDT,SIL,VGF,geom3b,dynamicb/
S,N,LUSET/S,N,NOCSTM/S,N,NOPOINTS/
UNIT/UPERM/UPRMT/NUFLAG/SEID $

GEOM3 Table of Bulk Data entry images related to static and thermal loads. 

DYNAMIC Table of Bulk Data entry images related to dynamics.

GEOM3B Table of Bulk Data entry images related to static and thermal loads 
with DAREA entry images converted to equivalent FORCE and 
MOMENT entry images. 

DYNAMICB Table of Bulk Data entry images related to dynamics without DAREA 
entry images.
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GP5 Module
Format:

Parameter:

GP5 ECT,BGPDT,EQEXIN,EDT,SIL/
PANSLT,EQACST,NORTAB/
S,N,MPNFLG/S,N,NUMPAN/S,N,MATCH/NASOUT/getnumpn $

GETNUMPN Input-logical-default=FALSE.  Panel static load computation flag. If 
TRUE then get number of panels flag only and do not compute panel 
static loads.
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GPFDR Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Ouptut Data Blocks: 

GPFDR CASECC,UG,KELM,KDICT,ECT,EQEXIN,GPECT,PG,QG,

BGPDT, ,CSTM,VELEM,PTELEM,QMG,nfdict,fenl,

melm,mdict,belm,bdict/
ONRGY1,OGPFB1,oeke1,oede1/
APP/TINY/XFLAG/CYCLIC/wtmass $

lama

fol

tol

olf 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: SIL was deleted.

LAMA Eigenvalue summary table for normal modes.  Required for APP='REIG'

FOL  Frequency output list.  Required for APP='FREQRESP'

TOL  Time output list.  Required for APP='TRANRESP'

OLF  Nonlinear static load factor list.  Required for APP='NLST'

NFDICT Nonlinear element energy/force index table

FENL Element energy and forces in nonlinear matrix format

MELM Elemental matrices for mass 

MDICT Dictionary table for MELM

BELM Elemental matrices for damping 

BDICT Dictionary table for BELM

OEKE1  Elemental kinetic energy

OEDE1  Elemental energy loss
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Parameters: 

APP Input-character-no default.  Analysis type.  Allowable types are:

'STATICS' Linear statics                                  

'REIG' Normal modes

'FREQRESP' Frequency response

'TRANRESP' Transient response

'NLST' Nonlinear static

WTMASS  Input-real-default=1.0.  Specifies scale factor on elemental mass matrix.
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GPSP Module
Format:

Output Data Block:

GPSP ,USET0,SIL,GPL,YS0,GEOM4,EQEXIN/

USET,YS,bd3x3/
S,N,NOSSET/AUTOSPC/PRGPST/SPCGEN/EPZERO/ACON/
S,N,SING/EPPRT/S,N,NOSET/S,N,NGERR/MPCMETH $

KNN

KGG

KMM

RMG
,

 
 
 

BD3X3 3x3 diagonal strip for boundary degrees-of-freedom from KGG for parallel 
domain decomposition.
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IFP6 Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

Output Data Block:

Parameter:

IFP6 EPT,MPT,DIT,pcompt/
EPTC,MPTC,pcomptc/
S,N,NOGOIFP6/S,N,NOCOMP/dsflag $

PCOMPT Table containing LAM option input from the PCOMP Bulk Data entry.

PCOMPTC Table containing LAM option input and expanded information from the 
PCOMP Bulk Data entry.

DSFLAG Input-logical-default=FALSE.  Design sensitivity flag. Set to TRUE for 
design sensitivity job.
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LCGEN Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Parameter:

LCGEN CASECC,SLT,ETT,dynamic,geom4/
CASESX/
NSKIP/IOPT/app $

DYNAMICB Table of Bulk Data entry images related to dynamics without DAREA 
entry images.  LCGEN reads the RLOADi and TLOADi records to 
determine unique DAREA identification numbers.

GEOM4 Table of Bulk Data entry images related to constraints, degree-of-
freedom membership and rigid element connectivity.  LCGEN matches 
the SPCD and SPC IDs with TLOADi and RLOADi images for possible 
enforced motion.

APP Input-character-no default.  Analysis type.  Allowable types are:

blank Not dynamics

'FREQRESP' Frequency response

'TRANRESP' Transient response
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MAKETR Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

Output Data Blocks:

Parameter:

MAKETR AERO,CSTMA,BGPDT,USET,trx/
TR,prbdofs,urddidx,urdduxv,trantr/
aunits $

TRX Acceleration selection matrix for the list of aerodynamic extra-points 
(6 rows by NX columns).

PRBDOFS Partitioning matrix to partition the "active" URDDI from the "inactive".  
Active URRDI are assigned a 1.0 value and are connected to the 
SUPORT degrees-of-freedom.

URDDIDX An instance of an ADBINDX that describes the acceleration entries.

URDDUXV UX vector states for the active URDDi. These are rows of TRX that are 
non-null. Null rows occur either because the USER didn't define 
AESTAT, URDDi, OR because the associated URDDi is invalid for this 
symmetry condition (e.g., URDD1,3,5 are invalid for antisymmetric 
analysis).

TRANTR Transpose of TR where the number of columns of TR matches the 
URDDUXV states of TRX.  Both are reduced to just the active origin 
rigid body degrees-of-freedom.

AUNITS Input-real-no default.  Used to convert accelerations expressed in 
gravity units to units of length per time squared.
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MATREDU Module
Format:

Output Data Block:

MATREDU , , , /

, XSF , xss / 

S,N,  $

XGG

XPP 
 
  USET

USETD 
 
  GM

GMD 
 
  GOA

GOD 
 
 

XAA

XDD 
 
 

NOXGG

NOXPP 
 
 

XSS S-set by s-set matrix partition of XGG or XPP after multipoint constraint 
elimination and reduction.
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MDCASE Module
Format:

Output Data Block:

Parameters:

MDCASE CASECC,EDOM/
CASESTAT,CASEMODE,CASEBUCK,CASEFREQ,caseceig,
CASEMTRN,CASESAER,CASEDVRG,CASEFLUT,CASESMST,
CASESMEM,CASEHEAT,CASEUPSE,CASESADV,CASESNMB,
CASEXX/
S,N,STATCC/S,N,MODECC/S,N,BUCKCC/S,N,DFRQCC/
S,N,MFRQCC/s,n,dceigcc/s,n,mceigcc/S,N,MTRNCC/
S,N,SAERCC/S,N,DVRGCC/S,N,FLUTCC/S,N,SMSTCC/
S,N,SMEMCC/S,N,HEATCC/S,N,UPSECC/S,N,DESOBJ/
S,N,DESGLB/S,N,OBJSID/SEPRTN /S,N,WVFLG $

CASECEIG Case Control table for modal or direct complex eigenvalue analysis and 
based on ANALYSIS=MCEIG or DCEIG.

DCEIGCC Output-logical-default=FALSE. Direct complex eigenvalue analysis 
subcase flag. Set to TRUE if at least one ANALYSIS=DCEIG command 
was found in CASECC and CASECEIG is specified in the output list.

MCEIGCC Output-logical-default=FALSE. Modal complex eigenvalue analysis 
subcase flag. Set to TRUE if at least one ANALYSIS=MCEIG command 
was found in CASECC and CASECEIG is specified in the output list.
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MODGM2 Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

Output Data Block:

Parameters:

MODGM2 EPT,GEOM2,geom1/
GEOM2X,geom1x/
S,N,ACFLAG/oswppt/oswelm/s,n,nswppt/
s,n,nswelm/s,n,swexist/s,n,nogomgm2 $

GEOM1 Table of Bulk Data entry images related to geometry.

GEOM1X GEOM1 table related to axisymmetric conical shell, hydroelastic, 
acoustic cavity, and spot weld element analysis.

OSWPPT Input-integer-default=0.  Offset for spot weld projection point IDs.

OSWELM Input-integer-default=0.  Offset for spot weld element IDs.

NSWPPT Output-integer-default=0.  Current spot weld projection point ID.

NSWELM Output-integer-default=0.  Current spot weld element ID.

SWEXIST Output-logical-no default.  Spot weld element existence flag. Set to 
TRUE if spot weld elements exist.

NOGOMGM2 Output-logical-no default.  MODGM2 module error return flag. Set to 
TRUE if an error is found.
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MODGM4 Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

Parameter:

MODGM4 CASECC,GEOM2M,GEOM4M,DEQATN,DEQIND,DIT,BGPDTM,ept/
GEOM4P/
GNSTART/S,N,MODGM4/ALTSHAPE/s,n,nswelm $

EPT Table containing element properties Bulk Data entry records.

NSWELM Output-integer-default=0.  Current spot weld element ID.
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NLITER Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

Output Data Block:

Parameter:

NLITER CASECC,CNVTST,PLMAT,YSMAT,KAAL,
ELDATA,KELMNL,LLLT,GM,MPT,
DIT,MGG,SLT1,CSTM,BGPDT,
SIL,USET,RDEST,RECM,KGGNL,
ULLT,GPSNT,EDT,DITID,DEQIND,
DEQATN,fenl/
UGNI,FGNL,ESTNLH,CIDATA,QNV,
FFGH,MUGNI,MESTNL,DUGNI,BTOPCNV,
BTOPSTF,fenl1/
S,N,LOADFAC/S,N,CONV/S,N,RSTEP/S,N,NEWP/
S,N,NEWK/S,N,POUTF/S,N,NSKIP/LGDISP/
S,N,NLFLAG/S,N,ITERID/S,N,KMATUP/S,N,LSTEP/
S,N,KTIME/S,N,SOLCUR/TABS/
S,N,KFLAG/S,N,NBIS/NORADMAT/S,N,LASTCNMU/
SIGMA/S,N,ARCLG/S,N,ARCSIGN/S,N,TWODIV/
LANGLE/S,N,ITOPT/S,N,ITSEPS/ITSMAX/
S,N,PLSIZE/IPAD/IEXT/
S,N,ADPCON/PBCONT/S,N,NBCONT/gpforce $

FENL Strain energy and grid point force at every element from the previous 
load step in nonlinear matrix format

FENL1 Strain energy and grid point force at every element at the current load 
step in nonlinear matrix format

GPFORCE Input-integer-default=-1.  The number of columns in FENL. If 
GPFORCE less than or equal to zero then no GPFORCE or ESE 
command is present.
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RANDOM Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Output Data Blocks:

RANDOM XYCDB,DIT,PSDL,OUG2,OPG2,OQG2,OES2,OEF2,CASECC,
OSTR2,OQMG2,rcrossl,ofmpf2m,osmpf2m,olmpf2m,opmpf2m,ogpmpf2m/
PSDF,AUTO,
OUGPSD2,OUGATO2,OUGRMS2,OUGNO2,ougcrm2,
OPGPSD2,OPGATO2,OPGRMS2,OPGNO2,opgcrm2,
OQGPSD2,OQGATO2,OQGRMS2,OQGNO2,oqgcrm2,
OESPSD2,OESATO2,OESRMS2,OESNO2,oescrm2,
OEFPSD2,OEFATO2,OEFRMS2,OEFNO2,oefcrm2,
OEEPSD2,OEEATO2,OEERMS2,OEENO2,oeecrm2,
OQMPSD2,OQMATO2,OQMRMS2,OQMNO2,oqmcrm2,
ocpsdf,occorf/
S,N,NORAND/rmsint $

RCROSSL Table of RCROSS Bulk Data entry images.

OFMPF2M Table of fluid modal participation factors by natural modes in SORT2 
format.

OSMPF2M Table of structural modal participation factors by natural modes in 
SORT2 format.

OLMPF2M Table of load modal participation factors by natural modes in SORT2 
format.

OPMPF2M Table of panel modal participation factors by natural modes in SORT2 
format.

OGPMPF2M Table of panel grid modal participation factors by natural modes in 
SORT2 format.

OUGCRM2 Table of displacements in SORT2 format for the cross correlation 
function.

OPGCRM2 Table of applied loads in SORT2 format for the cross correlation 
function.

OQGCRM2 Table of single point forces of constraint in SORT2 format for the cross 
correlation

OESCRM2 Table of element stresses in SORT2 format for the cross correlation 
function.

OEFCRM2 Table of element forces in SORT2 format for the cross correlation 
function.
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s 
Parameter:

OEECRM2 Table of element strains in SORT2 format for the cross correlation 
function.

OQMCRM2 Table of multipoint forces of constraint in SORT2 format for the cros
correlation function.

OCPSDF Output table of cross-power-spectral-density functions.

OCCORF Output table of cross-correlation functions

RMSINT Input-character-default='LINEAR'.  Power-spectral-density function 
interpolation option.  A log-log option may be selected with 
RMSINT='LOGLOG'.
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READ Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Parameter:

READ KAA,MAA,MR,DAR,DYNAMIC,USET,CASECC,

PARTVEC,SIL, , , ,  /

LAMA,PHA,MI,OEIGS,LAMMAT,OUTVEC/
FORMAT/S,N,NEIGV/NSKIP/FLUID/SETNAME/SID/METH/
F1/F2/NE/ND/MSGLVL/MAXSET/SHFSCL/NORM/PRTSUM/
maxratio $

SPCCOL Local f-size partitioning vector with 1.0 for the local boundary's s-set 
degrees-of-freedom. Required only for geometric domain decomp.

EQMAP Table of degree-of-freedom global-to-local maps for domain 
decomposition.  Required only for geometric domain decomp.

VFO1 VFO zero-partition by SPCCOL. VFO is the local f-size partitioning 
vector with 6 values of 1.0 for every grid in the local residual. Required 
only for geometric domain decomp.

GAPAR Partitioning vector which is used to partition the local a-set 
displacements from the global a-set displacements. It contains a 1 at 
each row which does not have a contribution from the current processor 
and zero if it does.  Required only for geometric domain decomp.

Note: NE default changed from 0 to 20.

MAXRATIO Input-real-default=1.0E7.  Minimum value of factor diagonal ratio 
which causes termination of decomposition.

VACOMP

spccol 
 
  INVEC

eqmap 
 
  LLL

vfo1 
 
  EQEXIN,

 

 

gapar
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SDP Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Output Data Block:

SDP CASEA,AECTRL,AERO,CSTMA,edt,
aedbuxv,aemonpt,monitor,mparv,mpaerv,mpaeuv,
mpsrv,mpserv,mpsierv,mpseuv,mpsieuv,uxtrim,aedbindx,prbdofs/
STBDER,uxdifv/
MACH/Q/AECONFIG/SYMXY/SYMXZ/LPRINT $

Note: TR, KRZX, Z1ZX, RSTAB, KSAZX, RHMCF, ERHM, and EUHM were 
removed.

EDT Element deformation table.  Contains aerodynamic model records.

AEDBUXV Matrix of vehicle states

AEMONPT Aerodynamic monitor points

MONITOR Structural monitor points

MPARV Rigid monitor point loads on aerodynamic model

MPAERV Elastic restrained monitor point loads on aerodynamic model

MPAEUV Elastic unrestrained monitor point loads on aerodynamic model

MPSRV Rigid splined monitor point loads on structural model

MPSERV Elastic restrained monitor point loads on structural model

MPSIRV Inertial restrained monitor point loads on structural model

MPSEUV Elastic unrestrained monitor point loads on structural model

MPSIUV Inertial unrestrained monitor point loads on structural model

UXTRIM UX vector at trim

AEDBINDX Aeroelastic database index for monitor point data

PRBDOFS Partitioning matrix to partition the "active" URDDI from the "inactive".  
Active URRDI are assigned a 1.0 value and are connected to the 
SUPORT degrees-of-freedom.

UXDIFV Derivative interpolation factors matrix at UX = UXREF.
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SDR2 Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Output Data Block:

Parameter:

SDR2 CASECC  ,CSTM    ,MPT     ,DIT     ,EQEXIN  , 

SILD    ,ETT     ,  ,BGPDT   ,PG      ,

QG      ,UG      ,EST     ,XYCDB   ,OINT    ,
PELSET  ,VIEWTB  ,GPSNT   ,DEQATN  ,DEQIND  ,
DITID   ,pcompt  ,gpke    /
OPG1    ,OQG1    ,OUG1    ,OES1    ,OEF1    ,
PUG     ,ogpke1  /
APP     /S,N,NOSORT2/NOCOMP/ACOUSTIC/METRIK /
ISOFLG  /GPF     /ACOUT   /PREFDB  /TABS    /
SIGMA   /ADPTINDX/ADPTEXIT/BSKIP   /FREQW   /
BTBRS   /LANGLE  / $

PCOMPT Table containing LAM option input and expanded information from 
the PCOMP Bulk Data entry.

GPKE Matrix of grid point kinetic energies.

OGPKE1 Table of grid point kinetic energies in SORT1 format.

OMID Input-character-default='NO'  Material output coordinate system flag.  
If OMID='YES' then stresses, strains, and forces are output in the 
material coordinate system of CQUAD4, CTRIA3, CQUAD8, and 
CTRIA6 elements.

OL

EDT 
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SDRCOMP Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

SDRCOMP CASECC,MPT,EPT,ETT,EST,OES1A,OEF1A,DIT,BGPDT,pcompt/
OES1C,OEFIT,OEF1AA/
STRNFLG/DESOPT/LOADFAC $

PCOMPT Table containing LAM option input and expanded information from 
the PCOMP Bulk Data entry.
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SDRX Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

Output Data Block:

SDRX CASECC,OEF1,OES1,GEOM2,GEOM3,EST,CSTM,MPT,DIT,BGPDT,ostr1/
OEF1X,OES1X,ostr1x/
S,N,NOXOUT $

OSTR1 Table of element strains in SORT1 format.

OSTR1X Table of element strains in SORT1 format augmented with strains for 1-
D elements.
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SDRXD Module

Format:

Input Data Block:

Output Data Block:

SDRXD CASECC,OEF1,OES1,GEOM2,GEOM3,EST,CSTM,MPT,DIT,
UG,DLT,OL,BGPDT,ostr1/
OEF1X,OES1X,ostr1x/
S,N,NOXOUT/APP/COUPMASS $

OSTR1 Table of element strains in SORT1 format.

OSTR1X Table of element strains in SORT1 format augmented with strains for 1-
D elements.
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SELA Module
Format:

Parameter:

SELA PJ,SLIST,SEMAP,BGPDTS,PA*,MAPS*,GDNTAB/
PG/
SEID/QUALNAM/S,N,LDSEQ/S,N,NOPGS/prtuim $

PRTUIM Input-logical-default=TRUE. UIM 4570 print control flag in SELA 
module.
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SEP2X Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

Output Data Blocks:

SEP2X GEOM1,GEOM2,GEOM3,GEOM4,EPT,MPT,SLIST,SEMAP,CASES,
DYNAMIC,UNUSED11,SGPDT,SCSTM,matpool/
GEOM1S,GEOM2S,GEOM3S,GEOM4S,EPTS,MPTS,
MAPS,SGPDTS,UNUSED9,DYNAMICS,matpools,unused12/
SEID/METHCMRS $

MATPOOL Table of Bulk Data entry images related to hydroelastic boundary, heat 
transfer radiation, virtual mass, DMIG, and DMIAX entries.

MATPOOLS MATPOOL table for the current superelement.

UNUSED12 Unused and may be purged.
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SEQP Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Output Data Blocks:

Parameters:

SEQP GEOM1,GEOM2,GEOM4,EPT,matpool,dynamic,casecc/
GEOM1Q,TIMSIZ,GEQMAP,BNDFIL,SPCPART,LGPART,geom2x,geom4x/
SEQOUT/SEQMETH//SUPER/FACTOR/
MPCFLG/START/MSGLVL/PEXIST/PSEQOPT/s,n,ntips/app/
s,n,zcollct/s,n,tipscol/acms/s,n,fluidse $

MATPOOL Table of Bulk Data entry images related to hydroelastic boundary, 
heat transfer radiation, virtual mass, DMIG, and DMIAX entries.

DYNAMIC Table of Bulk Data entry images related to dynamics. Grid points on 
DPHASE, DELAY, TIC, and DAREA records will be assigned to the 
residual structure if ACMS='YES'.

CASECC Table of Case Control command images.  Required for MFLUID set 
identification number.

MATPOOL Table of Bulk Data entry images related to hydroelastic boundary, 
heat transfer radiation, virtual mass, DMIG, and DMIAX entries. 
Required for DMIG and virtual mass partitioning with ACMS='YES'.

GEOM2X GEOM2 table augmented with fluid data and SPOINTS if 
ACMS='YES'.

GEOM4X GEOM4 table augmented with new RBE1 and RBE2 records (because 
all RBE1 and RBE2 elements are split so that each one contains only 
one m-set grid) for ACMS='YES'. Also augmented with SEQSET1 
records for ACMS='YES'.

NTIPS Input/output-integer-default=0.  The number of domains (tip 
superelements to be created automatically when ACMS='YES'. If 
NTIPS=0, then the number of domains will be set equal to the number 
of processors.

APP Input-character-default=' '.  Analysis type. Allowable values:

STATICS Statics

REIGEN Normal modes

FREQRESP Frequency response
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f 

 

 
 

TRANRESP Transient response

CEIGEN Complex eigenvalues

ZCOLLCT Input/output-integer-default=-1.  The absolute value is the number
of collectors in the last level of a multilevel tree (see ACMS='YES). I
ZCOLLCT<0, then a single final collector will be added.

TIPSCOL Input/output-integer-default=-1.  The number of tip superelements
upstream of each downstream collector superelement. See 
ACMS='YES'.

ACMS Input-character-default=' '.  Automatic Component Mode Synthesis
flag. If ACMS='YES', then the model will be automatically partitioned
into superelements according to NTIPS, TIPSCOL, and ZCOLLCT. 

FLUIDSE Output-integer-default=0.  Fluid superelement identification 
number. Set to a value greater than zero if ACMS='YES' and fluid 
elements are present.
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SSG1 Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

SSG1 SLT,BGPDT,CSTM,MEDGE,EST,MPT,ETT,EDT,MGG,CASECC,
DIT,UG,DEQATN,DEQIND,GPSNT,CSTM0,SCSTM,geom4/

,PTELEM,SLTH/

LUSET/NSKIP/DSENS/APP/ALTSHAPE/TABS/SEID $

GEOM4 Table of Bulk Data entry images related to constraints, degree-of-
freedom membership and rigid element connectivity.  Required for 
selected SPCD existence checks.

PG

AG 
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TA1 Module
Format:

Output Data Block:

TA1 MPT,ECT,EPT,BGPDT,SIL,ETT,CSTM,DIT,ECTA,EHT/
EST,ESTNL,GEI,GPECT,ESTL,VGFD,DITID,nfdict/
LUSET/S,N,NOESTL/S,N,NOSIMP/NOSUP/S,N,NOGENL/SEID/
LGDISP/NLAYERS/S,N,FREQDEP $

NFDICT Nonlinear element energy/force index table
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TRLG Module
Format:

Input Data Block:

Output Data Blocks:

TRLG CASECC,USETD,DLT,SLT,BGPDT,SIL,CSTM,TRL,DIT,

GMD,GOD, ,EST,MPT,MGG,v01p/ 

,PST,PDT,PDT1, ,TOL,DLTH,ypt,ypo/

S,N,NOSET/S,N,PDEPDO/IMETHOD/STIME/BETA/
S,N,FAC1/S,N,FAC2/S,N,FAC3/TOUT/TABS $

PHDH

RPX 
 
 

PPT

PPT 
 
  PHT

PXT 
 
 

V01P Partitioning vector for sparse load reduction.

YPT Transient response enforced motion matrix in the p-set.

YPO Transient response enforced motion matrix in the p-set and for the 
output time steps.
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VECPLOT Module
Format:

Input Data Blocks:

Output Data Block:

Parameters:

VECPLOT XG,BGPDT,SCSTM,CSTM,CASECC,  ,

MEDGE,x66p,vgq,rbf/
XOUT,RESMAX,HEADCNTL,x66/
S,N,GRDPNT/COORID/IOPT/TITLE1/TITLE2/TITLE3/
ALTSHAPE/WTMASS/SEID/setnam/rbfail $

X66P Previous output of X66, usually at g-set.  Used by IOPT=9, when 
setnam<>'g', as a baseline to compare against the non-g-set results in 
X66.

VGQ Partitioning vector with values of 1.0 at rows corresponding to 
degrees-of-freedom in the q-set.

RBF Rigid body force matrix.

x66 Triple-product of XG with rigid body modes for IOPT=9 or 10.

IOPT Input-integer-default=-1. 

IOPT=9 indicates a weight check.  Similar to IOPT=7 except

XG is a mass matrix:

1) allows other sets 

2) compares x66 (for non-g-set) with x66p

IOPT=10 indicates a ground check.  Similar to IOPT=7 except 

XG is a stiffness matrix:

1) allows other sets 

2) prints UIM indicating strain energy in each rigid body direction

SETNAM Input-character-default='g'.  Degree-of-freedom set name used by 
IOPT=9 and 10.

RBFAIL Output-logical-default='false'.  Set to TRUE if grounding check does 
not pass strain energy threshold used by IOPT=10.

LAMA

USET 
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XSORT Module

Parameter:

XSORT FORCE,BULKOLD/
BULK/
S,N,NOGOXSRT/S,N,QUALNAM/S,N,NEXTID/S,N,LASTBULK/
s,n,eqvblk $

EQVBLK Input/output-logical-default=FALSE.  Copy/equivalence flag of 
BULKOLD to BULK.  If on input EQVBLK=FALSE, and no new 
Bulk Data then copy BULKOLD to BULK.  If on input and output 
EQVBLK=TRUE and no new Bulk Data, then BULKOLD must be 
be equivalenced to BULK in a subsequent EQUIVX statement.  If 
there are any new Bulk Data then EQVBLK will be set to FALSE 
on output. 
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A.1 New or Modified Executive Control Statements
The following Executive statements are new for this release:

• DOMAINSOLVER

• GEOMCHECK

• SOL
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Selects a domain decomposition solution methods.

Format:

The description of the parameters is as follows:

DOMAINSOLVER Domain Decomposition Solution Method

Describers:

GDSTAT Geometric Domain Decomposition—Linear Statics

GDMODES Geometric Domain Decomposition—Normal Modes

FDMODES Frequency Domain—Normal Modes

FDFREQR Frequency Domain—Frequency Response

ACMS Automatic Component Modal Synthesis

NUMDOM Selects the number of domains or frequency segments as follows 
(different for each method):

ACMS if NUMDOM = 0 or 1, then the model will not be split. Default 
depends on the model size as follows:

NGRID < 2,000; NUMDOM = 4
2,000 < NGRIDS < 10,000; NUMDOM = 16
10,000 < NGRIDS < 50,000; NUMDOM = 32
50,000 < NGRIDS < 100,000; NUMDOM = 64
100,000 < NGRIDS < 300,000; NUMDOM = 128
300,000 < NGRIDS; NUMDOM = 256

The model will be split into NUMDOM domains.

DOMAINSOLVER

GDSTAT NUMDOM=int( )
GDMODES NUMDOM=int( )
FDMODES NUMDOM=int( )
FDFREQR NUMDOM=int( )
ACMS NUMDOM=int UPFACT=real TREE= MULTI|SINGLE[ ]( )
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Remark:

1. A multi-level tree requires the number of tip superelement (i.e. NUMDOM) 
to be evenly divisible by the number of processors specified for the run; 
otherwise the program will switch to a single-level tree automatically.

GDSTAT Default = dmp; if NUMDOM has any other value, it will 
automatically be set to dmp (=# of processors used for the run). The 
model will be split into NUMDOM domains.

GDMODES Default = dmp; if NUMDOM has any other value , it will 
automatically be set to dmp (=# of processors used for the run). The 
model will be split into NUMDOM domains.

FDMODES Default = dmp; if NUMDOM has any other value, it will 
automatically be set to dmp (=# of processors used for the run). The 
model will NOT be split into domains; instead, the frequency range 
will be split inside the READ module into NUMDOM segments 
that are solved independently.

FDFREQR Default = dmp; if NUMDOM has any other value, it will 
automatically be set to dmp(=# of processors used for the run). The 
model will NOT be split into domains; instead, the forcing 
frequencies will be split inside the FRLGEN or FRRD1 module into 
NUMDOM segments that are solved independently.

UPFACT
(ACMS)

The EIGR/L specification must include a frequency range. By 
default, the frequency range used for upstream component modes 
is two times larger than the selected range. To modify this factor, 
specify the keyword UPFACT.

TREE
(ACMS)

Specifies the type of tree to use:
TREE = MULTI > multi-level superelements tree (default)
TREE = SINGLE > single-level superelement tree
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Specifies tolerance values and options for optional finite element geometry tests.

Format:

Remarks:

1. The GEOMCHECK directive controls the number and severity of certain 
informational and warning messages produced by element matrix 
generation geometry checking operations.  Controls are currently available 
for the CQUAD4, CQUADR, CTRIA3, CTRIAR, CHEXA, CPENTA, 
CTETRA, CBAR and CBEAM elements only.  Multiple GEOMCHECK 
directives may be present.  Continuations are acceptable.

GEOMCHECK Specifies Geometry Check Options

Describers:

test_keyword A keyword associated with the particular element geometry test. 
See Remark 2. for a list of acceptable selections.

tol_value Tolerance value to be used for the specified test. See Remark 2. for 
default values of the test tolerances.

n The minimum number of messages that will be produced.  The 
default is 100 messages for each element type.  See Remark 3.

FATAL Geometry tests that exceed tolerance values produce fatal 
messages. See Remark 4.

INFORM Geometry tests that exceed tolerance values produce informative 
messages.  See Remark 4.

WARN Geometry tests that exceed tolerance values produce warning 
messages.  See Remark 4.

SUMMARY A summary table of the geometry tests performed is produced.  No 
individual element information messages are output.

NONE None of the optional element geometry tests will be performed.

GEOMCHECK test_keyword tol_value=[ ] MSGLIMIT n=[ ] MSGTYPE
FATAL

INFORM
WARN

=  , , ,

SUMMARY[ ] NONE[ ],
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2. The following table summarizes the acceptable specifications for 
test_keyword.

Name Value 
Type Default Comment

Q4_SKEW Real>0.0 30.0 Skew angle in degrees

Q4_TAPER Real>0.0 0.50 Taper ratio

Q4_WARP Real>0.0 0.05 Surface warping factor

Q4_IAMIN Real>0.0 30.0 Minimum Interior Angle in degrees

Q4_IAMAX Real>0.0 150.0 Maximum Interior Angle in degrees

T3_SKEW Real>0.0 10.0 Skew angle in degrees

T3_IAMAX Real>0.0 160.0 Maximum Interior Angle in degrees

TET_AR Real>0.0 100.0 Longest edge to shortest edge aspect ratio

TET_EPLR Real>0.0 0.50 Edge point length ratio

TET_DETJ Real 0.0 | J | minimum value

TET_DETG Real 0.0 | J | minimum value at vertex point

HEX_AR Real>0.0 100.0 Longest edge to shortest edge aspect ratio

HEX_EPLR Real>0.0 0.50 Edge point length ratio

HEX_DETJ Real 0.0 | J | minimum value

HEX_WARP Real>0.0 0.707 Face warp coefficient

PEN_AR Real>0.0 100.0 Longest edge to shortest edge aspect ratio

PEN_EPLR Real>0.0 0.50 Edge point length ratio

PEN_DETJ Real 0.0 | J | minimum value

PEN_WARP Real>0.0 0.707 Quadrilateral face warp coefficient

BEAM_OFF Real>0.0 0.15 CBEAM element offset length ratio

BAR_OFF Real>0.0 0.15 CBAR element offset length ratio
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where:

• Test_keyword names starting with the characters Q4 are applicable to 
CQUAD4 and CQUADR elements.  Test_keyword names starting 
with the characters T3 are applicable to CTRIA3 and CTRIAR 
elements.  Test_keyword names starting with the characters TET_ are 
applicable to CTETRA elements.  Test_keyword names starting with 
the characters HEX_ are applicable to CHEXA elements.  
Test_keyword names starting with the characters PEN_ are applicable 
to CPENTA elements.

• Skew angle for the quadrilateral element is defined to be the angle 
between the lines that join midpoints of the opposite sides of the 
quadrilateral.  Skew angle for the triangular element is defined to be 
the smallest angle at any of the three vertices.

• Interior angles are defined to be the angles formed by the edges that 
meet at the corner node of an element.  There are four for quadrilateral 
shapes and three for triangular shapes.

• Taper ratio for the quadrilateral element is defined to be the ratio of 
the area of the triangle formed at each corner grid point to one half the 
area of the quadrilateral.  The largest of the four ratios is compared 
against the tolerance value.  It may be noted that as the ratio 
approaches 1.0, the shape approaches a triangle.

• Surface warping factor for a quadrilateral is defined to be the distance 
of the corner points of the element to the mean plane of the grid points 
divided by the average of the element diagonal lengths.  For flat 
elements (all of the grid points lie in a plane), this factor is zero.

• The edge point length ratio test is only performed for the solid 
elements when edge node points exist.  The test evaluates the relative 
position of the edge node point along a straight line connecting the 
two vertex nodes of that edge.  Ideally, the edge point should be 
located on this line at a point midway between the two end points.  
The default tolerance allows the edge node to be positioned anywhere 
between the two quarter points on this line.  In addition, the angles 
between the lines joining the edge node and the end points are 
determined.  If the angle is greater than , then the edge point 
length ratio test is considered violated and a diagnostic message will 
be generated if appropriate.

30°
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3. A single line of output summarizing the results of all tests for an element 
will be output if any of the geometry tests exceeds the test tolerance.  Only 
the first n of these messages will be produced.  A summary of the test results 
indicating the number of tolerances exceeded as well as the element 
producing the worst violation is also output.  If the SUMMARY keyword 
has been specified, only the summary table is produced and none of the 
single line element messages will be output.

4. When SUMMARY is not specified, each geometry test that exceeds the 
tolerance will be identified in the single line output summary by an 
indicator based on the specification for MSGTYPE.  For the FATAL option, 
the indicator is “FAIL”; for the INFORM option, it is “xxxx”; for the WARN 
option, it is “WARN”.  If the FATAL option is specified and any test fails, 
the run is terminated.

Examples:

1. Set the tolerance for the CQUAD4 element skew angle test to 15.0 degrees 
and limit messages to 50.

                GEOMCHECK   Q4_SKEW=15.0,MSGLIMIT=50

2. Limit messages to 500 for each element type.

                GEOMCHECK  MSGLIMIT=500

3. Set the message type to fatal for CQUAD4 element taper tests.

                GEOMCHECK  Q4_TAPER,MSGTYPE=FATAL

4. Request summary table output only using default tolerance values.

                 GEOMCHECK  SUMMARY

• The face warp coefficient test tolerance is the cosine of the angle 
formed between the normal vectors located at diagonally opposite 
corner points on each face surface.  This value is 1.0 for a face where 
all 4 corners lie in a plane.  The default tolerance allows angles of up 
to  before a message is generated.45°
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Specifies the solution sequence or main subDMAP to be executed.

Format:

Remarks:

1. If SOLIN keyword is not given and if there are no LINK statements within 
the input data, the program will perform an automatic link.  The program 
will first collect the objects created in the current run by the COMPILE 
statement and the remaining objects stored in the MSCOBJ DBset.  The 
program will then perform an automatic link of the collected objects.

2. If the SOLIN keyword is not given but a LINK statement is provided, the 
SOLIN default will be obtained from the SOLOUT keyword on the LINK 
statement.

3. The OSCAR (Operation Sequence Control ARray) defines the problem 
solution sequence.  The OSCAR consists of a sequence of entries with each 
entry containing all of the information needed to execute one step of the 
problem solution.  The OSCAR is generated from information supplied by 
the user’s entries in the Executive Control Section.

4. The SOLIN keyword will skip the automatic link and execute the OSCAR 
on the specified DBset.

SOL Execute a Solution Sequence

Describers Meaning

n Solution number.  See Remark 6. for the list of valid numbers.  
(Integer>0)

subDMAP-name The name of a main subDMAP.  See the NX Nastran DMAP 
Programmer’s Guide.  (Character; 1 to 8 alphanumeric 
characters in length and the first character must be alphabetic.)

obj-DBset The character name of a DBset where the OSCAR is stored.  
See Remarks 1. and 2.  (Character; 1 to 8 alphanumeric 
characters in length and the first character must be alphabetic.)

NOEXE Suppresses execution after compilation and/or linkage of the 
solution is complete.  Also, the Bulk Data and Case Control 
Sections are not read or processed.

SOL   n
subDMAP-name 

 
 

  SOLIN = obj-DBset     NOEXE[ ]
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5. The DOMAINSOLVER may be used in conjunction with Solutio+n 
Sequences 101, 103, 108, and 111 to select domain decomposition solution 
methods.

6. The following Solution Sequences are currently available in NX Nastran:

Table A-1  Structured Solution Sequences

SOL 
Number SOL Name Description

101 SESTATIC Statics with Options:
Linear Steady State Heat Transfer
Alternate Reduction
Inertia Relief
Design Sensitivity - Statics

103 SEMODES Normal Modes with Option:
Design Sensitivity - Modes

105 SEBUCKL Buckling with options:
Static Analysis
Alternate Reduction
Inertia Relief
Design Sensitivity - Buckling

106 NLSTATIC Nonlinear or Linear Statics

107 SEDCEIG Direct Complex Eigenvalues

108 SEDFREQ Direct Frequency Response

109 SEDTRAN Direct Transient Response

110 SEMCEIG Modal Complex Eigenvalues

111 SEMFREQ Modal Frequency Response

112 SEMTRAN Modal Transient Response

114 CYCSTATX Cyclic Statics with Option:
Alternate Reduction

115 CYCMODE Cyclic Normal Modes

116 CYCBUCKL Cyclic Buckling

118 CYCFREQ Cyclic Direct Frequency Response

129 NLTRAN Nonlinear or Linear Transient Response

144 AESTAT Static Aeroelastic Response
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145 SEFLUTTR Aerodynamic Flutter

146 SEAERO Aeroelastic Response

153 NLSCSH Static Structural and/or Steady State Heat Transfer 
Analysis with Options:

Linear or Nonlinear Analysis

159 NLTCSH Transient Structural and/or Transient Heat Transfer 
Analysis with Options:

Linear or Nonlinear Analysis

190 DBTRANS Database Transfer, NX Nastran Reference Manual, 
Section 9.2.

200 DESOPT Design Optimization

Table A-2  Unstructured Solution Sequences

SOL
Number

SOL
Name Description

1 STATICS1 Statics and Linear Heat Transfer

3 MODES Normal Modes

4 GNOLIN Geometric Nonlinear

5 BUCKLING Buckling

7 DCEIG Direct Complex Eigenvalues

8 DFREQ Direct Frequency Response

9 DTRAN Direct Transient Response

10 MCEIG Modal Complex Eigenvalues

11 MFREQ Modal Frequency Response

12 MTRAN Modal Transient Response

14 CYCSTAT Cyclic Statics

15 CYCMODES Cyclic Modes

16 CYCBUCK Cyclic Buckling

Table A-1  Structured Solution Sequences (continued)

SOL 
Number SOL Name Description
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Examples:

1. In the following example, SOL 103 is executed from MSCOBJ.

SOL 103

2. In the following example, the PHASE0 subDMAP is altered, SOL 103 is 
relinked onto the OBJSCR DBset (which is the default for SOLOUT), and 
SOL 103 is executed.

SOL 103
COMPILE PHASE1
ALTER ’DTIIN’
TABPT SETREE,,,,// $
.
.
.
ENDALTER $

3. In the following example, the solution sequence called DYNAMICS is 
executed from the USROBJ DBset.

SOL DYNAMICS SOLIN = USROBJ
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A.2 New or Modified Case Control Commands
The following Case Control commands are either new or have been modified for NX 
Nastran:

• AEUXREF • LOADSET

• ANALYSIS • M2GG

• B2GG • M2PP

• B2PP • MAXMIN

• EDE • MEFFMASS

• EKE • OFREQUENCY

• ELSUM • OMODES

• ESE • OTIME

• GPFORCE • P2G

• GPKE • STRAIN

• GROUNDCHECK • TFL

• K2GG • WEIGHTCHECK

• K2PP
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Reference UXVEC selector for the aeroelastic trim analysis. This is used to indicate 
an aerodynamic extra point vector about which the stability derivatives are to be 
computed and printed. The stability derivatives are the change in force due to a unit 
perturbation of each parameter in the aerodynamic extra point set. Due to the 
nonlinear nature of the aeroelastic loads, the stability derivatives can be (but are not 
required to be) a function of the point about which the slope is computed. This input 
defines which point is to be used in computing the stability derivatives for printing 
(local slopes will be computed as needed in the trim solver). This selection is typically 
done within each subcase, but a case control default can be defined by placing an 
entry above the subcase level.

Format:

AEUXREF = 

Examples:

AEUXREF=100
AEUXREF=TRIM

Remarks:

1. If, for a particular subcase, AEUXREF is not defined, the “free stream” state 
will be used (that is, the stability derivatives will be computed about zero 
values for all parameters). This results in upward compatibility with the 
linear database paradigm.

2. Only one of TRIM or a UXVEC id may be specified on any given subcase. 
To see stability derivatives about additional points, you must define 
additional trim subcases.

AEUXREF Define the reference aerodynamic extra point (controller) vector

Describers Meaning

n The identification number of a UXVEC Bulk Data entry that defines 
the point about which stability derivatives will be computed in TRIM 
cases.

TRIM Indicates that the stability derivatives should be computed about the 
trimmed state.

n
TRIM 
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Specifies the type of analysis being performed for the current subcase.

Format:

ANALYSIS=type

Examples:

ANALYSIS=STATICS
ANALYSIS=MODES

Remarks:

1. ANALYSIS=STRUC is the default in SOLs 153 and 159.

2. In SOL 200, all subcases, including superelement subcases, must be 
assigned by an ANALYSIS command either in the subcase or above all 
subcases.  Also, all subcases assigned by ANALYSIS=MODES must contain 
a DESSUB request.

3. ANALYSIS=DIVERG is only available for analysis in SOL 200. Sensitivity 
and optimization are not supported for this analysis type.

ANALYSIS Analysis Discipline Subcase Assignment

Describers Meaning

type Analysis type.  Allowable values and applicable solution sequences 
(Character):

STATICS
MODES
BUCK
OFREQ
MFREQ
MTRAN
DCEIG

MCEIG

SAERO
DIVERGE

FLUTTER
HEAT
STRUCTURE

Statics
Normal Modes
Buckling
Direct Frequency
Modal Frequency
Modal Transient
Direct Complex
Eigenvalue Analysis

Modal Complex
Eigenvalue Analysis

Static Aeroelasticity
Static Aeroelastic 
Divergence

Flutter
Heat Transfer Analysis
Structural Analysis

(SOL 200 only)

(SOLs 153 and 159 only)
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4. In order to obtain normal modes data recovery in SOLs 110, 111, and 112, 
ANALYSIS = MODES must be specified under one or more separate 
subcases(s) which contain requests for data recovery intended for normal 
modes only. For example, in SOL 111:

METH=40
SPC=1
SUBCASE 1 $ Normal Modes

ANALYSIS=MODES
DISP=ALL

SUBCASE 2 $ Frequency response
STRESS=ALL
DLOAD=12
FREQ=4

All commands which control the boundary conditions (SPC, MPC, and 
SUPORT) and METHOD selection should be copied inside the 
ANALYSIS=MODES subcase or specified above the subcase level.
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Selects direct input damping matrices.

Format:

B2GG=name

Examples: 

Remarks:

1. DMIG matrices will not be used unless selected.

2. Terms are added to the damping matrix before any constraints are applied.

3. The matrix must be symmetric and field 4 on the DMIG,name entry must 
contain the integer 6.

4. A scale factor may be applied to this input via the PARAM, CB2 entry.  See 
“Parameters” on page 1419 of the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide.

5. The matrices are additive if multiple matrices are referenced on the B2GG 
command.

B2GG Direct Input Damping Matrix Selection

B2GG = BDMIG

B2GG = B1, B2, B3

SET 100 = BDMIG, B1, B8
B2GG = 100

Describer Meaning

name
Name of  matrix that is input on the DMIG Bulk Data entry.  

See “Direct Matrix Input on Grid Points (DMIG)” on page 155 of 
the NX Nastran Reference Manual.

Bgg
2[ ]
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Selects direct input damping matrices.

Format:

B2PP=name

Examples: 

Remarks:

1. DMIG entries will not be used unless selected.

2. B2PP is used only in dynamics problems.

3. DMIAX entries will not be used unless selected by the B2PP command.

4. The matrix must be square or symmetric and field 4 on the DMIG,name 
entry must contain a 1 or 6.

5. It is recommended that PARAM,AUTOSPC,NO be specified.  See 
“Constraint and Mechanism Problem Identification in 
SubDMAP SEKR” on page 314 of the NX Nastran Reference Manual.

6. The matrices are additive if multiple matrices are referenced on the B2PP 
command.

B2PP Direct Input Damping Matrix Selection

B2PP = BDMIG

B2PP = B1, B2, B3

SET 100 = BDMIG, B1, B8
B2PP = 100

Describers Meaning

name
Name of  matrix that is input on the DMIG or DMIAX Bulk 

Data entry.  See “Direct Matrix Input on Grid Points (DMIG)” on 
page 155 of the NX Nastran Reference Manual.

Bpp
2[ ]
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Requests the output of the energy loss per cycle in selected elements.

Format:

Examples:

EDE=ALL
EDE(PUNCH, THRESH=.0001)=19

Remarks:

1. If  is not specified then  defaults to the values specified by 
user parameter TINY.

EDE Element Energy Loss Per Cycle Output Request

Describers Meaning

PRINT Write energies to the print file. (Default)

PUNCH Write energies to the punch file.

PLOT Do not write energies to either the punch file or the print file.

AVERAGE Requests average energy in frequency response analysis only. 
(Default)

AMPLITUDE Requests amplitude of energy in frequency response analysis only.

PEAK Requests peak energy for frequency response analysis only. PEAK is 
the sum of AVERAGE and AMPLITUDE.

THRESH Energies for elements having an energy value of less than p% will be 
suppressed in all output files-print, punch, plot, op2, and xdb. 
THRESH overrides the value of TINY described in Remark 1. 
(Default = 0.001)

ALL Energy for all elements will be computed.

n Set identification number. Energy for all elements specified on the 
SET n command will be computed. The SET n command must be 
specified in the same subcase as the EDE command or above all 
subcases. (Integer > 0)

NONE Element energy loss will not be output.

EDE
PRINT, PUNCH

PLOT

AVERAGE
AMPLITUDE

PEAK

THRESH ρ=[ ]
 
 
 
  ALL

n
NONE 

 
 
 
 

=

THRESH ρ= ρ
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2. The energy calculations include the contribution of initial thermal strain.

3. Energy density (element energy divided by element volume) is also 
computed in some solution sequences. It can be suppressed by use of 
PARAM,EST,-1.

4. For frequency response analysis, the energy may be computed in one of 
three ways as selected by

AVERAGE:

AMPLITUDE:

PEAK:

where:

5. In SOL 111, EDE can only be requested if PARAM,DDRMM,-1 is used.

6. Only damping from the viscous dampers (e.g., CVISC, CDAMPi, etc.) are 
included. Structural damping is not included in the calculation.

E = elemental energy

= velocity - real part

= velocity - imaginary part

= elemental mass

Eo πω ur{ } T
Be[ ] ur{ } ui{ } T

Be[ ] ui{ }+( )=

Ea πω ur{ } T
Be[ ] ur{ } ui{ } T

Be[ ] ui{ }–( )
2

2 ur{ } T
Be[ ] ui{ }( )

2
+=

Epeak Eo= Ea+

ur{ }

ui{ }

Be[ ]
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Requests the output of the kinetic energy in selected elements.

Format:

Examples:

EKE=ALL
EKE(PUNCH, THRESH=.0001)=19

Remarks:

1. If  is not specified then p defaults to the values specified by 
user parameter TINY.

EKE Element Kinetic Energy Output Request

Describers Meaning

PRINT Write energies to the print file. (Default)

PUNCH Write energies to the punch file.

PLOT Do not write energies to either the punch file or the print file.

AVERAGE Requests average energy in frequency response analysis only. 
(Default)

AMPLITUDE Requests amplitude of energy in frequency response analysis only.

PEAK Requests peak energy for frequency response analysis only. PEAK is 
the sum of AVERAGE and AMPLITUDE.

THRESH Strain energies for elements having a energy value of less than p% 
will be suppressed in all output files-print, punch, plot, op2, and xdb. 
THRESH overrides the value of TINY described in Remark 1. 
(Default = 0.001)

ALL Strain energy for all elements will be computed.

n Set identification number. Energy for all elements specified on the 
SET n command will be computed. The SET n command must be 
specified in the same subcase as the EKE command or above all 
subcases. (Integer > 0)

NONE Element kinetic energy will not be output.

EKE
PRINT, PUNCH

PLOT

AVERAGE
AMPLITUDE

PEAK

THRESH p=[ ]
 
 
 
  ALL

n
NONE 

 
 
 
 

=

THRESH p=
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2. The energy calculations include the contribution of initial thermal strain.

3. Energy density (element energy divided by element volume) is also 
computed in some solution sequences. It can be suppressed by use of 
PARAM,EST,-1.

4. For frequency response analysis, the energy may be computed in one of 
three ways as selected by

AVERAGE:

AMPLITUDE:

PEAK:

where:

5. In SOL 111, EKE can only be requested if PARAM,DDRMM,-1 is used.

E = elemental energy

= velocity - real part

= velocity - imaginary part

= elemental mass

Eo
1
4
--- vr{ } T

Me[ ] vr{ } vi{ } T
Me[ ] vi{ }+( )=

Ea
1
4
--- vr{ } T

Me[ ] vr{ } vi{ } T
Me[ ] vi{ }–( )

2
2 vr{ } T

Me[ ] vi{ }( )
2

+=

Epeak Eo= Ea+

vr{ }

vi{ }

Me[ ]
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Requests a summary of element properties for output.

Format:

Examples:

ELSUM = ALL
ELSUM = 9

Remarks:

1. The ELSUM Case Control command produces a summary of properties for 
elements. The properties include element-id, material-id, (length or 
thickness), area, volume, structural mass, non-structural mass, total mass, 
and the product, total mass * WTMASS. Total mass is the sum of structural 
and non-structural mass.

2. Certain element types produce only partial data. For these element types 
output will contain element-id, (length or thickness), volume, and area 
without mass data. Total will thus not include those elements for which 
mass data was not generated.

3. Mass data will be computed for the following elements: CBAR, CBEAM, 
CBEND, CHEXA, CONROD, CPENTA, CQUAD4, CQUAD8, CQUADR, 
CROD, CSHEAR, CTETRA, CTRIAR, CTRIA3, CTRIA6, CTRIAX6, CTUBE.

ELSUM ELSUM Element Summary Request

Describers Meaning

ALL Element summary output for all elements.

n Set identification of a previously appearing SET command. Only 
produces output for elements whose identification numbers appear on 
this SET command. (Integer > 0).

NONE No element summary output.

ELSUM
ALL

n
NONE 

 
 
 
 

=
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Requests the output of the strain energy in selected elements.

Format:

Examples:

ESE=ALL
ESE (PUNCH, THRESH=.0001)=19

Remarks:

1. If  is not specified then p defaults to the values specified by 
user parameter TINY.

ESE Element Strain Energy Output Request

Describers Meaning

PRINT Write energies to the print file (default).

PUNCH Write energies to the punch file.

PLOT Do not write energies to either the punch file or the print file.

AVERAGE Requests average energy in frequency response analysis only.

AMPLITUDE Requests amplitude of evergy in frequency response analysis only.

PEAK Requests peak energy for frequency response analysis only. PEAK 
is the sum of AVERAGE and AMPLITUDE.

THRESH Energies for elements having an energy value of less than p% will 
be suppressed in all output files-print, punch, plot, op2, and xdb. 
THRESH overrides the value of TINY described in Remark 1. 
(Default=0.001)

ALL Energy for all elements will be computed.

n Set identification number. energy for all elements specified on the 
SET n command will be comuted. The SET n command must be 
specified in the same subcase as the ESE command or above all 
subcases. (Integer>0)

NONE Element strain energy will not be output.

ESE
PRINT, PUNCH( )

PLOT

AVERAGE
AMPLITUDE

PEAK

THRESH p=[ ]
 
 
 
  ALL

n
NONE 

 
 
 
 

=

THRESH p=
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2. The energy calculations include the contribution of initial thermal strain.

3. Energy density (element strain energy divided by element volume) is also 
computed in some solution sequences.  It can be suppressed by use of 
PARAM,EST,-1.

4. For frequency response analysis, the energy may be computed in one of 
three ways as selected by

AVERAGE:

AMPLITUDE:

PEAK:

where:

5. In SOL 111, ESE can only be requested if PARAM,DDRMM,-1 is used.

6. Element data recovery for thermal loads is not currently implemented in 
dynamics.

7. Element strain energy is available for nonlinear static analysis (SOL 106).  
All other nonlinear solution sequences do not support element strain energy 
output.

8. The strain energy for nonlinear elements is caculated by integrating the 
specific energy rate, the inner product of strain rate and stress, over element 
volume and time.

E = elemental energy

= displacement - real part

= displacement - imaginary part

= elemental stiffness

Eo
1
4
--- ur{ } T

Ke[ ] ur{ } ui{ } T
Ke[ ] ui{ }+( )=

Ea
1
4
--- ur{ } T

Ke[ ] ur{ } ui{ } T
Ke[ ] ui{ }–( )

2
2 ur{ } T

Ke[ ] ui{ }( )
2

+=

Epeak Eo= Ea+

ur{ }

ui{ }

Ke[ ]
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Eq. A-1

where:

Loads from temperature changes are included in Eq. A-1.  If we assume a 
linear variation of temperatures from subcase to subcase, then the strain 
energy in Eq. A-1—for the special case of linear material and geometry—
becomes

Eq. A-2

where  is the element load vector for temperature differences.

For linear elements, the default definition of element strain energy is

Eq. A-3

where  is the element load vector for temperature differences and 
element deformation.

In Eq. A-3, the temperatures are assumed to be constant within a subcase.  
The default definition of the strain energy for linear elements differs from 
the definition for nonlinear elements by a factor of 1/2 in the temperature 
loads.  To request the strain energy for linear elements using Eq. A-2, set the 
parameter XFLAG to 2; the default value for XFLAG is 0, which uses 
Eq. A-3 for the strain energy of linear elements.

= stress tensor

= tensor of the strain rate

= element volume

= actual time in the load history

E ε·
T
σ Vd τd

V
∫

0

t

∫=

σ

ε·

V

t

E
1
2
---= u

T
Keu

1
2
---– u

T
Pet

Pet

E
1
2
---u

T
Keu= u

T
Pet–

Pet
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Requests grid point force balance at selected grid points.

Format:

Examples:

GPFORCE=ALL
GPFORCE=17

Remarks:

1. The printing of the grid point forces will be suppressed if PARAM,NOGPF,-
1 appears in the Bulk Data.

2. The Bulk Data entry PARAM,NOELOF,+1 will cause the output of the grid 
point forces to be aligned with the edges of the two-dimensional elements.  
The default value of -1 will suppress this output.

3. The Bulk Data entry PARAM,NOELOP,+1 will cause the output of the sum 
of the forces parallel to the edges of adjacent elements.  The default value of 
-1 will suppress this output.

4. The output of grid point forces aligned with the edges of elements is 
available for the following elements:

GPFORCE Grid Point Force Output Request

Describers Meaning

PRINT The printer will be the output medium.

PUNCH The punch file will be the output medium.

ALL Grid point force balance for all grid points will be output.

n Set identification number of a previously appearing SET command.  
Only grid points with identification numbers that appear on this SET 
command will be included in the grid point force balance output.  
(Integer>0)

GPFORCE PRINT, PUNCH, PLOT( )[ ] ALL
n 

 
 

=
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CBAR
CROD
CBEAM
CSHEAR
CONROD
CTRIA3

The positive direction for grid point forces aligned with the edges of 
elements is from the reference point to the load point as indicated on the 
printed output.

5. Grid point force balance is computed from linear and nonlinear elements, 
the sum of applied and thermal loads, and MPC and SPC forces.  Effects not 
accounted for include those from mass elements in dynamic analysis 
(inertia loads), general elements, DMIG entries, and boundary loads from 
upstream superelements.  These effects may lead to an apparent lack of 
equilibrium at the grid point level.  The following table summarizes those 
effects that are considered and those effects that are ignored in the 
calculation of grid point forces in the global coordinate system:

6. Only the element elastic forces are included when the grid point forces are 
aligned with the edges of elements.

7. In inertia relief analysis, the GPFORCES output related to SPCFORCES and 
applied loads is interpreted differently for SOLs 1, 101, and 200:

• In SOL 1, the SPCFORCES and applied load output does not reflect 
the effects due to inertial loads.

• In SOLs 101 and 200, the SPCFORCES and applied load output 
includes both the effect of inertial loads and applied loads.

8. When pressure loads are applied the GPFDR module uses the discrete load 
vector and does not include any distributed effects

Contributions Included Contributions Ignored

Applied Loads GENEL Forces

SPC Forces DMIG and DMI Forces

Element Elastic Forces Boundary Loads from Upstream 
Superelements

Thermal Loads

MPC and Rigid Element Forces
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9. PARAM,DDRMM,-1 must be inserted in the deck to obtain GPFORCE 
output in frequency response.

10. Grid point force output is available for nonlinear static analysis (SOL 106). 
All other nonlinear solution sequences do not support grid point force 
output. PARAM,NOELOF and PARAM,NOELOP are not supported in 
nonlinear static analysis; therefore, Remarks 2, 3, 4, and 6 do not apply to 
SOL 106.
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Requests the output of the kinetic energy at selected grid points in normal modes 
analysis only.

Format:

Examples:

GPKE=ALL
GPKE (PRINT, PUNCH)=19

Remarks:

1. Grid point kinetic energy is only available for normal modes analysis.

2. Both PRINT and PUNCH may be requested.

3. GPKE=NONE overrides an overall output request.

4. For models using the lumped mass formulation, the grid point kinetic 
energy can be used to examine the distribution of kinetic energy among the 
grid points. It is computed as:

GPKE Grid Point Kinetic Energy

Describers Meaning

PRINT The printer will be the output medium.

NOPRINT Generates, but does not print, grid point kinetic energy output.

PUNCH The punch file will be the output medium.

e Minimum energy threshold. Only energies above this value will be 
printed and/or punch.

ALL Grid point kinetic energy for all grid points will be output.

n Set identification number of a previously appearing SET command. 
Only grid points with identification numbers that appear on this SET 
command will be included in output. (Integer>0)

NONE Grid point kinetic energy for no points will be output.

GPKE
PRINT

NOPRINT
PUNCH,  THRESH e=( ),

ALL
n

NONE 
 
 
 
 

=

Ekg
Φg

mass
MggΦg

mass[ ]⊗=
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where  is the mass-normalized eigenvectors so that the total grid point 
kinetic energy is scaled to be unity. Note that the operator indicates 
term-wise matrix multiplication.

5. The grid point kinetic energy output has limited meaning for a coupled 
mass formulation. Since this mass formulation produces a coupling of mass 
across grid points, the sharing of kinetic energy among grid points can 
occur. In general, this obscures the meaning of the computation as a means 
of identifying important model parameters to control modal behavior.

Φg
mass

  ⊗
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Perform grounding check analysis on stiffness matrix to expose unintentional 
constraints by moving the model rigidly.

Format:

Examples:

GROUNDCHECK=YES
GROUNDCHECK(GRID=12,SET=(G,N,A),THRESH=1.E-5,DATAREC)=YES

Remarks:

1. GROUNDCHECK must be specified above the subcase level.

2. SET=N+AUTOSPC uses the stiffness matrix for the n-set with the rows 
corresponding to degrees-of-freedom constrained by the 
PARAM,AUTOSPC operation zeroed out. If AUTOSPC was not performed 
then this check is redundant with respect to SET=N.

GROUNDCHECK Rigid Body Motion Grounding Check

Describers Meaning

PRINT Write output to the print file (default)

NOPRINT Do not write output to the print file.

PUNCH Write output to the punch file.

SET Selects degree-of-freedom set(s). (Default: SET=G).

gid Reference grid point for the calculation of the rigid body motion.

e Maximum strain energy which passes the check. The default value 
is computed byu dividing the largest term in the stiffness matrix by 
1.E10.

DATAREC Requests data recovery of grounding forces (Default: 
DATAREC=NO)

r Grounding forces which are larger than r percent of the largest 
grounding force will be printed if DATAREC=YES. (Default=10%)

GROUNDCHECK

PRINT
NOPRINT

PUNCH, SET, G, N, N AUTOSPC, F, A+

ALL 
 
 

 
 
 

=




GRID gid, THRESH e,DATAREC = YES
NO

RTHRESH r=( ),= =




YES
NO 

 
 

=
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Selects direct input stiffness matrices.

Format:

K2GG=name

Examples: 

Remarks:

1. DMIG matrices will not be used unless selected.

2. Terms are added to the stiffness matrix before any constraints are applied.

3. The matrix must be symmetric and field 4 on DMIG,name entry must 
contain the integer 6.

4. A scale factor may be applied to this input via the PARAM, CK2 entry.  See 
“Parameters” on page 1419.

5. The matrices are additive if multiple matrices are referenced on the K2GG 
command.

K2GG Direct Input Stiffness Matrix Selection

K2GG = KDMIG

K2GG = K1, K2, K3

SET 100 = KDMIG, K1, K8
K2GG = 100

Describer Meaning

name
Name of a  matrix that is input on the DMIG Bulk Data entry.  

See See “Direct Matrix Input on Grid Points (DMIG)” on page 155 
of the NX Nastran Reference Manual. (Character)

Kgg
2[ ]
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Selects direct input stiffness matrices, which are not included in normal modes.

Format:

K2PP=name

Examples: 

Remarks:

1. DMIG and DMIAX entries will not be used unless selected by the K2PP 
command.

2. The matrix must be square or symmetric and field 4 on the DMIG,name 
entry must contain a 1 or 6.

3. It is recommended that PARAM,AUTOSPC,NO be specified.  See 
“Constraint and Mechanism Problem Identification in 
SubDMAP SEKR” on page 314 of the NX Nastran Reference Manual.

4. K2PP matrices are used only in dynamic response problems.  They are not 
used in normal modes.

5. The matrices are additive if multiple matrices are referenced on the K2PP 
command.

K2PP Direct Input Stiffness Matrix Selection

K2PP = KDMIG

K2PP = K1, K2, K3

SET 100 = KDMIG, K1, K8
K2PP = 100

Describer Meaning

name
Name of a  matrix that is input on the DMIG or DMlAX Bulk 

Data entry.  See “Direct Matrix Input on Grid Points (DMIG)” on 
page 155 of the NX Nastran Reference Manual.  (Character)

Kpp
2[ ]
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Selects a sequence of static load sets to be applied to the structural model.  The load 
sets may be referenced by dynamic load commands.

Format:

LOADSET=n

Example:

LOADSET=100

Remarks:

1. When used in superelement analysis, this command must be used for all 
superelements. The number of static load vectors created for each 
superelement depends upon the type of analysis. In static analysis, the 
number of vectors created is equal to the number of unique EXCITEID IDs 
on all LSEQ entries in the Bulk Data; in dynamic analysis, the number of 
vectors created is equal to the number of unique DAREA IDs on all 
RLOAD1, RLOAD2, TLOAD1, TLOAD2 and ACSRCE entries in the Bulk 
Data.

2. When the LOADSET command is used in superelement statics, the residual 
structure should have as many loading conditions as the number of unique 
EXCITEID sets defined on all LSEQ entries.  The subcases after the first 
should contain only SUBTITLE and LABEL information and residual 
structure output requests.  SUBTITLE and LABEL information for all 
superelements will be obtained from the residual structure.

3. When more than one subcase is used with solution sequences 8, 9, 11 and 12 
and the coupled mass option is used with CBAR elements, the LOADSET 
must appear above all subcases.  Only one LOADSET may be specified.

4. In SOL 101, the design sensitivity output will identify all expanded 
subcases by a sequence of unique integers beginning with n.

5. In the nonlinear static solution sequences (SOLs 106 and 153) the LOADSET 
must appear above all subcases and only one LOADSET may be specified.

6. Only one LOADSET command is allowed per superelement.

LOADSET Static Load Set Selection

Describer Meaning

n Set identification number of at least one LSEQ Bulk Data entry.  
(Integer>0)
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7. It is no longer necessary to employ LOADSET/LSEQ data to specify static 
loading data for use in dynamic analysis. In the absence of LOADSET 
request in Case Control, all static loads whose load set IDs match the 
EXCITEID IDs on all RLOAD1, RLOAD2, TLOAD1, TLOAD2 and ACSRCE 
entries in the Bulk Data are automatically processed.
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Selects direct input mass matrices.

Format:

M2GG=name

Examples: 

Remarks:

1. DMIG matrices will not be used unless selected.

2. Terms are added to the mass matrix before any constraints are applied.

3. The matrix must be symmetric and field 4 on DMIG, name entry must 
contain a 6.

4. M2GG input is not affected by PARAM,WTMASS. M2GG input must either 
be in consistent mass units or PARAM,CM2 may be used.

5. The matrices are additive if multiple matrices are referenced on the M2GG 
command.

M2GG Direct Input Mass Matrix Selection

M2GG = MDMIG

M2GG = M1, M2, M3

SET 100 = MDMIG, M1, M8
M2GG = 100

Describer Meaning

name
Name of a  matrix that is input on the DMIG Bulk Data 

entry. See “Matrix Assembly Operations in SubDMAP SEMG” 
on page 307 of the NX Nastran Reference Manual. (Character)

Mgg
2[ ]
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Selects direct input mass matrices, which are not included in normal modes.

Format:

M2PP=name

Examples:

Remarks:

1. DMIG and DMIAX entries will not be used unless selected by the M2PP 
input.

2. M2PP input is not affected by PARAM,WTMASS. M2PP input must be in 
consistent mass units.

3. The matrix must be square or symmetric and field 4 on the DMIG, name 
entry must contain a 1 or 6.

4. It is recommended that PARAM,AUTOSPC,NO be specified.  See 
“Constraint and Mechanism Problem Identification in 
SubDMAP SEKR” on page 314 of the NX Nastran Reference Manual.

5. M2PP matrices are used only in dynamic response problems. They are not 
used in normal modes.

6. The matrices are additive if multiple matrices are referenced on the M2PP 
command.

M2PP Direct Input Mass Matrix Selection

M2PP = MDMIG

M2PP = M1, M2, M3

SET 100 = MDMIG, M1, M8
M2PP = 100

Describer Meaning

name
Name of a  matrix that is input on the DMIG or DMIAX 

Bulk Data entry. See “Dynamic Reduction and Component Mode 
Synthesis in SubDMAP SEMR3” on page 329 of the NX Nastran 
Reference Manual. (Character)

Mpp
2[ ]
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Specifies options for max/min surveys of certain output data associated with grid 
points.

Format:

Example:

MAXMIN (BOTH=10,CID=1000,DISP,COMP=T1/T3)=501

MAXMIN MAXMIN Survey Output Request

Describers Meaning

MAX Specifies only maximum values are to be output. See Remark 1.

MIN Specifies only minimum values are to be output. See Remark 1.

BOTH Specifies both maximum and minimum values are to be output. See 
Remark 1.

VMAG Specifies vector magnitude resultants are to be output. See Remark 2.

num The maximum number of values that will be output. See Remark 3. 
(Integer > 0 , default = 5)

CID Specifies the coordinate system frame of reference in which the 
max/min values will be output. See Remarks 1. and 3.

GLOBAL Requests output in the global coordinate system frame of reference.

BASIC Requests output in the basic coordinate system frame of reference.

cid Requests output in the local coordinate system defined by cid. 
(Integer > 0)

oplist Specifies a list of one or more standard Case Control output requests 
for which max/min results are to be produced. The list may include 
any of DISP, SPCF, OLOAD, MPCF,  or ALL. See Remark 6. 
(Character, no default)

list Specifies a list of grid point degree-of-freedom (DOF) component 
directions that will be included in the max/min survey output. The 
components are separated by slashes and are selected from T1, T2, 
T3, R1, R2, R3. See Remarks 4. and 5. (Character, 
default=/T1/T2/T3/R1/R2/R3)

MAXMIN

MAX
BOTH
MIN

VMAG 
 
 
 
 
 
 

num=[ ] CID
GLOBAL

BASIC
cid 

 
 
 
 

= oplist, COMP list=[ ], ,

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALL
n

NONE 
 
 
 
 

=
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Remarks:

1. The MAXMIN command produces an algebraically ascending sorted list of 
the output quantities specified for all of the points in the selected set. MAX 
refers to the largest magnitude positive values, while MIN refers to the 
largest magnitude negative values. The output format is similar to that of 
displacement output. All components will be output for a grid point and 
the order of the grid points will be in sort on the particular component that 
was surveyed. The output title contains the identification number of the 
SET of points participating in the max/min output, the coordinate system 
frame of reference, the number of MAX and MIN values output and the 
component that was surveyed. When the output being surveyed is in the 
global output coordinate system reference frame and BASIC or a local 
output coordinate system is specified as cid, both the sorted system output 
and the original reference system output are displayed for the grid point if 
these systems are different.

2. Vector magnitude results are computed for both translations and rotations 
and displayed under the T1 and R1 column headings. The presence of the 
COMP keyword is ignored.

3. The default value of 5 generates a minimum of 10 output lines for the BOTH 
option. There will be 5 maximum values and 5 minimum values produced. 
In addition, if coordinate system are involved, both surveyed and original 
data will be output. This could result in as many as 10 more lines of output 
for each surveyed component.

4. Multiple MAXMIN commands may be specified for a subcase. This permits 
different output quantities to have different MAXMIN specification within 
a subcase. For example,

SET 501 = 1,3,5,7 THRU 99, 1001,2001
MAXMIN (DISP, COMP=T3) = 501
MAXMIN (SPCF, COMP=T1/R3) = ALL

ALL MAXMIN survey results for all points will be output.

NONE MAXMIN survey results for no points will be output.

n Set identification of a previously appearing SET command. The 
max/min results survey will be output only for the points specified 
SET n. (Integer > 0)

Describers Meaning
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specifies different components and output sets for displacements and forces 
of single point constraint. When multiple component searches are specified 
using the COMP keyword, separate output tables are produced that contain 
the results of the max/min survey for each of the components in the list. For 
example, COMP=T1/R3 produces two surveys , one with the T1 component 
surveyed and the other with the R3 component surveyed.

5. Scalar point output is included only if component T1 is included in the list.

6. MAXMIN output will only be generated for items in the oplist when there 
is an associated case control command present. For example, a DISP Case 
Control command must be present in order for the MAXMIN (DISP) = ALL 
command to produce output. Use of the ALL keywords for the oplist 
requests MAXMIN output for all of the output commands acceptable to 
MAXMIN that are present in case control.
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Requests the output of the modal effective mass, participation factors, and modal 
effective mass fractions in normal modes analysis.

Format:

Examples:

MEFFMASS
MEFFMASS(GRID=12,SUMMARY,PARTFAC))

Remarks:

1. The SUMMARY describer produces three outputs:

Modal Effective Mass Matrix: 

where:

MEFFMASS Modal Effective Mass Output Request

Describers Meaning

PRINT Write output to the print file. (Default)

NOPRINT Do not write output to the print file.

PUNCH Write output to the punch file.

NOPUNCH Do not write output to the punch file. (Default)

gid Reference grid point for the calculation of the Rigid Body Mass Matrix. 
The default is the origin of the basic coordinate system.

SUMMARY Requests calculation of the Total Effective Mass Fraction, Modal 
Effective Mass Matrix, and the Rigid Body Mass Matrix. (Default)

PARTFAC Requests calculation of Modal Participation Factors.

MEFFM Requests calculation of Modal Effective Mass in units of mass.

MEFFW Requests calculation of the Modal Effective Mass in units of weight

FRACSUM Requests calculation of the Modal Effective Mass Fraction.

= Modal Participation Factors: 

= Generalized mass matrix

MEFFMASS PRINT
NOPRINT

PUNCH
NOPUNCH

GRID gid,
SUMMARY, PARTFAC,

MEFFM, MEFFW,
FRACSUM, ALL

=, YES
NO 

 
 

=

εT[ ] m[ ] ε[ ]

ε m
1–[ ] φT[ ] Maa[ ] Dar[ ]

m
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A-set Rigid Body Mass Matrix: . For superelements this is 
computed at the g-set.

Total Effective Mass Fraction; i.e., diagonal elements of the Modal Effective 
Mass Matrix divided by the Rigid Body Mass Matrix.

2. The PARTFAC describer outputs the Modal participation Factors table: 

3. The MEFFM describer outputs the Modal Effective Mass table: , the term-
wise square of the Modal Participation Factors table.

4. The MEFFW describer outputs the Modal Effective Weight table; i.e., the 
Modal Effective Mass multiplied by user PARAMeter WTMASS.

5. The FRACSUM describer outputs outputs the Modal Effective Mass 
Fraction table; i.e., the Generalized Mass Matrix (diagonal term) multiplied 
by the Modal Effective Mass and then divided by the Rigid Body Mass 
Matrix (diagonal term).

6. For superelements, the MEFFMASS command uses the residual structure 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, by default. If however, PARAM,FIXEDB,-1 is 
specified, then the MEFFMASS command uses the component mode 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

= Eigenvectors

= Mass matrix reduced to the a-set (g-set for superelements)

= Rigid body transformation matrix with respect to the a-set (g-set for 
superelements)

φ

Maa

Dar

Dar
T[ ] Maa[ ] Dar[ ]

ε

ε2
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Selects a set of frequencies for output requests.

Format:

Examples:

OFREQUENCY=ALL
OFREQ=15

Remarks:

1. In real eigenvalue,  buckling, and complex eigenvalue analyses, the 
OMODES Case Control command allows for an alternate way of selecting 
the modes to be output based on their mode numbers. In these cases, if both 
the OMODES and OFREQUENCY requests appear, the OMODES request 
takes precedence.

2. If this command is not specified in the Case Control Section (or, in the case 
of real eigenvalue,  buckling, and complex eigenvalue analyses, if neither 
the OMODES nor the OFREQUENCY request is specified), then output will 
be generated for all frequencies.

3. The number of solutions selected will always be equal to the number of 
quantities in the selected set. The closest values are used.

4. In flutter analysis (SOL 145), the selected set refers to the imaginary part of 
the complex eigenvalues. The physical interpretation of this quantity 
depends on the method of flutter analysis as follows:

• K- or KE-method: Velocity (input units).

• PK-method: Frequency.

5. In aeroelastic response analysis (SOL 146) with RLOAD selection, the 
selected set refers to the frequency (cycles per unit time).

OFREQUENCY Output Frequency Set

Describers Meaning

ALL Output for all frequencies will be computed. (Default)

n Set identification of a previously appearing SET command. Output 
for frequencies closest to those given on this SET command will be 
output. (Integer>0)

OFREQUENCY ALL
n 

 
 

=
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6. In complex eigenvalue analysis (SOLs 7, 10, 107, and 110), the selected set 
refers to the imaginary part of the complex eigenvalues.

7. In the modal solution sequences, if this command is specified in more than 
one subcase, then it is recommended that the first subcase contain 
OFREQ=ALL and subsequent subcases contain OFREQ=n.  Also, data 
recovery requests should be specified only in the subsequent subcases. For 
example:

SUBCASE 1
OFREQ = ALL $ 0.0  through 0.5

SUBCASE 2
SET 10 = 0.0 0.1 0.3
OFREQ = 10
DISP = ALL

SUBCASE3
SET 20 = 0.4 0.5
OFREQ = 20
STRESS = ALL
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Format:

Examples:

OMODES = ALL
OMODES = 20

Remarks:

1. This command is honored only in SOLs 103, 105, 107, 110, 111, 112, and 200.  
It is ignored in all other analyses.

2. In contrast to the OFREQENCY Case Control request, which affords an 
alternate way of selecting the modes to be output based on their 
frequencies, the OMODES command allows mode selection based on 
integer mode ID.  For example:

3. If both the OMODES and the OFREQUENCY requests appear, the 
OMODES request takes precedence.

OMODES Output Modes Set

Describers Meaning

All Output for all extracted modes will be computed. (Default)

N Set identification of a previously appearing SET command.  Output 
for those extracted modes appearing on this SET command will be 
computed.

SUBCASE 10
…
SET 11 = 1,3,5,7
OMODES = 11
DISP = ALL
…

SUBCASE 20
…
SET 21 = 25., 28., 31.
OFREQ = 21
DISP = ALL
…

OMODES
ALL

n 
 
 

=
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4. If neither the OMODES nor the OFREQUENCY request is specified, output 
will be generated for all modes.

5. It is important to note that the OMODES request has no effect whatsoever 
on the number of modes computed.  Instead, it only provides a means for 
selecting a subset of the computed modes for which output is to be 
generated.

6. In superelement analysis, the set definition of an OMODES request for an 
upstream superelement will not be honored unless a similar request 
appears for its downstream neighbor.  The downstream request should 
either be comprised of the union of all upstream requests, or left blank, as 
the OMODES default is ALL.  Note that the code does not check to see if this 
condition is satisfied.
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Selects a set of times for output requests.

Format:

Examples:

OTIME=ALL
OTIME=15

Remarks:

1. If the OTIME command is not supplied in the Case Control Section, then 
output for all times will be computed.

2. This command is particularly useful for requesting a subset of the output 
(e.g., stresses at only peak times, etc.).

3. This command can be used in conjunction with the MODACC module to 
limit the times for which modal acceleration computations are performed.

4. If this command is specified in more than one subcase in the modal solution 
sequences, then it is recommended that the first subcase contain 
OTIME=ALL and subsequent subcases contain OTIME=n. Also, data 
recovery requests should be specified only in the subsequent subcases. For 
example:

OTIME Output Time Set

Describers Meaning

ALL Output for all times will be computed. (Default)

n Set identification number of a previously appearing SET command. 
Output for times closest to those given on this SET command will be 
computed. (Integer>0)

SUBCASE 1
OTIME ALL

SUBCASE 2
OTIME = 10 
SET10 = . . .
DISP = ALL

SUBCASE 3
OTIME = 20
SET 20 = . . .
STRESS = ALL

OTIME ALL
n 

 
 

=
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5. The OTIME command is not effective in nonlinear transient analysis.

6. In superelement analysis, the set definition of an OTIME request for an 
upstream superelement will not be honored unless a similar request 
appears for its downstream neighbor. The downstream request should 
either be comprised of the union of all upstream requests, or left blank, as 
the OTIME default is ALL. Note that the program does not check to see if 
this condition is satisfied.
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Selects direct input load matrices.

Format:

P2G=name

Examples:

Remarks:

1. Terms are added to the load matrix before any constraints are applied.

2. The matrix must be columnar in form (Field 4 on DMIG entry must contain 
the integer 9).

3. A scale factor may be applied to this input using the PARAM,CP2 
parameter. See “Parameters” on page 1419.

P2G Direct Input Load Matrix Selection

P2G = LDMIG

P2G = L1, L2, L3

SET 100 = LDMIG, L1, L8
P2G = 100

Describer Meaning

name
Name of a  matrix to be input on the DMIG Bulk Data entry. 

See “Static Solutions” on page 345 of the NX Nastran Reference 
Manual. (Character)

Pg
2[ ]
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Requests the form and type of strain output.

Format:

Examples:

STRAIN=5
STRAIN(CORNER)=ALL
STRAIN(PRINT,PHASE)=15
STRAIN(PLOT)=ALL

STRAIN Element Strain Output Request

Describers Meaning

SORT1 Output will be presented as a tabular listing of elements for each 
load, frequency, eigenvalue, or time, depending on the solution 
sequence.

SORT2 Output will be presented as a tabular listing of frequency or time 
for each element.

PRINT The printer will be the output medium.

PUNCH The punch file will be the output medium.

PLOT Generates strain for the requested set but no printer output.

REAL or IMAG Requests rectangular format (real and imaginary) of complex 
output.  Use of either REAL or IMAG yields the same output.

PHASE Requests polar format (magnitude and phase) of complex output.  
Phase output is in degrees.

PSDF Requests the power spectral density function be calculated and 
stored in the database for random analysis post-processing.  
Request must be made above the subcase level and RANDOM 
must be selected in the Case Control.

STRAIN SORT1
SORT2

PRINT, PUNCH
PLOT

REAL or IMAG
PHASE

VONMISES
MAXS or SHEAR

STRCUR
FIBER

, ,,
 
 
 

CENTER
CORNER or BILIN

SGAGE
CUBIC

PSDF
ATO
RALL

,
ALL

n
NONE 

 
 
 
 

=
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Remarks:

1. In SOLs 106 and 129, the STRAIN request pertains only to linear elements 
and only if the parameter LGDISP is -1, which is the default.  Nonlinear 
strains for nonlinear elements are requested by the STRESS command and 
appear in the nonlinear stress output.

2. Both PRINT and PUNCH may be requested.

ATOC Requests the autocorrelation function be calculated and stored in 
the database for random analysis post-processing.  Request must 
be made above the subcase level and RANDOM must be selected 
in the Case Control.

RALL Request both the power spectral density function and 
autocorrelation function be calculated and stored in the database 
for random analysis post-processing.  Request must be made above 
the subcase level and RANDOM must be selected in the Case 
Control.

VONMISES von Mises strains are output.

MAXS or
SHEAR

Maximum shear strains are output.

STRCUR Strain at the reference plane and curvatures are output for plate 
elements.

FIBER Strain at locations Z1, Z2 are computed for plate elements.

CENTER Output QUAD4 strains at the center only.

CORNER or
BILIN

Output CQUAD4 element strains at the center and grid points.  
Using strain gage approach with bilinear extrapolation.

SGAGE Output CQUAD4 element strains at center and grid points using 
strain gage approach.

CUBIC Output CQUAD4 element strains at center and grid points using 
cubic bending correction.

ALL Strain for all elements will be output.

n Set identification of a previously appearing SET command.  Only 
strain for elements with identification numbers that appear on this 
SET command will be output.  (Integer>0)

NONE No element strain will be output.

Describers Meaning
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3. STRAIN=NONE overrides an overall output request.

4. The PLOT option is used when strains are requested for postprocessing but 
no printer output is desired.

5. Definitions of stress, strain, curvature, and output locations are given in 
“Structural Elements” on page 41 of the NX Nastran Reference Manual.

6. If the STRCUR option is selected, the values of Z1 will be set to 0.0. and Z2 
will be set to -1.0 on the output.

7. The VONMISES, MAXS, and SHEAR options are ignored in the complex 
eigenvalue and frequency response solution sequences.

8. The options CENTER, CORNER, CUBIC, SGAGE, and BILIN are 
recognized only in the first subcase and determine the option to be used in 
all subsequent subcases with the STRESS, STRAIN, and FORCE commands.  
(In superelement analysis, the first subcase refers to the first subcase of each 
superelement.  Therefore, it is recommended that these options be specified 
above all subcases.)  Consequently, options specified in subcases other than 
the first subcase will be ignored.  See also Remark 8 under the “FORCE” on 
page 205 of the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide command for further 
discussion.

9. See Remark 2 under “DISPLACEMENT” on page 182 of the NX Nastran 
Quick Reference Guide for a discussion of SORT1 and SORT2.
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Selects the transfer function set(s) to be added to the direct input matrices.

Format:

TFL=n

Examples:

TFL=77

TFL = 1, 25, 77

Remarks:

1. Transfer functions will not be used unless selected in the Case Control 
Section.

2. Transfer functions are supported in dynamics problems only.

3. Transfer functions are described in the NX Nastran Advanced Dynamic 
Analysis User’s Guide.

4. It is recommended that PARAM,AUTOSPC,NO be specified when using 
transfer functions.   See “Constraint and Mechanism Problem 
Identification in SubDMAP SEKR” on page 314 of the NX Nastran 
Reference Manual.

5. The transfer functions are additive if multiple TF values are referenced on 
the TFL command.

TFL Transfer Function Set Selection

Describer Meaning

n Set identification of a TF Bulk Data entry.  (Integer>0)
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At each stage of the mass matrix reduction, compute rigid body mass and compare 
with the rigid body mass t the g-set.

Format:

Examples:

WEIGHTCHECK=YES
WEIGHTCHECK(GRID=12,SET=(G,N,A),MASS)=YES

Remarks:

1. WEIGHTCHECK must be specified above the subcase level.

2. For SET=N, N+AUTOSPC, F, or A, the WEIGHTCHECK command also 
outputs a percentage loss or gain in the reduced rigid body mass matrix 
(e.g., MAA) as compared to the g-set rigid body mass marix (e.g., MGG). G 
must also be requested to obtain this comparison; e.g., 
WEIGHTCHECK(SET=(G,A))=YES.

3. SET=N+AUTOSPC uses the mass matrix for the n-set with the rows 
corresponding to degrees-of-freedom constrained by the 
PARAM,AUTOSPC operation zeroed out. If AUTOSPC was not performed 
then this check is redundant with respect to SET=N.

WEIGHTCHECK Rigid Body Mass Reduction Check

Describers Meaning

PRINT Write output to the print file (default).

NOPRINT Do not write output to the print file.

PUNCH Write output to the punch file.

SET Selects degree-of-freedom set(s). (Default SET=G)

gid Reference grid point for the calculation of the rigid body motion. 
The default is the origin of the basic coordinate system.

CGI For , GCI=YES requests output of center of gravity and 
mass moments of inertia. (Default: CGI=NO).

WEIGHT/MASS Selects output in units of weight or mass. (Default=WEIGHT)

WEIGHTCHECK

PRINT
NOPRINT

PUNCH, SET, G, N, N AUTOSPC, F, A,V+

ALL 
 
 

 
 
 

=




GRID gid, CGI YES
NO

WEIGHT
MASS

,= =




YES
NO 

 
 

=

CGI YES≠
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4. WEIGHTCHECK is available in all SOLs. However, in SOLs 101, 105, 114, 
and 116, because no mass reduction is performed, only 
WEIGHTCHECK(SET=G) is available.
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A.3 New or Modified Bulk Data Entries
The following entries have been added or modified with this release:

• AECOMP • FREQ3

• AECOMPL • FREQ4

• AEDW • FREQ5

• AEFORCE • GMLOAD

• AEPARM • LSEQ

• AEPRESS • MONPNT1

• AESTAT • NLPARM

• AESURF • PBARL

• AESURFS • PBEAML

• CWELD • PCOMP

• DAREA • PWELD

• DCONSTR • RBE3

• DDVAL • RLOAD1

• DEQATN • RLOAD2

• DESVAR • SNORM

• DMIJ • SPC

• DMIJI • SPCD

• DMIK • SPLINE1

• DOPTPRM • TLOAD1

• DRESP1 • TLOAD2

• DRESP2 • UXVEC

• DSCREEN
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Defines a component for use in aeroelastic monitor point definition.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. The Identification name must be unique among all AECOMP and 
AECOMPL entries.

2. If the component is defined on the structure, a LISTID’s must refer to SET1 
entry(ies) that define the list of associated GRID points. For the AELIST or 
CAERO option, the LISTID’s must refer to AELIST or CAERO i entries, 
respectively. Note that, for DLM models (CAERO1/2), the set of points 
defined by the AELIST are the box identification numbers. For example, if 
the control surface’s grids are desired, the same AELIST used for the 
AESURF can be referred to here. An AECOMP component must be defined 
as either an aerodynamic mesh component or a structural component. The 
two mesh classes cannot be combined into a single component.

AECOMP Define a component for an integrated load monitor point

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

AECOMP NAME LISTTYPE LISTID1 LISTID2 LISTID3 LISTID4 LISTID5 LISTID6

LISTID7 -etc.-

AECOMP WING AELIST 1001 1002

Field Contents

NAME A character string of up to eight characters identifying the 
component (Character).

LISTTYPE One of CAERO or AELIST for aerodynamic components and SET1 
for structural components. Aerodynamic components are defined on 
the aerodynamic ks-set mesh while the structural components are 
defined on the g-set mesh. See Remarks 2. and 3.

LISTIDi The identification number of either SET1, AELIST or CAEROi entries 
that define the set of grid points that comprise the component. See 
Remarks 2. and 3.
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3. The AECOMPL entry can be used to combine AECOMP entries into new 
components. When combining components, the structural and 
aerodynamic classes must be kept separate.
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Defines a component for use in aeroelastic monitor point definition as a union of 
other components.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. The Identification name must be unique among all AECOMP and 
AECOMPL entries.

2. The AECOMPL entry can be used to combine AECOMP entries into new 
components. When combining components, the structural and 
aerodynamic classes must be kept separate.

AECOMPL Define a component for an integrated load monitor point from other 
components

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

AECOMPL NAME LABEL1 LABEL2 LABEL3 LABEL4 LABEL5 LABEL6 LABEL7

LABEL8 -etc.-

AECOMPL HORIZ STAB ELEV BALANCE

Field Contents

NAME A character string of up to eight characters identifying the component 
(Character)

LABELi A string of 8 characters refering to the names of other components defined 
by either AECOMP or other AECOMPL entries.
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Defines a downwash vector associated with a particular control vector of the 
associated aerodynamic configuration (AECONFIG). From this downwash vector, a 
force vector on the aerodynamic grids will be defined for use in nonlinear static 
aeroelastic trim.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. The AEDW, AEFORCE and AEPRESS are associated with the current 
AECONFIG using either Case Control (if in the main Bulk Data Section) or 
using the BEGIN AECONFIG=<config> if in a partition of the Bulk Data.

2. The DMIJ field refers to either a DMI or a DMIJ entry. The DMIJI is only 
applicable to CAERO2 and is only required if nonzero “downwash” (j-set) 
input is needed on the interference body elements.

3. Mach numbers > 1.0 require that the supersonic aerodynamic option be 
available.

AEDW Define a parametric normal wash loading for the aerodynamic 
database

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

AEDW MACH SYMXZ SYMXY UXID DMIJ DMIJI

AEDW 0.90 SYMM ASYMM 101 ALP1

Field Contents

MACH The Mach number for this force, see Remark 2. (Real ≥ 0.0,  ≠ 1.0)

SYMXZ,SYMXY The symmetry of this force vector. One of SYMM, ASYMM or 
ANTI (Character).

UXID The identification number of a UXVEC entry that defines the 
control parameter vector associated with this downwash vector.

DMIJ The name of a DMI or DMIJ entry that defines the downwash.

DMIJI The name of a DMIJI entry that defines the CAERO2 interference 
element “downwashes”.
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Defines a vector of absolute forces (it will not be scaled by dynamic pressure) 
associated with a particular control vector. This force vector may be defined on either 
the aerodynamic mesh (ks-set) or the structural mesh (g-set). The force vector will be 
used in nonlinear static aeroelastic trim.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. The AEDW, AEFORCE and AEPRESS are associated with the current 
AECONFIG.

2. Mach numbers > 1.0 require that the supersonic aerodynamic option be 
available.

AEFORCE Define a parametric force for the aerodynamic database

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

AEFORCE MACH SYMXZ SYMXY UXID MESH FORCE DMIK

AEFORCE 0.90 SYMM ASYMM 101 AERO BETA

Field Contents

MACH The Mach number for this force, see Remark 2. (Real ≥ 0.0,  ≠ 1.0)

SYMXZ,SYMXY The symmetry of this force vector. One of SYMM, ASYMM or 
ANTI (Character).

UXID The identification number of a UXVEC entry that defines the 
control parameter vector associated with this downwash vector.

MESH One of AERO or STRUCT that declares whether the force vector is 
defined on the aerodynamic ks-set mesh or the structural g-set 
mesh. See Remark 3.

FORCE The ID of a FORCE/MOMENT set that defines the vector, see 
Remark 3. (Integer > 0 if MESH=STRUCT).

DMIK The name of a DMIK entry that defines the aerodynamic force 
vector, see Remark 3. (Character; required if MESH=AERO).
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3. If the vector is defined on the structure, normal FORCEi and MOMENTi 
data are used. They will be subject to normal reduction to the solution set. 
For the AERO mesh option, the DMIK Bulk Data are used. Any forces 
associated with the permanently SPC’d degrees-of-freedom (which are 
dependent on the type of aerodynamic model being used) will be ignored.
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Defines a general aerodynamic trim variable degree-of-freedom (aerodynamic extra 
point). The forces associated with this controller will be derived from AEDW, 
AEFORCE and AEPRESS input data.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. Controller LABELs that comprise the unique set relative to all the AESURF, 
AESTAT and AEPARM entries will define the set of trim variable degrees-
of-freedom for the aeroelastic model.

2. Unit labels are optional and are only used to label outputs. No units will be 
associated with the controller if left blank.

AEPARM Defines a General Controller for Use in Trim

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

AEPARM ID LABEL UNITS

AEPARM 5 THRUST LBS

Field Contents

ID Controller identification number. (Integer > 0)

LABEL Controller name, see Remark 1. (Character)

UNITS  Label used to describe the units of the controller values. (Character)
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Defines a vector of pressure/unit dynamic pressure associated with a particular 
control vector. From this pressure vector, a force vector on the aerodynamic grids will 
be defined for use in nonlinear static aeroelastic trim.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. The AEDW, AEFORCE and AEPRESS are associated with the current 
AECONFIG using Case Control.

2. Mach numbers > 1.0 require that the supersonic aerodynamic option be 
available.

3. The DMIJ field refers to either a DMI or a DMIJ entry. The DMIJI is only 
applicable to CAERO2 and is only required if nonzero “downwash” (j-set) 
input is needed on the interference body elements..

AEPRESS Define a parametric pressure loading for the aerodynamic database

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

AEPRESS MACH SYMXZ SYMXY UXID DMIJ DMIJI

AEPRESS 0.90 SYMM ASYMM 101 ALP1

Field Contents

MACH The Mach number for this force, see Remark 2. (Real ≥ 0.0,  ≠ 1.0)

SYMXZ,SYMXY The symmetry of this force vector. One of SYMM, ASYMM or 
ANTI (Character).

UXID The identification number of a UXVEC entry that defines the 
control parameter vector associated with this downwash vector.

DMIJ The name of a DMI or DMIJ entry that defines the pressure per 
unit dynamic pressure.

DMIJI The name of a DMIJI entry that defines the CAERO2 interference 
element “downwashes”.
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Specifies rigid body motions to be used as trim variables in static aeroelasticity.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. The degrees-of-freedom defined with this entry represent rigid body 
motion in the reference coordinate system defined on the AEROS entry.  
The standard labels that define the various rigid body motions are as 
follows:

AESTAT Static Aeroelasticity Trim Variables

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

AESTAT ID LABEL

AESTAT 5001 ANGLEA

Field Contents

ID Identification number of an aerodynamic trim variable degree-of-
freedom.  See Remark 1. (Integer > 0)

LABEL An alphanumeric string of up to eight characters used to identify the 
degree-of-freedom.  See Remark 1.  (Character)

Table A-3  Standard Labels Defining Rigid Body Motions

LABEL Degree-of-
Freedom Motion Description

ANGLEA   (R2) Angle of Attack

SIDES   (R3) Angle of Sideslip

ROLL   (R1) Roll Rate

PITCH   (R2) Pitch Rate

YAW   (R3) Yaw Rate

URDD1   (T1) Longitudinal (See Remark 3.)

ur

ur

u· r

u· r

u· r

u··r
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These reserved names may be defined on the AEPARM entry instead, in 
which case the incremental load due to the unit perturbation of the rigid 
body degree-of-freedom (as it will with AESTAT). See the AEPARM, 
AEPRESS, and AEFORCE entries.

2. The degrees-of-freedom defined with this entry are variables in the static 
aeroelastic trim solution, unless they are constrained by referencing them 
with a TRIM Bulk Data entry.

3. If a label other than those above is specified, then the user must either 
generate the corresponding forces with an AELINK or via a DMI Bulk Data 
entry along with a DMAP alter that includes the DMIIN module and 
additional statements to merge into the appropriate matrices. Or, using 
AEPARM and the AEDW, AEPRESS, and/or AEFORCE,  you can 
accomplish this purpose without the need for any alters.

URDD2   (T2) Lateral

URDD3   (T3) Vertical

URDD4   (R1) Roll

URDD5   (R2) Pitch

URDD6   (R3) Yaw

Table A-3  Standard Labels Defining Rigid Body Motions (continued)

LABEL Degree-of-
Freedom Motion Description

u··r

u··r

u··r

u··r

u··r
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Specifies an aerodynamic control surface as a member of the set of aerodynamic extra 
points. The forces associated with this controller will be derived from rigid rotation 
of the aerodynamic model about the hinge line(s) and from AEDW, AEFORCE and 
AEPRESS input data. The mass properties of the control surface can be specified 
using an AESURFS entry.

Format:

Example:

AESURF Aerodynamic Control Surface

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

AESURF ID LABEL CID1 ALID1 CID2 ALID2 EFF LDW

CREFC CREFS PLLIM PULIM HMLLIM HMULIM TQLLIM TQULIM

AESURF 6001 ELEV 100 100 200 200

10.0 180.0 -1.4E4 1.2E4 20 30

Field Contents

ID Controller identification number. (Integer > 0)

LABEL Controller name, see Remark 1. (Character)

CIDi Identification number of a rectangular coordinate system with a 
y-axis that defines the hinge line of the control surface 
component. (Integer > 0)

ALIDi Identification of an AELIST Bulk Data entry that identifies all 
aerodynamic elements that make up the control surface 
component. (Integer > 0)

EFF Control surface effectiveness. See Remark 4. (Real ≠ 0.0; 
Default = 1.0)

LDW Linear downwash flag. See Remark 2. (Character, one of LDW 
or NOLDW; Default = LDW).

CREFC Reference chord length for the control surface. (Real > 0.0; 
Default = 1.0)

CREFS Reference surface area for the control surface. (Real > 0.0; 
Default = 1.0)
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 Remarks:

1. The ID on AESURF, AESTAT, and AEPARM entries are ignored. AESURFS 
can be used to define mass properties of the control surface.

2. The degrees-of-freedom defined on this entry represent a rigid body 
rotation of the control surface components about their hinge lines. In the 
default LDW (Linear DownWash) case, the downwash due to a unit 
perturbation of the controll surface will be computed as part of the 
database. In the NOLDW case, the user must prescribe the controller’s 
effects by direct definition of the induced forces using the AEPRESS, AEDW 
and/or AEFORCE entries.

3. Either one or two control surface components may be defined.

4. If EFF is specified, then the forces produced by this surface are modified by 
EFF (e.g., to achieve a 40% reduction, specify EFF=0.60).

5. The continuation is not required.

6. The CREFC and CREFS values are only used in computing the 
nondimensional hinge moment coefficients.

7. Position limits may be specified using either PiLIM or TQiLIM, but not both.

8. Position and hinge moment limits are not required.

PLLIM,PULIM Lower and upper deflection limits for the control surface in 
radians. (Real, Default = ± π/2)

HMLLIM,HMULIM Lower and upper hinge moment limits for the control surface in 
force-length units. (Real, Default=no limit)

TQLLIM,TQULIM Set identification numbers of TABLEDi entries that provide the 
lower and upper deflection limits for the control surface as a 
function of the dynamic pressure. (Integer > 0, Default=no limit)

Field Contents
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Optional specification of the structural nodes associated with an aerodynamic 
control surface that has been defined on an AESURF entry. The mass associated with 
these structural nodes define the control surface moment(s) of inertia about the hinge 
line(s).

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. The LABEL on the AESURFS entry must match one on an AESURF entry. 
The ID is ignored.

2. The mass of the GRID points listed on the SETi entries is used to compute 
the mass moment of inertia of the control surface about its i’th hinge line. 
The presence of these data will allow the hinge moments to include the 
inertial forces in the computations. These data are optional, and, if omitted, 
result in hinge moments which include only the applied, aeroelastically 
corrected, forces.

3. These data will be associated to a structural superelement by grid list or 
partitioned SUPER=<seid> if the AESURFS is defined in the main bulk data 
section.

AESURFS Define the structural grids associated with an aerodynamic control 
surface

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

AESURFS ID LABEL LIST1 LIST2

AESURFS 6001 ELEV 6002 6003

Field Contents

ID Controller identification number, see Remark 1. (Integer > 0)

LABEL Controller name, see Remark 1. (Character)

LISTi Identification number of a SET1 entry that lists the structural grid points 
that are associated with this component of this control surface. (Integer > 0)
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Defines a weld or fastener connecting two surface patches or points.

Format 1:

Example:

Alternate formats and examples:

CWELD Weld or Fastener Element Connection

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CWELD EWID PWID GS “GRIDID” GA GB SPTYP

GA1 GA2 GA3 GA4 GA5 GA6 GA7 GA8

GB1 GB2 GB3 GB4 GB5 GB6 GB7 GB8

CWELD 7 29 233 GRIDID QT

15 28 31 35 46 51 55 60

3 5 8

CWELD EWID PWID GS “ELEMID”

SHIDA SHIDB

CWELD EWID PWID “ALIGN” GA GB

CWELD 3 28 354 ELEMID

15 16

CWELD 7 29 ALIGN 103 259

Field Contents

EWID CWELD element identification number. See Remark 1. (Integer > 0)

PWID Property identification number of a PWELD entry. (Integer > 0)

GS Identification number of a grid point which defines the location of the 
connector. Required for “GRIDID” and “ELEMID”. See Remark 2. 
(Integer > 0)
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Remarks:

1. CWELD defines a flexible connection between two surface patches, 
between a point and a surface patch, or between two shell vertex grid 
points. See Figure A-1 through Figure A-3.

“GRIDID” Character string indicating that the connection is defined with grid 
identification numbers GAi and GBi, respectively. See Remark 3. 
(Character; No default)

GA, GB Grid identification numbers of piercing points on surface A and surface 
B, respectively. See Remark 4. (Integer > 0 or blank)

SPTYP String indicating types of surface patches A and B. SPTYP=QQ, TT, QT, 
TQ, Q or T. Indicates quadrilateral (Q) or triangular (T) surface patch. See 
Remark 5. (Character; Required for “GRIDID”)

GAi Grid identification numbers of the first surface patch. GA1 to GA3 are 
required. See Remark 6. (Integer > 0)

GBi Grid identification numbers of the second surface patch. See Remark 6. 
(Integer > 0)

“ELEMID” Character string indicating that the connection is defined with shell 
element ids SHIDA and SHIDB. See Remark 7. (Character; No default)

GA, GB Grid identification numbers of piercing points on surface A and surface 
B, respectively. See Remark 4. (Integer > 0 or blank)

SHIDA Element identification number of the first shell element. (Integer > 0; 
required for “ELEMID”)

SHIDB Element identification number of the second shell element. (Integer > 0)

“ALIGN” Character string indicating that the connection is defined between two 
shell vertex grid points. See Remark 8. (Character; No default)

GA Vertex grid identification number of the first shell. (Integer > 0)

GB Vertex grid identification number of the second shell. (Integer > 0)

Field Contents
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Figure A-1  Patch-to-Patch Connection Defined with Format GRIDID or ELEMID 

Figure A-2  Point-to-Patch Connection Defined with Format GRIDID or ELEMID
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Figure A-3  Point-to-Point Connection Defined with Format ALIGN

2. The location of the connector element is defined by a projection of grid 
point GS normal to surface patches A and B. A normal projection must exist 
in order to define a valid element. GS need not lie on either surface patch, 
and is ignored if the format (field 5) is “ALIGN”.

3. The format “GRIDID” defines either a point to patch or a patch to patch 
connection. For the point to patch connection, the user must define GS and 
GAi. Then it is assumed that GS is a shell vertex grid and GAi are grids 
describing a surface patch. For the patch to patch connection, the user must 
define GS, GAi and GBi. Then GAi describes the first surface patch and GBi 
the second surface patch.

4. The input of the piercing points GA and GB is optional for format 
“GRIDID” and “ELEMID”. If GA and GB are not specified, they are 
generated from the normal projection of GS on surface patch A and B. 
Internal ids are generated for GA and GB starting with an offset specified 
on PARAM, OSWPPT. If GA and GB are specified,  their locations may be 
corrected so that they lie on surface patch A and B, respectively. The length 
of the connector is the distance from GA to GB.

GB

GA

n

n

upper shell mid surface

lower shell mid surface

GB

GA

n

n

upper shell mid surface

lower shell mid surface
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5. SPTYP defines the type of surface patches to be connected. SPTYP is 
required for the "GRIDID" format to identify quadrilateral or triangular 
patches. Allowable combinations are:

6. GAi are required for the "GRIDID" format. At least 3 and at most 8 grid IDs 
may be specified for GAi and GBi, respectively. Triangular and 
quadrilateral element definition sequences apply for the order of GAi and 
GBi, see Figure A-4. Missing midside nodes are allowed.

Figure A-4  Quadrilateral and Triangular Surface Patches Defined with Format 
GRIDID

SPTYP Description

QQ Connects a quadrilateral surface patch A (Q4 to Q8)  with a 
quadrilateral surface patch B (Q4 to Q8).

QT Connects a quadrilateral surface patch A (Q4 to Q8) with a 
triangular surface patch B (T3 to T6).

TT Connects a triangular surface patch A (T3 to T6) with a 
triangular surface patch B (T3 to T6).

TQ Connects a triangular surface patch A (T3 to T6) with a 
quadrilateral surface patch B (Q4 to Q8). 

Q Connects the shell vertex grid GS with a quadrilateral surface 
patch A (Q4 to Q8) if surface patch B is not specified.

T Connects the shell vertex grid GS with a triangular surface 
patch A (T3 to T6) if surface patch B is not specified.

GA3

GA5

GA2GA4GA1

GA6

GA3

GA2GA1

GA4

GA6

GA7

GA8

GA5
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7. The “ELEMID” format defines a point to patch connection, GS to SHIDA or 
a patch to patch connection, SHIDA to SHIDB. SHIDA and SHIDB must be 
valid shell element identification numbers.

8. The "ALIGN" format defines a point to point connection. GA and GB are 
required, and they must be vertex nodes of shell elements. GA and GB are 
not required for the other formats.

9. Forces and moments are output in the element coordinate system. The 
element x-axis is in the direction of GA to GB, see Figure A-5.  The element 
y-axis is perpendicular to the element x-axis and is lined up with the closest 
axis of the basic coordinate system.  The element z-axis is the cross product 
of the element x- and y-axis. The output of the forces and moments, 
including the sign convention, is the same as for the CBAR element.

Figure A-5  Element Coordinate System and Sign Convention of Element 
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Forces
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Defines scale (area) factors for static and dynamic loads.  In dynamic analysis, 
DAREA is used in conjunction with RLOADi and TLOADi entries.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. One or two scale factors may be defined on a single entry.

2. Refer to RLOAD1, RLOAD2, TLOAD1, TLOAD2, or ACSRCE entries for 
the formulas that define the scale factor Ai in dynamic analysis.

3. Component numbers refer to the displacement coordinate system.

4. In dynamic analysis, DAREA entries may be used with LSEQ Bulk Data 
entries if LOADSET is specified in Case Control.  The LSEQ and static load 
entries will be used to internally generate DAREA entries.

5. If DAREA is referenced by a GUST entry, Pi must be defined.  However, it 
is only used if selected through a DLOAD Case Control command.  WG 
from the GUST entry is used instead of Ai when requested via a GUST 
entry.

DAREA Load Scale Factor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DAREA SID P1 C1 A1 P2 C2 A2

DAREA 3 6 2 8.2 15 1 10.1

Field Contents

SID Identification number.  (Integer > 0)

Pi Grid, extra, or scalar point identification number.  (Integer > 0)

Ci Component number.  (Integer 1 through 6 for grid point; blank or 0 for 
extra or scalar point.)

Ai Scale (area) factor.  (Real)
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6. All DAREA entries corresponding to all grid and scalar points are 
automatically converted internally by the program to equivalent 
FORCE/MOMENT/SLOAD entries (as appropriate) if there are no LSEQ 
Bulk Data entries. The DAREA entries can only be used in static analysis if 
there are no LSEQ Bulk Data entries.

7. In superelement analysis, DAREA may be used to specify loads not only on 
the interior points of the residual, but also on the interior points of upstream 
superelements if there are no LSEQ Bulk Data entries.
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Define design constraints.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. The DCONSTR entry may be selected in the Case Control Section by the 
DESSUB or DESGLB command.

2. DCID may be referenced by the DCONADD Bulk Data entry.

3. For a given DCID, the associated RID can be referenced only once.

4. The units of LALLOW and UALLOW must be consistent with the 
referenced response defined on the DRESPi entry.  If RID refers to an 
“EIGN” response, then the imposed bounds must be expressed in units of 
eigenvalue, (radian/time)2.  If RID refers to a “FREQ” response, then the 
imposed bounds must be expressed in cycles/time.

5. LALLOW and UALLOW are unrelated to the stress limits specified on the 
MATi entry.

DCONSTR Design Constraints

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DCONSTR DCID RID LALLOW UALLOW LOWFQ HIGHFQ

DCONSTR 10 4 1.25 30. 150.

Field Contents

DCID Design constraint set identification number.  (Integer > 0)

RID DRESPi entry identification number.  (Integer > 0)

LALLOW Lower bound on the response quantity.  (Real, Default = -1.0E20)

UALLOW Upper bound on the response quantity.  (Real, Default = 1.0E20)

LOWFQ Low end of frequency range in hertz. (Real > 0.0, Default = 0.0) See 
Remark 8.

HIGHFQ High end of frequency range in hertz. (Real > LOWFQ, 
Default = 1.0E+20)  See Remark 8.
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6. Constraints are computed as follows:

 for lower bound constraints

 for upper bound constraints

GNORM = 

GSCAL is specified on the DOPTPRM entry (Default = 0.001)

7. As Remark 6. indicates, small values of UALLOW and LALLOW require 
special processing and should be avoided.  Bounds of exactly zero are 
particularly troublesome.  This can be avoided by using a DRESP2 entry 
that offsets the constrained response from zero.

8. LOWFQ and HIGHFQ fields are functional only for RTYPE with ‘FR’ prefix, 
e.g., FRDISP. The bounds provided in LALLOW and UALLOW are 
applicable to a response only when the value of forcing frequency of the 
response falls between the LOWFQ and HIGHFQ. If the ATTB field of the 
DRESP1 entry is not blank, LOWFQ and HIGHFQ are ignored.

g
LALLOW r–

GNORM
------------------------------------=

g
r UALLOW–

GNORM
-------------------------------------=

LALLOW  for lower bounds if LALLOW GSCAL>
UALLOW  for upper bounds if UALLOW GSCAL>

GSCAL otherwise
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Define real, discrete design variable values for discrete variable optimization.

Format:

Alternate Format:

The Continuation Entry formats may be used more than once and in any order. They 
may also be used with either format above.

Continuation Entry Format 1:

Continuation Entry Format 2::

Example:

Remarks:

1. DDVAL entries must be referenced by a DESVAR entry in the DDVAL field 
(field 8).

DDVAL Discrete Design Variable Values

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DDVAL ID DVAL1 DVAL2 DVAL3 DVAL4 DVAL5 DVAL6 DVAL7

DDVAL ID DVAL1 “THRU” DVAL “BY” INC

DVAL8 DVAL9 DVAL10 DVAL11 -etc.-

DVAL8 “THRU” DVAL9 “BY” INC

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DDVAL 110 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.4

0.7 thru 1.0 by 0.05

1.5 2.0

Field Contents

ID Unique discrete value set identification number (Integer > 0)

DVALi Discrete values. (Real, or “THRU” or “BY”)

INC Discrete value increment. (Real)
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2. Trailing fields on a DDVAL record can be left blank if the next record is of 
type DVALi "THRU" DVALj "BY" INC. Also fields 7 - 9 must be blank when 
the type DVALi "THRU" DVALj "BY" INC is used in fields 2 - 6 and fields 8 
- 9 must be blank when the type DVALi "THRU" DVALj "BY" INC is used 
in fields 3 - 7 for the first record.  Embedded blanks are not permitted in 
other cases.

3. The DVALi sequence can be random.

4. The format DVALi “THRU” DVALj “BY” INC defines a list of discrete 
values, e.g., DVALi, DVALi+INC, DVALIi+2.0*INC, ..., DVALj. The last 
discrete DVALj is always included, even if the range is not evenly divisible 
by INC.
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Defines one or more equations for use in design sensitivity or p-element analysis.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. EQUATION is a single equation or a set of nested equations and is specified 
in fields 3 through 9 on the first entry and may be continued on fields 2 
through 9 on the continuation entries.  On the continuation entries, no 
commas can appear in columns 1 through 8.  All data in fields 2 through 9 
must be specified in columns 9 through 72.  The large-field format is not 
allowed.

A single equation has the following format:

variable-1 (x1, x2, ..., xn)=expression-1

A set of nested equations is separated by semicolons and has the format:

DEQATN Design Equation Definition

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DEQATN EQID EQUATION

EQUATION (Cont.)

DEQATN 14

Field Contents

EQID Unique equation identification number.  (Integer > 0)

EQUATION Equation(s).  See Remarks.  (Character)

F1 A, B, C, D, R( ) A B+ C⋅=( ) D ** 3 10.0+( )– PI 1( ) R⋅( )( )sin+

 A**2 B C–( )  ; F⁄+ A= B F1–+ D⋅

variable-1 (x1, x2, ..., xn)=expression-1;
variable-2=expression-2;
variable-3=expression-3;

etc.

variable-m=expression-m
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Expression-i is a collection of constants, real variables, and real functions, 
separated by operators, and must produce a single real value.  (x1, x2, ..., xn) 
is the list of all the variable names (except variable-i) that appear in all 
expressions.  Variable-i may be used in subsequent expressions.  The last 
equation, variable-m+expression-m, provides the value that is returned to 
the Bulk Data entry that references EQID; e.g., DRESP2.  The example above 
represents the following mathematical equations:

where SIN and PI are intrinsic functions.  See Remark 4.

2. EQUATION may contain embedded blanks.  EQUATION must contain less 
than 32,000 nonblank characters. If more characters are required for use 
with a DRESP2 entry, the DRESP2 can be divided into two or more DRESP2 
entries with a master DRESP2 referencing subsequent DRESP2s.

3. The syntax of the expressions follows FORTRAN language standards.  The 
allowable arithmetic operations are shown in Table A-4 in the order of 
execution precedence.  Parenthesis are used to change the order of 
precedence.  Operations within parentheses are performed first with the 
usual order of precedence being maintained within the parentheses.

Table A-4  DEQATN Entry Operators

Operator Operation Sample 
Expressions Interpreted As

-, + Negative or Positive immediately 
preceded by exponentiation

X * * -Y X * * (-Y)

* * Exponentiation -X * * Y (-X * * Y)

-, + Negative or Positive -X-Y (-X)-Y

*, / Multiplication or Division X * Y-Z (X * Y)-Z

+, - Addition or Subtraction X+Y X+Y

F1 A B+ C⋅ D
3 10+( )– PI 1( ) R⋅( )( )sin A

2

B C–
---------------+ +=

F A B F1+ + D⋅=
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4. The expressions may contain intrinsic functions.  Table A-5 contains the 
format and descriptions of functions that may appear in the expressions.  
The use of functions that may be discontinuous must be used with caution 
because they can cause discontinuous derivatives.  These are ABS, DIM, 
MAX, MIN, and MOD.  For examples and further details see the NX Nastran 
DMAP Programmer’s Guide.

Table A-5  DEQATN Entry Functions

Format Description Mathematical Expressions

ABS(x) absolute value

ACOS(x) arccosine cos-1 x

ACOSH(x) hyperbolic 
arccosine

cosh-1 x

ASIN(x) arcsine sin-1 x

ASINH(x) hyperbolic 
arcsine

sinh-1 x

ATAN(x) arctangent tan-1 x

ATAN2(x,y) arctangent of 
quotient

tan-1 (x/y)

ATANH(x) hyperbolic 
arctangent

tanh-1 x

ATANH2(x,y) hyperbolic 
arctangent of 
quotient

tanh-1 (x/y)

average

COS(x) cosine cos x

COSH(x) hyperbolic 
cosine

cosh x

x

AVG X1 X2 … Xn, , ,( ) 1
n
--- Xi

i 1=

n

∑
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DB(P, PREF)
sound pressure 
in decibel

DBA(P, PREF, F)
sound pressure 
in decibel 
(perceived)

DIM(x,y) positive 
difference

x-MIN(x,y)

EXP(x) exponential ex

INVDB(DB, PREF) inverse Db

INVDBA(DBA, 
PREF, F)

inverse Dba

LOG(x) natural 
logarithm

loge x

LOG10(x) common 
logarithm

log10 x

LOGX(x,y) base x 
logarithm

logx y

maximum maximum of , etc.

minimum minimum of , etc.

MOD(x,y) remainder 
(modulo)

PI(x) multiples of pi 
(π)

Table A-5  DEQATN Entry Functions (continued)

Format Description Mathematical Expressions

20.0 log P
PREF
--------------- 
 ⋅

20.0 log P
PREF
--------------- 
 ⋅ 10.0+ log Ta1( )⋅ 10.0+ log Ta2( )⋅

10

DB
20.0
---------- logPREF+ 
 

10

DBA 10.0– log Ta1( )⋅ 10.0– log Ta2( )⋅
20.0

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

MAX X1 X2 …, ,( ) X1

MIN X1 X2 …, ,( ) X1

x y– INT x y⁄( )( )⋅

x π⋅
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where:

square root of 
sum of squares

SIN(x) sine sin x

SINH(x) hyperbolic sine sinh x

SQRT(x) square root

sum of squares

summation

TAN(x) tangent tan x

TANH(x) hyperbolic 
tangent

tanh x

Table A-5  DEQATN Entry Functions (continued)

Format Description Mathematical Expressions

RSS X1 X2 … Xn, , ,( ) Xi
2

i 1=

n

∑

x

SSQ X1 X2 … Xn, , ,( ) Xi
2

i 1=

n

∑

SUM X1 X2 … Xn, , ,( ) Xi

i 1=

n

∑

= structure responses or acoustic pressure

PREF = reference pressure

F = forcing frequency

DB = acoustic pressure in Decibel

DBA = perceived acoustic pressure in Decibel

=

X1 X2 … Xn P, , , ,

Ta1 K3 F
4⋅

F
2

P22
+( ) F

2
P32

+( )
------------------------------------------------------
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5. If the DEQATN entry is referenced by the:

• DVPREL2 entry, then  represents the DVIDj and LABLk fields.

• DRESP2 entry, then  represents the DVIDj, LABLk, NRm,  Gp, 
DPIPq, DCICr, DMIMs, DPI2Pt, DCI2Cu, DMI2Mv, and NRRw 
fields in that order.

• GMLOAD, GMBC, or TEMPF entries, then
 represents x in the basic coordinate system,
 represents y in the basic coordinate system, and
 represents z in the basic coordinate system.

• GMCURV entry, then
 represents line parameter u.

• GMSURF entry, then
 represents surface parameter u and
 represents surface parameter v.

6. If the DEQATN entry is referenced by the GMLOAD, GMBC, TEMPF, 
GMCURV, or GMSURF entries and your computer has a short word length 
(e.g., 32 bits/word), then EQUATION is processed with double precision 
and constants may be specified in double precision; e.g., 1.2D0.  If your 
machine has a long word length (e.g., 64 bits/word) then EQUATION is 
processed in single precision and constants must be specified in single 
precision; e.g., 1.2.

7. The DMAP logical operators NOT, AND, OR, XOR, and XQV cannot be 
used as  names.

=

= 2.242882e+16

= 1.562339

= 20.598997

= 107.65265

= 737.86223

= 12194.22

Ta2 K1 F
4⋅

F
2

P12
+( )

2
F

2
P42

+( )
2

------------------------------------------------------------

K1

K3

P1

P2

P3

P4

Xi

Xi

X1
X2
X3

X1

X1
X2

Xi
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8. Input errors on the DEQATN entry often result in poor messages.  
Substituting a “[” for a parenthesis or violating the restriction against large 
field format are examples.  Known messages are UFM 215, SFM 233 and 
UFM 5199.  If any of these messages are encountered then review the 
DEQATN entry input.

9. Intrinsic functions MAX and MIN are limited to <100 arguments. If more 
arguments are desired, the functions may be concatenated.

10. Arithmetic is carried out using the type of the input data. For example, in 
the expression:

both values in the exponent are integers so that the value returned for the 
exponent is calculated using integer arithmetic or . In this case 
1/2 should be replaced by (.5).

X A** 1 2⁄( )=

1 2⁄ 0=
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Defines a design variable for design optimization.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. DELXV can be used to control the change in the design variable during one 
optimization cycle.

2. If DELXV is blank, the default is taken from the specification of the DELX 
parameter on the DOPTPRM entry.  If DELX is not specified, then the 
default is 1.0

3. If the design variable is to be discrete (Integer>0 in DDVAL field), and if 
either of the XLB and/or XUB bounds are wider than those given by the 
discrete list of values on the corresponding DDVAL entry, XLB and/or XUB 
will be replaced by the minimum and maximum discrete values.

DESVAR Design Variable

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DESVAR ID LABEL XINIT XLB XUB DELXV DDVAL

DESVAR 2 BARA1 35.0 10. 100. 0.2

Field Contents

ID Unique design variable identification number.  (Integer > 0)

LABEL User-supplied name for printing purposes.  (Character)

XINIT Initial value.  (Real, XLB < XINIT < XUB)

XLB Lower bound.  (Real, Default = -1.0E+20)

XUB Upper bound.  (Real, Default = +1.0E+20)

DELXV Fractional change allowed for the design variable during approximate 
optimization.  (Real > 0.0, for Default. See Remark 2.)

DDVAL ID of a DDVAL entry that provides a set of allowable discrete values. 
(Blank or Integer > 0; Default=blank for continuous design variables. See 
Remark 3.)
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Defines direct input matrices related to collation degrees-of-freedom (js-set) of 
aerodynamic mesh points for CAERO1, CAERO3, CAERO4 and CAERO5 and for the 
slender body elements of CAERO2. These include W2GJ, FA2J and input pressures 
and downwashes associated with AEPRESS and AEDW entries. The matrix is 
described by a single header entry and one or more column entries. A column entry 
is required for each column with nonzero elements. For entering data for the 
interference elements of a CAERO2, use DMIJI or DMI.

Header Entry Format:

Column Entry Format:

Example:

DMIJ Direct Matrix Input at js-set points of the aerodynamic mesh

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DMIJ NAME “0” IFO TIN TOUT POLAR NCOL

DMIJ NAME GJ CJ G1 C1 A1 B1

G2 C2 A2 B2 -etc.-

DMIJ ALPH1 0 9 2 0 1

DMIJ ALPH1 1 1 1 1 .1

2 1 .1

Field Contents

NAME Name of the matrix. See Remark 1. (One to eight alphanumeric characters, 
the first of which is alphabetic.)

IFO Form of matrix being input. (Integer)

1 = Square

9 or 2 = Rectangular

6 = Symmetric

TIN Type of matrix being input: (Integer)

1 = Real, single precision (One field is used per element)
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Remarks:

1. Matrices defined on this entry are referenced in static aeroelastic analysis by 
reference on AEDW and/or AEPRESS entries. In that paradigm, a single 
column is required. Also, DMIJ may also be used for the W2GJ and FA2J 
entries. Again, a single column is required. If both DMI and DMIJ are 
specified for W2GJ or FA2J, the DMI entry will be used. DMI may NOT be 
used for AEDW and AEPRESS.

2 = Real, double precision (One field is used per element)

3 = Complex, single precision (Two fields are used per element)

4 = Complex, double precision (Two fields are used per 
element)

TOUT Type of matrix being created: (Integer)

0 = Set by precision system cell (Default)

1 = Real, single precision

2 = Real, double precision

3 = Complex, single precision

4 = Complex, double precision

POLAR Input format of Ai, Bi. (Integer = blank or 0 indicates real, imaginary format. 
Integer > 0 indicated magnitude, phase format.)

NCOL Number of columns in a rectangular matrix. Used only for IFO = 9.  
(Integer > 0)

GJ Grid, scalar or extra point identification number for column index.  
(Integer > 0)

CJ Component number for grid point GJ.  (0 < Integer < 6; blank or zero if GJ is 
a scalar or extra point.)

Gi Grid, scalar, or extra point identification number for row index.  (Integer > 0)

Ci Component number for Gi for a grid point.  ( ; blank or zero if Gi 
is a scalar or extra point.)

Ai, Bi Real and imaginary (or amplitude and phase) parts of a matrix element.  If 
the matrix is real (TIN = 1 or 2), then Bi must be blank.  (Real)

Field Contents

0 CJ< 6≤
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2. The js-set DOF’s for each aerodynamic theory are limited to the six-DOF 
paradigm (3 translations and 3 rotations). However, particular DOF’s are 
permanently SPC’d based on the theory’s ability to support those degrees-
of-freedom. Unlike the DMIG entry, DMIJ data will be partitioned to the j-
set, not reduced. No warnings are issued about truncated data.The j-set 
DOF’s for each aerodynamic element/grid are highly method dependent. 
The following data define the known set, but the j-set definition is 
somewhat arbitrary in the general (external aerodynamics) paradigm. 

3. The header entry containing IFO, TIN and TOUT is required. Each nonnull 
column is started with a GJ, CJ pair. The entries for each row of that column 
then follow. Only nonzero terms need be entered. The terms may be input 
in arbitrary order. A GJ, CJ pair may be entered more than once, but the 
input of an element of the matrix more than once results in a fatal message.

4. Field 3 of the header entry must contain an integer 0.

5. For symmetric matrices (very rare in the j-set!) (IFO=6), a given off-diagonal 
element may be input either below or above the diagonal. While upper and 
lower triangle terms may be mixed, a fatal message will be issued if an 
element is input both above and below the diagonal.

6. The recommended format for rectangular matrices requires the use of 
NCOL and IFO = 9. the number of columns in the matrix is NCOL. (The 
number of rows in all DMIJ matrices is always the js-set size—the union of 
the j-set and the permanently SPC’d partition). The GJ term is used for the 
column index. the CJ term is ignored.

7. If NCOL is not used for rectangular matrices, two different conventions are 
available:

Entry Type
COMP

1 2 3 5 6

CAERO1 X

CAERO2-Y X

CAERO2-Z X

CAERO2-ZY X X
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• If IFO = 9, GJ and CJ will determine the sorted sequence, but will 
otherwise be ignored; a rectangular matrix will be generated with the 
columns submitted being in the 1 to N positions, where N is the 
number of logical entries submitted (not counting the header entry).

• If IFO = 2, the number of columns of the rectangular matrix will be 
equal to the index of the highest numbered nonnull column (in 
internal sort). Training null columns of the js-size matrix will be 
truncated.

8. The matrix names must be unique among all DMIJ.

9. TIN should be consistent with the number of decimal digits required to read 
the input data adequately. For a single precision specification on a short 
word machine, the input will be truncated after about eight decimal digits, 
even when more digits are present in a double field format. If more digits 
are needed, a double precision specification should be used instead. 
However, not that a double precision specification requires a “D” type 
exponent even for terms that do not need an exponent. For example, unity 
may be input as 1.0 in single precision, but the longer form 1.0D0 is required 
for double precision.

10. On long word machines, almost all matrix calculations are performed in 
single precision and, on short word machines, in double precision. It is 
recommended that DMIJ matrices also follow these conventions for a 
balance of efficiency and reliability. The recommended value for TOUT is 0, 
which instructs the program to inspect the system cell that measures the 
machine precision at run time and sets the precision of the matrix to the 
same value. TOUT = 0 allows the same DMIJ input to be used on any 
machine. If TOUT is contrary to the machine type specified, unreliable 
results may occur.

11. If any DMIJ entry is changed or added on restart then a complete reanalysis 
is performed. Therefore, DMIJ entry changes or additions are not 
recommended on restart.
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Defines direct input matrices related to collation degrees-of-freedom (js-set) of 
aerodynamic mesh points for the interference elements of CAERO2. These include 
W2GJ, FA2J and input pressures and downwashes associated with AEPRESS and 
AEDW entries. The matrix is described by a single header entry and one or more 
column entries. A column entry is required for each column with nonzero elements. 
For entering data for the slender elements of a CAERO2, or a CAERO1, 3, 4 or 5 use 
DMIJ or DMI.

Header Entry Format:

Column Entry Format:

Example:

DMIJI Direct Matrix Input at js-set points of the interference body

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DMIJI NAME “0” IFO TIN TOUT POLAR NCOL

DMIJ NAME GJ CJ G1 C1 A1 B1

G2 C2 A2 B2 -etc.-

DMIJI ALPH1 0 9 2 0 1

DMIJI ALPH1 1 1 1 1 .1

2 1 .1

Field Contents

NAME Name of the matrix. See Remark 1. (One to eight alphanumeric characters, 
the first of which is alphabetic.)

IFO Form of matrix being input. (Integer)

1 = Square

9 or 2 = Rectangular

6 = Symmetric

TIN Type of matrix being input: (Integer)

1 = Real, single precision (One field is used per element)
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Remarks:

1. Matrices defined on this entry are referenced in static aeroelastic analysis by 
reference on AEDW and/or AEPRESS entries. In that paradigm, a single 
column is required. DMI may NOT be used for AEDW and AEPRESS.

2. The js-set DOF’s for each aerodynamic theory are limited to the six-DOF 
paradigm (3 translations and 3 rotations). However, particular DOF’s are 
permanently SPC’d based on the theory’s ability to support those degrees-
of-freedom. Unlike the DMIG entry, DMIJI data will be partitioned to the j-

2 = Real, double precision (One field is used per element)

3 = Complex, single precision (Two fields are used per element)

4 = Complex, double precision (Two fields are used per 
element)

TOUT Type of matrix being created: (Integer)

0 = Set by precision system cell (Default)

1 = Real, single precision

2 = Real, double precision

3 = Complex, single precision

4 = Complex, double precision

POLAR Input format of Ai, Bi. (Integer = blank or 0 indicates real, imaginary format. 
Integer > 0 indicated magnitude, phase format.)

NCOL Number of columns in a rectangular matrix. Used only for IFO = 9.  
(Integer > 0)

GJ Grid, scalar or extra point identification number for column index.  
(Integer > 0)

CJ Component number for grid point GJ.  (0 < Integer < 6; blank or zero if GJ is 
a scalar or extra point.)

Gi Grid, scalar, or extra point identification number for row index.  
(Integer > 0)

Ci Component number for Gi for a grid point.  ( ; blank or zero if Gi 
is a scalar or extra point.)

Ai, Bi Real and imaginary (or amplitude and phase) parts of a matrix element.  If 
the matrix is real (TIN = 1 or 2), then Bi must be blank.  (Real)

Field Contents

0 CJ< 6≤
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set, not reduced. No warnings are issued about truncated data. The j-set 
DOF’s for each aerodynamic element/grid are highly method dependent. 
The following data define the known set, but the j-set definition is 
somewhat arbitrary in the general (external aerodynamics) paradigm.

3. The header entry containing IFO, TIN and TOUT is required. Each nonnull 
column is started with a GJ, CJ pair. The entries for each row of that column 
then follow. Only nonzero terms need be entered. The terms may be input 
in arbitrary order. A GJ, CJ pair may be entered more than once, but the 
input of an element of the matrix more than once results in a fatal message.

4. Field 3 of the header entry must contain an integer 0.

5. For symmetric matrices (very rare in the j-set!) (IFO=6), a given off-diagonal 
element may be input either below or above the diagonal. While upper and 
lower triangle terms may be mixed, a fatal message will be issued if an 
element is input both above and below the diagonal.

6. The recommended format for rectangular matrices requires the use of 
NCOL and IFO = 9. the number of columns in the matrix is NCOL. (The 
number of rows in all DMIJI matrices is always the js-set size—the union of 
the j-set and the permanently SPC’d partition). The GJ term is used for the 
column index. the CJ term is ignored.

7. If NCOL is not used for rectangular matrices, two different conventions are 
available:

• If IFO = 9, GJ and CJ will determine the sorted sequence, but will 
otherwise be ignored;  a rectangular matrix will be generated with 
the columns submitted being in the 1 to N positions,  where N is the 
number of logical entries submitted (not counting the header entry).

• If IFO = 2, the number of columns of the rectangular matrix will be 
equal to the index of the highest numbered nonnull column (in 
internal sort). Training null columns of the js-size matrix will be 
truncated.

Entry Type
COMP

1 2 3 5 6

CAERO2-Y X

CAERO2-Z X

CAERO2-ZY X X
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8. The matrix names must be unique among all DMIJI.

9. TIN should be consistent with the number of decimal digits required to read 
the input data adequately. For a single precision specification on a short 
word machine, the input will be truncated after about eight decimal digits, 
even when more digits are present in a double field format. If more digits 
are needed, a double precision specification should be used instead. 
However, not that a double precision specification requires a “D” type 
exponent even for terms that do not need an exponent. For example, unity 
may be input as 1.0 in single precision, but the longer form 1.0D0 is required 
for double precision.

10. On long word machines, almost all matrix calculations are performed in 
single precision and, on short word machines, in double precision. It is 
recommended that DMIJ matrices also follow these conventions for a 
balance of efficiency and reliability. The recommended value for TOUT is 0, 
which instructs the program to inspect the system cell that measures the 
machine precision at run time and sets the precision of the matrix to the 
same value. TOUT = 0 allows the same DMIJI input to be used on any 
machine. If TOUT is contrary to the machine type specified, unreliable 
results may occur.

11. If any DMIJ entry is changed or added on restart then a complete reanalysis 
is performed. Therefore, DMIJ entry changes or additions are not 
recommended on restart.
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Defines direct input matrices related to physical (displacement) degrees-of-freedom 
(ks-set) of aerodynamic grid points. These include WKK, WTFACT and input forces 
associated with AEFORCE entries. The matrix is described by a single header entry 
and one or more column entries. A column entry is required for each column with 
nonzero elements.

Header Entry Format:

Column Entry Format:

Example:

DMIK Direct Matrix Input at the ks-set points of the aerodynamic mesh

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DMIK NAME “0” IFO TIN TOUT POLAR NCOL

DMIK NAME GJ CJ G1 C1 A1 B1

G2 C2 A2 B2 -etc.-

DMIK ALPH1 0 9 2 0 1

DMIK ALPH1 1 1 1 1 1.0

2 1 1.0

Field Contents

NAME Name of the matrix. See Remark 1. (One to eight alphanumeric characters, 
the first of which is alphabetic.)

IFO Form of matrix being input. (Integer)

1 = Square

9 or 2 = Rectangular

6 = Symmetric

TIN Type of matrix being input: (Integer)

1 = Real, single precision (One field is used per element)

2 = Real, double precision (One field is used per element)

3 = Complex, single precision (Two fields are used per element)
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Remarks:

1. Matrices defined on this entry are referenced in static aeroelastic analysis by 
reference on AEFORCE entries. In that paradigm, a single column is 
required. Also, DMIK may also be used for the WKK and WTFACT entries. 
If both DMI and DMIK are specified for WKK or WTFACT, the DMI entry 
will be used. DMI may NOT be used for AEFORCE.2

2. The ks-set DOF’s for each aerodynamic theory are limited to the six-DOF 
paradigm (3 translations and 3 rotations). However, particular DOF’s are 
permanently SPC’d based on the theory’s ability to support those degrees-
of-freedom. Unlike the DMIG entry, DMIK data will be partitioned to the k-

4 = Complex, double precision (Two fields are used per element)

TOUT Type of matrix being created: (Integer)

0 = Set by precision system cell (Default)

1 = Real, single precision

2 = Real, double precision

3 = Complex, single precision

4 = Complex, double precision

POLAR Input format of Ai, Bi. (Integer = blank or 0 indicates real, imaginary format. 
Integer > 0 indicated magnitude, phase format.)

NCOL Number of columns in a rectangular matrix. Used only for IFO = 9.  
(Integer > 0)

GJ Grid, scalar or extra point identification number for column index.  
(Integer > 0)

CJ Component number for grid point GJ.  (0 < Integer < 6; blank or zero if GJ is 
a scalar or extra point.)

Gi Grid, scalar, or extra point identification number for row index.  
(Integer > 0)

Ci Component number for Gi for a grid point.  ( ; blank or zero if Gi 
is a scalar or extra point.)

Ai, Bi Real and imaginary (or amplitude and phase) parts of a matrix element.  If 
the matrix is real (TIN = 1 or 2), then Bi must be blank.  (Real)

Field Contents

0 CJ< 6≤
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set, not reduced. No warnings are issued about truncated data. The k-set 
DOF’s for each aerodynamic element/grid are highly method dependent. 
The following data define the known set, but the j-set definition is 
somewhat arbitrary in the general (external aerodynamics) paradigm.

3. The header entry containing IFO, TIN and TOUT is required. Each nonnull 
column is started with a GJ, CJ pair. The entries for each row of that column 
then follow. Only nonzero terms need be entered. The terms may be input 
in arbitrary order. A GJ, CJ pair may be entered more than once, but the 
input of an element of the matrix more than once results in a fatal message.

4. Field 3 of the header entry must contain an integer 0.

5. For symmetric matrices (IFO=6), a given off-diagonal element may be input 
either below or above the diagonal. While upper and lower triangle terms 
may be mixed, a fatal message will be issued if an element is input both 
above and below the diagonal.

6. The recommended format for rectangular matrices requires the use of 
NCOL and IFO = 9. the number of columns in the matrix is NCOL. (The 
number of rows in all DMIK matrices is always the ks-set size—the union 
of the k-set and the permanently SPC’d partition). The GJ term is used for 
the column index. the CJ term is ignored.

7. If NCOL is not used for rectangular matrices, two different conventions are 
available:

• If IFO = 9, GJ and CJ will determine the sorted sequence, but will 
otherwise be ignored;  a rectangular matrix will be generated with 
the columns submitted being in the 1 to N positions,  where N is the 
number of logical entries submitted (not counting the header entry).

Entry Type
COMP

1 2 3 5 6

CAERO1 X X

CAERO2-Y X X

CAERO2-Z X X

CAERO2-ZY X X X X
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• If IFO = 2, the number of columns of the rectangular matrix will be 
equal to the index of the highest numbered nonnull column (in 
internal sort). Training null columns of the js-size matrix will be 
truncated.

8. The matrix names must be unique among all DMIK

9. TIN should be consistent with the number of decimal digits required to read 
the input data adequately. For a single precision specification on a short 
word machine, the input will be truncated after about eight decimal digits, 
even when more digits are present in a double field format. If more digits 
are needed, a double precision specification should be used instead. 
However, not that a double precision specification requires a “D” type 
exponent even for terms that do not need an exponent. For example, unity 
may be input as 1.0 in single precision, but the longer form 1.0D0 is required 
for double precision.

10. On long word machines, almost all matrix calculations are performed in 
single precision and, on short word machines, in double precision. It is 
recommended that DMIK matrices also follow these conventions for a 
balance of efficiency and reliability. The recommended value for TOUT is 0, 
which instructs the program to inspect the system cell that measures the 
machine precision at run time and sets the precision of the matrix to the 
same value. TOUT = 0 allows the same DMIK input to be used on any 
machine. If TOUT is contrary to the machine type specified, unreliable 
results may occur.

11. If any DMIK entry is changed or added on restart then a complete reanalysis 
is performed. Therefore, DMIK entry changes or additions are not 
recommended on restart.
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Overrides default values of parameters used in design optimization.

Format:

Example:

Remark:

1. Only one DOPTPRM entry is allowed in the Bulk Data Section.

DOPTPRM Design Optimization Parameters

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DOPTPRM PARAM1 VAL1 PARAM2 VAL2 PARAM3 VAL3 PARAM4 VAL4

PARAM5 VAL5 -etc.-

DOPTPRM IPRINT 5 DESMAX 10

Field Contents

PARAMi Name of the design optimization parameter.  Allowable names are 
given in Table A-6.  (Character)

VALi Value of the parameter.  (Real or Integer, see Table A-6.)

Table A-6  PARAMi Names and Descriptions

Name Description, Type, and Default Value

APRCOD Approximation method to be used.  1 = Direct Linearization; 
2=Mixed Method based on response type; 3 = Convex Linearization.  
APRCOD = 1 is recommended for shape optimization problems.  
(Integer 1, 2, or 3; Default = 2)

CONV1 Relative criterion to detect convergence.  If the relative change in 
objective between two optimization cycles is less than CONV1, then 
optimization is terminated.  (Real > 0.0; Default = 0.001)

CONV2 Absolute criterion to detect convergence.  If the absolute change in 
objective between two optimization cycles is less than CONV2, then 
optimization is terminated.  (Real > 0.0; Default = 1.0E-20)

CONVDV Relative convergence criterion on design variables.  (Real > 0.0; 
Default = 0.001)
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CONVPR Relative convergence criterion on properties.  (Real > 0.0; 
Default = 0.001)

CT Constraint tolerance.  Constraint is considered active if current value 
is greater than CT.  (Real < 0.0; Default = -0.03)

CTMIN Constraint is considered violated if current value is greater than 
CTMIN.
(Real > 0.0; Default = 0.003)

DABOBJ Maximum absolute change in objective between ITRMOP 
consecutive iterations (see ITRMOP) to indicate convergence at 
optimizer level.  F0 is the initial objective function value.  (Real > 0.0; 
Default = MAX[0.001*ABS(F0), 0.0001])

DELB Relative finite difference move parameter.  (Real > 0.0; 
Default = 0.0001)

DELOBJ Maximum relative change in objective between ITRMOP consecutive 
iterations to indicate convergence at optimizer level.  (Real > 0.0; 
Default = 0.001)

DELP Fractional change allowed in each property during any optimization 
design cycle.  This provides constraints on property moves.  
(Real > 0.0; Default = 0.2)

DELX Fractional change allowed in each design variable during any 
optimization cycle.  (Real > 0.0; Default = 1.0)

DESMAX Maximum number of design cycles (not including FSD cycles) to be 
performed.  (Integer > 0; Default = 5)

DISCOD Discrete Processing Method: (Integer 1, 2, 3, 4, or 0; Default = 1)

1: Design of Experiments

2: Conservative Discrete Design 

3: Rounding up to the nearest design variable

4: Rounded off to the nearest design variable

0: Turn off discrete variable processing

DISBEG Design cycle ID for discrete variable processing initiation. Discrete 
variable processing analysis is carried out for every design cycle 
after DISBEG. (Integer > 0, default = 0=the last design cycle)

Table A-6  PARAMi Names and Descriptions (continued)

Name Description, Type, and Default Value
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DOBJ1 Relative change in objective attempted on the first optimization 
iteration.  Used to estimate initial move in the one-dimensional 
search.  Updated as the optimization progresses.  (Real > 0.0; 
Default = 0.1)

DOBJ2 Absolute change in objective attempted on the first optimization 
iteration.  (Real > 0.0; Default = 0.2*(F0))

DPMIN Minimum move limit imposed.  (Real > 0.0; Default = 0.01)

DX1 Maximum relative change in a design variable attempted on the first 
optimization iteration.  Used to estimate the initial move in the one 
dimensional search.  Updated as the optimization progresses.  
(Real > 0.0; Default = 0.01)

DX2 Absolute change in a design variable attempted on the first 
optimization iteration.  (Real > 0.0; Default = 0.2*MAX[X(I)])

DXMIN Minimum design variable move limit (Real > 0.0; Default = 0.05).

FSDALP Relaxation parameter applied in Fully Stressed Design (Real, 0.0 < 
FSDMAX < 1.0, Default = 0.9)

FSDMAX Specifies the number of Fully Stressed Design Cycles that are to be 
performed (Integer, Default = 0)

GMAX Maximum constraint violation allowed at the converged optimum.   
(Real > 0.0; Default = 0.005)

GSCAL Constraint normalization factor.  See Remarks under the DSCREEN 
and DCONSTR entries.  (Real > 0.0; Default = 0.001)

IGMAX If IGMAX = 0, only gradients of active and violated constraints are 
calculated.  If IGMAX > 0, up to NCOLA gradients are calculated 
including active, violated, and near active constraints.  (Integer > 0; 
Default = 0)

Table A-6  PARAMi Names and Descriptions (continued)

Name Description, Type, and Default Value
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IPRINT Print control during approximate optimization phase.  Increasing 
values represent increasing levels of optimizer information.  
(0 < Integer < 7; Default = 0)
0 no output (Default)
1 internal optimization parameters, initial information, and results
2 same, plus objective function and design variables at each
 iterations
3 same, plus constraint values and identification of critical 
constraints
4 same, plus gradients
5 same, plus search direction
6 same, plus scaling factors and miscellaneous search information
7 same, plus one dimensional search information

IPRNT1 If IPRNT1 = 1, print scaling factors for design variable vector.  
(Integer 0 or 1; Default = 0)

IPRNT2 If IPRNT2 = 1, print miscellaneous search information.  If 
IPRNT2 = 2, turn on print during one-dimensional search process.  
(Warning:  This may lead to excessive output.)  (Integer 0, 1, or 2; 
Default = 0)

ISCAL Design variables are rescaled every ISCAL iterations.  Set ISCAL = -1 
to turn off scaling.  (Integer; Default=NDV (number of design 
variables))

ITMAX Maximum number of iterations allowed at optimizer level during 
each design cycle.  (Integer; Default = 40)

ITRMOP Number of consecutive iterations for which convergence criteria 
must be satisfied to indicate convergence at the optimizer level.  
(Integer; Default = 2)

ITRMST Number of consecutive iterations for which convergence criteria 
must be met at the optimizer level to indicate convergence in the 
Sequential Linear Programming Method.  (Integer > 0; Default = 2)

IWRITE FORTRAN unit for print during approximate optimization phase. 
Default value for IWRITE is set to the FORTRAN unit for standard 
output. (Integer>0, Default=6 or value of SYSTEM(2).)

Table A-6  PARAMi Names and Descriptions (continued)

Name Description, Type, and Default Value
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JTMAX Maximum number of iterations allowed at the optimizer level for the 
Sequential Linear Programming Method.  This is the number of 
linearized subproblems solved.  (Integer > 0; Default = 20)

JPRINT Sequential Linear Programming subproblem print.  If JPRINT > 0, 
IPRINT is turned on during the approximate linear subproblem.  
(Default = 0)

JWRITE If JWRITE > 0, file number on which iteration history will be written.  
(Integer > 0; Default = 0)

METHOD Optimization Method:  (Integer 1, 2, or 3; Default = 1)
1:  Modified Method of Feasible Directions.  (Default)
2:  Sequential Linear Programming
3:  Sequential Quadratic Programming

P1 Print control items specified for P2.  (Integer > 0; Default = 0)  Initial 
results are always printed prior to the first approximate 
optimization.  If an optimization task is performed, final results are 
always printed for the final analysis unless PARAM,SOFTEXIT,YES 
is specified.  These two sets of print are not controllable.
n:  Print at every n-th design cycle.

P2 Items to be printed according to P1:  (Integer; Default = 1)
0: No print.
1: Print objective and design variables.  (Default)
2: Print properties.
4: Print constraints.
8: Print responses.
10: Print weight as a function of a material ID (note that this is not a 
design quantity so that only inputs to the approximate design are 
available).
n: Sum of desired items.  For example, P2 = 10 means print 
properties and responses.

PLVIOL Flag for handling of property limit violation. By default, the job will 
terminate with a user fatal message if the property derived from 
design model (DVPRELi, DVMRELi, DVCRELi) exceeds the 
property limits. Setting PLVIOL to a non-zero number will cause the 
program to issue a user warning message by ignoring the property 
limits violation and proceed with the analysis. (Integer; Default=0)

Table A-6  PARAMi Names and Descriptions (continued)

Name Description, Type, and Default Value
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PTOL Maximum tolerance on differences allowed between the property 
values on property entries and the property values calculated from 
the design variable values on the DESVAR entry (through DVPRELi 
relations).  PTOL is provided to trap ill-posed design models.  (The 
minimum tolerance may be specified on user parameter DPEPS.  See 
“Parameters” on page 1419.)  (Real > 0.0; Default = 1.0E+35)

STPSCL Scaling factor for shape finite difference step sizes, to be applied to 
all shape design variables.  (Real > 0.0; Default = 1.0)

Table A-6  PARAMi Names and Descriptions (continued)

Name Description, Type, and Default Value
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Defines a set of structural responses that is used in the design either as constraints or 
as an objective.

Format:

Example:

DRESP1 Design Sensitivity Response Quantities

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DRESP1 ID LABEL RTYPE PTYPE REGION ATTA ATTB ATT1

ATT2 -etc.-

DRESP1 1 DX1 STRESS PROD 2 3 102

103

Field Contents

ID Unique entry identifier.  (Integer > 0)

LABEL User-defined label.  (Character)

RTYPE Response type.  See Table A-7.  (Character)

PTYPE Element flag (PTYPE = "ELEM") or property entry name.  Used with 
element type responses (stress, strain, force, etc.) to identify the 
property type, since property entry IDs are not unique across 
property types.  (Character:  "ELEM", "PBAR", "PSHELL", etc.)

REGION Region identifier for constraint screening.  See Remark 10. for 
defaults.  (Integer > 0)

ATTA, ATTB, 
ATTi

Response attributes.  See Table A-7.  (Integer > 0 or Real or blank)
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Table A-7  Design Sensitivity Response Attributes

Response 
Type 

(RTYPE)

Response Attributes

ATTA (Integer>0) ATTB (Integer>0 or 
Real>0.0) ATTI (Integer>0)

WEIGHT Row Number
(1 < ROW < 6)
See Remark 25.

Column Number
(1 < COL < 6)

SEIDi or All or 
blank

VOLUME Blank Blank SEIDi or ALL

EIGN Normal Modes 
Mode Number

Approximation Code.  
See Remark 19.

Blank

CEIG Complex 
Eigenvalue Mode 
Number 
(Integer>0)

ALPHA or OMEGA 
(Default=ALPHA)

Blank

FREQ Normal Modes 
Mode Number
See Remark 18.

Approximation Code.  
See Remark 19.

Blank

LAMA Buckling Mode 
Number

Approximation Code.  
See Remark 19.

Blank

DISP Displacement 
Component

Blank Grid ID

STRAIN Strain Item Code Blank Property entry 
(PID)

ESE Strain Energy Item 
Code
See Remark 21.

Blank Property entry 
(PID)

STRESS Stress Item Code Blank Property entry 
(PID)

FORCE Force Item Code Blank Property entry 
(PID)

SPCFORCE SPC Force 
Component

Blank Grid ID

CSTRAIN Strain Item Code LAMINA Number
(Integer; Default = 1)

Property entry 
(PID)
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CSTRESS Stress Item Code LAMINA Number
(Integer; Default = 1)

Property entry 
(PID)

CFAILURE Failure Criterion 
Item Code 

LAMINA Number
(Integer; Default = 1)

Property entry 
(PID)

FRACCL Acceleration 
Component

Frequency Value.  
(Blank, Real > 0.0 or 
Character)  See 
Remarks 15. and 20.

Grid ID

FRDISP Velocity 
Component

Frequency Value. 
(Blank, Real > 0.0 or 
Character) See 
Remarks 15. and 20.

Grid ID

PRES Acoustic Pressure 
Components

Frequency Value. 
(Real > 0.0) See 
Remark 15.

Grid ID

FRFORC Force Item Code Frequency Value.  
(Blank Real > 0.0 or 
Character)  See 
Remarks 15. and 20.

Property entry 
(PID)

FRSPCF SPC Force 
Component

Frequency Value.  
(Blank, Real > 0.0 or 
Character)  See 
Remarks 15. and 20.

Grid ID

FRSTRE Stress Item Code Frequency Value.  
(Blank, Real > 0.0 or 
Character)  See 
Remarks 15. and 20.

Property entry 
(PID)

FRVELO Velocity 
Component

Frequency Value. 
(Blank, Real > 0.0 or 
Character) See 
Remarks 15. and 20.

Grid ID

Table A-7  Design Sensitivity Response Attributes (continued)

Response 
Type 

(RTYPE)

Response Attributes

ATTA (Integer>0) ATTB (Integer>0 or 
Real>0.0) ATTI (Integer>0)
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RMSDISP Displacement 
Component

RANDPS ID Grid ID 

RMSVELO Velocity 
Component

RANDPS ID Grid ID 

RMSACCL Acceleration 
Component

RANDPS ID Grid ID 

TDISP Displacement 
Component

Time Value.  (Blank, 
Real or Character)  See 
Remarks 16. and 20.

Grid ID

TVELO Velocity 
Component

Time Value.  (Blank, 
Real or Character)  See 
Remarks 16. or 20.

Grid ID

TACCL Acceleration 
Component

Time Value.  (Blank, 
Real or Character)  See 
Remarks 16. and 20.

Grid ID

TSPCF SPC Force 
Component

Time Value.  (Blank, 
Real or Character)  See 
Remarks 16. and 20.

Grid ID

TSTRE Stress Item Code Time Value.  (Blank, 
Real or Character)  See 
Remarks 16. and 20.

Property entry 
(PID)

TFORC Force Item Code Time Value.  (Blank, 
Real or Character)  See 
Remarks 16. and 20.

Property entry 
(PID)

TRIM AESTAT or 
AESURF Entry ID

Blank Blank

STABDER AESTAT or 
AESURF Entry ID

Restraint Flag. (Integer 
0 or 1)  See Remark 13.

Component

FLUTTER Blank Blank See Remark 14.

Table A-7  Design Sensitivity Response Attributes (continued)

Response 
Type 

(RTYPE)

Response Attributes

ATTA (Integer>0) ATTB (Integer>0 or 
Real>0.0) ATTI (Integer>0)
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Remarks:

1. Stress, strain, and force item codes can be found in “Item Codes” on 
page 1525 of the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide.  For stress or strain item 
codes that have dual meanings, such as von Mises or maximum shear, the 
option specified in the Case Control Section will be used; i.e., 
STRESS(VONM) or STRESS(MAXS).

2. RTYPE = "CSTRESS", "CSTRAIN", and "CFAILURE" are used only with the 
PCOMP entry.  "CSTRESS" and "CSTRAIN" item codes are described under  
Table A-1(Element Stress/Strain Item Codes) in “Item Codes” on 
page 1525 of the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide.  "CFAILURE" item codes 
are described under Table A-2 (Element Force Item Codes) in “Item 
Codes” on page 1525 of the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide.  Only force 
item codes that refer to failure indices of direct stress and interlaminar shear 
stress are valid.

The CFAILURE response type requires the following specifications on the 
applicable entries:

• Failure theory in the FT field on PCOMP entry.

• Allowable bonding shear stress in the SB field on PCOMP entry.

• Stress limits in the ST, SC, and SS fields on all MATi entries.

3. ATTB is used only for responses of composite laminae, dynamics, complex 
eigenvalues, and stability derivatives.  For other responses, this field must 
be blank.

4. All grids associated with a DRESP1 entry are considered to be in the same 
region for screening purposes.  Only up to NSTR displacement constraints 
(see DSCREEN entry) per group per load case will be retained in the design 
optimization phase.

5. DRESP1 identification numbers must be unique with respect to DRESP2 
identification numbers.

6. If PTYPE = "ELEM", the ATTi correspond to element identification 
numbers.

7. If RTYPE = "DISP", "TDISP", "TVELO", "TACCL" or "TSPCF", multiple 
component numbers (any unique combination of the digits 1 through 6 
with no embedded blanks) may be specified on a single entry.  Multiple 
response components may not be used on any other response types.
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8. If RTYPE = "FRDISP", "FRVELO", "FRACCL", or "FRSPCF" only one 
component number may be specified in the ATTA field.  Numbers 1 
through 6 correspond to real (or magnitude) components and 7 through 12 
imaginary (or phase) components.  If more than one component for the 
same grid is desired, then a separate entry is required.

9. Real/imaginary representation is the default for complex response types.  
Magnitude/phase representation must be requested by the corresponding 
Case Control command; e.g., DlSP(PHASE) = ALL.

10. REGION is used for constraint screening.  The NSTR field on DSCREEN 
entries gives the maximum number of constraints retained for each region 
per load case.

IF RTYPE = "WEIGHT", "VOLUME", "LAMA", "EIGN" or "FREQ", no 
REGION identification number should be specified.  For all other responses, 
if the REGION field is left blank, the default specified in Table A-8 is used.  
Usually, the default value is appropriate.

If the REGION field is not blank, all the responses on this entry as well as all 
responses on other DRESP1 entries that have the same RTYPE and REGION 
identification number will be grouped into the same region.

Table A-8  Default Regions for Design Sensitivity Response Types

Response Type Default Region

WEIGHT No region

VOLUME No region

LAMA No region

EIGN No region

FREQ No region

DISP One region per DRESP1 entry

FRDISP One region per DRESP1 entry

PRES One region per DRESP1 entry

FRVELO One region per DRESP1 entry

FRACCL One region per DRESP1 entry

FRSPCF One region per DRESP1 entry

TDISP One region per DRESP1 entry
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11. REGION is valid only among the same type of responses.  Responses of 
different types will never be grouped into the same region, even if they are 
assigned the same REGION identification number by the user.

12. If RTYPE = "WEIGHT" or "VOLUME", field ATTi = "ALL" implies total 
weight/volume of all superelements except external superelements.

13. RTYPE = "STABDER" identifies a stability derivative response.  ATTB is the 
restraint flag for the stability derivative.  ATTB = 0 means unrestrained, and 
ATTB = 1 means restrained.  For example, ATTA = 4000, ATTB = 0, and 
ATT1 = 3 reference the unrestrained Cz derivative for the AESTAT (or 
AESURF) entry ID = 4000.

14. RTYPE = "FLUTTER" identifies a set of damping responses.  The set is 
specified by ATTi:

ATT1 = Identification number of a SET1 entry that specifies a set of modes.

ATT2 = Identification number of an FLFACT entry that specifies a list of 
densities.

ATT3 = Identification number of an FLFACT entry that specifies a list of 
Mach numbers.

ATT4 = Identification number of an FLFACT entry that specifies a list of 
velocities.

If the flutter analysis is type PKNL, it is necessary to put PKNL in the 
PTYPE field of this entry.

TVELO One region per DRESP1 entry

TACCL One region per DRESP1 entry

TSPCF One region per DRESP1 entry

FLUTTER One region per DRESP1 entry

OTHER One region per PROPERTY 
entry.  If PTYPE="ELEM", then 
one region per DRESP1 entry

Table A-8  Default Regions for Design Sensitivity Response Types (continued)

Response Type Default Region
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15. For RTYPE = "FRDISP", "FRVELO", "FRACCL", "FRSPCF", "FRFORC", and 
"FRSTRE", a real value for ATTB specifies a frequency value in cycles per 
unit time.  If ATTB is specified, then the responses are evaluated at the 
closest frequency selected by the OFREQ command.  The default for ATTB 
(blank) is all frequencies selected by the OFREQ command.  See Remark 20. 
for additional ATTB options.

16. For RTYPE = "TDISP", "TVELO", "TACCL", "TSPCF", "TFORC", and 
"TSTRE", ATTB specifies a time value.  If ATTB is specified, then the 
responses are evaluated at the closest time selected by the OTIME 
command.  The default for ATTB (blank) is all time steps selected by the 
OTIME command.

17. Intermediate station responses on CBAR elements due to PLOAD1 and/or 
CBARAO entries may not be defined on the DRESP1 entry.

18. RTYPE = "EIGN" refers to normal modes response in terms of eigenvalue 
(radian/time)**2 while RTYPE = "FREQ" refers to normal modes response 
in terms of natural frequency or units of cycles per unit time.

19. For RTYPE = LAMA, EIGN or FREQ, the response approximation used for 
optimization can be individually selected using the ATTB field.  
(Approximation Code = 1 = direct linearization, = 2 = Inverse 
Linearization).

20. The mathematical function  input for ATTB is available for RTYPE of 
FRDISP, FRVELO, FRACCL, FRSPCF, FRSTRE, FRFORC, TDISP, TVELO, 
TACCL, TSPCF, TSTRE and TFORC. The options for the mathematical 
functions are SUM, AVG, SSG, RSS, MAX and MIN. The expression of 
mathematical function is shown as follows:

SUM X1 X2 … Xn, , ,( ) Xi

i 1=

n

∑=

AVG X1 X2 … Xn, , ,( ) Xi n⁄

i 1=

n

∑=

SSQ X1 X2 … Xn, , ,( ) Xi
2

i 1=

n

∑=
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where  is the response for a forcing frequency. For example

DRESP1,10,DX1,FRSTRE,ELEM,,3,AVG,10

yields a response which is equal to the average stress for element 10. The 
average is done by first adding up the component 3 stress of element 10 for 
all forcing frequencies (all time steps for transient response), and then 
dividing by the number of forcing frequencies. Note that the response 
computed is considered as type 2 response. Therefore, if referenced on a 
DRESP2, the ID of such DRESP1 (ATTB with character input) must be listed 
following DRESP2 keyword.

21. Element strain energy item codes can be found under Table A-6,  “Item 
Codes” on page 1525 of the NX Nastran Quick Reference Guide . Only element 
strain energy and element strain energy density can be referenced on a 
DRESP1 entry.

22. For RTYPE=CEIG, the allowable character inputs are ALPHA and OMEGA 
with ALPHA being the default.

23. For RTYPE=RMSDISP, RMSVELO, or RMSACCL the ATTB specifies the 
appropriate RANDPS ID.

24. Input other than 1 or 7 of ATTA field, acoustic pressure component, for 
PRES response type will be reset to 1 (if less than 7) or 7 (if greater than 7 
and less than 13).

25. Design response weight is obtained from Grid Point Weight Generator for 
a reference point GRDPNT (see parameter GRDPNT). If GRDPNT is either 
not defined, equal to zero, or not a defined grid point, the reference point is 
taken as the origin of the basic coordinate system. Fields ATTA and ATTB 
refer to the row and column numbers of  the rigid body weight matrix, 
which is partitioned as follows:

RSS X1 X2 … Xn, , ,( ) Xi
2

i 1=

n

∑=

MAX X1 X2 … Xn, , ,( ) Largest value among Xi i=1 to n( )=

MIN X1 X2 … Xn, , ,( ) Smallest value among Xi i=1 to n( )=

Xi
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The default values of ATTA and ATTB are 3, which specifies weight in the 
Z direction. Field ATT1 = “ALL” implies total weight of all superelements 
except external superelements. SEIDi refers to a superelement identification 
number. SEIDi= “0” refers to the residual superelement.  The default of 
ATT1 is blank which is equivalent to “ALL”.

W[ ]

Wx W12 W13 W14 W15 W16

W21 Wy W23 W24 W25 W26

W31 W32 Wz W34 W35 W36

W41 W42 W43 Ix W45 W46

W51 W52 W53 W54 Iy W56

W61 W62 W63 W64 W65 Iz 6 6×

=
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Defines equation responses that are used in the design, either as constraints or as an 
objective.

Format:

DRESP2 Design Sensitivity Equation Response Quantities

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DRESP2 ID LABEL EQID or FUNC REGION

“DESVAR” DVID1 DVID2 DVID3 DVID4 DVID5 DVID6 DVID7

DVID8 -etc.-

“DTABLE” LABL1 LABL2 LABL3 LABL4 LABL5 LABL6 LABL7

LABL8 -etc.-

“DRESP1” NR1 NR2 NR3 NR4 NR5 NR6 NR7

NR8 -etc.-

“DNODE” G1 C1 G2 C2 G3 C3

G4 C4 etc.

“DVPREL1” DPIP1 DPIP2 DPIP3 DPIP4 DPIP5 DPIP6 DPIP7

DPIP8 DPIP9 -etc.-

“DVCREL1” DCIC1 DCIC2 DCIC3 DCIC4 DCIC5 DCIC6 DCIC7

DCIC8 DCIC9 -etc.-

“DVMREL1” DMIM1 DMIM2 DMIM3 DMIM4 DMIM5 DMIM6 DMIM7

DMIM8 DMIM9 -etc.-

“DVPREL2” DPI2P1 DPI2P2 DPI2P3 DPI2P4 DPI2P5 DPI2P6 DPI2P7

DPI2P8 DPI2P9 -etc.-

“DVCREL2” DCI2C1 DCI2C2 DCI2C3 DCI2C4 DCI2C5 DCI2C6 DCI2C7

DCI2C8 DCI2C9 -etc.-

“DVMREL2” DMI2M1 DMI2M2 DMI2M3 DMI2M4 DMI2M5 DMI2M6 DMI2M7

DMI2M8 DMI2M9 -etc.-

“DRESP2” NRR1 NRR2 NRR3 NRR4 NRR5 NRR6 NRR7

NRR8 -etc.-
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Example:

DRESP2 1 LBUCK 5 3

DESVAR 101 3 4 5 1 205 209

201

DTABLE PI YM L

DRESP1 14 1 4 22 6 33 2

DNODE 14 1 4 1 22 3

2 1 43 1

DVPREL1 101 102

DVCREL1 201 202

DVMREL1 301

DVPREL2 401 402

DVCREL2 501

DVMREL2 601 602 603

DRESP2 50 51

Field Contents

ID Unique identification number.  (Integer > 0)

LABEL User-defined label.  (Character)

EQID DEQATN entry identification number (integer > 0) or name of the 
supported functions (character). See Remark 8.

FUNC Function to be applied to the arguments.  See Remark 8.  (Character)

REGION Region identifier for constraint screening.  See Remark 5. (Integer > 0)

“DESVAR” Flag indicating DESVAR entry identification numbers.  (Character)

DVIDi DESVAR entry identification number.  (Integer > 0)

“DTABLE” Flag indicating that the labels for the constants in a DTABLE entry 
follow.  (Character)

LABLj Label for a constant in the DTABLE entry.  (Character)

“DRESP1" Flag indicating DRESP1 entry identification numbers.  (Character)

NRk DRESP1 entry identification number.  (Integer > 0)

“DNODE” Flag signifying that the following fields are “designed grid points.”  See 
Remark 7. (Character)
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Remarks:

1. DRESP2 entries may only reference DESVAR, DTABLE, DRESP1, DNODE, 
DVPREL1, DVCREL1, DVMREL1, DVPREL2, DVCREL2, and DVMREL2 
entries. They may also reference other DRESP2 entries. However, a DRESP2 
entry cannot reference itself directly or recursively.

2. Referenced DRESP1 entries cannot span analysis types or superelements.

3. DRESP2 entries must have unique identification numbers with respect to 
DRESP1 entries.

4. The “DESVAR”, “DTABLE”, “DNODE”, “DVPREL1”, “DVCREL1” and 
“DVMREL1”, “DVPREL2”, DVCREL2”, “DVMREL2”, and "DRESP2" flags 
in field 2 must appear in the order given above.  Any of these words, along 
with the identification numbers associated with them, may be omitted if 
they are not involved in this DRESP2 relationship.  However, at least one of 
these ten types of arguments must exist.

Gm Grid point identification number.  (Integer > 0)

Cm Component number of grid point Gm.  (1 < Integer < 3)

DVPREL1 Flag indicating DVPREL1 entry identification number.  (Character)

DPIPi DVPREL1 entry identification number.  (Integer > 0)

DVCREL1 Flag indicating DVCREL1 entry identification number. (Character)

DCICi DVCREL1 entry identification number. (Integer > 0)

DVMREL1 Flag indicating DVPREL2 entry identification number. (Character)

DMIMi DVMREL1 entry identification number. (Integer > 0)

DVPREL2 Flag indicating DVPREL2 entry identification number. (Character)

DPI2Pi DVPREL2 entry identification number. (Integer > 0)

DVCREL2 Flag indicating DVCREL2 entry identification number. (Character)

DCI2Ci DVCREL2 entry identification number. (Integer > 0)

DVMREL2 Flag indicating DVMREL2 entry identification number. (Character)

DMI2Mi DVMREL2 entry identification number. (Integer > 0)

DRESP2 Flag indicating other DRESP2 entry identification number. (Character)

NRRk DRESP2 entry identification number. (Integer > 0)

Field Contents
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5. The REGION field follows the same rules as for the DRESP1 entries.  
DRESP1 and DRESP2 responses will never be contained in the same region, 
even if they are assigned the same REGION identification number.  The 
default is to put all responses referenced by one DRESP2 entry in the same 
region.

6. The variables identified by DVIDi, LABLj, NRk, the Gm, Cm pairs, DPIPi, 
DCICm, DMIMn, DPI2Po, DCI2Cp, DMI2Mq, and NRRu are assigned (in 
that order) to the variable names (x1, x2, x3, etc.) specified in the left-hand 
side of the first equation on the DEQATN entry referenced by EQID.  In the 
example below,

7. (Gm, Cm) can refer to any grid component and is no longer limited to a 
designed grid component. 

8. The FUNC attributes can be used in place of the EQID and supports the 
functions shown in the following table:

When EQID has character input, the DEQATN entry is no longer needed.  
The functions are applied to all arguments on the DRESP2 regardless of the 
type.

DRESP2 1 LBUCK 5 3

DESVAR 101 3

DTABLE PI YM

DNODE 14 1

DEQATN 5 F1(A, B, C, D, R)=A+B*C-(D**3+10.0)+sin(C*R)

Function Description

AVG Average of the arguments

SSQ Sum of the squares of the arguments

RSS Square root of the sum of the squares of the arguments

MAX The largest value of the argument list

MIN The smallest value of the argument list

DESVARs 101 and 3 are assigned to arguments A and B.
DTABLEs PI and YM are assigned to arguments C and D.
Grid 14, Component 1 is assigned to argument R.
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9. The number of arguments of a DEQATN can be more than the number of 
values defined on the DRESP2 if the DRESP1s referenced have RTYPE with 
‘FR’ prefix. Arguments are still positional. The extra arguments in the 
DEQATN must appear at the end of the argument list. The discrepancy is 
resolved internally with the forcing frequency(ies) associated with 
DRESP1s. An example is shown as follows:

In the above example, the DEQATN has two more additional terms than 
have been defined on the DRESP2. The first additional term is the forcing 
frequency (in hertz) of the first DRESP1 ID on the DRESP2. The second 
additional term is the forcing frequency of second DRESP1 ID in the list. 
When all DRESP1s involved have the same frequency, the user is not 
required to name all the additional terms in the argument list of DEQATN.

DRESP1 10 FDISP1 FRDISP 1 10. 1001

DRESP1 20 FDISP2 FRDISP 1 20. 1001

DRESP2 30 AVGFD 100

DRESP1 10 20

DEQATN 100 AVG(D1,D2,F1,F2) = (D1/F1+D2/F2)*0.5
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Defines screening data for constraint deletion.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. Displacement and displacement derivative constraints associated with one 
particular load case are grouped by the specification of DRESP1 entries.  
From each group, a maximum of NSTR constraints are retained per load 
case.

DSCREEN Design Constraint Screening Data

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DSCREEN RTYPE TRS NSTR

DSCREEN STRESS -0.7 2

Field Contents

RTYPE Response type for which the screening criteria apply.  See Table A-9 and 
Remark 3. (Character)

TRS Truncation threshold.  (Real; Default = -0.5)

NSTR Maximum number of constraints to be retained per region per load case.  
See Remark 3. (Integer > 0; Default = 20)
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2. Stress-strain constraints are grouped by the property; i.e., all elements 
belonging to the set of PIDs specified under ATTi on a DRESPi entry are 
regarded as belonging to the same region.  In superelement sensitivity 
analysis, if the property (PID) is defined in more than one superelement, 
then separate regions are defined.  A particular stress constraint 
specification may be applied to many elements in a region generating many 
stress constraints, but only up to NSTR constraints per load case will be 
retained.

3. If RTYPE = “WEIGHT”, “VOLUME”, “EIGN”, “FREQ”, “LAMA”, 
“TRIM”, or “STABDER” then NSTR is unlimited and must be left blank. 
TRS is available for all response types.

4. If a certain type of constraint exists but no corresponding DSCREEN entry 
is specified, all the screening criteria used for this type of constraint will be 
furnished by the default values.

5. Constraints can be retained only if they are greater than TRS.  See the 
Remarks under the “DCONSTR” on page 402 entry for a definition of 
constraint value.

Table A-9  Default Region Specifications for RTYPE

RTYPE
Default 
Region 

Specification
RTYPE

Default 
Region 

Specification

DISP DRESP1 FRVELO DRESP1

STRESS Property ID FRACCL DRESP1

STRAIN Property ID FRSTRE Property ID

ESE Property ID FRFORC Property ID

FORCE Property ID FRSPC DRESP1

SPCFORCE DRESP1 TACCL DRESP1

EQUA DRESP2 TDISP DRESP1

CSTRESS Property ID TVELO DRESP1

CSTRAIN Property ID TSTRE Property ID

CFAILURE Property ID TFORC Property ID

FLUTTER DRESP1 TSPC DRESP1

FRDISP DRESP1
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6. Constraint screening is applied to each superelement
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Defines a set of excitation frequencies for modal frequency-response solutions by 
specifying number of excitation frequencies between two modal frequencies.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. FREQ3 applies only to modal frequency-response solutions (SOLs 11, 111, 
146, and 200) and is ignored in direct frequency response solutions.

2. FREQ3 entries must be selected with the Case Control command 
FREQUENCY = SID.

FREQ3 Frequency List, Alternate 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

FREQ3 SID F1 F2 TYPE NEF CLUSTER

FREQ3 6 20.0 200.0 LINEAR 10 2.0

Field Contents

SID Set identification number.  (Integer > 0)

F1 Lower bound of modal frequency range in cycles per unit time.  
(Real > 0.0 for TYPE = LINEAR and Real > 0.0 for TYPE = LOG))

F2 Upper bound of modal frequency range in cycles per unit time.  
(Real > 0.0, F2 > F1, Default = F1)

TYPE LINEAR or LOG.  Specifies linear or logarithmic interpolation between 
frequencies.  (Character; Default = "LINEAR")

NEF Number of excitation frequencies within each subrange including the 
end points.  The first subrange is between F1 and the first modal 
frequency within the bounds.  The second subrange is between first and 
second modal frequencies between the bounds.  The last subrange is 
between the last modal frequency within the bounds and F2.  
(Integer > 1, Default = 10)

CLUSTER Specifies clustering of the excitation frequency near the end points of the 
range.  See Remark 6. (Real > 0.0; Default = 1.0)
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3. In the example above, there will be 10 frequencies in the interval between 
each set of modes within the bounds 20 and 2000, plus 10 frequencies 
between 20 and the lowest mode in the range, plus 10 frequencies between 
the highest mode in the range and 2000.

4. Since the forcing frequencies are near structural resonances, it is important 
that some amount of damping be specified.

5. All FREQi entries with the same set identification numbers will be used.  
Duplicate frequencies will be ignored.  and  are considered 
duplicated if

where DFREQ is a user parameter, with a default of .   an  
are the maximum and minimum excitation frequencies of the combined 
FREQi entries.

6. CLUSTER is used to obtain better resolution near the modal frequencies 
where the response varies the most.  CLUSTER > 1.0 provides closer 
spacing of excitation frequency towards the ends of the frequency range, 
while values of less than 1.0 provide closer spacing towards the center of the 
frequency range.  For example, if the frequency range is between 10 and 20, 
NEF = 11, TYPE = "LINEAR"; then, the excitation frequencies for various 
values of CLUSTER would be as shown in

where

=  is a parametric coordinate between -1 
and 1

k = varies from 1 to NEF (k = 1, 2, ..., NEF)

= is the lower limit of the frequency subrange

= is the upper limit of the subrange

= is the k-th excitation frequency

= is the frequency, or the logarithm of the frequency, depending on 
the value specified for TYPE

fN fN 1–

fN fN 1–– DFREQ< fMAX fMIN–⋅

10 5–
fMAX fMIN

f̂k
1
2
---= f̂1 f̂2+( ) 1

2
--- f̂2 f̂1–( ) ξ 1 CLUSTER⁄

+ SIGN ξ( )⋅

ξ 1– 2 k 1–( )+ NEF 1–( )⁄

f̂1

f̂2

f̂k

f̂
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7. In design optimization (SOL 200), the excitation frequencies are derived 
from the natural frequencies computed at each design cycle.

8. In modal analysis, solutions for modal DOFs from rigid body modes at zero 
excitation frequencies may be discarded.  Solutions for nonzero modes are 
retained.

Table A-10  CLUSTER Usage Example

Excitation 
Frequency 

Number

CLUSTER

c=0.25 c-0.50 c-1.0 c-2.0 c-4.0

Excitation Frequencies in hertz

1 -1.0 10.00 10.0 10.0 10.00 10.00

2 -0.8 12.95 11.8 11.0 10.53 10.27

3 -0.6 14.35 13.2 12.0 11.13 10.60

4 -0.4 14.87 14.2 13.0 11.84 11.02

5 -0.2 14.99 14.8 14.0 12.76 11.66

6 0.0 15.00 15.0 15.0 15.00 15.00

7 0.2 15.01 15.2 16.0 17.24 18.34

8 0.4 15.13 15.8 17.0 18.16 18.98

9 0.6 15.65 16.8 18.0 18.87 19.40

10 0.8 17.05 18.2 19.0 19.47 19.73

11 1.0 20.00 20.0 20.0 20.00 20.00

ξ
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Defines a set of frequencies used in the solution of modal frequency-response 
problems by specifying the amount of “spread” around each natural frequency and 
the number of equally spaced excitation frequencies within the spread.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. FREQ4 applies only to modal frequency-response solutions (SOLs 11, 111, 
146, and 200 and is ignored in direct frequency-response solutions.

2. FREQ4 entries must be selected with the Case Control command 
FREQUENCY = SID.

3. There will be NFM excitation frequencies between  and 
, for each natural frequency in the range F1 to F2.

4. In the example above there will be 21 equally spaced frequencies across a 
frequency band of  to  for each natural frequency that occurs 
between 20 and 2000.  See Figure A-6 for the definition of frequency spread.

FREQ4 Frequency List, Alternate Form 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

FREQ4 SID F1 F2 FSPD NFM

FREQ4 6 20.0 200.0 0.30 21

Field Contents

SID Set identification number.  (Integer > 0)

F1 Lower bound of frequency range in cycles per unit time.  (Real > 0.0, 
Default = 0.0)

F2 Upper bound of frequency range in cycles per unit time.  (Real > 0.0, 
F2 > F1, Default = 1.0E20)

FSPD Frequency spread, +/- the fractional amount specified for each mode 
which occurs in the frequency range F1 to F2.  (1.0 > Real > 0.0, 
Default = 0.10)

NFM Number of evenly spaced frequencies per “spread” mode.  (Integer > 0; 
Default = 3; If NFM is even, NFM + 1 will be used.)

1 FSPD–( ) fN⋅
1 FSPD+( ) fN⋅

0.7 fN⋅ 1.3 fN⋅
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Figure A-6  Frequency Spread Definition

Excitation frequencies may be based on natural frequencies that are not 
within the range (F1 and F2) as long as the calculated excitation frequencies 
are within the range.  Similarly, an excitation frequency calculated based on 
natural frequencies within the range (F1 through F2) may be excluded if it 
falls outside the range.

5. The frequency spread can be used also to define the half-power bandwidth.  
The half-power bandwidth is given by , where  is the damping 
ratio.  Therefore, if FSPD is specified equal to the damping ratio for the 
mode, NFM specifies the number of excitation frequency within the 
half-power bandwidth.  See Figure A-7 for the definition of half-power 
bandwidth.

Figure A-7  Half-Power Bandwidth Definition

6. Since the forcing frequencies are near structural resonances, it is important 
that some amount of damping be specified.

1 FSPD–( ) fN⋅ fN 1 FSPD+( ) fN⋅

2 ξ fN⋅ ⋅ ξ

Peak Response

Half-Power Point (.707 Peak)

Frequency

Half-Power
Bandwidth

A
m

pl
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e

fN

2 ξ fN⋅ ⋅
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7. All FREQi entries with the same set identification numbers will be used.  
Duplicate frequencies will be ignored.   and  are considered 
duplicated if

where DFREQ is a user parameter with a default of .  The values  
and  are the maximum and minimum excitation frequencies of the 
combined FREQi entries.

8. In design optimization (SOL 200), the excitation frequencies are derived 
from the natural frequencies computed at each design cycle.

9. In modal analysis, solutions for modal DOFs from rigid body modes at zero 
excitation frequencies may be discarded.  Solutions for nonzero modes are 
retained.

fN fN 1–

fN fN 1–– DFREQ< fMAX fMIN–⋅

10 5–
fMAX

fMIN
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Defines a set of frequencies used in the solution of modal frequency-response 
problems by specification of a frequency range and fractions of the natural 
frequencies within that range.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. FREQ5 applies only to modal frequency-response solutions (SOLs 11, 111, 
146, and 200) and is ignored in direct frequency response solutions.

2. FREQ5 entries must be selected with the Case Control command 
FREQUENCY = SID.

3. The frequencies defined by this entry are given by

where are the natural frequencies in the range F1 through F2.

FREQ5 Frequency List, Alternate Form 5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

FREQ5 SID F1 F2 FR1 FR2 FR3 FR4 FR5

FR6 FR7 -etc.-

FREQ5 6 20.0 200.0 1.0 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95

1.05 1.1 1.2

Field Contents

SID Set identification number.  (Integer > 0)

F1 Lower bound of frequency range in cycles per unit time.  (Real > 0.0; 
Default = 0.0)

F2 Upper bound of frequency range in cycles per unit time.  (Real > 0.0, 
F2 > F1, Default = 1.0E20)

FRi Fractions of the natural frequencies in the range F1 to F2.  (Real >  0.0)

fi FRi= fNi
⋅

fNi
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4. In the example above, the list of frequencies will be 0.6,  0.8,  0.9,  0.95,  1.0,  
1.05,  1.1, and 1.2 times each natural frequency between 20 and 2000.  If this 
computation results in excitation frequencies less then F1 and greater than 
F2, those computed excitation frequencies are ignored.

Excitation frequencies may be based on natural frequencies that are not 
within the range (F1 and F2) as long as the calculated excitation frequencies 
are within the range.  Similarly, an excitation frequency calculated based on 
natural frequencies within the range (F1 through F2) may be excluded if it 
falls outside the range.

5. Since the forcing frequencies are near structural resonances, it is important 
that some amount of damping be specified.

6. All FREQi entries with the same set identification numbers will be used.  
Duplicate frequencies will be ignored.  and  are considered 
duplicated if

where DFREQ is a user parameter with a default of .  The values  
and  are the maximum and minimum excitation frequencies of the 
combined FREQi entries.

7. In design optimization (SOL 200), the excitation frequencies are derived 
from the natural frequencies computed at each design cycle.

8. In modal analysis, solutions for modal DOFs from rigid body modes at zero 
excitation frequencies may be discarded.  Solutions for nonzero modes are 
retained.

fN fN 1–

fN fN 1–– DFREQ< fMAX fMIN–⋅

10 5–
fMAX

fMIN
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Define the forces and moments to be applied to a FEEDGE, GMCURV, FEFACE, or 
GMSURF entry.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. GMLOAD is the only method of applying forces and moments to any 
FEEDGE, FEFACE, GMCURV, or GMSURF in the model.

GMLOAD General Load Definition

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

GMLOAD LID CID N1 N2 N3 ENTITY ID METHOD

FIELD1 FIELD2 FIELD3 FIELD4 -etc.-

GMLOAD 105 11 1.2 1. 1. 1

7.5 1.9

Field Contents Type Default

LID Load set identification number. Integer > 0 Required

CID Coordinate system in which the load is 
supplied. See Remark 2.

Integer > -1 0

Ni Direction of the force vector or axis of 
rotation of the moment. See Remark 3.

Real 0., 0., 1.

ENTITY Entity that is being loaded (FEEDGE, 
GMCURV, FEFACE, GMSURF).

Character Required

ID ID of the entity selected by ENTITY. Integer > 0 Required

METHOD Method used to specify forces 
(EQUATION, TABLE, CONSTANT, 
LINEAR, QUAD, CUBIC) or moments 
(MEQUA, MTABLE, MCONST, MLINEAR, 
MQUAD, MCUBIC).  See Remarks 4. 
through 6.

Character Required

FIELDi Load magnitude data. See Remarks 4. 
through 8.

Real or
Integer
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2. If CID=-1, the coordinate system on the edge or face is a local system based 
on the FEEDGE or FEFACE definition. (Note that an edge only has the 
tangent direction uniquely defined.)

3. If N1=N2=N3=0., the normal direction to the face is assumed, with the 
positive sense dependent on the FEFACE definition. No load will be applied 
for edges.

4. For both an FEEDGE and FEFACE, the METHOD field can be used to 
specify equation, table or constant load density. The value of FIELD1 is 
method-specific:

5. For an FEEDGE, the METHOD field can be used to specify linear, quadratic 
or cubic load density.  The values of FIELDi are method-specific:

Applying Equation, Table or Constant Load Density

METHOD FIELD1

EQUATION, 
MEQUA

ID of a DEQATN entry defining the load density as 
a function of location.

TABLE, 
MTABLE

ID of a TABLE3D entry defining the load density as 
a function of location.

CONSTANT, 
MCONST

Value of load density.

Applying Linear, Quadratic or Cubic Load Density to an FEEDGE

METHOD FIELD1 FIELD2 FIELD3 FIELD4 Load 
Density

LINEAR, 
MLINEAR

Value at
GRID 1

Value at 
GRID 2

blank blank Linear

QUAD, 
MQUAD

Value at
GRID 1

Value at 
GRID 2

Value at 1/2 
edge length

blank Quadratic

CUBIC, 
MCUBIC

Value at
GRID 1

Value at 
GRID 2

Value at 1/3 
edge length

Value at 2/3 
edge length

Cubic
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6. For an FEFACE, the METHOD field can be used to specify linear or 
quadratic load density.  The edges of the face are defined in the order of the 
grids entered (e.g., edge 1 is between the first and second grid etc.).  The 
values of FIELDi are method-specific:

7. The proper units must be specified for the value of FIELDi.

8. The load density applied to the edge or face is given by the product of the 
specified density with the direction vector.

Applying Linear and Quadratic Load Density to a Quadrilateral FEFACE

METHOD
FIELD1 
through 
FIELD4

FIELD5 through 
FIELD8 FIELD9 Load 

Density

LINEAR,
MLINEAR

Value at
GRID 1, 2, 3, 4

blank blank Linear

QUAD, 
MQUAD

Value at
GRID 1, 2, 3, 4

Value at midside of 
EDGE 1,2,3,4

Value at middle 
of FEFACE 

Quadratic

Applying Linear and Quadratic Load Density to a Triangular FEFACE

METHOD FIELD1 through 
FIELD3

FIELD4 through 
FIELD6

Load 
Density

LINEAR, 
MLINEAR

Value at GRID 1, 2, 3 blank Linear

QUAD, 
MQUAD

Value at GRID 1, 2, 3 Value at midside of 
EDGE 1, 2, 3

Quadratic

Units of FIELDi for Different ENTITY Fields

ENTITY Units

FEEDGE Load/Length

GMCURV Load/Length

FEFACE Load/Area

GMSURF Load/Area
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9. The shell p-elements do not have stiffness in the direction of the normal 
rotation. Any component of moment applied in that direction will be 
ignored.

10. In general, a hierarchy is set to resolve the conflicts arising in the input data:

• Information provided on multiple GMSURF and FEFACE entries are 
added for all GRID, FEEDGE, and FEFACE degrees-of-freedom.

• Information provided on multiple GMCURV and FEEDGE entries 
are added for all GRID and FEEDGE degrees-of-freedom.

• Loads are summed over all entities.
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Defines a sequence of static load sets.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. LSEQ will not be used unless selected in the Case Control Section with the 
LOADSET command.

2. The number of static load vectors created for each superelement depends 
upon the type of analysis. In static analysis, the number of vectors created 
is equal to the number of unique EXCITEID IDs on all LSEQ entries in the 
Bulk Data; in dynamic analysis, the number of vectors created is equal to 
the number of unique EXCITEID IDs on all RLOAD1, RLOAD2, TLOAD1, 
TLOAD2 and ACSRCE entries in the Bulk Data.

3. EXCITEID may be referenced by CLOAD, RLOAD1, RLOAD2, TLOAD1, 
and TLOAD2 entries in order to apply the static load in nonlinear, static and 
dynamic analysis.

4. Element data recovery for thermal loads is not currently implemented in 
dynamics.

LSEQ Static Load Set Definition

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

LSEQ SID EXCITEID LID TID

LSEQ 100 200 1000 1001

Field Contents

SID Set identification of the set of LSEQ entries.  See Remark 5. (Integer > 0)

EXCITEID The EXCITEID set identification assigned to this static load vector.  See 
Remark 5. (Integer > 0)

LID Load set identification number of a set of static load entries such as those 
referenced by the LOAD Case Control command.  (Integer > 0 or blank)

TID Temperature set identification of a set of thermal load entries such as 
those referenced by the TEMP(LOAD) Case Control command.  
(Integer > 0 or blank)
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5. The SID - EXCITEID number pairs must be unique with respect to similar 
pairs on all other LSEQ entries in the Bulk Data.

6. In a nonsuperelement analysis, LID and TID cannot both be blank.  In 
superelement analysis, they may both be blank as long as static loads are 
prescribed in the upstream superelements.

7. It is no longer necessary to employ LOADSET/LSEQ data to specify static 
loading data for use in dynamic analysis. In the absence of LSEQ Bulk Data 
entries, all static loads whose load set IDs match the EXCITEID IDs on all 
RLOAD1, RLOAD2, TLOAD1, TLOAD2 and ACSRCE entries in the Bulk 
Data are automatically processed.
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Defines an integrated load monitor point at a point (x,y,z) in a user defined 
coordinate system. The integrated loads about this point over the associated nodes 
will be computed and printed for statics, dynamics and static aeroelastic trim 
analyses and form integrated loads on the nonlinear static aeroelastic database.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. The Identification NAME must be unique among all MONPNTi entries.

2. The LABEL is a 56 character string that should be unique among all 
MONPTi (the string is case insensitive). It is used as additional label 
information in the printed output.

MONPNT1 Define an integrated load monitor point

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
MONPNT1 NAME LABEL

AXES COMP CID X Y Z

MONPNT1 WING155 Wing Integrated Load to Butline 155

34 WING 0.0 155.0 15.0

Field Contents

NAME A character string of up to eight characters Identifying the monitor point 
(Character)

LABEL A string comprising no more than 56 characters (fields 3 through 9) that 
identifies and labels the monitor point.

AXES Component axes about which to sum. (Any unique combination of the 
integers 1 thru 6 with no embedded blanks.)

COMP The name of an AECOMP or AECOMPL entry that defines the set of grid 
points over which the monitor point is defined.

CID The identification number of a coordinate system in which the (x,y,z) 
ordinates are defined.

X,Y,Z The coordinates in the CID coordinate system about which the forces are to 
be summed (Default = 0.0).
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Defines a set of parameters for nonlinear static analysis iteration strategy.

Format:

Example:

NLPARM Parameters for Nonlinear Static Analysis Control

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

NLPARM ID NINC DT KMETHOD KSTEP MAXITER CONV INTOUT

EPSU EPSP EPSW MAXDIV MAXQN MAXLS FSTRESS LSTOL

MAXBIS MAXR RTOLB

NLPARM 15 5 ITER

Field Contents

ID Identification number.  (Integer > 0)

NINC Number of increments. See Remark 16. (0 < Integer < 1000; Default=10)

DT Incremental time interval for creep analysis.  See Remark 3. (Real > 0.0; 
Default = 0.0 for no creep.)

KMETHOD Method for controlling stiffness updates.  See Remark 4. 
(Character = “AUTO”, “ITER”, or “SEMI”; Default = “AUTO”.)

KSTEP Number of iterations before the stiffness update for ITER method.  See 
Remark 5. (Integer > 1; Default = 5)

MAXITER Limit on number of iterations for each load increment.  See Remark 6. 
(Integer > 0; Default = 25)

CONV Flags to select convergence criteria.  See Remark 7. (Character = “U”, 
“P”, “W”, or any combination; Default = “PW”.)

INTOUT Intermediate output flag.  See Remark 8. (Character = “YES”, “NO”, or 
“ALL”; Default = NO)

EPSU Error tolerance for displacement (U) criterion.  (Real > 0.0; 
Default = 1.0E-2)

EPSP Error tolerance for load (P) criterion.  (Real > 0.0; Usual default = 1.0E-2; 
see Remark 16.)

EPSW Error tolerance for work (W) criterion.  (Real > 0.0; Usual default = 1.0E-
2; see Remark 16.)
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Remarks:

1. The NLPARM entry is selected by the Case Control command 
NLPARM = ID.  Each solution subcase requires an NLPARM command.

2. In cases of static analysis (DT = 0.0) using Newton methods, NINC is the 
number of equal subdivisions of the load change defined for the subcase.  
Applied loads, gravity loads, temperature sets, enforced displacements, 
etc., define the new loading conditions.  The differences from the previous 
case are divided by NINC to define the incremental values.  In cases of static 
analysis (DT = 0.0) using arc-length methods, NINC is used to determine 
the initial arc-length for the subcase, and the number of load subdivisions 
will not be equal to NINC.  In cases of creep analysis (DT > 0.0), NINC is the 
number of time step increments.

3. The unit of DT must be consistent with the unit used on the CREEP entry 
that defines the creep characteristics.  Total creep time for the subcase is DT 
multiplied by the value in the field NINC; i.e., DT*NINC.

4. The stiffness update strategy is selected in the KMETHOD field.

MAXDIV Limit on probable divergence conditions per iteration before the 
solution is assumed to diverge.  See Remark 9. (Integer 0; Default = 3)

MAXQN Maximum number of quasi-Newton correction vectors to be saved on 
the database.  See Remark 10. (Integer > 0; Default = MAXITER)

MAXLS Maximum number of line searches allowed for each iteration.  See 
Remark 11. (Integer > 0; Default = 4)

FSTRESS Fraction of effective stress  used to limit the subincrement size in the 
material routines.  See Remark 12. (0.0 < Real < 1.0; Default = 0.2)

LSTOL Line search tolerance.  See Remark 11. (0.01 < Real < 0.9; Default = 0.5)

MAXBIS Maximum number of bisections allowed for each load increment.  See 
Remark 13. (-10 < MAXBIS < 10; Default = 5)

MAXR Maximum ratio for the adjusted arc-length increment relative to the 
initial value.  See Remark 14. (1.0 < MAXR < 40.0; Default = 20.0)

RTOLB Maximum value of incremental rotation (in degrees) allowed per 
iteration to activate bisection.  See Remark 15. (Real > 2.0; Default = 20.0)

Field Contents

≠

σ( )
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• If the AUTO option is selected, the program automatically selects the 
most efficient strategy based on convergence rates.  At each step the 
number of iterations required to converge is estimated.  Stiffness is 
updated, if (i) estimated number of iterations to converge exceeds 
MAXITER, (ii) estimated time required for convergence with current 
stiffness exceeds the estimated time required for convergence with 
updated stiffness, and (iii) solution diverges.  See Remarks 9. and 13. 
for diverging solutions.

• If the SEMI option is selected, the program for each load increment 
(i) performs a single iteration based upon the new load, (ii) updates 
the stiffness matrix, and (iii) resumes the normal AUTO option.

• If the ITER option is selected, the program updates the stiffness 
matrix at every KSTEP iterations and on convergence if 
KSTEP < MAXITER.  However, if KSTEP > MAXITER, stiffness 
matrix is never updated.  Note that the Newton-Raphson iteration 
strategy is obtained by selecting the ITER option and KSTEP = 1, 
while the Modified Newton-Raphson iteration strategy is obtained 
by selecting the ITER option and KSTEP = MAXITER.

5. For AUTO and SEMI options, the stiffness matrix is updated on 
convergence if KSTEP is less than the number of iterations that were 
required for convergence with the current stiffness.

6. The number of iterations for a load increment is limited to MAXITER.  If the 
solution does not converge in MAXITER iterations, the load increment is 
bisected and the analysis is repeated.  If the load increment cannot be 
bisected (i.e., MAXBIS is attained or MAXBIS = 0) and MAXDIV is positive, 
the best attainable solution is computed and the analysis is continued to the 
next load increment.  If MAXDIV is negative, the analysis is terminated.

7. The test flags (U = displacement error, P = load equilibrium error, and 
W = work error) and the tolerances (EPSU, EPSP, and EPSW) define the 
convergence criteria.  All the requested criteria (combination of U, P, and/or 
W) are satisfied upon convergence.  See the MSC.Nastran® Handbook for 
Nonlinear Analysis (MSC.Nastran is a registered trademark of MSC.Software 
Corporation) for more details on convergence criteria.
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8. INTOUT controls the output requests for displacements, element forces 
and stresses, etc.  YES or ALL must be specified in order to be able to 
perform a subsequent restart from the middle of a subcase.

• For the Newton family of iteration methods (i.e., when no NLPCI 
command is specified), the option ALL is equivalent to option YES 
since the computed load increment is always equal to the 
user-specified load increment.

• For arc-length methods (i.e., when the NLPCI command is specified) 
the computed load increment in general is not going to be equal to 
the user-specified load increment, and is not known in advance.  The 
option ALL allows the user to obtain solutions at the desired 
intermediate load increments.

9. The ratio of energy errors before and after the iteration is defined as 
divergence rate , i.e.,

Depending on the divergence rate, the number of diverging iteration 
(NDIV) is incremented as follows:

If  or , then NDIV = NDIV + 2

If , then NDIV = NDIV + 1

The solution is assumed to diverge when NDIV > |MAXDIV|.  If the 
solution diverges and the load increment cannot be further bisected (i.e., 
MAXBIS is attained or MAXBIS is zero), the stiffness is updated based on 
the previous iteration and the analysis is continued.  If the solution diverges 

INTOUT Output Processed

YES For every computed load increment.

NO For the last load of the subcase.

ALL For every computed and user-specified load increment.
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again in the same load increment while MAXDIV is positive, the best 
solution is computed and the analysis is continued to the next load 
increment.  If MAXDIV is negative, the analysis is terminated on the second 
divergence.

10. The BFGS update is performed if MAXQN > 0.  As many as MAXQN 
quasi-Newton vectors can be accumulated.  The BFGS update with these 
QN vectors provides a secant modulus in the search direction.  If MAXQN 
is reached, no additional ON vectors will be accumulated.  Accumulated 
QN vectors are purged when the stiffness is updated and the accumulation 
is resumed.

11. The line search is performed as required, if MAXLS > 0.  In the line search, 
the displacement increment is scaled to minimize the energy error.  The line 
search is not performed if the absolute value of the relative energy error is 
less than the value specified in LSTOL.

12. The number of subincrements in the material routines (elastoplastic and 
creep) is determined so that the subincrement size is approximately 

 (equivalent stress).  FSTRESS is also used to establish a 
tolerance for error correction in the elastoplastic material; i.e.,

error in yield function <

If the limit is exceeded at the converging state, the program will exit with a 
fatal message.  Otherwise, the stress state is adjusted to the current yield 
surface.

13. The number of bisections for a load increment/arc-length is limited to the 
absolute value of MAXBIS.  Different actions are taken when the solution 
diverges depending on the sign of MAXBIS.  If MAXBIS is positive, the 
stiffness is updated on the first divergence, and the load is bisected on the 
second divergence.  If MAXBIS is negative, the load is bisected every time 
the solution diverges until the limit on bisection is reached.  If the solution 
does not converge after |MAXBIS| bisections, the analysis is continued or 
terminated depending on the sign of MAXDIV.  See Remark 9.

14. MAXR is used in the adaptive load increment/arc-length method to define 
the overall upper and lower bounds on the load increment/arc-length in the 
subcase; i.e.,

FSTRESS σ⋅

FSTRESS σ⋅

1
MAXR
------------------

∆ ln

∆ lo
-------- MAXR≤ ≤
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where  is the arc-length at step n and  is the original arc-length.  The 
arc-length method for load increments is selected by an NLPCI Bulk Data 
entry.  This entry must have the same ID as the NLPARM Bulk Data entry.

15. The bisection is activated if the incremental rotation for any degree-of-
freedom  exceeds the value specified by RTOLB.  This 
bisection strategy is based on the incremental rotation and controlled by 
MAXBIS.

16. Default tolerance sets are determined based on model type and desired 
accuracy. Accuracy is under user control and can be specified on the 
PARAM, NLTOL entry. NLTOL’s value is used only if the CONV, EPSU, 
EPSP and EPSW fields are blank, and if NINC is set to a value of 10 or larger. 
Otherwise, the NLTOL selection will be overridden. The tables below list 
tolerances according to NLTOL selections:

Table A-11  Default Tolerances for Static Nonlinear SOL 106 Models Without 
Gaps, Contact or Heat Transfer

NLTOL Designation CONV EPSU EPSP EPSW

0 Very high PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-7

1 High PW _______ 1.0E-2 1.0E-3

2 Engineering PW _______ 1.0E-2 1.0E-2

3 Prelim Design PW _______ 1.0E-1 1.0E-1

None Engineering PW _______ 1.0E-2 1.0E-2

Table A-12  Default Tolerances for Static Nonlinear SOL 106 Models With Gaps 
or Contact (Enter NLTOL Values of 0 or 2 Only or Omit the Parameter)

NLTOL Designation CONV EPSU EPSP EPSW

0 Very high PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-7

2 Engineering PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-5

None Engineering PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-5

∆ ln ∆ lo

∆θx ∆θy or ∆θz,,( )
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Table A-13  Default Tolerances for Static Nonlinear SOL 106 or 153 Models With 
Heat Transfer (Enter NLTOL Value of 0 Only or Omit the Parameter)

NLTOL Designation CONV EPSU EPSP EPSW

0 Very high PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-7

None Very high PW _______ 1.0E-3 1.0E-7
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Defines the properties of a simple beam element (CBAR entry) by cross-sectional 
dimensions.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. For structural problems, PBARL entries must reference a MAT1 material 
entry.

2. PID must be unique with respect to all other PBAR and PBARL property 
identification numbers.

3. See CBAR entry for a discussion of bar element geometry.

PBARL Simple Beam Cross-Section Property

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PBARL PID MID GROUP TYPE

DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 DIM5 DIM6 DIM7 DIM8

DIM9 -etc.- NSM

PBARL 39 6 I

14. 6. .5 .5 .5

Field Contents

PID Property identification number.  (Integer > 0)

MID Material identification number.  (Integer > 0)

GROUP Cross-section group.  See Remarks 6. and 8. (Character; 
Default = “MSCBML0")

TYPE Cross-section type.  See Remarks 6. and 8. (Character:  “ROD”, “TUBE”, 
“I”, “CHAN”, “T”, “BOX”, “BAR”, “CROSS”, “H”, “T1", “I1", 
“CHAN1", “Z”, “CHAN2", “T2", “BOX1", “HEXA”, “HAT”, “HAT1” for 
GROUP=“MSCBML0")  See Figure A-8.

DIMi Cross-sectional dimensions.  (Real > 0.0 for GROUP = “MSCBMLO”)

NSM Nonstructural mass per unit length.  NSM is specified after the last 
DIMi.  (Real > 0; Default = 0.0)
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4. For heat-transfer problems, the MID must reference a MAT4 or MAT5 
material entry.

5. For response spectra analysis on stress recovery coefficients, the CBEAM 
element should be used because results for the CBAR element will not be 
accurate.

6. The GROUP is associated with an FMS CONNECT statement that specifies 
the evaluator.  A reserved GROUP name is “MSCBML0".  Users may create 
their own cross-section types.  Each of the types will require one or more 
subroutines to convert DIMi information to geometric property information 
contained on a PBAR entry and optimization information.

7. A function of this entry is to derive an equivalent PBAR entry.  Any sorted 
echo request will also cause printout and/or punch of the derived PBAR.

8. For GROUP = “MSCBML0", the cross-sectional properties, shear flexibility 
factors, and stress recovery points (C, D, E, and F) are computed using the 
TYPE and DIMi as shown in Figure A-8.  The origin of element coordinate 
system is centered at the shear center of the cross-section oriented as shown.  
The PBARL does not account for offsets between the neutral axis and the 
shear center.  Therefore, the CHAN, CHAN1 and CHAN2 cross-sections 
may produce incorrect results.  The PBEAML is recommended.
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Figure A-8  Definition of Cross-Section Geometry and Stress Recovery Points 
for GROUP = “MSCBML0"
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 Definition of Cross-Section Geometry and Stress Recovery Points for 
GROUP = “MSCBML0"  (Cont.)
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 Definition of Cross-Section Geometry and Stress Recovery Points
for GROUP = “MSCBML0"  (Cont.)
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 Definition of Cross-Section Geometry and Stress Recovery Points
for GROUP = “MSCBML0"  (Cont.)
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Defines the properties of a beam element by cross-sectional dimensions.

Format:  (Note:  n = number of dimensions and m = number of intermediate stations)

Example:

PBEAML Beam Cross-Section Property

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PBEAML PID MID GROUP TYPE

DIM1(A) DIM2(A) -etc.- DIMn(A) NSM(A) SO(1) X(1)/XB DIM1(1)

DIM2(1) -etc.- DIMn(1) NSM(1) SO(2) X(2)/XB DIM1(2) DIM2(2)

-etc.- DIMn(2) -etc.- NSM(m) SO(m) X(m)/XB DIM1(m) -etc.-

DIMn(m) NSM(m) SO(B) 1.0 DIM1(B) DIM2(B) -etc.- DIMn(B)

NSM(B)

PBEAML 99 21 T

12. 14.8 2.5 2.6 NO 0.4 6.

7. 1.2 2.6 YES 0.6 6. 7.8

5.6 2.3 YES

Field Contents

PID Property identification number.  (Integer > 0)

MID Material identification number.  (Integer > 0)

GROUP Cross-section group.  (Character; Default = “MSCBML0")

TYPE Cross-section shape.  See Remark 4. (Character: “ROD”, “TUBE”, “L”, 
“I”, “CHAN”, “T”, “BOX”, “BAR”, “CROSS”, “H”, “T1", “I1", 
“CHAN1", “Z”, “CHAN2", “T2", “BOX1", “HEXA”, “HAT”, “HAT1” 
for GROUP = “MSCBML0")

DIMi(A), 
DIMi(B)

Cross-section dimensions at end A and B.  (Real > 0.0 for 
GROUP = “MSCBML0")

NSM(A), 
NSM(B)

Nonstructural mass per unit length.  (Real > 0.0; Default = 0.0)

SO(j),SO(B) Stress output request option for intermediate station j and end B.  
(Character; Default = “YES”)
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Remarks:

1. For structural problems, PBEAML entries must reference a MAT1 material 
entry.

2. PID must be unique with respect to all other PBEAM and PBEAML 
property identification numbers.

3. For heat-transfer problems, the MID must reference a MAT4 or MAT5 
material entry.

4. See the PBEAM entry description for a discussion of beam-element 
geometry.

5. If any of the fields NSM(B), DIMi(B) are blank on the continuation entry for 
End B, the values are set to the values given for end A.  For the continuation 
entries that have values of X(j)/XB between 0.0 and 1.0 and use the default 
option (blank field), a linear interpolation between the values at ends A and 
B is performed to obtain the missing field.

6. The GROUP is associated with a FMS CONNECT statement, which 
specifies the evaluator.  A reserved GROUP name is “MSCBML0".  Users 
may create their own cross-section types.  Each of the types will require a 
one or more subroutines to convert DIMi information to geometric property 
information contained on a PBEAM entry.

7. For GROUP = “MSCBML0", the cross-sectional properties, shear flexibility 
factors and stress recovery points are computed using the TYPE and DIMi 
as shown in Figure A-9.  The element coordinate system is located at the 
shear center.

YES: Stresses recovered at all points on next continuation and 
shown in Figure A-9 as C, D, E, and F.

NO: No stresses or forces are recovered.

X(j)/XB Distance from end A to intermediate station j in the element 
coordinate system divided by the length of the element.  (Real>0.0; 
Default = 1.0)

NSM(j) Nonstructural mass per unit length at intermediate station j.  
(Real > 0.0; Default = 0.0)

DIMi(j) Cross-section dimensions at intermediate station j.  (Real > 0.0 for 
GROUP = “MSCBML0")

Field Contents
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8. A function of this entry is to derive an equivalent PBEAML entry.  Any 
sorted echo request will also cause printout and/or punch of the derived 
PBEAML. The equivalent PBEAM does not include warping coefficients.

9. The cross-section dimensions, DIMi, cannot be used directly as design 
variables in SOL 200.  DEQATN entries may be used to indirectly specify 
cross-section dimensions as design variables.

10. The generated PBEAM entries will not contain warping coefficients.

11. Beams can have no more than 14 dimensions per station. The total number 
of dimensions at all stations must be less than 200. The transfer of data with 
the beam server is limited to 4000 words.

12. None of these limits are exceeded with the beam library, but a user defined 
beam library could.

13. There is a further limit that the NSM values input on the PBARL and 
PBEAML must be > 0. No other property types have this limit.
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Figure A-9  Definition of Cross-Section Geometry and Stress Recovery Points
for GROUP = “MSCBML0"
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Definition of Cross-Section Geometry and Stress Recovery Points
for GROUP = “MSCBML0"  (Cont.)
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Definition of Cross-Section Geometry and Stress Recovery Points
for GROUP = “MSCBML0"  (Cont.)
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Definition of Cross-Section Geometry and Stress Recovery Points
for GROUP = “MSCBML0"  (Cont.)
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Defines the properties of an n-ply composite material laminate.

Format:

Example:

PCOMP Layered Composite Element Property

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PCOMP PID Z0 NSM SB FT TREF GE LAM

MID1 T1 THETA1 SOUT1 MID2 T2 THETA2 SOUT2

MID3 T3 THETA3 SOUT3 -etc.-

PCOMP 181 -0.224 7.45 10000.0 HOFF

171 0.056 0. YES 45.

-45. 90.

Field Contents

PID Property identification number.  (0 < Integer < 10000000)

Z0 Distance from the reference plane to the bottom surface.  See Remark 10. 
(Real; Default = -0.5 times the element thickness.)

NSM Nonstructural mass per unit area.  (Real)

SB Allowable shear stress of the bonding material (allowable interlaminar 
shear stress).  Required if FT is also specified.  (Real > 0.0)

FT Failure theory.  The following theories are allowed (Character or blank.  If 
blank, then no failure calculation will be performed):

“HILL” for the Hill theory.
“HOFF” for the Hoffman theory.
“TSAI” for the Tsai-Wu theory.
“STRN” for the Maximum Strain theory.

TREF Reference temperature.  See Remark 3. (Real; Default = 0.0)

GE Damping coefficient.  See Remarks 4. and 12. (Real; Default = 0.0)

LAM Laminate Options.  (Character or blank, Default = blank). See Remark 13.

“Blank” All plies must be specified and all stiffness terms are developed.
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Remarks:

1. The default for MID2, ..., MIDn is the last defined MIDi.  In the example 
above, MID1 is the default for MID2, MID3, and MID4.  The same logic 
applies to Ti.

2. At least one of the four values (MIDi, Ti, THETAi, SOUTi) must be present 
for a ply to exist.  The minimum number of plies is one.

3. The TREF specified on the material entries referenced by plies are not used.  
Instead TREF on the PCOMP entry is used for all plies of the element.  If not 
specified, it defaults to “0.0.”

“SYM” Only plies on one side of the element centerline are specified. The 
plies are numbered starting with 1 for the bottom layer. If an odd 
number of plies are desired, the center ply thickness (T1 or TN) 
should be half the actual thickness.

“MEM” All plies must be specified, but only membrane terms (MID1 on 
the derived PSHELL entry) are computed.

“BEND” All plies must be specified, but only bending terms (MID2 on the 
derived PSHELL entry) are computed.

MIDi Material ID of the various plies.  The plies are identified by serially 
numbering them from 1 at the bottom layer.  The MIDs must refer to 
MAT1, MAT2, or MAT8 Bulk Data entries.  See Remark 1. (Integer > 0 or 
blank, except MID1 must be specified.)

Ti Thicknesses of the various plies.  See Remark 1. (Real or blank, except T1 
must be specified.)

THETAi Orientation angle of the longitudinal direction of each ply with the 
material axis of the element.  (If the material angle on the element 
connection entry is 0.0, the material axis and side 1-2 of the element 
coincide.)  The plies are to be numbered serially starting with 1 at the 
bottom layer.  The bottom layer is defined as the surface with the largest -
Z value in the element coordinate system.  (Real; Default = 0.0)

SOUTi Stress or strain output request.  See Remarks 5. and 6. (Character:  “YES” 
or “NO”; Default = “NO”)

Field Contents
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If the PCOMP references temperature dependent material properties, then 
the TREF given on the PCOMP will be used as the temperature to determine 
material properties.  Note that MAT8 data entries do not support 
temperature dependent material properties.

TEMPERATURE Case Control commands are ignored for deriving the 
equivalent PSHELL and MATi entries used to describe the composite 
element.

4. GE given on the PCOMP entry will be used for the element and the values 
supplied on material entries for individual plies are ignored.  The user is 
responsible for supplying the equivalent damping value on the PCOMP 
entry.  If PARAM,W4 is not specified GE is ignored in transient analysis.  
See “Parameters” on page 1419.

5. Stress and strain output for individual plies are available in all 
superelement static and normal modes analysis and requested by the 
STRESS and STRAIN Case Control commands.

6. If PARAM,NOCOMPS is set to -1, stress and strain output for individual 
plies will be suppressed and the homogeneous stress and strain output will 
be printed.  See also Remark 9.

7. In order to get failure index output the following must be present:

a. ELSTRESS or ELSTRAIN Case Control commands,

b. Sb, FT, and SOUTi on the PCOMP Bulk Data entry,

c. Xt, Xc, Yt, YC, and S on all referenced MAT8 Bulk Data entries if 
stress allowables are used, or Xt, Xc, Yt, S, and STRN=1.0 if strain 
allowables are used.

8. A function of this entry is to derive equivalent internal PSHELL and MATi 
entries to describe the composite element.  Any sorted echo request will also 
cause printout and/or punch of the derived PSHELL and MATi entries in 
User Information Message 4379 and/or the punch file. However, if these 
equivalent PSHELL and MAT2 entries are input, then stress or strain output 
for individual plies is not available and PARAM,NOCOMPS,-1 must be 
supplied.

9. The failure index for the boundary material is calculated as Failure Index = 
.τ1z τ2z,( ) SB⁄
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10. If the value specified for Z0 is not equal to -0.5 times the thickness of the 
element and PARAM,NOCOMPS,-1 is specified, then the homogeneous 
element stresses are incorrect, while lamina stresses and element forces and 
strains are correct.  For correct homogeneous stresses, use ZOFFS on the 
corresponding connection entry.

11. An unsymmetric layup or the use of Z0 to specify an unsymmetric layup, is 
not recommended in buckling analysis or the calculation of differential 
stiffness.  Also, Z0 should not be used to specify an unsymmetric layup.

12. To obtain the damping coefficient GE, multiply the critical damping ratio 
C/C by 2.0.

13. The SYM option for the LAM option computed the complete stiffness 
properties while specifying half the plies. The MEM and BEND options 
provide special purpose stiffness calculations with the MEM option only 
considering membrane effects and the BEND option only considering 
bending effects.
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Defines the properties of connector (CWELD) elements.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. Material MID, diameter D, and the length are used to calculate the stiffness 
of the connector in 6 directions. MID can only refer to the MAT1 Bulk Data 
entry.   The length is the distance of GA to GB, see Figure A-10. 

PWELD WELD Element Property

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PWELD PID MID D MSET TYPE

PWELD 100 3 1.0

Field Contents

PID Property identification number. ( Integer > 0 )

MID Material identification number. See Remark 1. ( Integer > 0 )

D Diameter of the connector. See Remark 1. (Real > 0 )

MSET Flag to eliminate m-set degrees-of-freedom.
See Remark 2. ( Character: “ON” or “OFF”; Default= “ON”) 

TYPE Character string indicating the type of connection. See Remark 3. 
(Character:”SPOT” or blank; Default=blank, “SPOT”= spot weld 
connector, blank= general connector )
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Figure A-10  Length and Diameter of the Weld Connector

2. MSET=”ON” (default) generates explicit m-set constraints. MSET=”OFF” 
incorporates constraints at the element stiffness matrix level avoiding 
explicit m-set constraint equations. For example, if a patch-to-patch 
connection is specified with the formats “GRIDID” or “ELEMID” on the 
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translational degrees-of-freedom of GAI and the 6 degrees-of-freedom of 
GB to GBI. The 2x6 degrees-of-freedom of GA and GB are put into the m-
set. The constraints are labeled “RWELD”. The identification numbers of 
the generated RWELD constraint elements start with an offset specified on 
PARAM, OSWELM. If MSET=OFF is specified, the 2x6 constraint equations 
are built into the stiffness matrix of the CWELD element thereby 
condensating the 2x6 degrees-of-freedom of GA and GB. MSET = OFF is 
only available for the patch-to-patch connection (GRIDID or ELEMID).

3. For TYPE= “SPOT”, if the “ELEMID” format on the CWELD entry is used, 
then the effective length for the stiffness of the CWELD element is set to 
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Defines the motion at a reference grid point as the weighted average of the motions 
at a set of other grid points.

Format:

Example

RBE3 Interpolation Constraint Element

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

RBE3 EID REFGRID REFC WT1 C1 G1,1 G1,2

G1,3 WT2 C2 G2,1 G2,2 -etc.- WT3  C3

G3,1 G3,2 -etc.- WT4 C4 G4,1 G4,2 -etc.-

“UM” GM1 CM1 GM2 CM2 GM3 CM3

GM4 CM4 GM5 CM5 -etc.-

RBE3 14 100 1234 1.0 123 1 3

5 4.7 1 2 4 6 5.2 2

7 8 9 5.1 1 15 16

UM 100 14 5 3 7 2

Field Contents

EID Element identification number.  Unique with respect to other rigid 
elements.  (Integer > 0)

REFGRID Reference grid point identification number.  (Integer > 0)

REFC Component numbers at the reference grid point.  (Any of the Integers 1 
through 6 with no embedded blanks.)

WTi Weighting factor for components of motion on the following entry at 
grid points Gi,j.  (Real)

Ci Component numbers with weighting factor WTi at grid points Gi,j.  
(Any of the Integers 1 through 6 with no embedded blanks.)

Gi,j Grid points with components Ci that have weighting factor WTi in the 
averaging equations.  (Integer > 0)

“UM” Indicates the start of the degrees-of-freedom belonging to the m-set.  The 
default action is to assign only the components in REFC to the m-set.  
(Character)
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Remarks:

1. It is recommended that for most applications only the translation 
components 123 be used for Ci.  An exception is the case where the Gi,j are 
colinear.  A rotation component may then be added to one grid point to 
stabilize its associated rigid body mode for the element.

2. Blank spaces may be left at the end of a Gi,j sequence.

3. The default for “UM” should be used except in cases where the user wishes 
to include some or all REFC components in displacement sets exclusive 
from the the m-set.  If the default is not used for “UM”:

4. The total number of components in the m-set (i.e., the total number of 
dependent degrees-of-freedom defined by the element) must be equal to 
the number of components in REFC (four components in the example).

5. The components specified after “UM” must be a subset of the components 
specified under REFC and (Gi,j, Ci).

6. The coefficient matrix [Rm] described in “Multipoint Constraint 
Operations in SubDMAPs SEKR and SEMR2 and SEMRB” on page 309 
of the NX Nastran Reference Manual must be nonsingular. 
PARAM,CHECKOUT in SOLs 101 through 200 may be used to check for 
this condition.

7. Dependent degrees-of-freedom assigned by one rigid element may not also 
be assigned dependent by another rigid element or by a multipoint 
constraint.

8. Rigid elements, unlike MPCs, are not selected through the Case Control 
Section.

9. Forces of multipoint constraint may be recovered in all solution sequences, 
except SOL 129, with the MPCFORCE Case Control command.

10. Rigid elements are ignored in heat transfer problems.

11. The m-set coordinates specified on this entry may not be specified on other 
entries that define mutually exclusive sets.  See “Degree-of-Freedom Sets” 
on page 1577 for a list of these entries.

GMi Identification numbers of grid points with degrees-of-freedom in the 
m-set.  (Integer > 0)

CMi Component numbers of GMi to be assigned to the m-set.  (Any of the 
Integers 1 through 6 with no embedded blanks.)

Field Contents
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12. The formulation for the RBE3 element was changed in MSC.Nastran 
Version 70.7. This change allowed the element to give consistent answers 
that are not dependent upon the units of the model. Only models that 
connected rotation degrees-of-freedom for Ci were affected. Note that these 
models are ignoring the recommendation in Remark 1. The formulation 
prior to MSC.Nastran Version 70.7 may be obtained by setting 
SYSTEM(310)=1.
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Defines a frequency-dependent dynamic excitation of the form

for use in frequency response problems.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. Dynamic excitation sets must be selected with the Case Control command 
DLOAD = SID.

RLOAD1 Frequency Response Dynamic Excitation, Form 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

RLOAD1 SID EXCITEID DELAY DPHASE TC TD TYPE

RLOAD1 5 3 1 LOAD

Field Contents

SID Set identification number.  (Integer > 0)

EXCITEID Identification number of the DAREA or SPCD entry set that defines A.  
See Remarks 5. and 6. (Integer > 0)

DELAY Identification number of the DELAY entry set that defines τ.  
(Integer > 0)

DPHASE Identification number of the DPHASE entry set that defines θ.  
(Integer > 0)

TC Set identification number of the TABLEDi entry that gives .  See 
Remark 2. (Integer > 0)

TD Set identification number of the TABLEDi entry that gives .  See 
Remark 2. (Integer > 0)

TYPE Defines the type of the dynamic excitation. See Remarks 5. and 6. 
(Integer, character or blank; Default = 0)

P f( ){ } A C f( ) iD f( )+[ ] e
i θ 2πfτ–{ }{ }=

C f( )

D f( )
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2. If any of DELAY, DPHASE, TC, or TD fields are blank or zero, the 
corresponding τ, θ,  or  will both be zero.  Either TC or TD may 
be blank or zero, but not both.

3. RLOAD1 excitations may be combined with RLOAD2 excitations only by 
specification on a DLOAD entry.  That is, the SID on a RLOAD1 entry must 
not be the same as that on a RLOAD2 entry.

4. SID must be unique for all RLOAD1, RLOAD2, TLOAD1, TLOAD2, and 
ACSRCE entries.

5. The type of the dynamic excitation is specified by TYPE (field 8) according 
to the following table:

6. TYPE (field 8) also determines the manner in which EXCITEID (field 3) is 
used by the program as described below:

Excitation specified by TYPE is applied load

• There is no LOADSET request in Case Control

EXCITEID may also reference DAREA, static, and thermal load set 
entries.

• There is a LOADSET request in Case Control

The program may also reference static and thermal load set entries 
specified by the LID or TID field in the selected LSEQ entries 
corresponding to the EXCITEID.

Excitation specified by TYPE is enforced motion

• There is no LOADSET request in Case Control

EXCITEID will reference SPCD entries.

• There is a LOADSET request in Case Control

The program will reference SPCD entries specified by the  LID field 
in the selected LSEQ entries corresponding to the EXCITEID.

TYPE TYPE of Dynamic Excitation

0, L, LO, LOA or LOAD Applied load (force or moment) (Default)

1, D, DI, DIS or DISP Enforced displacement using SPC/SPCD data

2, V, VE, VEL or VELO Enforced velocity using SPC/SPCD data

3, A, AC< ACC or ACCE Enforced acceleration SPC/SPCD data

C f( ) D f( )
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Defines a frequency-dependent dynamic excitation of the form.

for use in frequency response problems.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. Dynamic excitation sets must be selected with the Case Control command 
DLOAD = SID.

2. If any of DELAY, DPHASE, or TP fields are blank or zero, the 
corresponding τ, θ, or  will be zero.

RLOAD2 Frequency Response Dynamic Excitation, Form 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

RLOAD2 SID EXCITEID DELAY DPHASE TB TP TYPE

RLOAD2 5 3 7 LOAD

Field Contents

SID Set identification number.  (Integer > 0)

EXCITEID Identification number of the DAREA or SPCD entry set that defines A.  
See Remarks 5. and 6. (Integer > 0)

DELAY Identification number of the DELAY entry set that defines τ.  
(Integer > 0)

DPHASE Identification number of the DPHASE entry set that defines θ in degrees.  
(Integer > 0)

TB Set identification number of the TABLEDi entry that gives .  
(Integer > 0)

TP Set identification number of the TABLEDi entry that gives  in 
degrees.  (Integer > 0)

TYPE Defines the type of the dynamic excitation. See Remarks 5. and 6. 
(Integer, character or blank; Defaults = 0)

P f( ){ } A B f( )e
i φ f( ) θ 2πfτ–+{ }⋅{ }=

B f( )

φ f( )

φ f( )
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3. RLOAD2 excitations may be combined with RLOAD1 excitations only by 
specification on a DLOAD entry.  That is, the SID on a RLOAD2 entry must 
not be the same as that on a RLOAD1 entry.

4. SID must be unique for all RLOAD1, RLOAD2, TLOAD1, TLOAD2, and 
ACSRCE entries.

5. The type of the dynamic excitation is specified by TYPE (field 8) according 
to the following table:

6. TYPE (field 8) also determines the manner in which EXCITEID (field 3) is 
used by the program as described below:

Excitation specified by TYPE is applied load

• There is no LOADSET request in Case Control

EXCITEID may also reference DAREA, static, and thermal load set 
entries.

• There is a LOADSET request in Case Control

The program may also reference static and thermal load set entries 
specified by the LID or TID field  in the selected LSEQ entries 
corresponding to the EXCITEID.

Excitation specified by TYPE is enforced motion

• There is no LOADSET request in Case Control

EXCITEID will reference SPCD entries.

• There is a LOADSET request in Case Control

The program will reference SPCD entries specified by the LID field 
in the selected LSEQ entries corresponding to the EXCITEID.

TYPE TYPE of Dynamic Excitation

0, L, LO, LOA or LOAD Applied load (force or moment) (Default)

1, D, DI, DIS or DISP Enforced displacement using SPC/SPCD data

2, V, VE, VEL or VELO Enforced velocity using SPC/SPCD data

3, A, AC< ACC or ACCE Enforced acceleration SPC/SPCD data
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Defines a surface normal vector at a grid point for CQUAD4, CQUADR, CTRIA3, 
and CTRIAR shell elements.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. The SNORM Bulk Data entry overrides any unique, internally-generated 
grid point normals that may have been requested with the user parameter 
SNORM, described in Chapter 6 of this guide.

2. The normal is used in CQUAD4, CQUADR, CTRIA3, and CTRIAR shell 
elements.  For all other elements, the normal is ignored.

3. If CID is a cylindrical or spherical coordinate system, the components Ni are 
in the local tangent system at grid GID. For example, if CID=10 is a 
spherical coordinate system and normals must be defined pointing 
outwards in the radial direction of the sphere, see Figure A-11, then the 
SNORM entries for all grids GID on the sphere are simply

SNORM, GID, 10, 1., 0., 0.

SNORM Surface Normal Vector at Grid Point

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SNORM GID CID N1 N2 N3

SNORM 3 2 0. -1. 0.

Field Contents

GID Unique grid point identification number.  (Integer > 0)

CID Identification number of coordinate system in which the components of 
the normal vector are defined. See Remark 3. (Integer > 0; Default = 0 for 
the basic coordinate system)

Ni Components of normal vector. The three components of the normal 
need not define a unit vector.  (Real; Default = 0.0)
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Figure A-11
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Defines a set of single-point constraints and enforced motion (enforced 
displacements in static analysis and enforced displacements, velocities or 
acceleration in dynamic analysis).

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. Single-point constraint sets must be selected with the Case Control 
command SPC = SID.

2. Degrees-of-freedom specified on this entry form members of the mutually 
exclusive s-set.  They may not be specified on other entries that define 
mutually exclusive sets.  See “Degree-of-Freedom Sets” on page 1577 for a 
list of these entries.

3. Single-point forces of constraint are recovered during stress data recovery.

4. From 1 to 12 degrees-of-freedom may be specified on a single entry.

5. Degrees-of-freedom on this entry may be redundantly specified as 
permanent constraints using the PS field on the GRID entry.

6. For reasons of efficiency, the SPCD entry is the preferred method for 
applying enforced motion rather than the Di field described here..

SPC Single-Point Constraint

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SPC SID G1 C1 D1 G2 C2 D2

SPC 2 32 3 -2.6 5

Field Contents

SID Identification number of the single-point constraint set.  (Integer > 0)

Gi Grid or scalar point identification number.  (Integer > 0)

Ci Component number.  (0 < Integer < 6; up to six Unique Integers, 1 
through 6, may be placed in the field with no embedded blanks.  0 
applies to scalar points and 1 through 6 applies to grid points.)

Di Value of enforced motion for all degrees-of-freedom designated by Gi 
and Ci.  (Real)
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Defines an enforced displacement value for static analysis and an enforced motion 
value (displacement, velocity or acceleration) in dynamic analysis.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. In the static solution sequences, the set ID of the SPCD entry (SID) is selected 
by the LOAD Case Control command. 

2. In dynamic analysis, the selection of SID is determined by the presence of 
the LOADSET request in Case Control as follows:

• There is no LOADSET request in Case Control

SID is selected by the EXCITEID ID of an RLOAD1, RLOAD2, 
TLOAD1 or TLOAD2 Bulk Data entry that has enforced motion 
specified in its TYPE field

• There is a LOADSET request in Case Control

SID is selected by the LID field in the selected LSEQ entries that 
correspond to the EXCITEID entry of an RLOAD1, RLOAD2, 
TLOAD1 or TLOAD2 Bulk Data entry that has enforced motion 
specified in its TYPE field.

SPCD Enforced Motion Value

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SPCD SID G1 C1 D1 G2 C2 D2

SPCD 100 32 436 -2.6 5 2.9

Field Contents

SID Set identification number of the SPCD entry.  (Integer > 0)

Gi Grid or scalar point identification number.  (integer > 0)

Ci Component numbers.  (0 < Integer < 6; up to six unique Integers may be 
placed in the field with no embedded blanks.)

Di Value of enforced motion at Gi and Ci.  (Real)
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3. A global coordinate (Gi and CI) referenced on this entry must also be 
referenced on a SPC or SPC1 Bulk Data entry and selected by the SPC Case 
Control command.

4. Values of Di will override the values specified on an SPC Bulk Data entry, 
if the SID is selected as indicated above.

5. The LOAD Bulk Data entry will not combine an SPCD load entry.

6. In static analysis, this method of applying enforced displacements is more 
efficient than the SPC entry when more than one enforced displacement 
condition is applied.  It provides equivalent answers.

7. In dynamic analysis, this direct method of specifying enforced motion is 
more accurate, efficient and elegant than the large mass and Lagrange 
multiplier techniques.
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Defines a surface spline for interpolating motion and/or forces for aeroelastic 
problems on aerodynamic geometries defined by regular arrays of aerodynamic 
points.

Format:

Example:

SPLINE1 Surface Spline Methods

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SPLINE1 EID CAERO BOX1 BOX2 SETG DZ METH USAGE

NELEM MELEM

SPLINE1 3 111 115 122 14 0.

Field Contents

EID Element identification number.  (Integer > 0)

CAERO Aero-element (CAEROi entry ID) that defines the plane of the spline.  
(Integer > 0)

BOX1, BOX2 First and last box with motions that are interpolated using this spline; 
see Remark 3. when using Mach Box method.  (Integer > 0, 
BOX2 > BOX1)

SETG Refers to the SETi entry that lists the structural grid points to which 
the spline is attached.  (Integer > 0)

DZ Linear attachment flexibility.  (Real > 0.0)

METH Method for the spline fit.  IPS,TPS or FPS.  See Remark 1. (Character, 
Default = IPS)

USAGE Spline usage flag to determine whether this spline applies to the force 
transformation, displacement transformation or both.  FORCE, DISP 
or BOTH. See Remark 5.  (Character, Default = BOTH)

NELEM The number of FE elements along the local spline x-axis if using the 
FPS option. (Integer > 0; Default = 10)

MELEM The number of FE elements along the local spline y-axis if using the 
FPS option. (Integer > 0; Default = 10)
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Remarks:

1. The default METHOD will result in the use of the Harder-Desmarais 
Infinite Plate Spline (IPS).  The other options are the Thin Plate Spline (TPS) 
and the Finite Plate Spline (FPS). The continuation applies only to the FPS 
option and is required only if the defaults are not adequate.

2. The interpolated points (k-set) will be defined by aero boxes.  Figure A-12 
shows the cells for which  is interpolated if BOX1 = 115 and BOX2 = 118.

Figure A-12  SPLINE1 Entry Example

3. The attachment flexibility (units of area) is used for smoothing the 
interpolation.  If DZ = 0.0, the spline will pass through all deflected grid 
points.  If DZ is much greater than the spline area, a least squares plane fit 
will be applied.  Intermediate values will provide smoothing.

4. When using the Mach Box method, BOX1 and BOX2 refer to the ID number 
of the first and last aerodynamic grids (x,y pairs on the AEFACT entry) 
which will be used for interpolation to structural grids.  BOX1 and BOX2 do 
not refer to Mach Boxes.

5. The USAGE field allows you to specify that the particular spline interpolant 
defined in this entry is to be used for just the force transformation (FORCE) 
or just the displacement transformation (DISP) or for both (BOTH).

(FORCE/BOTH splines are in the transform)

(DISP/BOTH splines are in the transform)

In general, the two transforms are done with distinct matrices.  Only when 
ALL splines are of type BOTH is the familiar transpose relationship 

 satisfied. The default behavior (BOTH for all 
splines) is compatible with versions of MSC.Nastran® (MSC.Nastran is a 
registered trademark of MSC.Software Corporation) prior to MSC.Nastran 
Version 70.5.

In general, the USAGE field can be used to apply aerodynamic forces to the 
structure from aerodynamic panels that are intended NOT to move 
(USAGE=FORCE) or to apply structural displacements to aerodynamic 
grids whose forces are not to be applied to the structure (USAGE=DISP). 
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The DISP option is somewhat esoteric in that you are then suggesting that 
the aeroelastic effect of the surface is important while its forces are not.  (In 
other words, only the forces arising from tis effects on other surfaces is 
important.) While there may be circumstances where this is true, it is 
unlikely.  Take care that you included all the FORCEs from aerodynamic 
panels that are important by including them in either FORCE or BOTH 
spline(s).   NX Nastran will NOT issue a warning unless ALL forces are 
omitted.  All displacements may be omitted without warning (and is a 
means to perform "rigid aerodynamic" analyses).
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Defines a time-dependent dynamic load or enforced motion of the form

for use in transient response analysis.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. Dynamic excitation sets must be selected with the Case Control command 
DLOAD = SID.

2. The type of the dynamic excitation is specified by TYPE (field 5) according 
to the following table:

TLOAD1 Transient Response Dynamic Excitation, Form 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

TLOAD1 SID EXCITEID DELAY TYPE TID

TLOAD1 5 7 LOAD 13

Field Contents

SID Set identification number.  (Integer > 0)

EXCITEID Identification number of DAREA or SPCD entry set or a thermal load set 
(in heat transfer analysis) that defines A.  See Remarks 2. and 3. (Integer 
> 0)

DELAY Identification number of DELAY entry set that defines .  (Integer > 0 or 
blank)

TYPE Defines the type of the dynamic excitation.  See Remarks 2. and 3. 
(Integer, character or blank; Default = 0)

TID Identification number of TABLEDi entry that gives .  (Integer > 0)

P t( ){ } A F t τ–( )⋅{ }=

τ

F t( )
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3. TYPE (field 5) also determines the manner in which EXCITEID (field 3) is 
used by the program as described below

Excitation specified by TYPE is applied load

• There is no LOADSET request in Case Control

EXCITEID may also reference DAREA, static, and thermal load set 
entries

• There is a LOADSET request in Case Control

The program may also reference static and thermal load set entries 
specified by the LID or TID field in the selected LSEQ entries 
corresponding to the EXCITEID.

Excitation specified by TYPE is enforced motion

• There is no LOADSET request in Case Control

EXCITEID will reference SPCD entries. If such entries indicate null 
enforced motion, the program will then assume that the excitation is 
enforced motion using large mass and will reference DAREA and 
static and thermal load set entries just as in the case of applied load 
excitation.

• There is a LOADSET request in Case Control

The program will reference SPCD entries specified by the LID field 
in the selected LSEQ entries corresponding to the EXCITEID. If such 
entries indicate null enforced motion, the program will then assume 
that the excitation is enforced motion using large mass and will 
reference static and thermal load set entries corresponding to the 
DAREA entry in the selected LSEQ entries, just as in the case of 
applied load excitation.

TYPE TYPE of Dynamic Excitation

0, L, LO, LOA or LOAD Applied load (force or moment) (Default)

1, D, DI, DIS, or DISP Enforced displacement using large mass or SPC/SPCD 
data

2, V, VE, VEL or VELO Enforced velocity using large mass or SPC/SPCD data

3, A, AC, ACC or ACCE Enforced acceleration using large mass or SPC/SPCD 
data
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4. EXCITEID may reference sets containing QHBDY, QBDYi, QVECT, and 
QVOL entries when using the heat transfer option.

5. TLOAD1 loads may be combined with TLOAD2 loads only by specification 
on a DLOAD entry.  That is, the SID on a TLOAD1 entry may not be the 
same as that on a TLOAD2 entry.

6. SID must be unique for all TLOAD1, TLOAD2, RLOAD1, RLOAD2, and 
ACSRCE entries.

7. If the heat transfer option is used, the referenced QVECT entry may also 
contain references to functions of time, and therefore A may be a function 
of time.

8. If TLOADi entries are selected in SOL 111 or 146 then a Fourier analysis is 
used to transform the time-dependent loads on the TLOADi entries to the 
frequency domain and then combine them with loads from RLOADi 
entries.  Then the analysis is performed as a frequency response analysis but 
the solution and the output are converted to and printed in the time 
domain. Please refer to “Fourier Transform” on page 176 of the NX Nastran 
Advanced Dynamic Analysis User’s Guide.
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Defines a time-dependent dynamic load or enforced motion of the form

for use in a transient response problem, where 

Format:

Example:

TLOAD2 Transient Response Dynamic Excitation, Form 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

TLOAD2 SID EXCITEID DELAY TYPE T1 T2 F P

C B LK

TLOAD2 4 10 LOAD 2.1 4.7 12.0

2.0

Field Contents

SID Set identification number.  (Integer > 0)

EXCITEID Identification number of DAREA or SPCD entry set or a thermal load set 
(in heat transfer analysis) that defines A.  See Remarks 2. and 3. (Integer 
> 0)

DELAY Identification number of DELAY entry set that defines τ.  (Integer > 0 or 
blank)

TYPE Defines the type of the dynamic excitation.  See Remarks 2. and 3. 
(Integer, character or blank; Default = 0)

T1 Time constant.  (Real > 0.0)

T2 Time constant.  (Real; T2 > T1)

F Frequency in cycles per unit time.  (Real > 0.0; Default = 0.0)

P Phase angle in degrees.  (Real; Default = 0.0)

P t( ){ }
0 , t T1 τ+( )  or t T2 τ+( )><

A t̃
B

e
C t̃ 2πF t̃ P+( )cos , T1 τ+( ) t T2 τ+( )≤ ≤







=

t̃ t= T1– τ–
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Remarks:

1. Dynamic excitation sets must be selected with the Case Control command 
with DLOAD=SID.

2. The type of the dynamic excitation is specified by TYPE (field 5) according 
to the following table:

3. TYPE (field 5) also determines the manner in which EXCITEID (field 3) is 
used by the program as described below

Excitation specified by TYPE is applied load

• There is no LOADSET request in Case Control

EXCITEID may also reference DAREA, static, and thermal load set 
entries

• There is a LOADSET request in Case Control

The program may also reference static and thermal load set entries 
specified by the LID or TID field in the selected LSEQ entries 
corresponding ot the EXCITEID.

Excitation specified by TYPE is enforced motion

• There is no LOADSET request in Case Control

C Exponential coefficient.  (Real; Default = 0.0)

B Growth coefficient.  (Real; Default = 0.0)

TYPE TYPE of Dynamic Excitation

0, L, LO, LOA or LOAD Applied load (force or moment) (Default)

1, D, DI, DIS, or DISP Enforced displacement using large mass or SPC/SPCD 
data

2, V, VE, VEL or VELO Enforced velocity using large mass or SPC/SPCD data

3, A, AC, ACC or ACCE Enforced acceleration using large mass or SPC/SPCD 
data

Field Contents
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EXCITEID will reference SPCD entries. If such entries indicate null 
enforced motion, the program will then assume that the excitation is 
enforced motion using large mass and will reference DAREA and 
static and thermal load set entries just as in the case of applied load 
excitation.

• There is a LOADSET request in Case Control

The program will reference SPCD entries specified by the LID field 
in the selected LSEQ entries corresponding to the EXCITEID. If such 
entries indicate null enforced motion, the program will then assume 
that the excitation is enforced motion using large mass and will 
reference static and thermal load set entries specified by the LID or 
TID field in the selected LSEQ entries corresponding to the 
EXCITEID, just as in the case of applied load excitation.

4. EXCITEID (field 3) may reference sets containing QHBDY, QBDYi, QVECT, 
and QVOL entries when using the heat transfer option.

5. If DELAY is blank or zero, τ will be zero.

6. TLOAD1 loads may be combined with TLOAD2 loads only by specification 
on a DLOAD entry.  That is, the SID on a TLOAD1 entry may not be the 
same as that on a TLOAD2 entry.

7. SID must be unique for all TLOAD1, TLOAD2, RLOAD1, RLOAD2, and 
ACSRCE entries.

8. If the heat transfer option is used, the referenced QVECT entry may also 
contain references to functions of time, and therefore A may be a function 
of time.

9. If TLOADi entries are selected in SOL 111 or 146 then a Fourier analysis is 
used to transform the time-dependent loads on the TLOADi entries to the 
frequency domain and them combine them with loads from RLOADi 
entries.  Then the analysis is performed as a frequency response analysis but 
the solution and the output are converted to and printed in the time domain.  
In this case, B will be rounded to the nearest integer. Please refer to “Fourier 
Transform” on page 176 of the NX Nastran Advanced Dynamic Analysis 
User’s Guide.

10. The continuation entry is optional.
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Specification of a vector of aerodynamic control point (extra point) values. These 
data define the control positions corresponding to user defined nonlinear control 
forces that have been defined by AEDW, AEPRESS and AEFORCE entries. Only 
nonzero values need to be defined.

Format:

Example:

Remarks:

1. The ID is referenced by the AEUXREF Case Control command and/or by 
AEDW, AEPRESS and/or AEFORCE entries.

2. The units of the user defined AEPARM controllers are implied by their use 
on this entry and the corresponding values on the force vector definition. 
The user must be self-consistent in all uses of the same controller. AESURF 
controllers are expressed in radians as are the rigid body angles ANGLEA 
and BETA. The rigid body rates, ROLL, PITCH and YAW are 
nondimensional rates pb/2V, qc/2V, rb/2V; respectively. V is the velocity 
and b and c are the reference span and chord lengths, respectively.

3. LABELs that are part of the UX vector that are omitted in the UXVEC 
specification are assigned a value of 0.0.

UXVEC Define a control parameter state

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

UXVEC ID

LABEL1 UX1 LABEL2 UX2 -etc.-

UXVEC 1001

THRUST 1.E4 ANGLEA .015

Field Contents

ID Control vector identification number, see Remark 1. (Integer > 0)

LABELi Controller name. This must correspond to an existing AESURF, AESTAT or 
AEPARM label (Character).

UXi The magnitude of the aerodynamic extra point degree-of-freedom (Real)
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A.4 New or Modified Parameters

DESPCH Default=0

DESPCH specifies in SOL 200 when the optimized (updated)  Bulk 
Data entries are written to the PUNCH file. Currently, all the 
property entries, material entries, and connectivity entries that can 
be designed and DESVAR, DRESP1, and GRID entries can be 
written.

DESPCH<0 never

DESPCH=0 at the last design cycle only (default)

DESPCH>0 at every design cycle that is a multiple of DESPCH and 
the last design cycle. For example, if n=2 and the maximum number 
of design cycles is 5 (DESMAX=5 on the DOPTPRM entry), then, 
DESVAR and GRID entries at design cycle 2, 4, and 5 are written in 
the punch file.

DESPCH1 Default=6

DESPCH1 specifies in SOL 200 the amount of data to be written to 
the .pch file. A positive DESPCH1 value request large field formats 
while a negative value requests small field formats. For a shape 
optimization job, if DESPCH1<>0, the updated GRID entries of the 
whole model will be written in the .pch file.

Descriptions of various DESPCH1 values are given below:

DESPCH1 = 0, write no data.

DESPCH1 = +1, write the property entries that are 
designed.

DESPCH1 = +2, write all the property entries of a given 
type when one property of that type is designed.

DESPCH1 = +4, write DESVAR and DRESP1 entries.

DESPCH1 = +n, write combine quantities by summing the 
DESPCH1 values. For example, n=1+4=5 requests writing 
all the designed property entries, DESVAR andDRESP1 
entries to the .pch file.
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FKSYMFAC Default = 1.0

FKSYMFAC controls the symmetrization of the follower force 
stiffness in SOL 106. By default, the follower force stiffness  is 
symmetrized as:

 

and the symmetric part  is used for efficiency. If FKSYMFAC= 0. is 
specified, the original follower force stiffness  is used. If a value of 
0. <  FKSYMFAC < 1. is specified, the non-symmetric part of the 
follower force stiffness is calculated as:

and the ratio of unsymmetry:

is compared with the user specified value of FKSYMFAC. The norm 
 is the absolute maximum number of the matrix.

If r < FKSYMFAC, the symmetric stiffness  is used.

If r > FKSYMFAC, the original unsymmetric stiffness  is used.

For most cases, the symmetrized follower force stiffness (default) will 
give sufficient accurate answers. If the influence of the non-symmetric 
part of the follower force stiffness is important, a value of 
FKSYMFAC=1.e-9 is recommended.

The parameter FKSYMFAC is applicable to SOL 106 only, all other 
solution sequences symmetrize the follower force stiffness.  See 
parameter FOLLOWK for a list of solution sequences which calculate 
the follower force stiffness.

MECHFIL Default=1.E-6

Criterion for discarding massless mechanism modes with small 
generalized mass.  A smaller value will result in more marginal 
constraint modes being retained.
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MECHFIX Default=AUTO

Control for fixing the massless mechanism problem.  The new 
capability is provided automatically for the default of this parameter, 
listed above.  The new capability is executed only when the 
eigensolution does not provide answers because of symptoms 
consistent with the presence of massless mechanisms.  If MECHFIX is 
set to YES, the constraint modes are removed before attempting an 
eigensolution.  When set to NO, the new capability is blocked, and the 
eigensolution uses the previous rules, i.e., three failed shifts and a 
fatal exit.  

MECHPRT Default=NO

For SOL 103 only, if massless mechanisms are found the constraint 
modes are printed with a format similar to eigenvectors when this 
parameter is set to YES.  They are labeled CONSTRAINT MODES, 
and are numbered sequentially.  Grid points with only zero values in 
a mode are not printed.  This parameter should be used when 
performing initial checkout of a model and a goal is to remove all 
massless mechanisms before starting production analysis.  The 
number of each "mode" matches the corresponding GID,C pair in the 
high ratio message.  If there are many (thousands) of such modes the 
output file will be large.  There is no method to plot these shapes at 
present. 
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NLTOL Default=

NLTOL establishes defaults for the CONV, EPSU, EPSP and EPSW 
fields of NLPARM Bulk Data entry for nonlinear static and heat 
transfer analysis according to the following table:

See Remark 16. of the NLPARM entry for further details and 
corresponding default NLPARM field values.

OSWELM Default=1 000 000

Offset for identification numbers of generated m-set constraints in 
CWELD elements. The numbering starts with OSWELM+1. For each 
CWELD element, two sets of RWELD constraints are generated if 
MSET=ON is specified.  See MSET and Remark 2 on the Bulk Data 
entry “PWELD” on page 489.

OSWPPT Default= 1 000 000

Offset for grid identification numbers of GA and GB in CWELD 
elements. The numbering starts with OSWPPT+1. For each CWELD 
element, a pair of grid points GA and GB is generated internally if 
the formats GRIDID or ELEMID are used and if no identification 
numbers for GA and GB are specified. See the Bulk Data entry 
“CWELD” on page 393.

POSTEXT Default=YES

Under PARAM,POST,-1 and -2, the following data blocks are also 
written to the op2 file specified by PARAM,OUNIT2. If these data 
blocks are not required then specify PARAM,POSTEXT,NO.

2 Sol 106 only( )
0 Sol 153, nonlinear heat transfer( )




NLTOL Level of Accuracy

0 Very high

1 High

2 Engineering Design

3 Preliminary Design
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Data Block 
Name Description

FRL Frequency response list

BHH Modal damping matrix

KHH Modal stiffness matrix

BGPDT Basic grid point definition table

PVTO User parameter value table

CASECC Case Control table

EQEXIN(S) Equivalence external to internal grid ID table

CLAMA Complex eigenvalue table

OEDE1 Element energy loss output table

OEKE1 Element kinetic energy output table

OUGV2 Displacement output table in SORT2

PSDF Power spectral density table

OGPWG Grid point weight generator output table

TOL Time output list

PSDFH Power spectral density table for modal coordinates

DSCM2 Design sensitivity coefficient matrix

DSCMCOL Design sensitivity parameters table

RESLTOPT Default=8

RESLTOPT’s default value provides component-level force 
summary output for model checkout (PARAM, CHECKOUT, YES), 
loads generation (OLOAD output), and SPC and MPC forces. Setting 
RESLTOPT to a value of 1 produces abbreviated output formats 
only.

SHIFT1 Default=-1.234

The negative shift used when computing massless mechanism 
constraint modes.  For very stiff model (1000. hz for the first flexible 
mode), consider using a larger value.  
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Figure A-13  Unique Grid Point Normal for Adjacent Shell Elements

SNORM Default=20.0

SNORM>0.0 requests the generation of unique grid point normals 
for adjacent shell elements (see Figure A-13).  Unique grid point 
normals are generated for the CQUAD4, CTRIA3, CQUADR, and 
CTRIAR elements.  The grid point normal is the average of the local 
normals from all adjacent shell elements including CQUAD8 and 
CTRIA6 elements.  If grid point normals are present, they are used in 
all element calculations of the CQUAD4, CTRIA3, CQUADR, and 
CTRIAR elements.

SNORM Tolerance in Degrees

>0.0 Unique grid point normals are generated if 
each angle between the grid point normal 
and each local normal of the adjacent shell 
elements is smaller than SNORM.  SNORM 
Bulk Data entries overwrite a generated 
normal.

=0.0 The generation of grid point normals is 
turned off.  The user can define normals with 
the SNORM Bulk Data entry.

<0.0 Grid point normals are not generated.  
SNORM Bulk Data entries are ignored.

Grid Point
Normal

Local Normal of Shell 1 Local Normal of Shell 2

SNORMSNORM

Shell 1 Shell 2
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XFLAG Default=0

By default (XFLAG=0), when temperature loads and element 
deformations are present, the element strain energy for the linear 
elements is calculated using the following equation:

where  is the deformation,  is the element stiffness and  is the 
element load vector for temperature differences and element 
deformations. If XFLAG is set to 2, the element strain energy for 
linear elements is calculated using the following equation:

The latter formula is the same strain energy calculation used for 
nonlinear elements.
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B.1 Partial Contents of the Aerodynamic Database

Table B-1  Contents of the Aerodynamic Database

Datablock Path Description

 ADBRLDX AEGEOM Table of Contents of the Legacy Linear Component 
Aerodynamic Database (from ADG)

 AECOMP AEGEOM Aerodynamic Components table

 AECSTM AEGEOM CSTM table for the generated CS’s for the aero model and 
those referenced by AESURF hinge lines and the AERO 
table

 AERO AEGEOM The basic aerodynamic reference data

 AEROCOMP AEGEOM Aerodynamic components referenced by aerodynamic 
monitor points

 AEROMON AEGEOM Aerodynamic monitor points

 CONTROL AEGEOM The definition of the control parameter set (AESTAT, 
AESURF and AEPARM)

 MPJN2O AEGEOM A mapping matrix taking the js-set in DMIJ external order 
to the original j-set order 
(new_order=trans(MPJN2O)*old_order)

 MPJSFN2O AEGEOM A mapping matrix taking the pair of js-sets (including 
interfence) in their DMIJ external orders to the original j-set 
order

 SAERK AEGEOM The k-set integration matrix for aerodynamic monitor 
points

 SAERKS AEGEOM The ks-set integration matrix for aerodynamic monitor 
points

 UXVBRL AEGEOM The control vector states of the linear legacy ADB unit 
solutions (from ADG)

 WJVBRL AEGEOM The downwash vectors of the linear legacy ADB unit 
solutions (from ADG)

 ADBWJV AEGEOM The downwash vectors of the ADB unit solutions
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 AEBGPDTS AEGEOMF Basic Grid Point Data for the Aerodynamic Model: 

MODLTYPE=AEROSTRC for the ks-set; 

MODLTYPE=AEROJSUB for the subsonic js-set; 

MODLTYPE=AEROJISB for the interference body js-set;

MODLTYPE =AEROJSUP for the supersonic js-set; 

MODLTYPE=AEROMESH for the corner point mesh; 

MODLTYPE=STRUCTUR for the structural model

 AEBOXS AEGEOMF Element Connectivity Table (ECT) for the Aerodynamic 
Model: 

MODLTYPE=AEROSTRC for the ks-set

 AEUSETS AEGEOMF USET tables for the Aerodynamic Model: 

MODLTYPE=AEROSTRC for the ks-set; 

MODLTYPE=AEROJSUB for the subsonic js-set;

MODLTYPE=AEROJISB for the interference body js-set; 

MODLTYPE=AEROJSUP for the supersonic js-set

 ADBINDX AEGM Table of Contents of the Aerodynamic Database

 MPARV0 AEGM The aerodynamic monitor point loads per unit dynamic 
pressure for the ADB unit solutions

 QKKS AEGM The aeroelastic correction matrix (AIC) in the k-set

 QKPRESS AEGM The k-set loads induced by FA2J expanded to the rank of 
the legacy linear downwashes from ADG

 ADBFJV0 AEGM The rigid pressure per unit dynamic pressure (j-set) for the 
ADB unit solutions

 ADBQKV0 AEGM The rigid force per unit dynamic pressure (k-set) for the 
ADB unit solutions

 ADBUXV AEGM The control vector states of the ADB unit solutions

Table B-1  Contents of the Aerodynamic Database (continued)

Datablock Path Description
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B.2 Partial Aeroelastic Database Contents

Table B-2  Contents of Aeroelastic Database

Datablock Path Description

 GDKA AEASET Displacement spline matrix in the a-set

 AERAV AEASETQ Accelerations for elastic restrained unit solutions

 AEUAV AEASETQ Accelerations for the elastic unrestrained unit solutions

 UUXAV AEASETQ Displacements for the elastic unrestrained unit solutions

 UXAV AEASETQ Displacements for the elastic restrained unit solutions

 PRBDOFS AELSET Partitioning vector of the six Aero Ref. CS DOFs to show 
active DOFs (attached to support set)

 AEDBFER AELSETQ Elastic Restrained pressures for the AEDB unit solutions

 AEDBFEU AELSETQ Elastic Unrestrained pressures for the AEDB unit solutions

 AEDBFJV AELSETQ Rigid pressures for the AEDB unit solutions

 AEDBINDX AELSETQ Table of Contents for the Aeroelastic Database Unit Solutions

 AEDBQAV AELSETQ Rigid loads on the structural a-set for the AEDB 

 AEDBQGV AELSETQ Rigid loads on the structural g-set for the AEDB 

 AEDBQKV AELSETQ Rigid loads on the aerodynamic k-set for the AEDB 

 AEDBUXV AELSETQ Control Vector States for the AEDB

 AEDBWJV AELSETQ Downwashes for the AEDB unit solutions

 AERRV AELSETQ r-set accelerations for elastic restrained unit solutions

 AEURV AELSETQ r-set accelerations for elastic unrestrained unit solutions

 MPAERV AELSETQ Aerodynamic monitor point loads for the restrained elastic 
AEDB unit solutions (rigid+incr.)

 MPAEUV AELSETQ Aerodynamic monitor point loads for the unrestrained 
elastic AEDB unit solutions (rigid+incr.)

 MPARV AELSETQ Aerodynamic monitor point loads for the rigid AEDB unit 
solutions

 MPSERV AELSETQ Structural monitor point loads for the restrained elastic 
AEDB unit solutions (rigid+incr.)
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 MPSEUV AELSETQ Structural monitor point loads for the unrestrained elastic 
AEDB unit solutions (rigid+incr.)

 MPSIRR AELSETQ Structural monitor point loads for the unit r-set accelerations

 MPSIRX AELSETQ Structural monitor point loads for the unit URDDi (including 
null columns for other controllers)

 MPSRV AELSETQ Structural monitor point loads for the rigid AEDB unit 
solutions

 PERGV AELSETQ Restrained elastic increment load on the structural g-set for 
the AEDB unit solutions

 PERKSV AELSETQ Restrained elastic increment load on the aerodynamic ks-set 
for the AEDB unit solutions

 PEUGV AELSETQ Unrestrained elastic increment load on the structural g-set 
for the AEDB unit solutions

 PEUKSV AELSETQ Unrestrained elastic increment load on the aerodynamic ks-
set for the AEDB unit solutions

 PIRGV AELSETQ Restrained inertial load on the structural g-set for the AEDB 
unit solutions

 PIUGV AELSETQ Unrestrained inertial load on the structural g-set for the 
AEDB unit solutions

 PRGV AELSETQ Rigid parametric (aerodynamic) load on the structural g-set 
for the AEDB unit solutions

 PRKSV AELSETQ Rigid parametric (aerodynamic) load on the aerodynamic ks-
set for the AEDB unit solutions

 SAERGK AELSETQ Structural monitor point integration matrix from the 
aerodynamic k-set (SAERG*GPGK)

 UERGV AELSETQ Restrained elastic displacements on the aerodynamic ks-set 
for the AEDB unit solutions

 UERKSV AELSETQ Restrained elastic displacements on the aerodynamic ks-set 
for the AEDB unit solutions

 UEUGV AELSETQ Unrestrained elastic displacements on the structural g-set for 
the AEDB unit solutions

Table B-2  Contents of Aeroelastic Database (continued)

Datablock Path Description
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 UEUKSV AELSETQ Unrestrained elastic displacements on the aerodynamic ks-
set for the AEDB unit solutions

 AEDBCOMP AEPEID The AEROCOMP table for the components referenced by 
structural monitor points

 AEDBMON AEPEID The MONITOR table for the structural monitor points

 SAERG AEPEID The Structural Monitor Point integration matrix in the g-set

 PGR MLL The g-set loads induced by unit r-set accelerations

Table B-2  Contents of Aeroelastic Database (continued)

Datablock Path Description
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C.1 Massless Mechanism Identification and Control 
(TAN 4892)
The goal of this new capability is to allow the real eigensolvers to produce an 
eigensolution every time a proper non-zero stiffness and mass matrix are provided.  
The new capability will also make other eigensolution methods more reliable.

There are occasions in MSC.Nastran® (MSC.Nastran is a registered trademark of 
MSC.Software Corporation) Version 70.7 where the Lanczos method performs 3 
successive shifts of  (the "shifted stiffness matrix") in preparation for an 
inverse power solution, and all shifts fail due to poor numerical conditioning of the 
shifted matrix.  (Inverse iteration is the first step in a Lanczos solution.)  The Lanczos 
method then exits with a fatal error message because it is unlikely that any other shift 
will produce a well-conditioned shifted matrix for this system.

There are similar problems that cause the xHOU methods to fail.  The most likely 
cause of such failures is a massless mechanism.  A massless mechanism (mm) mode 
is defined as a shape that causes very small strain energy when the structure is 
deflected in this shape.  This shape also causes very little kinetic energy when the 
structure moves in this shape.  The ratio of strain energy over kinetic energy is 
proportional to the eigenvalue of this mode. This result is an indeterminate quantity 
produced by two terms approaching zero.

If applied loads excite this shape, small loads can cause very large deflections.  If a 
real mode analysis can be forced to produce a solution in the presence of this 
condition, the mode produced with this shape can have any eigenvalue from positive 
infinity to negative infinity.  These mode frequencies may make large changes for 
small changes in the model or when taken to another computer type.  Eigensolution 
failures due to Sturm number inconsistencies are often due to the presence of 
massless mechanisms. 

The presence of such modes reduces the reliability and repeatability of 
eigensolutions and dynamic analysis solutions.  A method is now provided to 
constrain massless mechanisms for eigensolutions, controlled by the user parameter 
PARAM,MECHFIX,AUTO.  The default value of this parameter, shown here, 
requests the automatic constraint of mm's.  When this method is used it is unlikely 
that the eigensolution will fail because of three failed shifts, and the solution 
produced will be repeatable for small changes in the model, loading condition, or 
computer type used in the solution.  

This worked was prototyped in an SSSALTER for MSC.Nastran V70.7.  The TAN for 
that project is the reference for this note.

K s– M
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Reference:  TAN 3685, IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF MASSLESS 
MECHANISMS, V70.7, M. A. Gockel, 10/15/98
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Input

PARAM,MECHFIX,AUTO The new capability is provided automatically for the 
default of this parameter, listed above.  The new 
capability is executed only when the eigensolution does 
not provide answers because of symptoms consistent 
with the presence of massless mechanisms.  If set to YES 
the constraint modes are removed before attempting an 
eigensolution.  When set to NO  the new capability is 
blocked, and the eigensolution uses the previous, three 
failed shifts and a fatal exit.  

PARAM,MECHPRT,NO For SOL 103 only, if massless mechanisms are found the 
constraint modes are printed with a format similar to 
eigenvectors when this parameter is present.  They are 
labeled CONSTRAINT MODES, and are numbered 
sequentially.  Grid points with only zero values in a 
mode are not printed.  This parameter should be used 
when performing initial checkout of a model and a goal 
is to remove all massless mechanisms before starting 
production analysis.  The number of each "mode" 
matches the corresponding GID,C pair in the highratio 
message.  If there are many (thousands) of such modes 
the output file will be large.  There is no method to plot 
these shapes at present. 

PARAM,ERROR, 0 For SOLs 111-112, when the constraint modes have non-
zero generalized force the parameter causes the fatal 
error exit to be branched over and the dynamic 
response is computed and output.  This option is 
intended for model checkout work, where bad results 
are better for diagnostic work than no results at all.  This 
parameter is a traditional feature also used in other, 
similar circumstances.  See the discussion in the NX 
Nastran Quick Reference Guide. 

TUNING PARAMETERS.  These parameters have 
default values that work well in most circumstances.  
They are provided for unusual circumstances.
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Mathematics of Massless Mechanisms
The statement of the eigenproblem is 

When both K and M contain singularities and the singularities "line up" it is possible 
to find a shape or collections of shapes X that satisfy the equation

The  quantities are very small numbers or zeros.  A trivial example of "lining up" 
occurs when both matrices have the same null rows and columns.  Vectors that are 
non-null in these rows but are null elsewhere are a form of a massless mechanism 
mode.  More complicated examples can involve many grid points and elements, such 
as a long shaft that has torsion stiffness, is free to rotate, but has no torsion mass 
moments of inertia.  Superelement reduction techniques can produce fully coupled 
boundary matrices that have massless mechanisms hidden in them, a modeling error 

PARAM,MAXRATIO,1.E7 This is another traditional parameter whose other 
functions are described in the NX Nastran Quick 
Reference Guide.  It also is the criterion for identifying 
massless mechanisms.  A lower value is more 
conservative in that it is likely to identify and control 
more mechanisms.  If input at a value greater than 
1.E10, it is reset to 1.E10.  If you want to block this new 
capability use param, mechfix, no rather than abuse the 
MAXRATIO parameter.  The rationale is that if you 
want to set it high enough that it never identifies a 
mechanism you might as well not request massless 
mechanism control.  The reset is done only for massless 
mechanism identification.  

PARAM,MECHFIL,1.E-6 Criterion for discarding mechanism modes with small 
generalized mass.  A smaller value will result in more 
marginal constraint modes being retained.

PARAM,SHIFT1,-1.234 The negative shift used when computing constraint 
modes.  If your model is very stiff (for example, the first 
flexible mode is 1000. Hz) you might consider a larger 
value.  

K λ M–[ ]φ 0=

KX epsk=

MX epsm=

epsi
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difficult to diagnose.  The rows of the system where these mechanism modes have 
non-zero values have coupled stiffness terms that will transmit forces to other DOFs 
when one of them is displaced.  They may eventually reach the end of a chain of 
coupled effects that has no end condition that can constrain the shaft to zero motion.  
This condition is described in the literature as one form of a "null subspace" when 
computing the modes of a structure that contains such a component.  The presence of 
such singularities causes problems in obtaining the eigensolution.  No matter what 
trial eigenvalues  is used, the product of  times the mass matrix produces a 
nearly singular or singular shifted stiffness matrix, with the result than any and all 
shifts cause failure of the decomposition process due to singularity.

The massless mechanism modes X have a false orthogonality with the true 
eigenvectors .  The cross product criterion

is met, or at worst has computational zeros on the right side.  This is not because the 
terms in the bracket produce canceling sums when multiplied by terms of , as 
happens when both X and  are different eigenvectors.  The triple product is null 
because the product in the brackets is identically null, so that the terms of  are 
inconsequential.  Indeed, any matrix of random numbers can be substituted for  and 
the equality is still true.

Sources of High Maxratio Messages
A review of client models that provide high MAXRATIO warning and fatal messages 
shows a wide gamut of sources, ranging from absolute modeling blunders on 
essential features to minor details for which extensive modeling labor is not justified, 
and any plausible answer would be acceptable.  The appropriate action for the 
program can range from causing the solution process to stop with a fatal exit to 
automatically making small modifications that allow solution of the model.  

The solver subroutine used in all static and dynamic analysis solvers has logic that 
replaces a diagonal term of the decomposition factor that is computed as a binary 
zero with the somewhat arbitrary value of 1.E-10.  During the solution process this 
term is divided into the corresponding force term, if it is non-zero, and produces 
large displacements.  In static analysis and direct dynamic solutions the rationale for 
adding small springs to avoid zero divides is that if the near-singularity is loaded the 
response will be so large that it is obviously implausible.  If the loading function does 
not excite the near-singularity its existence is inconsequential.  The small shaft model 
described in the Example Section has a massless mechanism for torsion, but is well 
behaved in other directions.  When it is loaded with a lateral load that causes beam 
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bending in direct frequency response analysis it behaves normally.  When given a 
torque when the only torque constraint to ground is the small spring that was added 
automatically to avoid a zero divide, the resulting rotation may be many millions of 
radians, an obvious implausibility to anyone reviewing results.  The implausible 
results are of more value in diagnosing the problem than a fatal exit without any 
solution.  The major criticism that can be made of the present situation is that if the 
SPC FORCE implicit in adding a ground spring were output it would make it more 
evident that the model presented to the solver requires more elements and/or 
constraints than you provided.

The case of modal analysis is subtler.  Adding a small spring to the massless torsion 
mode pushes its eigenvalue close to a computational infinity, so that its eigenvector 
is never calculated.  Any torque applied to the example model in modal analysis 
merely “disappears”.  The torsion response calculated due to a torque load on the 
example model after the binary zero term is replaced is not implausibly large, it is 
zero.  The model is not in equilibrium with this applied load in terms of the output 
produced. Dynamic loads are usually not available at eigensolution computation 
time.  Loads are calculated in a later step, or for example when using restarts from 
SOL 103 to SOL 111, on a later run.  It is therefore not possible to determine if adding 
a ground spring will cause a load (not yet known) to "disappear" or not.  There is a 
need for device to determine if loads will be used properly, or discarded. This leads 
to the concept of constraint modes.

A Definition of Constraint Modes
A set of linearly independent shapes X can be determined by the following sequence:

Decompose , where s is a positive, finite number.  This is known as 
a negative shift in the eigennotation.  Use of a negative shift avoids the possibility of 
s being near an eigenvalue of the system.  A massless mechanism mode will then not 
be confused with an eigenvector.  A  "factor to diagonal ratio" matrix that is 
independent of the location of eigenvalues is determined for A as follows.  The 
decomposition process converts this sum to three factors L, T, and P, where L is lower 
triangular, T is tridiagonal, and P is a permutation matrix.  The equation relating 
these parts is 

The tridiagonal matrix T can be partitioned into a diagonal part  and tridiagonal 
part . 

A K sM+[ ]=

A P
T

L
T
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D1
T2
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  consists of 2 by 2 blocks with two null terms on the diagonal.  The MAXRATIO 
test is not appropriate for these rows, so an arbitrary large finite term is added to the 
diagonal terms of  to obtain the  matrix, a diagonal matrix.   is used only in 
diagnostic tests, not in the eventual solution.  The T matrix, used in the actual solution 
process, is not modified.   is returned to its original sequence, allowing 
computation of the matrix  of the ratio of the diagonal terms of the matrix input to 
factorization (A) to the diagonal of the factor matrix (D),

Rows of  larger than the user-modifiable parameter MAXRATIO are regarded as 
the ends of massless mechanisms.  The present default value of MAXRATIO is 1.E7.  
The  values should be near the inverse of MAXRATIO.  The terms larger in 
magnitude than MAXRATIO are filtered from  to produce , with the non-zero 
large magnitude terms set to unity in R.  The existence of terms in  ("large 
MAXRATIO values") is an indication that some numerical strain will occur during 
the solution process.  The various user actions and automatic actions to provide a 
reliable solution are discussed now.  Previously, the 2 by 2 blocks of T were treated 
the same as the diagonal block , leading to spurious high ratio messages.  The 2 
by 2 blocks are not considered when computing MAXRATIO in this release.

The vector R is expanded to a square matrix Raa with  non-zero terms along its 
diagonal.   is the number of independent mechanisms in the system.  The null 
columns of Raa are deleted to form , a set of m vectors with one unit term in each 
column that will be used as a loading condition to find the constraint modes.  Each 
column has a single unit term that represents the load necessary to move the end of 
a mechanism to find constraint mode shapes 

Each shape (column of ) is identical to the rigid body mode that would be 
produced if mass were placed on one of their DOFs with non-zero motion.  In effect, 
we are going to discard the freedoms associated with this shape by tying them to 
ground.  When the model contains legitimate rigid body modes they do not cause 
singularities because of the negative shift.  All modes, including the rigid body 
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modes, will be orthogonal to  with respect to the mass matrix because of the "false 
orthogonality" described above.  Each column represents a shape for a different 
singularity.  They usually do not intersect; that is, one vector of X will have non-zero 
terms only where all other vectors of X have zero terms.  The vectors are recovered 
to g-set size, and are then normalized to make a matrix named MECHG.  MECHG 
may be printed by use of PARAM, MECHPRT, YES.

This method is a generalization of the AUTOSPC method, where local singularities 
associated with one grid point are detected and controlled.  The new method 
identifies and controls global singularities across many grid points.  

A client-supplied model showed a shortcoming of the original alter package.  This 
model is a uniform shaft 4500 units long, with about 50 equally spaced segments. It 
has all four section properties defined so that stiffness is defined for 6 DOF at each 
grid point.  There is no input causing a mass moment of inertia for shaft torsion.  
When used without the alter it identified 3 singularities, then failed in the 
eigensolution due to 3 consecutive failed decompositions.  When used with the alter 
3 singularities were removed. It was observed that the resulting solution was poor, 
in that while the torsion singularity was removed properly, two other singularities 
that showed up on lateral deflections on the shaft were identified.  When grounded 
by the SPC-like operations, they changed the roots of the bending modes of the 
system considerably, compared with a model that had mass moments of inertia 
added to define shaft torsion modes.  The criterion used to identify singularities had 
identified both massless mechanisms and modes with mass.  The mechanism modes 
with mass are now removed from the singular DOFs by the following operations:

The generalized mass  of the mechanism modes  are computed from the 
diagonal terms of the following equation,

If a term of   is above a user-specified value MECHFIL (default value = 1.E-10) 
the column of  associated with that value is discarded.  The only remaining 
columns have either a binary zero generalized mass, or a very small mass.  These 
changes allowed removing the torsion constraint mode from the client's model, while 
allowing the bending modes to remain in the problem.

The generalized damping of the mechanism modes is also computed.  If any non-zero 
terms appear in this output it is an indication that damping is being discarded in the 
modal solution.  The damping force  is computed, and printed with 
the external sequence matrix printer.  This option identifies GID:CID pairs for non-
zero values.  A damper that will not be loaded in a modal analysis because it is on a 
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discarded mechanism mode causes the non-zero terms that appear here.  The 
diagonal terms of the generalized damping energy  are also 
computed.  If a row of this vector is non-zero it is an indication of which mechanism 
mode is discarding damping. 

Corrective action when this output appears is to add to the modeling near the 
unloaded damper.  Add stiffness to ground or another stable part of the structure, or 
mass terms to cause this mode to be better defined.  The residual vector capability in 
connection with adding mass terms may correct some of these problems, when 
judiciously applied.  

Use of Constraint Modes in Dynamic Analysis
When a set of loads  is applied to the structure any part of the loads that intersect 
the constraint modes will be discarded because they are orthogonal to the 
eigenvectors used as Ritz functions in modal analysis.  The dynamic loads are a 
product of the spatial distribution  times a excitation frequency or time variation 

, where "x'" symbolizes the excitation frequency omega in frequency response 
analysis, or the time variable  in transient analysis, 

The number of columns of  is the number of RLOADi or TLOADi entries 
selected that correlate the spatial component with the "x" component.

The existence of discarded loads is determined by finding the generalized load 
matrix , 

When the system has m singularities  has m rows and NL columns, where NL is 
the number of selected RLOADi or TLOADi entries.

Fm is printed with a matrix format. If  has finite terms a fatal error exit is taken.  
PARAM,ERROR,0 may be used to avoid the fatal error exit.   is expanded to g-set 
size with conventional SDR1 module operations.  In SOL 103 it can be printed when 
param, mechprt, yes is present. The g-set includes all effects from rigid elements, 
omitted DOFs, and other DOFs exclusive from the a-set.

When an element of  contains a finite term this means that some (or all) applied 
loads are discarded.  These discarded forces are added to the SPC forces to identify 
the amount of load being discarded.  The results are then in equilibrium, but perhaps 
not for the model the user intended to define.  The evidence appears in unexpected 
SPC forces, that is, SPC forces on DOFs that appear as free DOFs in the user set table 
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printout available with PARAM, USETPRT, 0.  Conversely, when Fm does not exist 
or contains only very small terms the effect of the presence of constraint modes due 
to local singularities is small, and may be safely ignored. 

Use of Constraint Modes in Real Mode Analysis
A modes run typically does not have loads defined, so there is no means to determine 
if the constraint modes intersect the loading function.  A filtered X matrix named 
CONSTRAINT MODES can be printed.  A numerical filter removes numbers with 
very small magnitudes.  The user may compare these shapes with the loads he 
expects to apply to the model later, and determine if these loads are likely to be 
discarded.  Any constraint mode likely to be loaded should be removed by modeling 
changes.  SPC forces due to added constraints are not apparent in the SPCFORCE 
output associated with eigenvectors.  They are provided for modal dynamic analysis.  

Practical Considerations
It is common to see models with many massless mechanisms.  Suppose that a 
structure with 10,000 rivets has each rivet modeled as a short BAR element tying 
together two sheets of metal modeled with QUAD4 elements.  Most of these bars will 
be unconstrained in rotation about their axis because of the limitations of the theory 
used for the QUAD4 element.  They will have zero mass moment of inertia because 
of the theory of the BAR element.  They will not be AUTOSPCd because the bar itself 
constrains rotation about its axis, but the bar rotation does not connect to any other 
stiffness.   This means that the structure could have several thousand constraint 
modes, leading to an overwhelming amount of output that is not interesting once the 
first several shapes have been rationalized.  Most loading conditions will not put 
moments on the heads of the rivets.  There may be better ways to model rivets and 
spotwelds than short bars, too.  For this reason, only one line of output per singularity 
is printed. 

Example Problems

Real Mode Analysis

A two-element shaft is modeled with regular geometry except for the first grid point.  
Its geometry is given a small perturbation laterally, for reasons to be discussed later.  
Constraint mode control is blocked with param, mechfix, no, so the logic is similar to 
previous versions of MSC.Nastran. It has radial bearings on each end, and a thrust 
bearing at one end.  It has unconstrained shaft torsion stiffness and no mass moment 
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of inertia in torsion, a common form of massless mechanism.  (See file 
mmech031.dat.)  When the modes of the shaft are requested the eigensolution fails 
with the following messages:

It happens that the internal sequencer in the eigensolver sequenced this model 
backwards, so that the end of the mechanism is the torsion DOF of the first grid point.  
The internal sequence chosen by the solver is not readily accessible for inspection, 
and it tends to be somewhat unpredictable and sensitive to small changes in 
topology.  It is not practical to determine if the point identified as singular is first, last, 
or in the middle of DOFs to which it is connected in the external sequence, that is, in 
the sequence of the GID values.  In any event, what is needed is the connected DOFS 
in the constraint shape, not merely the last one.  A method is described below to print 
the mechanism mode shape.  Many singularities are very local in the structure, 
involving only a few points.  Others may span the entire model.  By inspecting this 
shape you can decide the best place to add elements and/or constraints.  The point 
identified as being singular may not be the best place to repair the model, for your 
particular problem.  If there is more than one massless mechanism only the one with 
largest ratio is identified by the READ module, the eigensolver.  (This model has only 
one.)  The matrix diagonal is finite, and the size of number that one would expect for 
this academic model made with unit dimensions and unit material properties.  The 
ratio term means that the factor term was about 1.538/-3.27+19 = -0.470E-19.  This is 
a computational zero for these units of measure, undistinguishable from a binary 
zero.  There are some more diagnostics printed, followed by the explanation of the 
fatal error exit, 

The program has determined that the output of the decomposition of the shifted 
stiffness matrix (the factor) is not of sufficient quality to provide a reliable solution.  
Three consecutive trial roots (shifts) failed, making it unlikely that any shift can 
provide a reliable factor. This release of NX Nastran produces similar output when 
param,mechfix,no is present.

*** USER WARNING MESSAGE 4698 (DCMPD)
     STATISTICS FOR DECOMPOSITION OF MATRIX  (NONE) .    
     THE FOLLOWING DEGREES OF FREEDOM HAVE FACTOR DIAGONAL RATIOS GREATER 
     THAN 3.27650E+19 OR HAVE NEGATIVE TERMS ON THE FACTOR DIAGONAL.
GRID POINT ID   DOF  MATRIX/FACTOR DIAGONAL RATIO        MATRIX DIAGONAL                                
                                                                                                                                    
11               R1        -3.27650E+19                     1.53846E+00

TABLE OF SHIFTS:  (LNNRIGL)
SHIFT #   SHIFT VALUE         FREQ., CYCLES     # EIGENV. BELOW    # NEW EIGENVALUES 
                                                                                                                           FOUND
1.        2.6804304E-01              8.2399085E-02        FACTOR ERROR         0
2.       -1.5574077E+00             -1.9861923E-01        FACTOR ERROR         0
3.       -3.9829266E+00             -3.1762981E-01        FACTOR ERROR         0
 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 5405 (READ)
     TERMINATION MESSAGE :  ERROR  -729 OCCURRED DURING ITERATION. 
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In the next run, on NX Nastran with the mechfix parameter removed 
(default='AUTO')  and the mechprt parameter set to YES, a similar singularity 
message appears.  (See file mmech032.dat)  However, had there been more than one 
DOF with a high ratio, all would have been printed, not just the worst.  This is 
because the singularities are found by the DCMP module, part of the static analysis 
solver.  This message is followed by a message that states massless mechanism(s) 
have been found and are being removed.  

The shape of this particular constraint mode happens to be identical the torsion rigid 
body that would be produced if a rotational mass were added at one point on the 
shaft.  However, this is not an eigenvector, it is a constraint mode, and its only use in 
dynamic analysis is to inform you of the types of loads that will be discarded if they 
are not orthogonal to this shape.  In general, the constraint modes have the same 
shape as the rigid body mode that would be produced if some mass were added to 
one of the DOFs with motion in the constraint mode.

You have several courses of action possible to deal with the existence of this 
constraint mode (mm mode, for massless mechanism mode) depending on the 
quality of the model you wish to prepare.  You may merely ignore the mm mode if 
the model is to be used only once, by you.  This also implies that you have looked at 
the constraint mode shape, and know that in any subsequent dynamic (frequency or 
transient response) analysis you do not intend to load its DOFs.  That is, for the 
example model you know you never will apply a torque load.  The modes will be 
computed and output, after the mm mode is constrained.  If you take this model on 
to modal dynamic analysis the mm mode will again be constrained.  Any load 
applied that intersects the mm mode will be sent to ground, to appear in SPC forces.  
Example model mmech032 uses this "I don't care" approach, in that param, error,0 is 
present so that the modes are produced after the mm mode is automatically 
constrained.

If you are preparing this model for someone else for purposes not known a priori, or 
you expect to reuse this model for several years with loadings yet to be devised, it is 
better practice to complete its modeling.  This avoids leaving little land mines in the 
model caused by shortcuts to be discovered later, such as applying a torque load and 
finding it causes no stress values.  This shaft has torsional stiffness but zero rotational 
mass, a condition possible in FE analysis but not real life.  At a minimum, if it is 
possible that the shaft may be torqued in a future analysis you should put in a 
reasonable rotational mass distribution to react against torsional accelerations.  

If the shaft will never be torqued, even by internal loads, you can remove the "J" term 
from the PBAR entry so that it has no stiffness in torque, and let AUTOSPC take care 
of any singularities that result.  Either put in all of the shaft torsion modeling, or none 
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of it.  If torqued, the shaft will accelerate at a finite value if it is given mass.  If the 
actual shaft being modeled has gears, pulleys and belts, flexible couplings to other 
shafts and other features not in the model, or other means of constraint, it will be 
necessary to model these features to some degree to obtain realistic stresses due to 
torque.  Example model mmech033 adds torsional moments of inertia to fully define 
the shaft torsion effects and leaves in mechfix=auto, in case there is another mm 
mode.  This results in a rigid body mode in torsion and several flexible torsion modes, 
with no singularity messages or automatic constraints applied.

Modal Frequency Response Analysis
The two-element shaft model is given two loading conditions, a lateral force and a 
torque loading.  Model input file mmech112.dat is similar to the -032 model described 
above, with load data added for frequency response analysis.  When run, the 
singularity messages and eigenvalues are identical to those produced on the -032 run.  
Frequency response results are provided for the lateral loading subcase, but the 
torque load subcase produces the following fatal message:

Column 1 of this matrix relates to the first subcase, the lateral load.  It has a null term, 
implying that the torsion massless mechanism is not loaded.  Column 2 relates to the 
second subcase, the torsion load.  It has a finite generalized force, implying that some 
or all of the second loading condition will go directly to ground, and not into the 
structure.  This is an indication that torque loads will go to ground, perhaps in a 
manner that you did not intend.  When this fatal error exit is avoided by the presence 
of param, error, 0, (see example model mmech114) the results for the torque results 
are produced.  The unit torque load is dumped directly into SPC forces for grid point 
12, the point at which the load is applied.  This loading never enters the structure.  All 
other displacements, forces, and stresses for this subcase are very small numbers 
representing numerical noise.  If your intent was to constrain this DOF with SPCs and 
you forgot to put them in, this has been a successful analysis.  It is more likely that 
your intent was to leave this point free and determine the stresses due to inertia loads 
and/or other constraints not yet in the model.  In this case you got the uninteresting 
result that loads applied directly on SPCs cause only SPC forces, something that can 
be determined without an FE analysis.  Again, if the torque component of the load is 

^^^MAXIMUM GENERALIZED FORCE IN MECHANISM MODES IS   1.000000E+00 
^^^USER FATAL ERROR, MASSLESS MECHANISMS ARE LOADED 
^^^LARGEST GENERALIZED FORCE FACTOR IS   1.000000E+00
 ^^^GEN. FORCE FOR EACH MASSLESS MECHANISM IS    
MATRIX GENFML . . IS A DB  PREC 2 COLUMN X 1 ROW RECTANG  MATRIX.
COLUMNS       1 THRU       1 ARE NULL.
COLUMN      2      ROWS      1 THRU      1     --------------------------------------------------
    ROW 
      1)   -1.0000D+00
^^^FATAL ERROR CONDITION TURNED OFF BY PRESENCE OF PARAM,ERROR,0    
^^^LOADS NOT CONSTRAINED BY MODE SHAPES ARE SENT DIRECTLY TO SPCFORCES    
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inconsequential that may be an acceptable result.  In the case we are discussing now 
the only component of the load is torque, so it is unlikely that this is a successful 
analysis. The torque load case would provide better results if we had taken the time 
to repair the model, based on flaws uncovered in the real mode analysis. 

The motivation for the small jog in the geometry is discussed in the Reference.  If this 
model had perfectly regular geometry (that is, the lateral location of this grid point 
was 0.0 instead of 1.E-10) the model would run successfully except that the torque 
load would "disappear", that is, not show up in SPC forces or any element output in 
V70.7.  The reasons for successful eigenvalue results given small changes in geometry 
are rather arcane.  This behavior is likely to change in future versions after we review 
the rationale of the code in this region.  In any event, the tuning parameters for the 
mm automatic constraint capability are set so that they will constrain singularities of 
this type, regardless of whether the geometry is regular or not.  They will not 
"disappear" loads applied on singularities, so that the results will always be in 
equilibrium if element, inertia loading, applied forces, and constraint forces are 
summed at any grid point.

There are several variations of this model on the tpl library delivered with this 
release.  They differ from the one described above by having 20 scalar elements 
added to make the problem big enough to run in the LAN method, and avoid the 
autoswitch feature described in another TAN.  If the AHOU method is selected it 
usually has the massless mechanism removed by the traditional auto-omit feature.

Anecdotal Data
The "client tough problem" file was searched to find a problem that would tax this 
capability.  The behavior of two are related here.  These are confidential files that we 
are not allowed to publish.

File Name:  [censored]  Client deck, gets three failed shifts, then exits in NX Nastran 
V70.7.

Problem Characteristics:

The .f04 file listing of input entry types is.

CNT:ENTRY CNT:ENTRY CNT:ENTRY CNT:ENTRY CNT:ENTRY

6:CBAR 552:CELA S28:CHEXA 179:CONM2 198:CORD2R
4:CPENTA 57133:CQUAD4 16163:CTRIA3 1:EIGRL 21:FORCE
75518:GRID 66:MAT1 7:PARAM 3:PBAR 331:PLOTEL
173:PSHELL 1:PSOLID 6219:RBE2 8:RBE3 4:SPC
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Number of identified singularities: 106 initially, 74 after mass check.  Most were in 
the R3 direction.  The remainder were in the R2 direction.

Notes:  The cause of the problems has not been identified.  A reasonable guess is that 
the many QUAD4 and TRIA3 elements in coordinate systems have out of plane near 
singularities just beyond the bounds of what AUTOSPC constrains.  There may also 
be over-innovative use of RBE3 elements.  The READ module identified one more 
high ratio point after the auto-constraint process was finished.  

It was found that changing MAXRATIO to ten times its default value caused the 
number of identified singularities to reduce by a factor of ten, while still providing a 
solvable problem.  Changing MAXRATIO to one-tenth of the default value resulted 
in 4 times the number of singularities before mass sweeping.  The job failed due to 
inadequate scratch space when attempting the FBS for 1000 plus Constraint Modes. 
The FBS operation was going to take longer than an eigensolution.  This is an 
expensive way to identify mechanisms if you have a lot of them.  Perhaps for model 
checkout, you should start with a large value of MAXRATIO such as 1.E9, then see if 
your modeling will make large classes of mm modes.  If yes, perhaps you should 
consider using snorm or some other technology to make it more likely that autospc 
will get rid of more near singularities.  For the largest MAXRATIO used, which 
identified 9 singularities, I expected the constraint modes to be highly uncoupled.  
Inspecting the set for this model confirmed that while some vectors had only a few 
non-null rows (the DOFs identified in the high ratio message) others had terms 
almost everywhere, to the extent that the density of the constraint modes matrix was 
20%.  It is easy to figure out where the columns with only one term need a spc (that 
is what the auto capability does) or a mass or an element to another part of the 
structure that is not in a mm mode, but for the more coupled case the best method to 
remove the singularity requires some study by someone who understands the model.  
For this particular model, when the filter value (param, mechfil) was increased to 1.e4 
the amount of printed output became manageable.

Getting rid of many near-singularities is somewhat like killing mice under a blanket.  
You knock down many here and many there, and all of a sudden another one pops 
up some new place.  The fact that there are many identified singularities, and perhaps 
many more just below the threshold where some have been found, means that you 
are dealing with a marginally stable structure, at least in loadings that can cause 
deflection in the shape of the constraint modes.  For the constraint modes the matrix 
being decomposed is , while the matrix decomposed in the eigensolver is 
the less stable , another reason one can expect to see somewhat different 
high ratio messages in the two operations.  The behavior of small changes leading to 
large changes in response is the definition of an unstable system.

K s M+[ ]
K s M–[ ]
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Changes suggested by this example:

1. Print the number of singularities before and after the mass sweep.  This is a 
measure of the stability of the structure.[change completed in this release]

2. Filter the raw mechanism shapes to get rid of small numbers.  The mass 
sweeping and other calculations are expensive with dense matrices, and the 
small numbers disappear eventually. [change completed.]      

3. Provide a means to put a different value of MAXRATIO into DCMP and 
READ.  In Version 70.7 they both use the same value.  This would be a 
means to avoid the disquieting behavior of the READ module identifying 
singularities after the statics operations involving DCMP says it got rid of 
all of them.  For the record, a factor of 100 would have been required on this 
"tough problem" to avoid the message from READ. [change completed]

4. Limit the number of constraint modes allowed, and discard the remainder.  
For example, if the limit were 100 mm modes for output, it is unlikely that 
if you have 1000 mm's that there are 1000 different types.  It is more likely 
that the great majority are one generic type.  If you understand that type, 
you can remove or repair that type of modeling everywhere in the model, 
not just for the 100 that were identified.  This should greatly reduce the 
number found on the next iteration of model debugging.  If you do indeed 
have 1000 different types you can expect to spend several months 
diagnosing them and fixing them.  It might be more economical to discard 
this model and start again with less adventurous modeling techniques. [A 
limit for the number computed can be done with an SSSALTER planned for 
this release.]

File name. [censored]

This problem file is based on the small model described above, where a second 
massless mechanism is added that happens to have a binary zero factor term.  There 
are two variations:

The first pair has two small disjoint shafts in the same model.  It appears to give 
reasonable answers.  The second constrains the shaft with the binary zero factor term 
so that only the comp. zero factor term remains.  It fails with 3 failed shifts.  The third 
has the bad shift with the comp. zero factor term, not a binary zero, and a disjoint 
coupled mass (a "stiffness less mechanism").   It strains for a while, then gives bad 
answers, such as duplicated modes where there shouldn't be any, two failed shifts, 
diagnostics about the Sturm numbers are inconsistent, etc.  The prudent approach for 
problems of this type for this release of NX Nastran is to use param, mechfix, yes.  
That is, look for and constrain singularities before attempting an eigensolution.
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These problems are admittedly artificial, but they are small enough to print matrices 
to understand what is going on.  Unfortunately, the types of mechanisms they 
display are usually found in large models with rigid elements, releases on bar and 
beam elements, etc. etc., where there is so much going on it is difficult to separate the 
causes of the problem from inconsequential effects.  However, those who have 
struggled with intractable Lanczos problems will recognize some of the symptoms 
described above, on runs that still remain mysteries today.  

Corrective action suggested by these examples is:

1. If you get a high-ratio messages from real eigensolutions and you don't like 
the solution (or a solution is not provided) get rid of the high ratios 
somehow.  Adding mass to it will probably make another rigid body mode, 
but it won't contaminate the other eigenvectors.  Adding an spc to it will tie 
it to ground, which may or may not be acceptable, depending on how you 
load the model.  The prudent thing to do is leave param,mechfix at its 
default value.  

2. On the first run of a new model, when massless mechanisms are likely, you 
can save the cost of the failed eigensolution by using param, mechfix, yes to 
constrain the matrices to the first read module call when it is necessary.

Note: Some of the features described here are not included in this release due to the 
press of schedules.

Appendix Example Model mmech114.dat

$ mmech114 
DIAG 8,19
SOL 111 $
CEND
TITLE = massless mechanism example, modal fr    mmech114
subtitle = two subcases with differing freqs, mechfix requested
label = param, error 0 selected
ECHO = BOTH
METHOD = 1
sdamp = 4
DISP(sort2) = all
Oload = all
elforce = all
stress = all
Spc = 1
Spcf = all
subcase 1
label = lateral load
dload = 1
freq = 1 
subcase 2
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label = torque load
dload = 2
freq = 2 $ change freqs to cause dmap loop
BEGIN BULK
Param, error, 0 $ crash on regardless of errors
Param, mechfix, yes $ constrain massless mechanisms automatically
GRID,   11,     ,       1.,     1.E-10 $ a small kink in y direction
GRID,   12,     ,       2.
GRID,   13,     ,       3.
Grid,   15,     ,       2.,     0.5
CBAR,   112,    112,    11      12      0.      0.      1.
CBAR,   123,    112,    12      13      0.      0.      1.
rbar,   125,    12,     15,     123456 $ rotor
PBAR,   112,    11,     1.      2.      3.      4.
, .5, .5 $ stress recovery locations
MAT1,   11,     1.,   ,       .3,     1. $ 
SPC1, 1, 23 11 13 $ SHAFT BEARINGS
SPC1, 1, 1, 11 $ THRUST BEARING
$cbush, 1123,   1123,   13,     14,     ,       ,       ,       0
$ temporary. Use  to remove singularity for solution without alter
pbush,  1123,   K,      ,       ,       ,       1.E-10 $ borderline 
singularity 
EIGRL,  1,      ,       ,       100 $  GET ALL MODES
RLOAD2  1       101                     200
RLOAD2  2       102                     200
DAREA,  101     12      3       1.0 $ vertical load
DAREA,  102     12      4       1.0 $ torque
TABLED1 200
,       0.      1.0     100.    1.0     ENDT
FREQ1,  1,      0.1,    0.1,    9 $ EXCITATION FREQUENCIES OF .1,
$ .2, .3, . . , 1.0
FREQ1,  2,      0.2,    0.2,    4 $ EXCITATION FREQUENCIES OF .2, etc.
TABDMP1, 4 $ some modal damping
,       1.0,    0.1,    2.0,    0.1,    ENDT
ENDDATA 
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